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Stretches a path scarce visible aztd old, 
It reaches into me, eras found by roe; 

It is the path that man tbroogh Brahmas finds, 

Brfiai; Upanishai, 

This is the Way for going to Beyond. 
And therefore is it Yonder>farmg called, 

Sutta-NipAU. 





PREFACE 

Tms spoD of my e«rth*wayftnngs is Dearly accom* 
pliibed. and soch books as I have these fc^y yean 
brought to birth'—'Pali first editions, translations from 
Pali, manuals and essays on the compantive history 
of Buddhism and on certain problems of vital religious 
interest-'Ore for the most part still to be had by the 
few who would consult them. But there are also 
many ^xtradic writings: articles and comments buried 
in peio^als and * Commemorative Volumes. * and after 
critical revistoo I have decided that such of these as 
had not been wrought up into my books might still, 
if disintened and collectively presented, help to carry 
on the mission that is in Um manuals and essays. 
They too tell, in a work that yet needs doing, of two 
things. 

They tell bow the religioD we now call Buddhism 
was different at first from what it now is. This needs 
showing. Others do not yet fairly and freely show it. 
It will need showing yet for years to come. 

And they tell bow man's more-will in his wayfaring 
is not yet taught as it needs to be. I see men holding 
op id^ls to ^ followed without a word on the will, 
the will by which alone man can value what they 
hold up. It may be said that, in rdigion viewed 
as a life-quest, man’s main factor is his wilL With¬ 
out will be can never leam to become according 
as he is taught He needs, as the Jesos-word said, 

vU 
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to “ will to do the will" in knowing the true from 
the false: 

'Ei£t' n( 6{\iifta airrov vct4U> . . 

He needs to exercise will in wayfaring through the 
worlds. He needs to will a More in many ways to the 
Better. He needs will as to the last mandate of earth* 
life, that next step which, as yet, is so wilfully put 

aside. 
The More in life, when life is viewed as a growth, a 

becoming, figured as a wayfaring towards a Most, very 
long in time, time past and time future, not for man* 
kind only considered as a whole, but for each Man, 
each Woman: here is what these Wayfarer's Words 
have after divers manners been trying to say. 

If in these articles I at times am found repeating 
myself, I admit at once I was not aiming at a symmet* 
ncal shop window, or one showing great diversity of 
wares. It shows rather the persisting need I have 
found, in these latter years, to emphasize certain 
essential points in the history of religious thought that 
seemed to call for greater emphasis than is as yet given 
them, ymphari* in varied presentation, it may be, but 
mainly emphasis in saying the unheeded over again. - 

Where the periodicals that first gave light to these 
items still are running, and where war conditions have 
not prevented access to them, permissioQ to reprint, 
for which I am duly grateful, bv been obtained. In 
every case reference to them has been given. 

^ John vil 17, 
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WAYFARER’S WORDS 

I 

A WORKING BOND OF FELLOWSHIP* 

Ir we come ep&rt aod think for a while over life's 
essentials, as bein^ not of the body only, we may agree 
that, whatever aod however be otxr ways of living, 
we are not standing still therein; we are somehow 
moving on; and in moving, seeking. Some may say: 
we only want to mflintain a stalus qw; we tbinlt we 
do maintain it. Well, these admit " they want"— 
and this wanting is also in a way a seeking. 

That we seek brings op the question: Wiat seek we ? 
and how best may we seek this " what"? If I say 
we seek a More, a Better, a Higher, which we ultimately, 
though not yet, shall come to know as a Most, Best, 
Highest, the fact confronts us, that many are obviously 
seekiog a Less, a Worse, a Lower, though they may not 
see their object as such. Possibly they may so see it, 
bat there are few who will say. with the candour of 
the Shakespearean Richard III, " I am determ'd to 
be a villain." They have just a mistaken view of 
what they deem is a Better. 

Such an one may be fortunate enough, while yet 
here, to come to curse himself for his mistaken view, as. 
it is said, did the author of the Gennan " Hymn of 
Hate " of the British not so many years ago. That 

* PabUstied in BnddJiitm m Engtaad, 1930. 
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pseudo-poet—I fo^t hu oune—did not at the time 
see that i«tat be wished, not only for us, but for him¬ 
self, was a Less, not a More. Moreover, he did not 
seek the Less for os as an individual; he sought expressly 
to lead others to seek with him, both in what he sought 
and in the way in which be sought. In other ieords, he 
saw a section of his fellow-men as foes, worthy to be 
not loved but bated. 

We have not long ago seen another instance of this 
seeking a Less both for and with fellow-men. In open¬ 
ing " Parliament " (if we may so call it), the Russian 
dictator was reported in The Tim*s to have said these 
words; "We have had many successes, but we are 
surrounded by enemies, who do not attack os only 
because they see we are strong." He only difiered 
from the Hate poet in that he saw his neighbours as 
potential enemies only. But there was no friendly 
ontlook on any of his f^ow-nMa who were not Russian. 
As latent enemies we were all to be looked upon with 
the hatred of suspidoo. And it is fairly dismal proof 
of a low stage of civilisation, that a man in so exalted 
a position could, at this time of day, so speak, and not 
have been shouted down at once as no better than a 
savage. 

Let us now turn to the uttermost opposite of such 
sentiments. In the pages of an Amffican monthly, 
over a year ago, I read a suggestion, put forward by 
a well-lmown writer, J. Delafield, as to how we might 
best seek onr supreme goal of living. Unity with our 
fellow-seekers, that is. with practically all men, could 
only be brought about by unity wit^ the spirit or 
self, the individual; and t^ unity could only find true 
expression as creative love in and for all. (I quote 
from memory.) 
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Here, let us hope, is food more palatable for readers 
of this Journal than that other ^et of suspicton and 
expressed or implidt bate. It is indeed a More that 
we have here to be seeking, such as tends to this end. 
not a Less. And it may even appear as workable to 
SODM. 

I frankly do not hold it really workable for mankind; 
- for man, taken by and la^, is not ytt ftady for it. 
Its plausibility, it b true, depends on the fulness and 
depth in which the elastic term *' Loveb used. 
The Buddhist mOtd. for instance, so often translated 
by '' love,*' but which b only the abstract form of 
" friend " in other words " friendship,” or. as 
I usually render it now. ” amity,” b a more workable 
bond than udieo used in the transcendental depth of 
the word used by the writer quoted. We need to be 
very, very honest with ourselves over thb; if we are, 
we shall see, that if we seek our goal on that cited 
" basb ”—the writer's own term—of love for each and 
every one of our fellow-men, we shall be playing a 
great game of "let’s pretend*'! We need first to 
select, to eliminate, to get a I^atonk republic, a gentler, 
saner world, before we can quite truthfully proceed to 
” love,” in word and also in deed, each and all our 
fellows. We are asking too much of ourselves and of 
each other. IVt need a Middie Way. 

That notable term brings me to the early Buddhbta 
I They bad. at least in the lifetime of their first mis- 
! sioners, a "basb” for intercourse chosen, or to be 
I chosen by the seeker as avoiding the extreme of side- 

issues (anta). They looked on living in the many lives, 
many worlds, as an onward faring {sai^i«fra). to be 

i made into a way or road (magga) of coming to be in a 
I More (Mtiyyo), and as taking a long time before the 
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Thing Sought {attka) could be retched. This they 
celled with reverent reticence the Beyond-th»t {UO- 
uttarim). end the Peak of the inunortal (amat'agg*). 
Nothing in their chart of the first missions is put for¬ 
ward about man as having to love his fellow-man, 
much less as having to hold him in suspicaon. The 
tnissionexs, we read, were to teach the God- or Godly- 
Hving {Brakmachariy») out of "sympathy” {«w*- 
tmpS), since everyone was in the great Way of 
Hairing the Goal by becoming what he was not 

before. 
I think that, even for us after all these centuries, 

there is here an immortal truth. In the common bond 
of fellow-wayfaring, our chief aim is that of the 
traveller: to reach his goal. That which we need 
chiefly to avoid is to be hindered or to hinder, as is the 
way of all good travellers. Hatred of the fellow-man, 
in whatever form it be, hinders both self and others. 
So too may loving the fellow-man hinder, if the fellow- 
man become in any degree a goal. To help him where 
there is need—here we link up with the Jesus-word— 
may be not a hindrance but a help. A parable, a 
simile must not be taken too literally. Hindrance 
comes with the helping only if we fen-get the chief 
objective of each: the Goal. The good Samaritan 
stopped to help a bodily need. Well and good. But 
we have in mind a bond to satisfy a spiritual need. 
It is as neither body nor mind, but as a human spirit 
that I see man in relation to man as fellow-traveller, 
bound on no earthly journey only, but on a longer 
trek, and as uwng his journeying with body-and-mind 
vehicles as opportunities for progress in that way¬ 

faring. 
I believe that we have here a practicable middle 
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b«sU of intercoone, one that has never been given, 
stnoe that long-ago day, a fair chance. In this oar 
world of enlarged and quickened travel it should find 
that chance. I a tra>^er: yon a traveller; let as 
wayfaroi^th one another as such ( 



MAN A WAYFARER THROUGH WORLDS* 

We do little in this country to proinote systematicany 
the historical and comparative study of reli^ons, old 
and new. There was a chair on the subject recently 
endowed in protesting generosity at Manchester Uni¬ 
versity: there may be others: I do not know of any. 
I believe we are in this respect insular among cultor^ 
nations. English-wise an attempt is now on foot to 
make good by private, unendowed, disinterested enter¬ 
prise. A society, namely, has been launched in London 
as the outcome, or the out-to-come, of a public meeting 
at Westminster in February last, to promote the 
study of religions. Its prospectus lays emphasis on 
its object as being strictly that of the historic^ investi¬ 
gator, not that of the special pleader, the propagandist, 
the eclectic synthesiser. Ihe movement makes no 
claim to be a novel departure without precedent 
conditions: it refers its coming-to-be to a feature of 
the Empire Exhibition at Wembley in 1924. This 
was an immaterial exhibit of living religions represented 
within this Empire, by means of addresses by votaries 
of, or in a few cases of inquirers into, those religions. 
Held for greater convenience at the Imperial Institute, 
and under the auspices of the Sch<^ of Oriental 
Studies and the Sociological Society, it attracted large 
audiences, and wishes were express^ that the exhibits 

* PsbUihed in tbe HUbtrl Journal, London, 1930 (October). 
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JO sampled mijht be. so to speak, planted and reared 
as more permanent growths. 

A well-lcDown writer and teacher of philosophy in 
the Calcutta University. Professor Radhakrishnan. 
about t(^tenninate a lecture tour in this country, con¬ 
sented to give an inaugural lecture at Westminjter. 
choosing as his subject the Theory of Rebirth.* Forthe 
winter sessions it has been proposed to take a subject 
of cardinal importance in all religions, and 
the attitude of world-religions towards it serially 
and separately, or also comparatively, by different 
experts. In this way there will be advantage to both 
hearers and the Society's teachers. The former will 
obtain a channel of concentration in midst of variety. 
The chosen subject will come to attain a depth of 
interest impossible where a course of lectures flits 
from one topic to another. And where are as yet no 
funds to reward fitly any one teacher, no specialist 
will be called upon to m^e undue samfice of labour 
and time in giving a course. 

The subject selected for the first series is “ The 
Man."proposedby the writer. Not "Meo." be it noted, 
nor " Man." Here is no matter of sociology, of 
ethnology, of anthropology. The field of these is not 
the field of religion. There is no religion vdiich does 
not implicitly start from and build up upon a certain 
coocepdon of the man, the man here including the 
woman. Nor, in spite of the sub-title to the series, 
with its ]^iilosophic abstraction: " Human personality 
as conceived by the great religions,” is there involved 
a study of those philosophies elaborated in the lap of 
'' great religions " when grown to scholastic maturity. 

* lli-b«klth prevented him. He gave, bowevtr. a difierent 
ectora before the Society a lietJe later. 
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What has any world-religion meant, what does It now, 
if yet living, mean, by its central onit. its maker, its 
valuer, its votary. " the man 

It is a profoundly interesting point of departure. It 
is for me the one true point of departure in study 
of religions. We are to make the many “ isms." 
covering as they do so many historical strata of religious 
thought, subsidiary to the chief subject. And we are 
directed to seek and that concept of the Highest, 
Best, Most. Uttermost as framed in the history of 
each " ism " by *' the man " in each. As one who 
has been a labourer in the vineyard of India's religions 
concepts at a certain epoch. I try. by what I have 
found, to onfold a little what has just been said in 
brief, and in particular to stress, in the nature of the 
man, that wherewith India now and again was in labour 
in a way less noticeable in the lands west of her. And 
as a teacher in that vineyard I will drop the writer’s 
impersonal appeal and come to the roan or woman, 
speaking as “ the roan *' to " the man." 

1 as man. you as man: eadi wants the better man, 
wants to be. to see the better man. Men want this. 
The better may not appear alike to all, but it is 
thought of as that. As that, it is sometimes that a man 
should keep up what be is, should carry on as that and 
fare no worse. They will say " he is * better' so." 
Sometimes it is that a man ^ould get what he has 
not yet got. should go cm to that and fare less ill. 
They will say "be can improve, be can become 
better." 

And a man will value diflerently the effort to get 
what be has not, or is not, yet. If it is a following on 
in gaining more of what has proved useful in bis needs, 
be may find this sort of " better " worth while. It is 
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a “ better " he it coming to understand. If it is to 
be effort to win what be hat zvot, the ntefolnets of 
which does not ytt appear, he may not be persuaded 
that the effort is worth while. Ilie new, he judges, 
may not^ways be the better, even though the better 
must be the new. 

That which is deemed both " new ’’ and “ better " 
men figure usually at of one of two ways: improve' 
ment for body, improvement for mind. Or of both: 
" healthier mind in healthier body " it then the reading 
of the adage. And for most men the better Man is 
just this. Would you say so ? 

Some there are who wc^d add to these two ways of 
betterment, improvement in what they would call 
" character.*' This, they would say. is ^ something 
latent in a persons sort of product or outcome (it 
should rather be " oat*to<oine ")-~wbich is the truer 
expression of him or her than is either mind or body. 
Let a crisis arise, let a temptation be felt, then there 
emerges, in a way perhaps not seen before, “ char* 
acter," or want of it, that is. a poor sort of character. 
Then, say they, we rightly know the man, the woman. 

Are you content to be called just a character, even 
without the popular drollery sometimes attaching to 
it ? Character, we know, is a mark or stamp on some¬ 
thing, in the Greek. On coin it indicates ^ue. So. 
^en character is shown, personal worth is discerned. 
The worth of you is shown by or in the character you 
reveal. Character is the revealing; yen are the 
revealed. ’* The coin is but the guinea's stamp; the 
man's a man for a' that." The revealing, the character 
is how, out of and above the routine of the day, this 
man may be trusted to behave. " Trusted " when 
either you have already seen him behaving in such and 
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socb 4 crisis, or when you are sure you have rightly 
divined the “ sort ” of mao he is. He is the behaver. 
He beluives so, being si man of such a character, not 
because he is character. 

Do I seem to wony overmuch about wor«^? Will 
not any word, more or less fit, being in vogue, serve 
to name what we mean ? 

It depends. I would say, on the degree in sriiich we 
value that uliich we are naming. If I worry, it is 
becanse here the thing most worth is not so valued in 
our day as to be truly, justly, fitly named. Our day 
is concentrating on two relatively side issues about 
the man: the betterment in body, the betterment in 
mind; we consider it relatively unimportant how we 
nanre that in whom body and mind are instruments. 
Character we say will *' do,” will serve. 

As to that, it is worth noticing that this word in our 
tongue is relatively new, unknown I should say to 
Jacobean traitslators of the Bible. If that is so, it is 
of interest to note that it has come into use, as a 
substitute for ” the roan,” together with the rise 
among us of the science of mind, or what we now, 
oddly enough, call psychology. (Phrenolc^ was pre¬ 
empted; ikodlogy never got a look in'; rnentok^ might 
have served, but we probably followed continental 
usage, where a good word for ” mind *' was lacking.) 
Bat in Indian thought there arose a similar termi 
(akshatita. lakkhaifa : having the same meaning in 
material handicr^t, and coming to have the same 
meaning in ” the man,” namely, the salient feature or 
features in his nature, or in the nature of anything. 
This term came into use when India also bad coriie. 
for the first time, to consider the mind of man apart from 
the man. This new way of thought took birth in 
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probably the seventh centmy B.C., hardly later, and 
was known as the teaching by way of nnmber-aod' 
name; the word SAnkh)« means both that and com¬ 
puting. and we may not unfitly call it the Analytical 
School. *41 grew to have a tremendous infiaence; the 
older Upaoishads of Brahman teachings reveal this 
together with a certain wise anxiety about it. Those 
teachings finally adopted Slnkhya without being in 
their religious conceptions swam^ by it It spread 
over the new teaching of Sakya, as Buddhism was 
called, and this it ended by swamping to a very serious 
extent. Men saw so much in mind, that they lost 
sight, at least in dogma and cat^tay, of the roan, 
whose mind they numbered and named.*' They 
substituted “ mind " for mao in the contexts where 
the " man *' was the one right word. Take the parable 
in the Buddhist Suttas, where is taught the lesson of 
the True coming to the man at different stages of his 
life in varied guise. Messengers ride in swiftly, now 
this one. now that, from North. East. West. The dty 
governor in the midst of the town judges their message. 
" Now be." said the Sutta-exponents, " is the mind."^ 
We p>crbsps are not shocked. I heard the other day 
by wireless, in an excellent " talk " on teaching the 
biind. the teacher describing the sightless hearer as 
an active laboratory wherein tke dtredcr tMt tkt mind. 
So much has the like happened among us to-day as 
happened among the monastic Buddhists of I^a. 
where the changed values repyresented a more tre¬ 
mendous and shaking change than among ourselves. 
An early Christian would admonish his brethren that 

> ViAMsd, OM of three terms used in the Sottas fco mind. 
Heaniag " dtsoeraing," its older was roan-in- 
sorvhring-death as tmar*. 
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they were "the sons of God"; the earlier Indian 
impresaed upon his Usteoer that he tMs (not " son " 
bat) That, the divine natare itself, in himself. Bat 
the new spirit in that early India was coining to see 
macb in t^ mind, much that was more in cqpsonance 
with the conviction, that all things «*ere in process of 
change, which was growing up and jarring with the 
current teaching, that the I^best is, ever is. and 
changes not. And little by little it came to be held 
that the tnaw contd only be " got at" in m as mind. 
This I discussed in the Hibbtrt Jowntd two years ago 
(July. 1928). 

Here and now I am more concerned with the position 
in which our own less rudimentary psychology, in its 
divorce from philosophy, has land^ us. It was a 
gradual bnsineas, this divorce, and it was not till after 
certain men of medical training bad published tractates 
on the mind, with the physiologic^ parallels drawn 
from their own tradition, that the parting began to 
take shape. Academicians wrote on the mind under 
the title of metaphysics and philosophy. And pS3rch> 
ology is stin taught in London from the Cl^r of 
" Philosophy of Mind and Logic." Locke and David 
Hume wrote of the mind under the title " Homan 
Understanding," but no one would call their wcu'ks 
unmixed with philosophical considerations. Nor can 
anyone nowadays fail to see how inapt they are when 
handling mentid processes, or how they relapse into 
the traditional way of philosophy, whi^ is to see the 
man in the mind, the proceeder in the jwocess. 

Consider Locke doing this. " The mind very often 
sets itself on work in search of some hidden idea, and 
turns as it were the eye of the soul upon it." Here 
Locke actually makes the soul, i.«. the man, an 
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instnunent of the mind. " Sometimes they 
ideu) start ap of their own accord, and offer themselves 
to the ondentanding."' He has made the mind into 
a dammy man (just like Buddhist monk-editors), and 
ideas injo so many mannikins. Faithfully, too, has be 
been inmated in this by some modem psychological 
maTinnlg 

Consider, again, Hume. His inapt handling is best 
shown in his well-known attempt to expugn tbe man 
or self. He wrote, you remember, in the Personal 
Identity section of the Hutttm Nature, that when be 
" entered most intimately into what I call myself, I 
always stumble on some particular perception. . . . 
I never can catch myself at any time without a 
perception, and never can observe anything but the 
perception." and so on. This has a certain air of 
seeming very acute, but to us of to-day it should 
appear doveiUy and shallow. It is slovenly to admit 
that " I" am aware of heat or cold, or (as Hume goes 
<»i) that " I" love or hate, and then admit truth in 
tbe heat, the cold, the loving, the hating, but see only 
untiutb in tbe " I " According to and quoting Hume,. 
we get this comical sequence: " I" (not real) " catch " 
(real) " myself ’’ (unr^). And it is shallow to deny 
the reality of everything that we cannot perceive. 
Actually we believe many things to be real which we 
do not outwardly or even inwardly perceive. I cannot 
" perceive" all my outward form, at most only 
portions of it. irtule talking to you; I cannot at all 
perceive the working of my brain while 1 tell you my 
thought; I cannot perceive the flow of the thoughts 
pftMing '' through " my mind, as we clumsily say. 
Yet 1 know it is 7 who talk with you; I know it is 

' Human Vudtrttandiuf, II. cb. x. 
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*' my ” brain. tb« brain of'' me ” that is busy; I know 
that I am thinking and trying to reach response in 
your thinking. Everything here I can perceive (using 
the word in Hume’s wide sense of " being aware "), 
I can in a way contemplate, I can appraise, I value. 
But I cannot so contemplate, appraise, value myself; 
and that is because I, the very man, the man-in-man. 
am not valued, but am valuer. All of me save Me is 
valued, or to be valued. I, the valuer, can only be 
valued in that which expresses me. that which I can 
put forth from roe. As output it is become something 
which I and others can contemplate, appraise, value. 
It is of me; it is no longer I. even as the poem, once 
made, is not the poet, the melody is not the composer. 

Do you say: Then cannot the man be both valuer 
and valued ? Is not mind both minding and minder ? 
Is it not a matter of aspects ? 

Our roatnuals try to make them so. But is it not a 
feature of them, how unhappy, how unconvincing, how 
leaving-unaccounted-for are ^ efiorts of such manuals 
to fit on, or into, consciousness what they call self- 

? Always the ” knowing that I know " 
waves above their tidy pyramids of complexes like a 
loose end in the wind. T1^ is more in inner experience 
to be taken into account than the p3Tamid. Something 
that is not just " other way of looking at it," as in a 
matter of aspects. And it is notably in the onderrated 
psychology of will that we come nearest to the " More " 
to be taken into account. When the man is in a crisis 
and must put forward " more will," then does just 
" willing " show as quite inadequately filling the pic¬ 
ture. It cries for the wilier. Then does he loom 
large: What roust I do ? I choose this; 1 reject that. 

It is, as James Ward tried to say a generation ago, 
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A question of fAdng facts. The Buddhists and Europe 
have been burying their beads, in this matter, in the 
sand. Their eyes, as in a Buddhist siinile, have grown 
dusty. " Whw there is a way, there will be a way-er,"* 
wrote a |reat Buddhist scholastic, with the dust for a 
moment >liped off. Yet he relapsed and endorsed the 
tradition of his cloistered world in such words as 
" Going is there but no goer."' We can surely see 
more clearly than that. Where there is a machine, 
there will be a machinist, at least as creator, as starter, 
however Robottian it may have come to be. Where 
there are means, instruments, there will be users. 
And of these the instruments are not aspects: they are 
but adjuncts, sub-factors, if the word seem more just, 
of him who is, in the using, the " -er." the " -ist." If 
we use any of these adjuncts to mean him, the very 
man, we are not in het resolving him into them; wc 
are artificially raising them to stand for him. To say, 
man is mind is to make mind mean minder. 

Do we not see that to say, " The man is a myth." 
needs the man to judge that this is so ? I must be 
there, to say " I am not." This was said long ago, 
as Buddhism was wilting out of India, its good work 
done, its central canker of the " not-nun " repudiated 
by Sbinkari. That was eleven centuries ago. And 
wc are needing to have it said here and now. 

Bui we are needing to have it said with a fresh 
emphasis in our conception of the man. This was an 
emphasis which India, in rejecting Buddhism, rejected 
with it. Nay, Buddhism itself in rejecting the “ man " 
(or self) was rejecting it also. The Buddhists, under 
the name of Bauddhas, or Saugatas (lU., the men of 

t DhsTnwwiwngmi Commentary. 
• Vacf*" attki, gamaMo na njja/i. ViMuldhi'inagga. 523. 
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the Good Way*), were credited with a doctrine of 
Becoming taking the place of Sai, the concept of Beiiig. 
Jh iis tarlUtt Uacking, almost buried in the scriptures 
called Pitakas, the “ man " was taught as neither being 
nor not-beiiig, but as becomitig. And this w|s figured 
by progress in a road or way, or journey of life through 
t^ worlds. There had b^ a movement somewhat 
earlier to adopt it in Brahman teaching, for the very 
act of divine creation was represented as desire and 
effort from ont to bocomo many. Had this been in¬ 
corporated into the teaching of immanent Deity as 
beiikg in, of, " the man." the Divine Atman or as 
>:>wng one with the human Stman, then might we have 
seen the best in Sakya, or early Buddhism, as " not 
destro3nng, but fulfilling" the best of the day in 
Indian thought. But the world was not ready for that. 
The concept of Becoming-in-change, as the most divine 
of attributes—that supreme thing which is adum¬ 
brated in the world of aTt-~withered in both Brahman 
and Buddhist teaching. The former reverted to the 
concept of Deity as Being: the latter worsened Be¬ 
coming as belonging to rebirth, and wilted it down to 
a theory of momentary cbange-without-becoming. in 
terms curiously like the very words used unwittingly 
by Hume: " Men are nothing but a bundle or collection 
of different perceptions, which succeed each other with 
an inconceivable rapidity, and are in a perpetual fiux 
and movement." To such a pass had an undigested, 
new preoccupation with man's mental instrument 
brought, at different ages and independently, the East 
and the West; the hard, but inunaturely thinking 
Indian, the hard, but immaturcly thinking Scot. 

* litis came to b« applied, save once, in Bnddhtot records 
to the Founder only. 
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In India that psychological bent may have been a 
reaction from over-much speculation on the nature of 
the man. Teachers had ccune to indulge in foolish 
childlike imaginings about the where and the how big 
or bow little of this Self-in-the-Self; of how it was in 
the eye. in the heart (brain was neglected), as big as a 
tbomb, or infinitely small. The tradition strongly 
survives in the Buddhist Pitakas of a repression of 
this speculative tendency in the day of the sideyamtmi. * 
In Europe of to-day it is possibly the oj^xxsite extren>e 
in preoccupation, namely, the getting the " man ” out 
of his body. Buddhism tried to flatten out the man 
to a mere word of conventional convenience. Europe 
has either denied his reality, or has laid him on an 
upper shelf, as a metapbysic^ curio, or has smothered 
him in complexes. Cin we find a reason for this ? 

We might approach this problem by constdeiing 
recent deepenings in the concept, not of " the man," 
but of " man." These deepenings have had and have 
their value, but it is a gain won at tbe expense of a 
cheapening in the value of " the man." This is tbe 
sort of deepening to which I refer; This little world 
of our earth to-day is a very full, a very flUed-in 
picture. In days of old. we read, a man like the 
Sakyamuni might come with a mandate to further 
" tbe good, the ' well,' the happiness of tbe many, of 
men of this and other worlds." But tbe earth that the 
many saw was an uncharted world, a portion of one 
or two continents, perhaps a portion of only one. 
Man’s imagination peopled the unseen, the unknown, 
perhaps because of that, in a less hampered way. 
Worl^ beard tbe saviour’s voice: thousands throng^ 
from these worlds round tbe few earth-denizeiis* to 

t CalM " Boddba." * Vinaym T«ztt (S.B.E.), i. 1. 
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listen. But it was a child's imagination, not there¬ 
fore picturing the untrue, but with little knowledge 
of the world of earth. More of this knowledge, 
much faring in many lands has made full-charted the 
map of the how and where and when of earyj. 

In face of this new knowledge, a new sympathy has 
arisen for. a new holding in worth of the needs and 
hopes and fears of, these newly visualised fellow-men. 
It has come to seem a sorry pose, a distorted emphasis 
to say, i am, / will. I hope I may one day win to the 
goal. What are you, little I-man. to count in this 
mighty stream of the Race ? It served you in the 
past, striving for the better; serve it now. and let its 
better be your sole aim. the one thing that justifies 
your existence. Live in, live for your fellows; be a 
stone in the bridge where-over they may pass way¬ 
faring to make other bridges, lie down, little man, 

lie down 1 
This is how many of the thoughful and worthy used 

to think, still think->« go^el of bitter-sweet tears, 
bat one that could inspire. It esune from France, 
offshoot of the great Revolution. It was a widened 
outlook: but not nearly wide enough. By a mighty 
effort man had risen to his knees—one penetrated by 
that gospel wrote so of woman*—and he saw as far 
as that suffered him to do; a vision of life on earth. 
And since, thus limited, there could be for each man 
no individual perfection, man's only hope lay in the 
future perfection of the race, that is, on earth. Still 
do younger prophets write of the futnre of religion as 
lying in " thinking racially." 

Bnt thi« is a very long ascent, very far. very doubtful, 
nay. with earth-body and earth-surroundings, however 

* Olive Sebretaer, Drtmu • Dutri. 
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improved, virtually mcoQcetvable. Anyway it 
for the submergence of this temporary individual 
earth-life. Who, what, am I, that / should survive ? 
The snowy peaks of the old mandates still stood in 
the skie^^" Thou art That " Dearests, now are we 
the sons . . bet they were, they arc, clood-covered. 
The " man-in-ipan" has become just transient- 
complex-man. There was no “ More-than-man " left 
in him. But might be not evolve into that, given a 
long future to earth ? For was he not evolved, as be 
is, from the less-than-man ? 

Such was the new word that followed close on that 
gospel of Comteism. There bad been no ingress of the 
new from without; all that seemed so was an unfolding 
from within, aided by pressure of a sort from without. 
And so worsened had the idea of " the man." as sub" 
mergible in the “ race," become, that it is not strange 
to see, bow all, even the teachers of a religion which 
consideA man as in the first place *' soul" or " spirit," 
have come to ac^’eset in tbe long ascent of mankind 
from an apelike ancestor as involving, not man's 
instruments only (body and mind), bat the very soul, 
the mao himself! Were it not for this wilted notton 
of the very man, the man-in-man, we should not now 
be witnessing this anomaly. 

It is in those teachers of religion. ! repeat, a wilting 
in the idea of " the man " as beiDg (or worse still, as 
having) " soul ’* or “ spirit." which has acquiesced in a 
seeing the very man himself as evolved from the 
purely animal, and not his mind-worked body only. 
I am not here pnstuning to say that the one thing is 
true, tbe other thing is false. I am only saying that 
they have got the emphasis awry. If you try to 
think of tbe unseen as including somediing more real 
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than Any seen thing, you may see I mean. WTien 

we say *' the real man," we must be speaking of a 
♦hmg unseen, rather than of the visible mind-worked 
body. It is then that we get the emphasis better 
adjusted. But so little is this now honesUy dpne. that 
when men. even those teachers, speak of soul or spirit, 
it is a wraith or shadow of the man whom they have 

in mind. 
Now so long as the man is for us just and only man- 

on-earth. so long will the man as citisen of other worlds 
be a wraith. But when once anyone looks upon the 
man as wayfarer through worids, all unseen but one— 
as one to whom any and all worlds are, at difierent 
times, and because of the wayfaring, his Right-of-Way 
—then the question of his earthly origin is no longer 
the same. It is not one of his absolute beginning. 
It is the question of his first visit. iKnag *« v«yfaring, 

to this earth. It is not necessarily true that be, as 

man,” began here. 
This is not to explain the conditions or the happening 

of that first visit; it is to will man to set out on such a 

quest with a better, truer start. 
You will say I am ouly shifting the problem of man s 

real >w>ginning back to a scene and date even more 
impossible to get at than that of man’s first birthday 
on earth. Impossible with his present limited sources, 
yes; but do not forget, that the limit to those sources 
is one Twan has himself chosen to fix; it is not an 

absolute nature-limit. 
You may teU me: men will say they ^ not con¬ 

cerned save with the limit of the earth-birthday. As 
to that. I do not myself set much concern on that 
earth-birthday. Interest in it belongs to that zest 
in looking back as we try to walk forward, which makes 
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beRV7 embargo on the energies of tody's thinkers. 
Even were such missing Hnks <Iisoovered as would make 
continuous evolution more certain thaa it it, this 
would only bring us a “ more-word " about man’s body. 
It could»pot now show us how the very " man " first 
showed be was not " less-than-man." A far nrore 
important birthday will it be, when man recreates 
himself as neither body nor mirvd, nor a complex, niw 
a product of these, but as the much more real" valuer ” 
of these, as be who has these. 

And as not only not less-than-man, not only as man- 
in-man. It will be when he once more sees, and sees 
more worthily than before, that as man be is " more- 
than-man." What do I mean ? 

I mean that on that birthday he will have come to 
see that, in his very nature, he is not, as in the andent 
Indian idea, a " ready-made " Highest (be is but 
That in the germ), but that, in his nature, there is 
that which leaves him no rest for long unless he obey 
It, and fare on towards that whom be conceit as a 
" better.” He may. on earth, so mess up his nature, 
that be shows to men only a faring to worse. But 
" on earth ” is but a stage in a long faring. His next 
stage will in his case be bitter rather than better, be¬ 
cause of the messing up, but it may end in a good 
advance, and who knows how much will be yet to come ? 
For he, too, has in bis nature the very guarantee of 
ultimate salvation; he u by nature " one-who-becomes." 
It is because we speak of ” men ” and of the ways of 
men, and too little of the man. and the man's faring, 
that we are still hearing how ” human nature.” or 
” man.” does not change; or that " human nature is 
always changing in that it does not change "—that is, 
chan^ back and forth without permanent advance. 
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The very " man," wayfarer of worlds, is not present 

to such speakers. , 
ran the ynnnggf generation work this re-creation of 

the man. who is in bis nature the more-than-roan. 
who is, in that. Bccom-er. Werdender, Qeyenant? 
They must not be held by the old Indian difficulty. 
They have to reconcile the two ideas: "the man as 
becoming " and " the man as potentially the Highest," 
in that he, in the germ, is That, is " now the son of 
God.” " That "—Highest. God. Most, Best—cannot 
as yet be even fitly conceived. " Then shall we know 
if we foOom (m to know "—worthy word of Hosea— 
points to an indefinite future. But it shows us, that 
knowing, that coming-to-know is a matter of living. 
In we become. Quest of the Best makes the 
Better to become. But our quests of health for body 
and of sanity or efficiency for mind have tended to 
crowd out the ideal of a growing towards a " well-ncss " 

of the very man. 
I began by saying that each man wants the better 

man: that is. for us. where we have yet reached, the 
man who is relatively well. We have as yet no id« 
of the man—discounting body and roan—who is 
utterly well. No present values of him can be so de¬ 
scribed. " It doth not yet appear what we shall te." 
To fall short in idea here is to see in " to be well " a 
reverting to the normal. Such is men s wish in 
health restored alter illness, in peace restored after 
war. But for " the man " who is becoming, that which 
is to be sought is not emerging from a worse to a better 
which has been known before, but an emerging up and 

into a better than has yet been known. 
the wayfarer, man the coming-to-be is in a 

process, which, while it is allied to the Better attempted 
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in mind and body, U yet other. It is the nan maldng 
to become That Who in nature he is. And as he 
becomes, he may come to conceive and valoe That as 
Itself a becoming. That becoming be now practises 
as a tyr^^as apprentice, as a neophyte. He is only in 
“ the Better." " the More." He has much to do. 
He has htr to go. He associates becoming with his 
own stages of imperfection, with just a getting better. 
But the idea can be deepened, can be heightened in 
significance, till it be made to replace more worthily 
the ancient association of " being" with That who 
yet passes all our understanding. 



Ill »' 

THE BIAN IN EARLY BUDDHISM* 

Fellow-Stvpbkts ... I call you so, and this in¬ 
cludes you, my cbaiman. because, in the first place, 
you must be interested in the subject in which I am a 
student, and on which I am to talk with you—or you 
would not be here seated on chairs which the Caxton 
Hall ought to pay you for occupying—and because, in 
the next place, the subject is so beset with difficulties, 
that no one can as yet speak of it save as a student; 
that is. as a fellow-groper; we are all groping, and any¬ 
thing I say. I will ask you to take as results of my 
groping, and not as words of ” one having authority." 

How comes it that the subject is so difficult ? 
First, we are here to treat our subject historically; 

this means that we have to place it within the genend 
history of religious ideas, and particularly within the 
history of Indian religious ideas. 

On the one hand we have the religious literature of 
India, in so far as it is reckoned by tbe learned to be 
either earlier than that of early Buddhism, or to be, in 
part, contemporaneous with it. On tbe other band 
we have that which is now admitted to be the earliest 
surviving literature of Buddhism, so far, that is. as we 
yet know. I hope it may not remain the earliest that 
we yet know. We are still, nay, more than ever, 

> Publiihad ia JetmuU of TrontaeHons, organ o< tbe Sodoty 
for ProcBOtiiig the Stady of ReUgione, I. Jaanary, tosr. 

*4 
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looldngcast in the hope of coming across, in translations 
from Indian languages, docomcnts in which we can 
find teachings bearing the stamp of religious ideas 
which just swviv, and no more, in that “earliest 
surv’ivin^ literature,'* known as the Pali Canon or 
Pitakas. (By "just survive” I mean are recoixlcd 
without being made central, or otherwise emphasiied.) 
And our hopes may not be so ill-founded as, on the sur¬ 
face. they seem. I mean, that the teachings which 
may come to light need not of necessity be repetitions 
from the Pitakas. Here is a case in point. I have 
learnt from that veteran of research. A. J. Edmunds, 
that in one Chinese version of the First Utterance, the 
Way is said to be. not “ eightfold," but solely tbe Way 
of Will (or purpose, s»*!tlutppa. ranked in the " eight ” 
as Kventh).' 

The Pitakas were the “ Authorised Version." under¬ 
taken at the revisioiuJ Council of Patna, though only 
completed many generations later. The standardising 
there accompU^ed was the weapon by which a great 
Dumber of adherents, not holding the views of the 
majority of judges—that u, of the new orthodoxy, 
st^od at the time Vibhajjavidins, or Analysts—^were 
ejqwlled from the Sakyan, that is, the Buddhist Com¬ 
munity or Church. Among these were the numerous 
Puggalavidins, or Defenders of the Man, whose centre 
was, not Patna, the new imperial capital of Asoka, 
but VesiB, the dty to which the aged Founder turned, 
as he walked away to die, to bid a last look in farewell. 

These Defenders of the Man, so far as they were of 
the Sakyan Oder and teachers, being turned down, 
may well have carried their etvergies to larxls beyond 

> See Cttsabbadra's SetpywAa, Taisho Tripitaka, Tokyo, 
i9a4< II. p. los. 
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India, At present, recovery of other scriptures has 
been in those of another great section, also turned 
down; the SabbatthivJdins, or Sarvisuvidins. Their 
disagreement appears to have been, not so much over 
the reaUty itself of the Man, as over an accessory to 
that reality. I cannot go into it here. But on the 
very Man. his nature, his reality, there may yet coi« 
to us, after my time, emergence of exiled teachings 
such as are barely touched upon in the Pitakas, yet 
which, as bearing on that earlier religious teaching of 
India, may help us in two ways: in getting at the 
original tfa<*hing about the Man in Buddhism; in 
finding the right historical place for the Pitakas. 

At present there is too much of a gap between the 
religion of the Upanishads, on which our chairman 
was addressing you, and the Pitakas. There is, I hold, 
a way of bridging that gap. And that lies mainly in 
rightly getting hold of the original " Sakyan *' con¬ 
ception of the Man. which in the Pitakas is visible, 
but is diverged from, and finally denounced. 

Then there is this other difficulty: the subject of the 
Man has. I venture to think, never been quite fairly 
and squarely dealt with by writers on Buddhism, 
whether they be Buddhists or non-Buddhists. There 
is plenty about men, tbeir qualities and their conduct; 
them is plenty about one 1^. or Superman; there is 
no little allusion to an abnormal or superman, called 
Worthy one (arsAan), whose waxing and waning can 
be traced in the hterature of Buddhism; there is much 
about ethics, non*th*ism, and philosophy in these 
modem writings; but the attitude towards the nature 
of the very Man is mainly negative. 
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The Uan in Reucion 

As to the last tenn, philosophy, I am sorry it has 
crept into the programme of our present studies. We 
are to study the history of religion in its cults, arxi that 
is a different thing. Pltilosophy is concerned with 
elaborately worded structures of ideas about things as 
they are. There is no word for philosophy in early 
Indian thought. If we want to get at anything 
resembling a system of philosophy in Buddhism, we 
must begin at the second millennium of its existence. 
Religim, on the other hand, is concerned with the 
advent of a new Announcement, with first votaries, 
with the expanswo, not so much of a system as of a 
firesh outlook on the Man, on his nature, his life, his 
destiny, his possibilities. This may not be quite new 
to the Few, but it is to the Many that the new view is 
brought. And herewith the main stress is not so much, 
as in philosophy and science, " This is so," but “ This 
ought to be so." And so much does philosophy, in com* 
pr^ending and generalising among our specialised 
sciences, express itself in the general and the abstract. 
that its writers are less taken up with the individual and 
bis ideals than is perforce the case in religion. In re¬ 
ligion we an looking at tJu man reaching out to a Some- 
sriiat that is greater, less imperfect than be feels himself 
to be. reaching out in idea, in faith, in desire, in 

conduct. 
How then did Sakya or original Buddhism regard 

this forth-reaching man ? Did it regard him as a body, 
as a mind, as a soul or spirit, as a person or personality ? 
Or, as a complex, or product of more than one of 

these? 
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The Ihdias Conception op the Man 

I seem to find that it regarded him as cot only one of 
these, but that, in some way. not better lyjderstood 
than it is by tts, he dispoud of or exptruHced through 
the first two: body and mind. The other terms are 
not Indian in any way that we can equate: neither 
soul nor spirit nor person, let alone personality. The 
last as being an abstraction we can leave to philosophy. 
*' Person *’ has suflered a fate unusual for words; it 
has not depredated in value; it has been ^ven a 
hi'ghAT value, from having once meant just the mask 
of the actor, “ through which the sounds ” of the voice 
of the speaker sounded f^er-soiw). But we don't want 

the mask or “loud-speaker''; we want the very 
speaker. And here it is that we come upon the Indian 
values; the speaker, the knower, the seer, the experi* 
encer, the doer. It is the invisible source who " sounds 
through'' the mask of body, the sounding-through 
being those ways which we collectively call mind. 
And there is no word which covers our own very elastic 

term “ soul.” 
There is a word which comes near to " spirit,” and 

that is Stman, elastic also in ran^, but originally 
meaning breath. There is the word jtoa, the living one 
or thing, a word for the man preferred in Jainism. And 
lastly, there is jnst the Man, the word pur&sha, in Ptli 
pwUa. for which, when monastic vogue worsened the 
high religioos value attaching in Indian tradition to 
this word, the less honoured word puggdUt (male) was 
substituted. We of Christian traditions can only get 
a little nearer the sort of value implicit in pwOsha in 
such a term as “ the Son of Man.” 
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Now. whereas the word Atman could be used to mean 
just “ one's seli,”* and tbe word Purdtha could be used 
to nkean just any person, both of these words had come 
to nsean, had come to include in their meaning, the 
highest yeaning, that namely whom we here and now 
term Goo. In the Vedas, tbe Indian read his man¬ 
hood into Deity; God was conceived as the Great, or 
Super-Man {maki-purdsha), as tbe world-self. Later, 
but before the birth of SaJrya, the Indian read Ddty 
back into himself. God bec^e immanent in tbe man. 
That and he were one in nature. There was no need 
for him to become, as later the Christian taught, a smi 
of God by adoption, by grace, through atonement. Ha 
was That in virtua of his manhood. Was That only 
potentially, of course. He had no word for potential. 
He had bad no Aristotle here. And he tended, as 
teacher, to rely on making men realise this essential 
inevitable More that was in them, as the best incite- 
meat to wise and worthy living. Could the man but 
enter into full awareness of this tremendous heritage, 
be could not but become wise as speaker, knower, seer, 
experiencer, doer. 

You will notice that there is here no mention of the 
man as a wise wilier. This bad never struck the 
Indian, and he bad hence no word for will or wilier. 
He judged that wise action was a necessary result of 
wise thinking. He was here much on a line with tbe 
Greek, in Socrates taught that virtuous action was 
a necessary result of wise thinking. And the Greek, 
too, had no good word for will I It was a great weak¬ 
ness, a great hindrance in both worlds of thought. 

* la eeriv lodiaa toagvea, a pronoan if Mm- prafixei! to 
*' (tbo) mU.^' 
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What Gotama thb Sakyan found when he began 

TO Teach 

We have now sketched how India conceived the Man 
in the Uterature which, when Buddhism be^9, existed 
only as Sayings in a bookless world. The Man was 
the invisible agent and expeiiencer. somehow in a 
body, but in nature akin to the unknown Divine 
Being. And there was this also: there were ways of 
him that were not bodily; mental ways, for which be 
was coining terms both special and general. Special, 
such as “purpose"; general, such as "mind." or 
understanding. This way of distinguishing mind from 
the man was rather new, was the work of a teacher in 
the near past, KapQa, of whom no details have survived, 
but who. as the founder of Indian psychology, had a 
far-rcachiog efiect on the established religious teach¬ 
ing, and more on early Buddhism. Thus a word 
for mind or understanding——was actually 
used /or the man. both as an expression of the Godhead 
in man and also as the essential man who survived the 
dead body, both in the Upanishads and in the days of 
early Buddhism. 

The Man was thus taught by the established Church, 
that is. by Brahmanism, in India, when an aristocratic 
student, known in India as the Sage of the Sakjras. after 
a few years as a Parivrij&ka. or wandering student, 
began to teach a New Word in bis world. He did not 
start as an agitator to attack the established teaching. 
He was on friendly terms with members of it. Two- 
thirds of his first co-workers were Brahmans, nor is 
there a word surviving to show that these were declared 
Non-conformists opposed to other Brahmans. Many 
debates with Brahmans are recorded, but not one shows 
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that the men of the New Word debated with Brah¬ 
mans on the current Brahman teaching about the Han. 
Nor is there in the records of the first utterances any 
new attitude revealed about the Man opposed to that 
of the ^tablished teaching. We can only conclude 
this; that the new teachers accepted the Brahman 
religious values as to the Man. /md that what 
they sought to bring to those values was some quick¬ 
ening element for the Brahman teaching, wherein, for 
the world of that day, that teaching was weak or 
worsened, or both. They will have sought, like Jesus, 
" not to destroy the Law, but to fulfil it." They will 
have been like the Wesleys of two centuries ago. who 
strove to bring fuller life into a church grown in some 
ways torpid. 

If this be right, we ought to find some correspondence 
between what the Brahmans were teaching about the 
Man, and what the early Buddhist records say about 
him. We do find such a correspondence in teaching. 
The only difierence. beside now and then coe of word¬ 
ing. is that what Brahmans are found emphasising, the 
Buddhist scriptures either do not empbakae, or make 
central, or give with a different emphasis, or have, as 
it were, retained on sufferance, u so many survivals. 
But we must look upon those " survivals " as of the 
eariiest teaching, for, as Buddhism expanded, it 
diverged, as have done other Teformiog bodies, from the 
established religion, attaining final divorce perhaps 
only in Southern Asia. Hence these surviv^ 
could not possibly have come into the scriptures 
later. 

I have here some nine sayings about the Han from 
Upanishads, reckoned as before, or as contemporary 
with the birth of Buddhism, and nine sayings parallel 
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to them, taken from the older portions of the Pitalcas. 

They are these; 

Ikdian and Sakyan Parallels on tbs Man 

I. —The k aU'knowiaf. eU-wiM ... he 
b in the dHrine Brabma-city (the heart) . . . th^SeU-power 
of God hiddm in hk own facaitiee. 

PUakmt .—l&oiy It not the Self; k not the Self. Were 
it eo^ ntiUter would tend to dkeaee; either could attain (at 
God) to tayiag: Let me be to and to t {V*«M;ye,) 

t. up,—The Self (Ahmn) attoredly one ihould detire to 
know; ne iboeU be sought after {.ChUndcfj/m, iVerin). 

.ftl.—Ought yon not rather to teek for & Self i { Kim^w.) 

y Vp.—^To become one for whom Brahman (aGodsAt* 
man), it ah: thk for him k the bighmt bourn (gatO . . . tbe 
Man: tbit k (be goal; tbk k the higfaett boom (gttO. 
ifirksiMnmymM*, K4tka.) 

Pit.—The Self verily k tbe bourn (/a*0 ^ the telf (OhtwMea 
P<^)- 

4. Up.-^Wbn with tbe Selfhood at with a lamp (^^) ona 
be^ds Godhead . . . (Shretdrstteft.) 

Pif.—Bt yt they wbo have tbe Self at a lamp (dip*). 

j. Up.—higheat Brahman k tbe heart ... tbe cup- 
port* of ah things, on It all are eitablithed* ... if a man 
dearly bebolda tbit, then k ha no more afraid- (BrAed.) 

Pit.—Tbe Self k protector* of tbe teU; truly what protector 
wve another K . . Be m tbey who have tbe Self as refuge.* 
. . . Become Brahman 1 rejoice: whence should come fear ? 
(Dkmmm*p*dm, S*dta-Sipil*.) 

6. Up.—Not for love of the loved ona k he dear; for love 
of the self k be dear. (Byhad.) 

Pit.—^Tbe whole wide world we traverse with our thought, 
to man naught finAmg dearer than tbe Sdf. (^atuyuMe- 
ATtAdyt.) 

7. Up.—. . . tbe divine vofoe tbonders; Training I . . . 
Know tbe Self as riding in a chariot, the body; intellect, tbe 
driver; tbe {eeos^] mind, tbe reiae; tbe emsm, tbe horsee . . . 
tbe it k wbo goee forth and bolds them under control . . . 
{Brh*d.. ifade. AfetJH). 

* PreiuJUAa. * NiiMa. * SeretM. 
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PU.—Excellent are trained ateede . . . better »>>*■»? 
the man trained by the Selt . . . The piotu train tbe teU. 
. ■ ■ (Jle—wi/arfa). 

Straifbt ie tbe name that Road la caQed, and free 
frnn fear tbe Quarter whither tboa art bound. 
Tby chariot ia the Silent Runner named, 
with^beele of r^teous etfort fitted weQ, 
■ . . the Driver ia . . . 

{SamjntH* ffiAiya). 
fi. Stretebea a Way aeaiee viable and old; 

It reaches into me. was found by me; 
On it wiw men wayfare wbo Brabmau know 
To heavenly worlds . . . 
ThewayitMthatmanthwwigh afKwfnSfwIa . . . 

.Pfr.—This ia the Way betooging to the Coal* . . . joat tbit 
Ariyaa Way . . . (Kfiieye). 

Tbe Way this is for goi^ to Beyond, 
And therefore is it Vonto-fart^ callad. 

[SnU^-ffipUa.) 

9- l^p.-^ccording as a mao acta, ooodneta himself, ao does 
he become. 

The doer of good become* good. . . . 
(Byhed.). 

—^Tbe man is heir to his deeds, has bis deeds as matrix. 

It would be possible to show yoa more paralleU, for 
instance, where the Upanishsds of middle date approach 
tbe teachings which are more emphasised in tbe Htakas 
than those wdiicb I have quoted. But my subject is 
Uao in Early Buddhism, and the Pitakas have too much 
in them of Not-early Buddhism. And I thialc that 
tbe parallels submitted go far to bridge tbe chasm, 
hitherto OTerstressed. between tbe best Brahman 
teaching and that of tbe Founders of Buddhism. 
Writers have paid too much attention to tbe monastic 
formulas and fixed terms, emphasised in the monastic 

' Attka-saMt*. The word bu dropped out; it is rendered 
Deccessry by, is impbed by. tbe context. 

3 
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doctrines of the Pali scriptures, in the final shape they 
eventually came to have. 

How BVDDHISM TWTSTBD TRE CoKTRIBCmON MADE 

BY THE SaKYANS TO THE INDIAX CONO/FnON 

“ Tha skcfx ^ "... thiK U where 
so much of our difiicuUy lies in getting at the truth 
about the Man, the very mao. the man-in-man as I 
call him, of original Buddhism. Unless we go to work 
in the way I have indicated, we shall be trying to get 
that truth out of books which are drencbM with the 
view-points and ideals of the sArotNdfrw or monk. 
This was an institution which was yet very young in 
India, when Gotama the Sakyan lived. It was grow¬ 
ing. and it swept early Buddb^m along into its clutches. 
And so it has come a^ut that, in the Pitakas. and much 
more in later literature, he is represented as starting 
his inquiries abroad by becoming a monk and by his 
first men becoming so no less. But the monk or 
sJtrarnJfia. of which the Pitakas are so full, is hardly 
mentioned in those early and middle Upanishads. 
And view-point and ideals of the monk about the Han, 
his nature, his life, bis boom " differ profoundly 
from those held up in the passages I have quoted. 

Not only is there difierence in the shape taken event¬ 
ually in those Pali scriptures; a great difierence has 
come over the maanitig in certain very important words. 
Take the great word, for which we have no good 
equivalent: JAarpu. or (in Pali) JAamma. This, for 
India ancient and modem, means the Ought-to-be, as 
other and better than the average Is. As meaning 
this, it has come to be used for the laws of the com¬ 
munity, for social duty, for caste-norm or standard, 
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but in the Buddhist world it came to be so much 
externalised, as fonnulated doctrine, that a modern 
Buddhist may tell you it means the Sotta-Pitaka. 
But if we look at those q)ediied Upanishads, whereas 
we only fipd the word occurring four times, it is not 
only never used for fonnulated teachings or mantras, 
but is said to " go against the Vedas," or mantras of 
the day.‘ Yet it is also spoken of as something of 
highest sanctity, as created by the Divine Self.' 

Axrd if we search our Pitakas again for what seem 
to be survivals, we may find an older meaning attaching 
to ihamma, a meaning prior to the day when Buddhism 
too came to have its fixed formulated nuntras. We 
find a record of the Founder, just after he has decided 
what to teach men, worshipping dkarnttuf-, we find him 
recorded as talking of dhamma to his co-missioners 
immediately after his first authoritative utterance*; 
we find him bidding them tell men that diutmna was 
lovely at first, midway and at end.* Here there can 
be no possible reference to any set of fixed sayings 
later to be compiled as Sottas. We have here somc^ 
thing deeper, something more at the heart of the Man, 
something Divine within, good as a guide in childhood, 
middle life and old age, a guide which was a safer 
" Inzter Contraller "* than external Vedic or other 
doctrines; that which wc now and here, and badly too, 
name “ wnscience.’' This it is whereof the Founder 
would say: Be ye they who have dhanma as lamp, as 
refuge, as leader when I am gone.* This is it which he 
would, as recorded, bid folk take as guide to conduct. 

> ■ CUndagy*, 
* S»my%M* sod Anfultara KikMyas. 
* Vinaya. * Ibid. 
* Vp. patsim. * Digka-Niittya, 
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D/ummam charaiJM: " walk according to the Ought* 
withm*you."‘ Hew too. then, in the meaning of words 
showing an earlier stratum betrayed in the Pitalcas. is it 
possible to make a bridge between original Buddhist* 
teaching about the Man and the best tea<^)uig of its 
day. 

Yet once more: the Pitakas underwent change not 
only in shape and in the meaning of words, but also 
in injerenus drawn from mantras ancient in shape. 
You will have drawn different inferences from my 
very title as to what was meant by the Man. Yottmay 
have thought of him as a complex of body and mindings 
only, not as the valuer of these, the self-expresser by 
these. This is because our day just at present hw 
got into a rut of thinking like that. Now take the 
so-called second “ sermon " of the Founder. This is 
a brief but very weighty mantra (with, probably, a 
monastic appendix), cautioning bis men ab^t teaching 
that the Man was ahst h* ms tut. The caution was 
necessary because of the new interest that was being 
taken, not only in man’s anatomy,* but also in his 
mind, as being in thought distinguishable from the 
very man ... a teaching which was much interesting 
the established church* and which came later to be 
known as SSnkh}^. or Classifying. 1 have quoted 
from it above to show that, at the time, for early 
Buddhism, the word Self implied divine essence (so 
we too might say the word spirit implies the human 
spirit as " temple of the Holy Spirit ”). Briefly it is 
this: Neither body nor mind is the Sdf; were it so, 
cither could will as God wills, but neither can so will. 

* Dtghm NtASM. 
* CfiimUwi Vf. with details ol body ia Pit. pattim. 
* Vf. pattim. 
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In other words and positively. Body and miad, though 
the man oses them here, are no fit instnuneats* or 
expressions of That who is essentially God. 

Now there is here no denial of the Man as real, the 
self as rea]. Nor was any afiOimation that the Man w, 
really is, then made. It nuts not needed Uun. It was 
the coirent religions ideal of tbooghful men. Yet the 
inference drawn from this mantra by Buddhism is, 
that the Founder taught there is. wielding body and 
mind, no self, no Man. This is as if. say, from a record 
of the sayings of Jesus; " The kingdom of God is not 
within X {some foolish man), or Y (some nnrighteous 
man),*' Christians bad inferred he meant there was no 
kingdom of God. 

This inference, once yon get ont of the groove of 
Bnddhist teaching, seems incredible. Yet nothing is, 
onhappUy, truer than this inference, in spite of some 
modem attempts to explain away the negative dogma 
of the Not'Self, based on that inference, together with 
tendential sayings in.Pitaka, and 3«t ntore in Com* 
mentary. Throngh this false inference we have come 
to acquiesce in the idea that a great Helper of Man 
coaid start his mission by telling man that in his 
nature he was a " Le»." a '' Not,” and not a Mwe, a 
very Real. 

The Man as Becoming tbroucb his Deeds 

You may now say: If the original Buddhism did 
but carry forward the best religions teaching of the 
church of its day, was it. as a distinctive New Word, 
needed ? And if it was needed, for what was it 
needed ? 

* Then was iw Mrtf then for instrament 
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These are very fit questions. As to the first: Con¬ 
sider the day of other notable Reformers, They were 
waging 00 war against the fundamentals of the pre¬ 
vailing religion. But there had come over the latter, 
in some ways of its teaching, neglect, ip* some, a 
materialistic canker, in some, excess of a kind. And 
more: the world receiving that teaching had been 
growing around and beyond it, at least so far that some 
features were being realised as needing something 
better, something new. something quickening. 

This was also true then, both of men outside the 
established teachers, the Brahmans, and also of reform¬ 
ing Brahmans themselves. I will here speak of two 
such features only. In the specified Upanishads are 
two very noteworthy points: reference to a man's deeds 
(karma) as being of utmost importance, not so much 
ethically, but in the matter of, as we say, bis salvation: 
and secondly, the develoi^ view-point of the Man 
as not just being, but as becoming. Now the former 
topic is at first touched upon, and discussed in private,* 
then enunciated perhaps later, in the words I quoted 
earlier (9).* The second topic was then " in the air.” 
There is no such use of the word *' becoming ” {bhsvya, 
bhavak) in earlier works, as we find at every turn in the 
older Upanishads. But I have looked in vain to find 
this idea: that the Man is in nattire, not being, but 
becoming, brottgkt lo tiu C4nirt of the Brahmamcal 
teaching. Ever using as never before the word 
” become.” their teaching has come down to us as 
most typically represented by the Han being told 
" Thou art That.” not. as possibly some refonning men 
taught: ” Thou art buoming That.” 

Moreover, the blossoming idea of Becoming was on 
* Brksd. Up. • /W- 
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tbe wane. The spiritual, the divine becoming, fit for 
the case of the very Man. was being L'lwn^d to the 
waxing and waning in the worlds of matter and mind, 
vdtere decay inevitably followed on growth. This was 
a ^ry <^ker of a materialistic kind, wtkich affected 
seriously tbe whole of Indian thought. Buddhism 
included. 

It is in just these two features that original Buddhism 
sought to make a new Centre in the accepted religions 
teaching of its day. It was not enough to be affirming 
that man's ultimate goal and perfection lay within the 
self. He must be up and doing, seeking It in the 
disdpUne of life in many worlds, the nature of life » 
going to mould life y. so that, as he sought in living, 
so he became, in a becoming whereon no corresponding 
decay supervened, as in the case of body and mind. 
As ^fessor Radhakrishna has well said. " Tbe God* 
in-man was a task as well as a problem." 

It was essential that this new central teaching should 
be framed in a popular way. for the fouaden, though 
aristocrats, were not entering into any accepted circle 
of teachers. This may be why w« find such a popular 
figure and S3nnbol as that of a Way or mdrg£, chosen 
from the first, to present Man’s long gradual Becoming, 
by way of choice (m., of will), and of sustained effort; 
whereby he may come to win that consommatioD which 
is in himself, since he is. ultimately. That Whom he 
seeks. Uttered in the first mantra and re-echoing for 
centuries down tbe written teaching, with the Wheel 
as its graphic pnesentation. it is lamentable how few 
are tbe recorded sayings preserved, uttered by the 
Founder and his first men in terms of Way. interesting 
though those few are. and often without reference to 
the somewhat edited version in which we usually find 
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the Way u “ eightfold,” again as " fourfold ” and 
even ” tenfold.” Perhaps the most striking record of 
it is the emphatic testimony of the aged Ananda 
to bis deceased kinsman Gotama, as sapremely and 
exclusively Way>teacher: " Verily was be ^ijtaker to 
arise of a Way not uprisen, maker to know was he of a 
Way not known, declarer of a Way ondeclared, Way- 
knower, Way-witter. Way-wise." (Ma/;kima.) 

But irfiat the Way-Man meant by the Man being a 
Wayfarer is perhaps best shown in the Tevijja Snttanta.' 
Here be is consulted by two Brahman students as to 
whether any one of their teachers was exclusively 
right as to the ” ways ” severally taught for attaixung 
” salvation ”—this being worded as " companionship ” 
with Brahml, that is, with the Head and World of 
the Brahmadcvas, a better world than the next world. 

The Founder is first made to reply is a manner 
impossible for a wise teacher; namely, that for a way 

to be right, the end must be known. Such a view 
would have prevented any one of the Great Adventures 
upon sriiich man by will and faith has ever launched. 
It will have been the later editing of monastics who 
were, as Professor Edington would say, the creatures 
of a Code. The Wise Man’s answer comes in with the 
advice that to attain ultimately to the Highest a man 
must not be fettered, must not lie down and sleep 
about it, must not merely make professioo and invoca¬ 
tion. He most shape his life as he conceives will make 
him fit for that ful^ment of perfection, not here, but 
hereafter. This is the true Way, the Way of Becom¬ 
ing. after much wayfaring. That who the Man poten¬ 
tially is. 

The Sutta is then completed, as are those of this 
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section (the SSa Section or Morality) of the Book with 
the detailed description of morals which is the refrain 
of the section. monastic influence failed to give 
just emphasis to the Way-figure as being the symbol 
of Man'Sa^pecoming. for it came to dread the idea of 
Becoming (Mem) as involving rebirth. But it never 
faltered in stressing the importance of the moral life 
for man's oltimate salvation. It lost berein that vision 
of the Man in kit v«ry naittre Uuming More; it failed 
to see that in this lay for him the very guarantee of his 
ultimately winning the Goal. It tnezged the man in 
mind; it finally denied his reality altogether. And so 
it failed to bring about that greater religioo for India 
which the Sakyamuni was feeling after, whkb in the 
Way be was trjdng to teach.* 

* TUm and otter Unltations caused me to cobH is my 
whiet I have here and now written (or the first one or 
two of the seetioa in these pages, 'ne taaia poiuts remain 
the same, spoken and written. 



IV 

THE SELF: AN OVERLOOKED BUDDHIST 
SIMILE' 

I AM not referring to the sfinile (and its fate) of the 
Jetawood and the faggots.* That at least I have not 
overlooked, nor have others. Charles Eliot once wrote 
to os, that it seemed to imply the existence of a self that 
was other and more than body and mind (as the wood 
was tiurt, and other, and more than the faggots). 
I remarked, Was it not a carious way of teaching the 
existence of a something (about which there might be 
a doubt), merely by implicaticai ? I was then blind 

to two things: the tremendoos emphasis on the im* 
roanence of Deity as “ Self ” current in the lifetime of 
the ** Buddha *’ (rendering any assertion of It unneces* 
sary); the decline in that emphasis by the time the 
Suttas came to be finally worded and canonised. To 
very few was awareness of this earlier and later con¬ 
stantly present. “ Was ?" It is still true of roost. 

With regard to the former point. Jesus did not nttd 
to assert the existence of Deity, nor even the aspect 
of That as Father, save only so far as to make It real 
for the Many. And when be said, according to the 
Fourth Gospel: " The father judgeth no man. 

1 pobliabed in the JounuU of tJu Roysl AriotU Seeioty. 
Leedou. 1937: and. a> rewrittan, in the Lomdon Qnorttrfy tmd 
J/oftom RnUm. 1939. a* *' The Mon in Man." 

• Smfyntta. Ul, 335 (the nfsnnce in my SaAye la znispriated). 
• Jolm V, n. 
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be did oot hasten to add: “ even if be does not judge, 
be is not therefore non-existent.'’ In his day there 
was no need for him to add that. And so, with this 
paiaUel in mind, I wrote in my Sofya: " In the Jeta- 
wood p^ble, as in the Second Utterance, the central 
point in both is left unsaid. I mean that, in reminding 
bearers that the faggots borne away to be firewood 
were at body and mind, it was not ttecessary (then) to 
say that the wood was still there, as the ' man' was 
st^ there, becoming, even as the wood was growing. 
Nevertheless, it may be that we have here some later 
editing."^ Yet an eminent scholar* once expressed 
to me the opinion, that there was nothing here which 
(in face of the growing anti-self position in Baddhism) 
conld be called an omission, d^berate or otherwise. 
And St. Luke's words rose in memory: " But their eyes 
were holden that they should not know him," 

The simile to which I now refer is ascribed to the 
" Buddha " in the 3Sth or Lesser Saccaka*-Sutta of 
the Uajjhima-Nikiya. It illustrates the emphatic 
warning given to the first handful of fellow-workers, 
which is the pith, tbe original part, of the Second 
Utterance, called in later times the Anattalakkhaua- 
Sutta, the " Not-having-marks-of-self" talk, a warning 
from which HInay&na Buddhism has drawn such a 
deplorably wrong conclusion. This conclusion is. that 
since neither body nor mind is (».s., has the mark of) 
self, therefor* there is no self. This only became 
plausible, when (with tbe cleavage from t^ current 
Brahmanic teaching become wide, and with the ever¬ 
growing preoccupation with proto-Sinkhyan analysis of 
mind) tbe man or self was coming to be held as only 

> Sokya, or BudJMist Origins, p. 315- 
* M. wiotsrnitx. * Proo. Saceb’Ska. 
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" to be got at " through body and mind, nay, as some 
held, was just these two. and these only. I have 
suggested my own simUe here, namely, that this is as 
if one were to come aboard asking for the captain and. 
rejecting boatswain and purser as bei^ “ no^he," were 
to go away sa}dng: there is no captain I Had I better 
remembered what I bad read. I ^ould not have over¬ 
looked the following similes, which appeal more to 
India of the sixth century B.C. than any marine figure. 

This identification of self with body and mind is put 
forward as the opinion of one of the growing Jaina 
school among the Licchavi republican rftjas of VestD. 
As to that, it is not the opinion we should expect from 
either a Jain, or from Ves&B. Jainism has no such 
psychological anomaly, and the Vajjians of Vesifi were 
the stoutest defenders of the Bhagavt as having taught 
the reality of the " man," as no mere complex, at the 
Patna Council. It is the following, the " Greater " 

Saccaka-Satta which is more fitly located at Vessn, 
showing the Founder of Buddhism as severely experi¬ 
menting in that iaf<u of bodily austerities, which Jain¬ 
ism laescribed as the cure for karma past, present and 
future. It is not this Sutta that has " over¬ 
looked." 

Taming to the Commentary, we find a long, interest¬ 
ing account of the founding of the Jaina school at 
VesiH by a man and woman and their four daughters, 
although nothing is said about what their " theses *' 
taught. This account introduces the Lesser Saccaka. 
and serves also for the Greater. And the historically 
interesting question arises as to the significance, in the 
Hajjhima, of the thirteen pairs of Suttas, in which 
eit^ the Lesser or the Greater precedes the other. 

Save that Saccaka appears in both, burdened with 
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inordinate self-esteem, there is nothing to connect the 
treatment in the two. The Lesser here is so curions a 
mixture of worthy sayings and unworthy trimmings, 
so snspidoualy like ^torial patchwork in its chief 
statement so bespattered with appeals to a popular 
audience, that its legitimate presence in the Canonical 
text as containing any ips« dixU of the Founders, seems 
to be on a shaky basis. It reminds ns of t^ odd 
intrusion of the ribald Kevaddha Suttanta in the 
dignified Khandba-section of the DIgha-NikSya. I am 
inclined to see, in the “ trimmings ” of popular appeal, 
matter that has got. either by mistake, or by a very 
slender majority of votes, into the Sutta from the 
Commentary's chat. 

We have after all a somewhat similar occurrence as 
patent in the CQla'-Kanuna-vibhaoga-Sutta of this 
Majjhima. In the Sanskrit recension from Nepal, 
edited by the late Sylvain Livi, we find an episode— 
of a foolish popular kind-^>ut into the text s^icb, in 
the Pili Canon, is only in tJu Commniary. I referred 
to this in my review of the work two years ago.* 
Indeed, this feature of a Lesser and a Greater paired 
Sutta deserves further inquiry. Why should any two 
be so named ? It b not the relative length for. of the 
thirteen pairs, severai Lessers are longer than the. 
Greaters. Nor the relatively serious tr»tinent; the 
Pili Culakamnavibhanga is a simple, sober and 
dignified reply to an mquiry about a man's responsi¬ 
bility hereafter for deeds done here. The Greater is 
much more wordy and discursive, the laboured 
enumerations of a pedant, rather than of a great sage. 

But let us consider in a risumi the Lesser Saccaka. 
The Jain Saccaka " swanks" about his dialectical 

* ProQ. Cbola. * JftAS, 2935, p. 35S. 
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powers; he meets Assaji, one of the first five to join 
Gotama; asks what is Gotama’s teaching about? 
Assaji answers, and Gotama endorses later, that “ the 
five khandhas are transicDt and not the self." Saccaka, 
confident in his skill and his Ves&li backeiTr seeks a 
debate to smash this view, in the Greatwood near by. 
where the touring Gotama is staying. His response to 
the view just stated is, that the essence or substance of 
each khandha {pipatta, v^daruttU, etc.^) is the basis 
(potittU) whereby a man works merit or demerit, even 
as the earth is the basis of all powth. all activity. 
Gotama: “ See here, are you herewith contending, that 
• I' am body, ' I' am feeling, perception, and all 
mind ?" Saccaka: " Yes, I am." Gotama: " Well 
then, do you admit that a king has judicial power over 
any subject deserving punishment ?"* Saccaka:" Yes, 
and republics too. They have both the power and the 
right." (Then comes a leap over the point in the 
argument. Gotama goes on past it to say:) "You say. 
you are your body, your mind. Now have 3?ou. as 
body, as mind, the power to make cither do what you 
wiU ?" Saccaka is silenced. (The king has admitted 
he is tiurely a stibjta.) Thrice is the question put, 
and is unanswered. (Then comes a gallery*app^.) 
" Answer roe, or your head will be split into seven." 
Over appears a Yakkha. thunderbolt in hand. 
Saccaka trembles and recants; " No, sir, when I say. 
I and body, I and mind, arc one and the same. I as 

1 Tba Cocnm. mds rip'sM. bodily self. etc., and so oo. This 
curiods compound is. I believe, anknown, while rip*a* . . . 
ciMAMiis occur in the Kbandba diseusston. SQia." Saqi- 
yutta.ili,S6/. Lotd Chalmers follows the Comm.; 1 coafossi 
caxuwt sake sense of thia reading. 

* Ws do not find in Pili Utcmture any )odge except the 
long, nor. 1 beheve. any word for one. 
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sqch hive no power over them." (Abraptly & stock 
formula is brought in. Then;) "If both be liable 
to ill, can either be called self ? If both be ill and 
you be both, can you judge of and dispose of ill ? 
^y> yoH^are seeking timber in banana-iNth I" The 
crushed Saccaka is rallied by Licchavi jeering. " 0 
come, come ” he protests, " I'm not rallring withyo**." 
Humbly he asks fca* guidance. He is taught about 
each khandha, in terms wkitk heJU only the first, the 
body. This subject being abruptly left, the Setta ends 
ixujestically on a note of rel««e. enlightenment and 
nirvana. Abjectly be takes leave, to prepare for 
hospitality to the Order on the morrow. 

Compart with many Majjhima Suttas, this one is 
uisquestionably made picturesque, dramatic, attrac* 
tive. But it is at the cost of b^g, as to teaching, no 
more than a thing of scraps, with a solitary gem in the 
midst. Saccaka's metaphysical feeler is (rightly) 
ignored. But the incisive simile of the royal judge is 

unapplied with the clearness that was needed— 
an application that, we may feel sure, was cnginally 
given, in so far as we have just here—which I don't 
doubt—a true memory. The talk is instead swung over 
to the question of tbe self as being divine. And the 
striking saying, that what is ill cannot judge of, or 
get rid of itself is drowned in a damning nimiV and 
jeers. 

Doctrinally, a good deal too much has been attempted 
in little, with the result, that the hearers, while doubt* 
less entertained, have lost the point in tbe teaching, 
and the editors have gone far to star it over. If only 
tbe simile had been used (and clearly applied) in the 
Second " sermon "—as perhaps it re^y was—what a 
history of error might have b^ avert^ I 
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Let me try to give the simile more clearly pat and 
apidied. 

“ Yon admit, that the head of a State, being ex 
cffieie judge, and as such superior to his subjects, has 
power to dispose of their persons. But if th^head were 
to become merely a subject, be would no longer have 
this power. Even so, if you. the self, say, I am just 
body, just mind, that is, a tool, a subject of the self, 
yon have therein and thereby no longer any of that 
power over your body and mind, which in life (to a 
limited degree) yon know you have. Ergo, you are 
either claiming what you have not, at you are in a way, 
not just body and mind, but more tfian these. (Yon 
are not therefore non>existent, but you are taking a 
wrong view of yourself.)” 

But instead of this direct appUcation. we get first a 
” church "-formula and then the kmg-argument applied 
to the subject of ” ill,” wherewith Buddhism became 
so hag-ridden, so monk-ridden. Thus: ” Body and 
mind are, you admit, iU (that is, one in nature with ill, 
pain, misery). If then yon are body and mind, and not 
other, not more than they, can you udio have thus 
gone wholly over to ill either understand it or get rid 
of it ?” 

This way of appl3dng the analogy is indirect and 
hence is possibly wrongly chronicled. Yet it is also one 
that Buddhists and 'verts, who see in Gotama's 
teaching vdiat I have called a mere doctor-gospel, 
should ponder over, when they come more thoroughly 
to study their scriptures. The founder of a world- 
religion, an historical religioD, will not have been one 
who was out to tell man how to avoid his earthly 
birthright of old age, illness and dying. As a disciple 
said of him: ” he taught me more than that.” 
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Tbe ApplicAtion rightly u, that, as spirit (stti), man 
is more than bis instiwents. User is he of them, 
vainer by them, expericncer throogh than. Tbe 
Western idioms, Greek. Latin, and Tentoalc, with 
their poajessive pronouns " my," '' your," have 
lamentably helped ns. in Scripture and elsewhere, to 
appropriate as " mine " that who is " I,” and make 
s^. self, spirit a mere appanage, as were It body or 
mind-ways. Perhaps there is no greater lesson India 
has to teach os than of a possessive 
term in tbe case of not the possessed, but the possessor. 
In the frequent phrase; na m* atti, it is just as accurate 
to render ms by " (It is) not /or m« tbe sdf," as to make 
the pronoun m« mean " my." Anyway this is how a 
few of us Pill translators have recently rendered it. 

And surely it is with a dificrent outlook that we 
regard soul, spirit, self." I." the moment we cease to 
speak of hming « tout. Buddhism has ruined itsdf as 
religion by denying that tiu man is soul or spirit, as a 
more than body or mind. How much may we not have 
hurt our own religious traditions by affirming that he 
has one, instead of rightly maintaining that be is one ? 

We are each of us in religion seekers after a More, a 
Better, a Higher, these implying an ultinute Most. 
Best, Highest. Is it not of the hrst importance that 
we get it dear and clearly expressed what of us is here 
and now the More who seeks, who seeks as having 
instrument*—body, mind, character—(" character " is 
but tbe impress we leave on what we do) but who is 
More than any of these ? 

4 
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It will ooe day be consideied curious—the prejudiced 
and partial way in which the Pili Suttas. up to the 
present time, have been exploited. Buddhists, for 
instance, both HhiayftnUts in their way and Hahi* 
yinists in their way, had let it be known, that for them 
both the reality of the " man.’' as an entity over and 
above body and mind, was iDusory. He was but a 
name for a complex of fleeting dhttmmA. European 
writers on Buddhism, taking this assertion at its face* 
vahte, and not at its historical value, selected passages 
from the Suttas endorsing it. They made no search 
for passages which seemed to throw doubt, at least at 
some period, on the dogma. These passages remained 
overlooked by adherents and by external commentators 
«iiV» When are we going to develop a better historic 

fiair ? 

For there certainly are passages of the latter kind. 
I call " left-ins." “niey could never have been 
suffered to come in later. Consider, for instance, the 
parable thrice ascribed to SSriputta: that of the 
komSra taking from his wardrobe a suit appropriate 
for morning, midday, or evening wear, to illustrate 
the procedure of a roan who " his " thoughts, 
“ his" mind-ways at " bis" disposal, but was not 
uzKkr the control of those mind-ways: bow does not 

r PobUshed in the /oMmeT oftk* Reyl Atiatic Sotutf, I931- 
io 
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this Utterance cut like a knife through that an-<Uti 
doctrine, tshich a Buddhist will say nus like a red 
thread through his religion I According to that 
doctrine, there is no wearer of the suits; t^ suits are 
the man.*,In the simile we find ourselves in the India 
of the Upanishads and the GitA: 

As a man bavinf put off worn gaimaati taka other, new 
oow. 

So having pat off the wotn bodiw gow b* to other, to new 
OBca. 

In the simile we have receded from the later India 
of Buddhist influence, from Ceylon, from Burma. 

In that earlier India, too, are we in the overlooked 
Sutta of the Anguttara " Threes " (No. 40) known as 
“ Adhipateyyini," or Mandates, or What belongs to 
the Mandater [adkipati), at Master. A later compila¬ 
tion than this would have called the three; " Buddha. 
Dhamma, Sangha,*' or Sahba*ft anicca^. dnkkJunn. 
anaUd, or suMoiyi, appaifihitatft, animitUnii. This 
Sutta calls them the self {aUd). the worlds and dhamma. 

Under the first bead, the speaker (of course be has 
to be the inevitable monk), contending that be bad 
taken up the religious life from no worldly or material 
motives, confesses be as yet scarce sees his way to 
spiritual health. Worse would now be his ;>Ught were 
be to seek again the lower things he had forsworn. 
'‘And be ponders thus: 'Stirred up for me shall 
unsluggish effort become; called up unmuddled mind¬ 
fulness; serene shall body be and one-pointed the mind.* 
He having made just the self his mandate puts off the 
bad, makes the good become, puts off the blameworthy, 
makes become the blameless; and cherishes the pure 
self. This is called the mandate of the self." 

Under the second bead, after the same anxious heart- 
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searching over want of progress, and fearing he may 
fall a prey to sensooos, malidoos, and malign 
tboof^ts, he considers: " Great is this concourse of 
worlds. Therein live recluses and brahmans ^o can 
with deva-sight see me and read my thoughts, though 
they be far from me, though if near they be unseen. 
And they would thus know me: Look at t^ clansman, 
who left the world out of faith, mixed up with bad 
and evil things I Devas, too, there are of lilw powers, 
who would say no less of me.” And be proceeds to 
ponder as before, having thus made the worlds his 
mandate rs. 

Here, parenthetically, are two points of interest. 
The compound Ma-sanntvdso: ” tether-dwelling* 

place of the world,” is, I think, a way of using ” world ” 
as many. The plural (loAd) we hardly ever find in 
the Pifakas. As yet (we have, alas I no Concordance) 
I have only found the plural in the Mahi-Gosinga* 
Sutta {H.I., p. 3x3): saiassatft loidtuoft. The more 
usual equival^t is soAossoiAd loko, or iokaJMdtu. And 
we know how we meet with " world am denize,” 
described with the prefix sa-: sodseoAo. etc. How 
again we find the memory of former worlds or lives 
C life ” was equally confined to the singular) called 
piM*-ntvds'-dtnusati. As I have said elsewhere, one 
result of this curious limitation was the use of biopa 
to mean, not only becoming, but the many 
opportunities of becoming: “worlds” and “lives,” 
with that merging of the great guarantee of salvation 
into its opportunities (iA4py« into bAavd). which, alas I 
monastic pessimism held up as so evil. In this old 
Sutta we have nothing of that; we have the truly 
andent Sakyan awareness of the roan of earth as 
watched in his career by an tmseen concourse, an 
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awareness that finds so striking an echo in the epistle 
to the Hebrews: " Wherefore seeing we are compassed 
about with so great a cloud of witnesses, let us lay aside 
every weight and the sin that doth so easily beset us. 
and let ui«run with patience the race that is set before 
tts "—the race in the Way of the worlds. 

In the Abhidhanuna>Pitaka we find these two man- 
daters: the self, the worlds, recast as the term Am- 
otuppam: " shame ” and " to feel hot ” (with guilt). 
The Commentary hereon, given in Bti4. PsycA. Ethics, 
p. x6, n., shows Buddhaghosa as trying his best. But 
in the text (Dhammasangagi), the depeiaonalising of 
the mandaters into two states of consdousness is 
characteristic of the fading out of the *' man " into 
mind. 

Under the last head, the speaker, again anxious over 
his backwardness, reflects thus; " Well proclaimed by 
the Bhagavan is dhamtita, (as of) present interest, yet 
not to be reckoned in earth-time only,* inviting, leac^g 
towards, to be known by the wise in the very soul (praU 
yitma-.paccaUatH). Nowthereareformefellow-religious- 
students; he who knows, be who sees, living (with me). 
If I who have left the world for a iAamnui'rule so well 
proclaimed should live in sloth and carelessness, tHk 
would not be suitable for roe.” Arvd the will to effort 
follows as before: the will surely, though be had no 
word for it. He falls back on '*stirred-up effort”; 
better truly than nothing, but the will is the dinvif up. 

The man’s argument here is curious, and for roe 
suggests a much later editorial hand interfering. Satiti 
nu sabrahtnaedri jinam passatft viharanii: why are the 
participles in the singular with subject in singular (or 
plural) and predicate in the jidural ? 

* AUHJk, not in kiUa but i is k^pas. 
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Let us first forget tbe change in meaning that dharma 
underwent, in time, in Buddhism. We see the 
Founder at the start practically substituting dJumta 
for diman as the aspect und<Y which he rendered 
homage to the Highest. We know that thj^is said to 
have been his gesture immediately before he had 
uttered a wmt! as a teacher. Dhamma was for him no 
externalised doctrine; it was That-according-to-Whom 
man should walk. It was the Inner Monitor, the 
AtUarydtHi of the brahman teaching; the sense of 
duty; conscience—" ay. that Deity within my bosom.*’* 
Have we not here the Divine Fellow*stndent knowing, 
seeing, the Witness of whom the verses, combining aiid 
and ihtnima, go on to speak i Here are we truly in 
India, where Sfidhaol sees Ddty under many aspects: 
cot only as Santo but also as Sakhjm. the Friend, 
from whom the believer " shrinks no more " [Bfhad. U., 
4, 4, 25). Sabrakmacdn is not only a plur^ form; as 
singular, it fits the jdna^ passcift. We have but to 
replace satUi by aUki, and add singular {Medicate. 
If editing there has been here, methinks this is better 
editing. 

And there is certainly nothing of monastic Buddhism 
in the verses till we come to the last two; 

Nought in the world W Mcnt for doer of ovU deed. 
The Mil. O man. knows what of th«e is true or fate. 
Ah air, the lovdy self, the witneea. jroa despise. 
Who hide in self the self that's betog evil. 

Dsvu and wayfarers ses the fool uMveoly walking in tbs 
world, 

Hence let him mindful walk, having the self as master. 
Delicately let him walk, a muter, having the worlds as master. 
According to dharma te him walk, having dhanna as master. 
The man of worth ne'er fatten advancing in the true. 

^ Shakespeare, 7Ae Ttmptif. 
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Then a verse of monk*values: 

MAra roatad, th« Endar ovcrcont, ha tba ttiivar bat toacbad 
the waninf oat ol birth. 

Lo I aoch aa ona ii ha, woridwise, aafadoot, a man of worth 
who graapa at ought. 

•• 

It is not unconunon to find appended to verse or 
prose this later outlook. 

But in the rest of the Sotta. albdt the man of will is 
made, not Everyman, but a monk among monks, we 
have a worthy picture of what the early teaching wUl 
have been: man the wayfarer as the very real, very 
present, mandated by the ideal self in himself, the im¬ 
manent Deity of the time and place; man as mandated 
by the worthy of all the worlds, his witnesses; man as 
mandated by the inner controller, whose nunitions are 
as God not leaving Himself without a witness. So for 
me will the first men of the Sakyans have taught. 

I cannot find it possible to place in the same decade, 
the same generation, nay, the same century, («) the 
utterer of this Sutta and the utterers of the view 
(Maj)hima, No. 22), that the self as eternally real (the 
passage is obviously corrupt) is entirely an opiitioa of 
fools, or of the flagrantly unfitting Samyutta analogy 
of the chariot. Or (6) the utterer of this Sutta with 
the later meaning of ** the world" as having not 
" mondial," but only " worldly" qualities, or as 
" impermanent, ill, not-self." Or {«) the utterer of 
this Sotta with the later meaning of Dhamma as a 
fixed corpus of teaching " to be learnt by heart," to be 
rensemboed, to be known " in the meaning and in the 
letter," in a " beginning, middle, and end." Such 
utterances are quoted to support the views still held 
by and about Buddhism. This Sutta is overlooked. 



[The gist oi this article was published is Dr. Modi 
Memorial Voltime, Bombay, 1930, under ,/Jie title 
" Naturem Expellas Furci."] 

VI 

"EXCEPT THE MAN HIMSELF"* 

Wb have been lately recalling that the father of English 
psychology, the founder of Experientialism, John 
Locke, was bom just 300 years ago: " that modest 
man," as Voltaire wrote," who never jwetends to know 
sihat be does not know." And we have perhaps been 
reminded bow, to the ExpeiientiaUst dictom: Nothing 
is in mind {inteUedn) which will not first have been in 

sense. Leibniz rejc^ed with Nisi ips* inUUseiMS : 
except the mind itself. It is as if be said: Yon may 
pitchfork out of you your real " nature," but it 
will turn up again within you; lamsn utftu recurrst. 
(Horace's naiuram. in his adaptation of the pitch* 
fork proverb, was not" your re^ nature," but we can 
in turn adapt it.) 

Now it is for me not without sigxkificance, that among 
all the many eighteenth-century critics of the new 
Experieotiali^. or Sensationalism, of whom my 
Englished Ueberweg's History of PMosopi^ gives a 
prids, I do not find one who improves on Leitmiz's 
rejoinder in the terms of fust t^ss kotno. So strongly 
does the vigorous bantling of British psycludogy, aided 
by the myopic scepticism of Hume, appear to have 

Pablttbed in the Loniom QuarUrfy. 
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led aside the thou^t of our laud, from Locke’s 
till tbe jaeseot day. So far as I know, there has been 
from then till now but one voice crying to ns in the 
wilderness of oar aensationalistic psychology—that of 
James Wvd in x885->that we were as ostriches hiding 
our head in the sand (or is it a bosh ?), in our blindness 
to tbe fact, that unWs i^s« homo, the Self, be on the 
stage, our mind-analysis is meaningless. 

Experientialists have rallied to Locke’s defence, and 
have shown that in effect there is plenty of the con¬ 
geries called " intellect “ in his sensationalism. But 
they have not equally contended, that Leibnis's re¬ 
joinder has DO real force. There is nothing given by 
intellect that can truly be called those " necessary 
truths,” which sense could not give, namely, that 
whereas in sense we have the proposition ” S is P,” in 
these we have " S roost be P.”* For intellect is unable 
to fill tbe place of that unique factor in experience: 
the experiencer. the valuer.- It is but a name for a 
number of mind-ways, or mind-ings, by which man, 
neurally wielding his body, reacts to the impressions 
which he, as being alive and inteUigent, is ” wilUng ” 
to receive. He alone is the inexpugnable ” 1 ” who 
experiences. And if you get lost in your ” stumbling *' 
upon this and that ” perceptiem," and doubt whether 
he actually is, it most be you. tbe inexpugnable you. 
who are the doubter. 

It does not matter as to the word wherewithal we 
clothe this indisputable, this " necessary ” factex. We 
may use the representative ” we ” for the ” I we 
may use the royal ” we ” for the " I.” Ultimately it 
is I-who-experience.-who-valoc.-who-judge. We may 

* C. CioocB Robertsoo. EltmunU «/ Ctntfsl PkUotopky 
(edited by tbe writer). tSgO. 
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eliminate the pronoun: an apparently easy nutter in 
some languages (I say, apparently, for the pronoun 
has a way of peeping out in the inflection), but vre 
cannot pitchfork that which is behind the word. A 
queen may say, in a now classic flout; " are not 
amused.” But she meant, that " I, the appraiser of 
your anecdote, as reported to my senses, as tried by 
my taste, my savoir fare—these being the instruments, 
the ' mindings,' by which I judge—1 decide that you 
do not amuse me.” 

If she had said. ” There is the opinion that no 
amusement has arisen,” we should no longer have had 
something fundamental and unique: the expression of 
the "nature ” of this particular woman, given in a 
personal opinion, not shared with anyone else. We 
should be left with the very home who shot the dart 
ejected, and only the mind-way of impression and 
leacttoa left to replace her or him, 

Now this was what Buddhism gradually came to do, 
as it drew, in time and in place, in its point of view, 
ever further from its original inspiration. I have de¬ 
scribed this tragedy, briefly or at some length, in book 
and article for more than seven years. I was under 
no illusion that, in {resenting an historic picture of the 
matter to readers who had till then bew shown the 
usual unhistorical [wture. I should " draw all men after 
me.” It is true tlmt I have since found myself in good 
company: e.g., in that of Edmond Holmes, who. 
though a reader of translations only, refused to see 
aught but a libel on the Founder of Buddhism in the 
dogma, that the very man—the soul or spirit—ts not 
real; and in that of James B. Pratt, who, similarly 
limited in reading, had come to the same conclusion. 
But I have yet to find that I have ctmverted readers 
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anywhere. espedaUy writers oo Baddhism. These, 
with those two exceptions, have already committed 
themselves to the unhistoric view that "primitive 
Baddhism ’’ was upheld by certain formulas, on which 
adherenU.base their belief. 

Th.ere is something to be said for an older man's 
unwilUngness to own he has something to learn. But 
he must first find out he has something to learn. To 
find out. he must read, or he must hear what his critics 
are saying. Nor even then will be be disposed to con¬ 
cede, that to accuse Buddhism of " starting with the 
negation of the soul or ego " is to deny at once the 
possibility of its having ever become, with such a 
mandate, a wcu'ld-religion. Especially in India I But 
this is what writers, especially mature writers, persist 
in saying. So I-~" Lo I we turn to the Gentiles." 
It is to the younger men and women that I turn, and 
in my hope in them. " fed up," as they may be. wdth 
this irrationally nihilistic repetition, I once more, in 
different setting, say what hereon I have said already. 
It is wiHth repeating. It will one day be the way in 
which we shall value the old Indian gospel now c^ed 
Buddhism. 

The very man (soul, ego) was " expelled with a fork 
that I grant, yea, grant it more fully than they who seek 
some less irrational compromise are willing to admit. 
I grant it fully because I happen to have a little know¬ 
ledge of what Hinay&na writers of the fifth century 
A.D. said. And albdt these works are now accessible 
as never before, very few inquire into them. Thus 
Buddhists will t^ you: " But we do not deny the self 
is real. We only deny the self is perristing and im¬ 
permanent." But HInayina exegesis is by no means 
content to allow such a qualified acceptance. Let them 
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bat read thdr Vlsaddhi^magga, a work ranking as 
does the work of Aquinas in the Catholic Church. 
Notably the concladii^ ten chapters. For example; 
"in the ultimate sense there is no such thing as a 
being or person; it is a misconception that nsakes one 
say * I am ' or ' 1 in the ultimate sense there is just 
name and shape." " Way there is but no waygoer." 
And so on. over and over again. 

But the expulsion took a long time. We must get 
well away "primitive Buddhism " if we would 
place the descent in true perq)ective. There was even 
in early days a slipping here and a slipping there, but 
there was for perhaps nearly two centuries no iigringo- 
Ui4, no subsidence by a general worsening. And it 
was probably only in the exotic daughters of the 
Sakyan gospel, in S. Asian lands, that the fall reached 
its nadir. The J/ifinde Qmstioni show, however, 
even discounting much Ceylon editing, that already in 
India there had been pitchforking of more than the 
Divine Soul as within man. Man (or soul) somehow 
there was, but, as in the Kath&vatthu,* be could only 
" be got at ” in mind. 

But to-day I dwell not on the pitchfork, but <m the 
tanun ns<fu^ r^currd. How did man come right back 
again ? Or more truly, how did he never i^y get 
pitchforked, save only in formula ? 

Buddhism could cast him out in formula, in creed, in 
theory, but she could not cast him out in language, and 
therewith in all that language implies. Very plastic 
is the " word," in its changes, its fissions, its permu¬ 
tations, its blending of roots. But there are limits to 
its plasticity. - Man cannot wholly expel himself from 

* TnxuUted u PcitHs «/ ControMny. P&ii Text Soctetv. 
1915. 
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bis speech—cr at least be oever does. He may hide 
hims^ in some languages more than in others. We 
of Europe have to learn that in some, to say *' I do “ 
is to be very emphatic in " my " having done anything. 
We leanupus of course in our classics, but we forget 
it when we translate Indian tongues. I have already 
called to notice the surviving traditional ascription to 
the Founder of Buddhism of the hequent use of this 
emphatic aJiam as if be had a premonition 
of the way in which his followers would make him 
deny that which, as supreme mandate, was so present 
with him. 

What do I mean by supreme nundate ? 
In a portion of the Canon which we may fairly value 

as early is a Sutta completely overlooked by bMks on 
Buddhism. It is called the lltree Mandates {idhip«tey- 
yinit what belongs to the fait, or roaster). In it the 
man has begun ** in faith " to take his conduct seriously, 
but is troubled over his want of progress. He takes to 
heart one of three mandates, or two. or all of them. 
These are (i) tiu 5«i/:—the ideal self within. Witness 
of all he does or does not do; (2) ike Worthy in this 
and other worlds who may be wratching him and 
wondering be is no better;and (3} Dlutrma, that monitor 
of the Ought, that " conscience, ay. that Deity within 
my bosom,here presented (in true Indian fashion) 
as his mate in the holy life admonishing him. Here are 
India's supreme mandates. And here truly for me is 
*' primitive Buddhism." But how we are to reconcile 
it, given the Indian teaching of 600*500 B.C., with 
" negation of the ego " I am at a loss to ocmceive. 

Even without the oham. the " 1" peeps out in verb- 
mflectioos—«.g.. karo-mi, et-mi, mon-oo. etc. Every* 

t Shakespeare's T*mp«st. 
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where is seU-expressioo has the man, the agent, the 
experiencer. the valuer, left hU traces. And the only 
way to oust him in theory is to make out, as does the 
Buddhist philosophic teacher, that man doesn’t really 
ntean what he says. That when he says " I,**he would 
have us take the word cmly true as " conventionaBy 
true not the thing behind the word. That to 
become really wise, you must at the threshold strip off 
from the word the entire history of man's efforts to 
express himself in words, and see, in these, mere labels 
of something that isn't just '* man.” 

But there was another way, beside that of the pro* 
noUn, as distinct from, or merged in the verb, by which 
the expelled man came back—and still cmnes back. 
Very gradually Buddhism came to resolve the ” man ” 
into what we now call a complex. This was at one 
stage (and it lasted long} of five factors, bodily and 
mental, known as skandha't. Then it became en¬ 
larged into fifty to sixty dhamma's, the word " things ” 
here taking on a psychological meaning of ” things-as- 
known.” our ” states of consdousoess.” And the 
permutations of these dhamma’s amounted, of course, 
to any number of shifting complexes in the fleeting 
ment^ continuum into which the ” man ” had faded. 
But look 1 man's inexpugnable intuition of him- 
” self' ’ saw, in this conscious series, some relatively per- 
sbting dhamma in which, or for which other dhamma's 
happened in groups. Such a dhamma would be called 
usually chitta, or mono or mind. And 
one or other of these three we often find posturing as 
the ” man ” or ego—e.g.. mind as reacting to sensa¬ 
tions, or receiving and valuing an incoming complex 
of impressions. 

* Tbs Ute Buddhist technicai term. 
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So the text. But the coiunentary, that is, the ex¬ 
pounding teacher, will illustrate by making the man 
*' come back." llius, the mind is like a king to whom 
villages pay revenue; the mind is like a prodigal 
princt re(;^ving envoys from his father. Nay. not 
the Commentary only. The rebellious sensuous mind 
or " heart " (ckitta) lilKoed to a " jigging ape " is only 
the " man " seeking the Less disguised in his instru¬ 
ment: 

Within the littk five.doored hot an ape 
Doth prowl, and roond and ronid brnn door to door 
He hiee, rattling with blows again, again. 
Halt, ape! ran thou not forth I Un uee 
Tie not herein u it wae wont to be. 
Reason doth hold thee captive. Kever more 
Shalt roam far hence [la ueedom as of yoire].^ 

And not the mind as a whole only. To this and that 
constituent complex of mind will be allotted desires 
and activities, fit only when applied to the central 
" subject "orman. Faith, we read, arrests hindrances, 
effort supports other iharnma't. wisdom cuts ofi. 
splits. . . . It may be said: But such play with words, 
such anthropomorphic diction is sorely a frequent 
feature in literature and deceives no one. Do we not 
find it, for instance, in the Upanishads } For instance, 
inChfindogyaVII;"Earth . . . space . . . mountain 
are musing. . . 

This is true; but note bow relatively restrained is 
such dietton as we there meet with. And why ? 
The man is ever coming up to take over the agency, 
the human self, the divine self. " Earth, as it were, 
muses (dkytfyaii) . . . atmosphere, sky. water, moun¬ 
tains muse as it were ... he who reverences musing 

> Ptaimt e/ On BrtAr»n. ValUya. 
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as Brahman, he becomes boundlessly free." And 
so on. 

In the Buddhist texts n-e do not in this way walk 
beside the man. We only see him in his dummies. 
Once we surrender ourselves to " ide^ about ” 
things it is easy to speak ol '' mind/' ot wisdom 

or attention (sa/i) performing this or that, as 
if It were the man. the " I." And this is what we 
find in the Buddhist classics: less in the more archaic 
Sutta form of the Dlgha and other older portions, 
more in the more sophisticated Majjhima and Abhi- 
dhamma and more, much more in the Milinda Questions 
and the Commentaries. 

What, for instance, could not the Sutta of andent 
seeming, the Mahivedalla (libjjbima} tell, could it 
speak now, of an editing, changing the statement, the 
natural human statement, that it is the " man " who 
enjoys what the five senses teing, not mano, the mind ? 

Tolerable in analytical works of AWiidbamma. it is 
out of place here, in teaching intended to help Every¬ 
man. It is to Imng the ch^room into the church. 
The man is withheld, the man who alone Is counted as 
the object and end of the teaching. It is not the man, 
it is but an attribute, or sUte. or instrument of him 
which is said to " enjoy." and to be " the resort" of 
other states or instruments. The subject-attribute, 
whether it be the bundle-word " mind." or dharnma’s, 
is invested with functions that belong alone to the 
worth-er or valtrcr, the enjoyer, the contemplator. the 
agent: they are persemified; they are used in place of 
the man. And hereby it is that the man comes back: 
tamen KSfite rectarei. 

It is only in what I call the " left-ins a most 
fortunate collection of, shall I say, accidents ?—>that 
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we see the mas sot yet ejected dconisating in the text 
itself the parable, the susile. The Way, the Middle 
Way of the first utterance was taught with the way¬ 
farer in such scanty fragments as survive. XN'hat 
meaning hfs way if wayfarer be not there ? Yet in 
the scholastics we repeatedly find the way said to be 
without wa)rfarer. llte man has indeed b^ expelled 
when that could be written. Sariputta is repeatedly 
shown comparing man's worthy control of bis thoughts 
with one who Ukes. on diflerent occasions, suitable 
garments fiom his wardrobe. Here have we indeed 
the man, not body, not mind, still holding tbe stage. 
It was only tbe later values that represented the 
wearer as no other than tbe garments. 

It is rather lamentable to see how, not only 
Buddhists but we. who have written on Buddhism, 
have sought passages which buttress tbe church-made 
dogmas, but have neglected these " left-in’s.*' These, 
the origituU Buddhism, reveal a difierent, an Indian 
standpoint, which aimed at " supplementing, not at 
suppl^ting ” the religious thought* of the day. How 
is it that this irrational expulsioo of the " man *’ has 
by almost all readers been found reasonable ? 

Is it perhaps that we have inherited, in our own 
young psychology, a similar sbvenly usage ? Usage 
which we may tolerate in poetic or " elegant" litera¬ 
ture becomes anathema where sober truth is aimed at. 
But in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, there 
was DO " mental and moral science.” no listing of the 
" psyche ” under the anal)^ic ” ologies.” Man's 
immaterial world was considered as the philosophy of 
literature, and discussed with the tropes and embclUsb- 

* "All fiwit teachen sappIeaieDt but do not toppUnt." 
i.*/* 0/ SMri JtMHoJtrukM, 1919 (p. 175). 
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ments of literary diction. So maslced in these was 
the man. that readers did not see, nay. do not see. how 
scientifically nonsensical was much in the descriptiem 
of that inner world. 

Consider this from Locke’s Humm Un4trsUndtng, 
ch. ii: " The mind very often sets itself on work in 
se^ch of some hidden idea, and turns, as it were, the 
eye of the soul on it." The " as it were " (Uke the 
ivs of the Upanishad above) offers a literary apology, 
yet even so what a topsy-turvy way to present the 
" man " or " soul ’’ as the tool of the " mind "I He 
goes cm: " though sometimes too they start up of them 
own accord, and ofier themselves to the understanding. 
Here *' ideas,” like those P41i dkemma's, are presented 
with a " will ” and with " selves." In this eleg^t 
vein Locke could have written the Quesiiofts of King 

I 
I will not weight this little article with more of such 

slovenliness in either Locke, or in his heirs. Scottish 
or English. I quote so much to show how blinded we 
were as to a vision of tbe experiencer and the 
experience from the start. When psychology passed 
into the scientific laboratory, its diction became mom 
austere. My own teacher Croom Robertson and his 
teacher Bain were fastidiously unsloven in th^ diction. 
Yet even they were so far myopic that they did not take 
the man. the self, as the inexpu^ble s« and 
avowed limit-point, in their exposition of experience 
as («) presented to him. (6) valued by him. (e) reacted 
upon by him. It was only James Ward who boldly 

. got tbe ostrich's bead out of the sand as to (a). And 
he failed to convince, perhaps because he was not 
bold enough about {b) and (c). 

But be did fail, being held to have imported meU- 
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physic into science. Else is it hardly credible that 
psychological manuals of otir own day, bearing among 
them such a proud title as Tht Ntm Psychology, should 
revive the old foolish methods permissible to the 
seventeenth century. Look at this sample: "The 
rational faculty prompts the mind to refuse implicit 
obedience. . . (But the mind, like Queen Vic* 
toria, is '' not amusedand hits back.) " The com¬ 
plex responsible for the act ... is not recognised by 
the mind . . . most minds simply cannot tolerate . . . 
a recognitioD; . . . they expend untiring ingenuity in 
inventing some more respectable reason . . (viz. 
more re^>ectable mannikin). There is plenty more of 
this sort. The writer may have meant us to take it 
all as bunwroosly as we do the queen's biting jest. 
But be does not seem here to have lapsed horn scientific 
seriousness, nor does be send over to us any caoeai 
about mannikins of mental states posturing as the 
man. 

Not for a moment would I hold up to ridicule the 
work and importance of psychology. More power to 
her elbow 1 Her object is the discovery and clear 
sober presentation of what is true within a certain 
range. But her power is likely in that object to be 
more effective if ^e will but take op a sound attitude 
from the first, and not one which hu led her to start, 
and here and there to maintain, a way of slovenliness 
in verbal subterfuge, which is so Mmilar to that on which 
Buddhists of old fell back, on which they yet fall back 
to-day. 

Were I yoong, I half think I might come back to mas 
prtmurs (moms, and write, not a New. but a very Old 
Ps>’chotogy. I sbotild like to see the self, the man-in- 
man. in it given, under my (a), (i). (c) a fair chance. 
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I wsnt to see him tam*n usfus reeitrrttu. Psycholo^ 
has followed physiologjr with too little vision. She 
has not suffidently seen that she is not a whdly 
parallel study. She is not just the study of nund-ways 
or mindings; bnt is the study of " man ag,being im¬ 
pressed,” ” man as fitted to receive impressioas.” 
” man as reacting, valuing impressions.” She is a 
middle term. Not to see this is " to expel nature.” 
In the mind as dummy man, in the personified ideas, 
etc., the man does come back. But it is in his servant's 
guise; it is masking as his clothes. Expelled as a More 
than bis mind, be is taken back as a Less than he 
truly is, in what is a Less than he. 

It is in this getting the worse in the exchange that 
I would, here again, emphasise what I judge to be the 
harm Buddhism has suffered, is suffering, through this 
expulsion of the true manhood, this setting up of a 
makeshift manhood. I now once more stress this 
aspect of the expulsioo. that, whereas in a great wc^ld- 
religion, its first messenger sets before the man a More 
in his nature, his life, his destiny, not so well seen 
before, any succeeding dogma, wUch ejects the man 
himself, and replaces the void so left by his instruments, 
is a telling him that be is, and has, in and before him, 
a Less. 

Hy friend James B. Pratt has lately said, in the 
peri(^ical VisvaiAaraii that, of two very noble religions 
asking admission or readmission at India's door, the 

doctrine in the one is neither of its best nor is 
it fundamental. I agree, but I go further. I look on 
it, in its fuQ evolved sense as rscordsd. as a terrible libel 
on that Gotama whom his church came to call Buddha. 
Pratt does not think it likely that such a dogma will 
make appeal to the deeply spiritual people whose 
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greatest books have been aad still remain the Upan- 
ishads and the BhagnadgUd. To this 1 could b^er 
agree had I first-hand knowledge, as has be, of India. 
But I would add, that 1 see here for young India a 
twofold danger. Because of the modem evasions and 
compromises as to the true historical meaning of an- 
aUd. students may fail to see it for what it truly is. 
Because of the makeshift dummies posing as the man 
their vision may be confosed. Seco^y, they may. in 
acquiring Western culture, get infected by the equally 
self-cheating methods in our own psychology. 

The true, the original message of Buddhism, when 
shorn of its monldsb superstructures, is both an Indian 
gospel and a world-go^, as true now at its centre 
as it has ever been. India in the Few had been feeling 
after it; Gotama brought it out to the Many. But it 
was something a long sght better than oft-aUd—or 
than anitcJia or duJMa either. It was something 
different. These belong to man-in-the-Less. That 
was of a More in and for man. And for it the Van. 
first and last, was the most real thing about it. How¬ 
ever much the pitchfork got to work, the " left-in's *' 
survive to show ns that. 
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YOU AND YOUR MIND* 

It is reconled in tbe PSli scriptures at least three times, 
that the chief comrade of Gotama Buddha, Siriputta, 
used to of " yon and your mind " in a parable. 
He would say, it is recorded, yon should have mind, 
or thoughts {chitta) under your centred; yon should 
not be under the control of the mind or thoughts. 
Just as a gentleman, with many suits in his wardrobe, 
would pick out one be wanted for morning wear, 
another for midday wear, another for evening wear, 
putting on a suiUble suit (tbe pun is mine), tbe suit 
having nothing to say in the matter. (You will find 
these passages in Majjhima'Nikljm. Sutta 3** Saip- 
yutta-Nikiya. Mahivagga on Bojjhangas, Patisam- 
bhidSmagga, Bojjhanga-kathS.) 

Here is a very clear distinction made between the 
man and his '* kit.” bis equipment, tools oc instru¬ 
ments. The Utter are to be kept in their pUce. 
You see the distmetioo made again in another parable, 
this time told of the Master: Men are in tbe Jeta Wood 
about the vMra (where he spent his last years) collect¬ 
ing faggots. And he: “you would not call those 
faggots the Wood ? So look on the body and mind 
as not of ■ you,’ not the very ' you.' ” The faggots 
are carried away for burning; the wood stands and 
blossoms again. , 

Once more, in tbe two first verses of tbe Twins 
* PabUahed in Hoaohiln. 1933. 
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(Yainaka) chapter of the Dhammapada you read: 
" If with corrupted mind be speaks or acts, ill follows 
him as wheel the foot of drawing beast: if with mind 
serene he ^>eak or act, bliss follows him as shadow 
goes iwt^ra the tree,” Here again, mind is the 
instrument " with ” which the man acts (not hkmo, 
but flWWMStf). 

But in time a change came over the teaching. 
Master and comrade had passed away; other teachers 
arose who were, as was all Indian teaching, greatly 
influenced by the new mind-study that had been 
gaining groond, and which came to be known as 
Sankhya (Pili; sanJM, sanJMna). Man's mind was 
in it being analysed, as if it were an unseen body, or 
group of processes of an orderly land like those of the 
body. It was a beginning of what we in our day 
have come to do also and to call psychology. And 
gradually it affected the Buddhist Sas&na much as it 
has affected our own teaching; the “ man ” came to 
be rusolved into his thoughts or mind. Just as in a 
modern book I read the words " the self or mind," so 
did Buddhist teachers come to use the mind or thought 
for the self or man. Thus we read in a Sutta (M.N. 43): 
that it is the mind (ttumo) who enjoys collectively all 
the sense-impressions, not *' you,” not the " man," 
not the *' self," as the earlier teaching would have said. 
Only the Commentary retains the older way: " as a 
raja owning five villa^ would enjoy the revenue they 
paid.” 

Tom again to your Dhammapada: in those two 
** twin verses,” fch of a couplet Eke the rest of the 

Twins." there has been added, or rather prefaced a 
line in each, to show the new importance assigned to 
the mind: " Things are forerun by mind, have mind 
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as best, are compounds of the mind.” You can see, 
that if you take away this line, the meaning of the 
couplets is just as good, and the symmetry of the 
” twins ” is better. 

For in them it is clear that it is not ” mip4 ” which 
is the speaker or doer; in them the clothes are not 
made the man. nor the faggots the wood. But in the 
interpolated line it is just this that has happened. 
This seems a long way the Founder’s first advice 
to laymen: to " seek the self, the man.” But we are 
all of us just now, in East and West, in bondage to this 
thrusting of man's ways or mindings into the place of 
the man who ” minds.” I see it constantly in European 
writing and speaking; I see it in Bud^st writings. 
So much so. that the Master's central figure of the 
Way is spoken of as if there were no Wayfarer, but 
only ideas about hU bring. Truly is the mediieval 
monks' teaching carried out, that ” a Way is there, 
but no wayfarer I”* Yet what meaning has a way 
without the wajrfarer ? Is he only there for the sake 
of the Way, or is the Way there fc»' his sake ? A road 
made for nobody to travel on is futile. 

Let us get ba^ to the better teaching of the ward¬ 
robe and the wood. Let os be the master of the 
suits; let us dispose of our faggots. Then shall we, 
as the wood in ^>ringtime. break out into new and 
finer blossom, in that we have not wronged the great 
New Word taught by Siriputta and his beloved Friend. 

* Visud4ki-m»{f, 
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CLOTHES AND THE JCAN* 

That the body of mao’s encasement is to the man 
himself as now the worn garments he pats off, now the 
new garments be resorts to. is no anfamiliar figure to 
India. The lines in the Giti; 

E'«o as a man doAng woco fear takes new and otbw. 
So bearar doffing worn body fits on new and other. (II, ea.) 

are perhaps as familiar to the coltnred son of India 
as are many verses of the Gospels to Christians. Not 
so familiar to the former, let al^e the latter, is a figure 
repeatedly ascribed to a very worthy son of India, the 
Baaddha or ^akyan Sdriputra. a figure which is a fit 
and a needed coroidement to the former simile. 

" As a Raja or Raja's minister takes from his full 
wardrobe one suit to wear of a morning, another at 
noon, another of an evening, even so does the man of 
worth dispose of the mind, and is not at the dj^>osal 
of the mind.” (Majjhima-Nikiya. Sutt. 33.) 

The two sayings are complementary in this way: 
the man in both cases is shown as being more than his 
body or bodies, as being more than his mind, that is. 
bis ” mindings.” 

In the former figure, we see the soldier, stricken with 
honor at the coming carnage, reminded by the Deva 
that there is in death but a rejection of bodily vest* 
ments: in the latter figure we see the as 

* PabUsbad in Kttari, Madtu, Uay, 1933. 
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so many vestments. The warrior is more than his 
armour; the man who sees the more of beauty lent 
to the S&l-grove by the moonlight, sees also the more 
of spiritual beauty there is in the man who has 
his " instniments of contact," his mdtrat^rsas, as 
servants, not as masters. 

We feel no jolt in reading the former citation. It is 
in keeping with the prevailing Indian attitude, old 
and new. In this we have the man—" he-who-has* 
the-congeries, the tUhi "—always to the front, first and 
last. Invisible, immaterial bring, he is yet in a way 
present. In what way, not one of us knows, at least 
as yet. We may spe^ of the man as UmabMdvasiko: 

" standing*in-(or-on)*individaality," yet is a " standing 
in. or on " an inadequate makesl^. For all our 
speech is ultimately in terms of matter, of a being in 
space. It is only '^cn we speak of the man as " I " 
that we have in any degree got to a centre, where 
space, where matter is transcended. 

Bat when we read the latter citation, we. if we be 
readers of the older Bnddhist Suttas, do feel a jar. 
Or if we do not. we ought to. For it is from a literature 
where, save at moments, the man is much less to the 
front, be is more often pushed into the background. 
In that literature we see the mind made leader and 
arbiter, both of sense-impressions and of actions. 
The man is gradually becoming one who has no more 
pertinent reality than is the bo\ri containing noaiishing 
food a real part of that food. To return to our figures, 
it is the suits of raiment that have become the man. 
As the wearer of them he is fading out of the i»cture. 

The simOe in the Sutta seems to me to be a precious 
survival. There was no question, in the day when 
Sftriputra and his Leader were teaching, of any dis- 
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tinction between a popular and a " philosophic " way 
of teachiog. That b^ogs to a time centuries later. 
Nor, even had the distinction been drawn so early, 
would there have been here any need for that “ popular 
talk" {immdi-katki). judged by Boddhaghosa as 
having been used " by Buddhas " for beginners and 
the ignorant. The conversation is between half a 
dozen of the most noted fint disciples. The implica¬ 
tion in SSriputra’s parable (and its application} is for 
me very clear, as cl^ as it is in the parallel about the 
body in the Bhagavadgfti. But the Commentary 
evades it. even while it speaks of the controlling subject 
as " the wise man." Buddhists overlook it. Writers 
on Buddhism overlook it—overlook the fact that in 
Siriputra's words we have a view opposed to the 
monastic anatti doctrine of a later day, but agreeing 
with the Indian teaching of the day of himself and his 

Leader. 
When, with the growth of Sftnkhyan psychedogy and 

of monastic ideals, the man became merged in the 
mind, became a mere bundle of things-as-known 
{ikammapuHjamatiam). when first Deity bad been 
ejected from the man, and next, the remaining reality 
of him had been ejected. Huh India had no further use 
for what we now call Buddhism. Too impoverished 
had it become with its doctrine of Not-Man, the Man- 
in-the-Less, the very opposite view of those two figures. 

Yet neither did India remain faithful to her own 
attitude. Ever, it is true, did she see the man. as 
entity, as one who is more than his equipment. But 
she failed to see that entity as even more essentially a 
"becoming "than a "being.” She shrank from seeing 

in the satia a bhevitr- She saw the latter urm as 
belonging only to material things, wherein becoming, 
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wherein growth is natar»lly followed by decay, by 
dying off. And there is danger, that in her man-as- 
static only, she too may drift with dragging anchors 
—drift as Buddhism has drifted in the past, drift as 
we of the West have been drifting. 

India is much occupied with a radal. a national ideal. 
As to that, she is more than a naHoo; she is a continent. 
And the federation of a continent is not realisable as 
yet. But there is on her brow a prestige now and 
again accorded her: that of being the Mother of 
Religions. If she would continue to merit this, she 
must not rest on her past. She roust show that she is 
ware of the kind of mandate given by any great religion. 
This is, that the message of religion is, not so much to 
“ men." as to " the man." In every other iiiMdate, 
social, ethical, political, it is well to think of " men." 
racially, socially, nationally, internationally. In re- 
ligicm the man is first and foremost; the man is the ideaL 
In religion, though a man pve himself »s a bridge for 
others to pass over, no oblivion, no annihilation is there 
for the unit, for the man. In the lowest specimen, in 
the roost sordid, the most tragic earth-life, there is the 
divine potency, there is the Way of the worlds, there 

is eternal becoming. 
Will India look to it that she mandate the man-es* 

real with a reality of such a kind as this ? Will she 
take heed that, in her national ideal of " men." she 
must ever begin with " the man "? With the man as 
essentially divine, because be is in process of an 
essential becoming, not a becoming merely of body, 
of mind, but a becoming of the very man ? 

This is not what we now call egoism. It is not saying 

that, if we begin with the man in our ideals, we must 
stop at the individual. Man cannot become a More, 
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save in relation to the feUow-man. The other man js 
fellow-wayfarer. Bat each man most hold the other 
man in worth in virtue of That Who is in " thee ” as 
well as in " me." This is the ideal man. Pttnaka, 
Atman, Uiakman. Sdll can he say. as in the anctent 
Upanishad, " Dear are you to me because of that 
Predoos Thing within you." In this way he can 
radiate out over any narober of " yoa’s." But let 
him see the ideal within himvJi to start with, since 
there alone can he be tore. 

We in Europe and beyond have marred our advance 
in the ideal by letting the man fade into a bolding mind 
in worth. When we straggle out of this, we bold in 
worth what we have come to call “ character." But 
this word is a mask (just as the word “ person " is also 
in origin a mask). It transfers, from the word " man." 
the way in which the man will act in an emergency. 
It is the " stamp " he will set on his self>expressioa. 
It is not " he." Why use the mask-word, and not 
that for what is behind the mask ? The result is. that 
vre are ever using man for " body," we are ever speaking 
of this as " be " or " she." Blinisters of reltgion and 
poets are the worst offenders. How ad nauseam do 
we not hear of how " our dear brother was laid to 
rest," of how " our sons lie beneath Flanders’ poppies " I 
How are we not ever brought up against the odd, the 
repulsive dualism of hi»*iring abwt man and his soul: 
" I am the roaster of my soul." 

So do we cheat ourselves I Will India help to save 
us from the muddle ? We have been in it quite a long 
time. Our Bible language is often of highest beauty, 
yet has it in the hands of translators maintained the 
muddle. " As the hart panteth after the waters, so 

t 

1 
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panteth my sout for Thee, 0 God I” " Wy 
Uexceeding sonowful-" And our intervening 
science of psychology-««r Sinkhya-nude things 
worse. As in Bnddhist India, the '' man was pot 
carefully on the shelf: the mind-ways becamt-tbe m^; 
one may say he became the dead wardrobe; the clothes 
postured as be. Bat if India wUl take to her heart 
her real as man aspiring to a More than he u or 
has, a man in process of coming-to-be as man, and m 
word him to herself, we shall come to hear; we s^. 
it may be, through her. strip off our mask; we sh^ 
walk in the light; we shall adjust with her ideals, 
national and international, for our common wcUare. 



IX 

MAN AND HIS BECOMING IN THE 
UPANISHADS‘ 

I AM here saggesting, that this is a needed study. It 
would sorely be a good thing, if of those who are 
competent, some man would undertake it in some detail. 
Without such goidance. we otben, the inconapetent, 
walk stumblingly; fint because of the language, 
secondly because of the translators, and the commen* 
Utors, of later dates, on whom they too largely depend. 
There is first the Vedic douWe verb to express existence, 
past, present, future: « and Wfi (Me*-), paralleled 
by the German stin and werden, but for which we 
English, to our much loss, have not kept alive a second 
verb as strong as the first. Now it needs first-hand 
acqtiaitifana^ with tcxts and historic changes in their 
idiom to pronounce, with a flair bom of long experience, 
whether in a given passage the word bkH. as Mevult 
or otherwise inflected, means a more than does asii, 

or a lem, or the same or not the same. 
I wrote on this matter to my friend and fellow- 

worker. Mr. Helmer Smith, asking too about the 
parallel Swedish terms, which are of much interest. 
In his kind, informative reply, from which I am per¬ 
mitted to quote, he concludes by seeing dwger in 
German treatment of the Vedic in this connection, their 

1 Pobtishad in Imdia* LinitdtUct, BoOetia of tbe Lingutstie 
Society. Ubow. beiog wntten for tbe Cneraon Cocuaemora- 
Uoo votuBM, port iv. 
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lAngua^e being too sapple, too rich, their " marvclloos 
philosophical vocabnlary being borrowed from Roman* 
tidsm.” And that '«*en. «.g.. the Upanisbads give 
us the time-triad in terms of ^6:yad bhSiac ca bkavac 
ca bkavifyac ca} or again anyairt bkutdc £« bhavyic 
ca* " this blutJNU is not necessarily das Wcrdcnde.” 

As to that I would reply: Gently, my friend, it is 
not a constant rendering of (Aoeaf by werdm in the 
German (Deossen) and German-bom (Max Miiller) 
translators' works that has led me to put fcwward this 
inquiry. It is rather their frequent evasion of u^riien 
or become; their recourse not only to asti, but to other 
and makeshift terms vriiich has helped to force the 
inquiry from me; forced me to ask here (a) Is bhava 
sometimes eitber just asti. or one of those makeshifts ? 
{b) Has a commentator been seducing ? (e) Has there 
been a wish, cooscioas or unconscious, to belittle the 
stgnificance in “ wsrdm," “ becoming,” either in the 
translator’s own mind, or as not to be made much of 
in the utterances of the older Upanisbads. 

Let me first dwell on that wish as indicative of a 
present-day attitude. Oor literature has rung with the 
word evolution for some time, but so much have we 
been concerned with its application to things material, 
that we have never fitly linked it up with the idea of 

as of the nature of the very man. And by 
man, I do not mean mind, or a complex or product of 
mind and body; I mean the mind-er, he whose ways in 
nsing body are mind.' But then we think about this 
as we do, as M. Bergson reminded us sonte years ago 

» BftL J. «. 3- 
* Kath. a. 14. So lo many other paiMgos. 
* *' Not the buBdie called the ‘ me,' bat the I who inepect* 

It." Radbakruhoan. NAiloeopAy oj Uu UptmUhait. 
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in London*—^jnst because oar science happened to 
begin with the material and not with the immateriaL 
We shall one day be as alive and alert about the unseen 
very man, the purnfa. as ess«)UiaUy in proctss of bo- 
coming, aa^’e are now about evolutionary processes in 
matter. 

I say this, as in the second place true of modem 
treatises on the Upanishads, so as I have had access 
to them. These works have rung with the phrase Tai 
tvom asi for some time, ytt so much have they been 
concerned with identity as being, that the tremendous 
problem of identity through becoming has. so I have 
found, been relatively neglected. I have consulted 
several such works, alw indexes and tables of contents. 
But either the word Becoming is omitted («.g., the 
Index volume on S.B.E.), or it is barely mentioned 
{e-g., Dr. Hume’s translation, on t^iich more presently), 
or it is only mentioned as being " contested ” {e-g., 
Deussen's translation.* on which more presently). 

Now in that the word has been practically passed 
over, this can only n>ean one of tbm things: either 
(«) the writer, or (i) the indexer, or both were not 
interested in the word becoming, or (e) the Upanishads 
do not show sneb interest in it as to merit treatment, 
or indeX'place. As to the last instance in indexes, 
given above, surely, if a term be so significant, that 
the ” contesting ” {Btkdmpfung)* of it is suSideoUy 
prominent in tbe text to call for a place in the Index, 
there is good reason, in a great historic succession such 
as tbe Upanishads admittedly form, to suspect, that 
the same term has, earlier in that succession, been 
championed. And I contend that we do find this 

• Presidential Addim See. for Psychical RcMarcb. 
* Sechsif Upanisbad, p. 337 /. 

« 
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upholding of “becoming." But Deussen hippened 
to be not only a fervent Vedintist, but a staunch 
Pannenidean—he admitted as much to me himself— 
for whom "what is. is." for whom becoming was 
" illusion." Hence, whereas he is very happy over the 
Bestraitung of Werdtn in I4i and Miodukya. and its 
“ glorious continuation in Gaudapida’s KirikA, ** he 
tends to belittle the striking and very frequent Wfl- 
references in the older Upanishads, and often uses a 
weak substitute for what we should expect to find 

rendered by xteritn. 
To take but one instance out of doeens: in the well- 

known passage on the dissolution of the bodily and 
mental comf^tx. Brhad. 3. 2. 13: kviyam tadi furufo 
hhacati} "where then does the 'man' {the soul) 
come-to-be ?" in other words. " where thereafter does 
the becoming (which is the very life of the soul) go 
on?” Deussen makes the feeble rendering "Wo 
bleibt Hann dcT Mensch (remains the man) ?" Does 
the Sanskritist rejoin; But bhavati here means just 
“is." "happens." “finds himself"? He does not 
convince roe. but I bow and give another instance. 
In Taittiifya i, 4. i. amriasya DtM ihirat^l hhdyi- 
sofTi;" May 1.0 God. become bearer of the immortal ?" 
Deussen gives us “ roOge ich . . . sein." What waste 
of a fine word ready to band 1 Surely the act of praying 
is man's will reaching into the Divine Will willing to 
become, to be-a-Moft than be is 1 There is not even 
metrical excuse, for be has anyway, in rendering 
otherwise faithfully, got too much into the line to scan. 
Deussen then didn't want to find any sigris of appredat^ 
becoming; he was not a sufficiently disinterested hi^ 
torian to seek for such signs; he even went out of his 

1 Sechng Upanisbad. loc. eil. 
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way to avoid them. He is therefore no safe guide for 
those who depend on translations. 

Nor for that matter are ROer and Max Muller, or 
in the one, the greatest Upanisbad—BrhadAranyaka- 
Herold.* fiar better in ti^ one snbject do 1 find 
Dr. R. £. Home, who renders by “ become “ 
far oftener than any of those four, even though he 
too here and there lapses. To take an instance out 
of many: he alone of ^ the five has. in the following. 
" become ” and not "is";—in the life (in his other 
body) of the man in the earth-body's sleep, earthly 
relations become invalid; “mother becooMs not 
mother. framaQa not iramaoa. Vedas not Vedas "*— 
how much better and fitter here is " becomes " than 
" is "I And yet, in the impressive teaching of the 
homily in the Taittiriya, taken over by the Sakyans*: 

biava." piirdevo hima " become he-who-bas- 
mother-(as)-God. become bc-who-has*father-(as)-Ood. 
Dr. Hume with the rest falls back on " Be one for whom," 
etc. Just as if the teacher were not trying to make 
the pupil cot>u-to^-heUtr, more, than be has been I 
And fiuther, when, in the Maitri Upanishad (6, 8). 
the teacher urges that the Atman be sought after 
under its many attributes (the list is probably later) 
of liins, Sambhu, Bha%'a—Dr. Hume has preferred 
here to render the last as " the Existent," and not as 
" the Becoming "—and leaves ns wondering I 

This may sound captious, but it will be. I think, 
conceded, that if we use a static term (and that the 

* Ueatrt. MoaO aad Cbattapadyaya'i translation—«laa I 
enfioisbed, bat bnathiag Bwre tbs IndiaB spirit than any 
otbsr—usoally has ” bccema,” but there too ate a few lapses 
and makeshift tanas. 

* Brb. 4. 3. 
* Nikify*. i, X32. 
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strongest we have—*' be *’) for as idea which is 
pretty obviously dynamic, luogressive. we are waken~ 
ing tht emphasis on the progress: we are literally, if not 
virtually, using the drill-sergeant's command; *' As 
you were I" We are bidding, if not like the sergeant, 
to revert, at best to be " marking time." Now my 
concern in these suggestions is with the sergeant’s 
other order; " March !" I have after years of study 
been driven to hear lhai in the mandate of ^kyamuni; 
and in studying him and his day, I am driven to see, 
that it was also in the mandate of the advanced wing 
of that day, in teachers of the established religion. 

I will try briefly to buttress fM* assertion. Graced* 
ing all the way to the Vedic expert, that bhu may not 
always mean as strong a " More " over as, as becoming 
is over being. I would at least remind him of this: In 
the Rik and Sama Vedas I find the verb bin-, bhava-, 
finite tenses only, used some forty times. In the nine 
Upanishads. generally ranked as the oldest, I find the 
same finite verb used some 300 times. Bulk for bulk 
I believe this represents a great proportional increase, 
in the use of the Uw by the latter over the use in the 
former stratum of Vedic literature. The old Upani* 
shads are mainly in prose, as the Vedas are not; but in 
the few metric^ portions also use is made of bhU; it 
is not a word confined to prose. The bhu contexts in 
these Upanishads are as follows (approximately): 

Aitareya 
Katha 
X«aa 
KaofltaU 
ClkhAodfigya 

A 
2 

1$ 
60 

Taittiriya 
BrhadSiaayaka .. 
Maitri 
SvetSSvatara 

10 
86 
16 
6 

If to these we add the number of tiroes the verb is used 
within many of the contexts, we get at least 300. It 
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will be said, that from these we most deduct the cases 
of the verb used is the future, where as becomes Mu. 
I on the contrary would suggest, that the preoccupation 
with the future, worded necessarily as '* will become,” 
weakens tli; case for '* being.” It is a good point for 
the metaphysician who has seen that he roust broaden 
his outlo^ by including history: Does Being, as that 
which will be, remain Being ? 

Other cases for which deduction may be claimed 
axe matters of material change or happening; as in 
Brh. 6. 3. 13: ” fourfidd becomes the wo^ of the fig- 
tree *' or where in German, one would say es tfurde 
Nacht for night fell. And there is the (apparent) 
idiomatic expression: tad api sfo Soko bhavati, rendered 

as to that there is this verse.” Translators have 
apparently thought that the speaker is quoting a 
mantra. 1 would suggest, that save where, if at all. 
the passage is recognised as of a Veda, or of an 
Upanishad deemed older, it may be that a coming 
to pass of a creative effort is meant: the teacher 
suspends his prose: improvising afflatus has arisen: 
” there becomes (in me) this verse—.” In Pili 
the expression is common in the Aorist: eean% assa 
ahosi: ” thus it occurred to him." But I deduct 
and pass. 

There still remains, as 1 rightly or wrongly see it. a 
preoccupation with the word ” become,” which in its 
frequency is 1 believe new, and as new. significant of 
something new in teaching. I nrast here be content 
with the numerical statement. Were I to give the 
full analysis I have made, this sketch would grow too 
long. Our translators, excepting the welcome literal¬ 
ness in this respect in Dr. Hume, show, that either 
” to be,” or other words couU havt hcan used by the 
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utteren (and by later editois). wbere in the text we 
find " to become." Bat they don't; they choose to 
096 bkava-. And I am not here isdoding the 
future tense; I am concerned with the marked fre¬ 
quency of bfunati (as present or " historic^^nesent"); 
and also with this, that in nearly every case it is us^ 
of the very man, the self; and also with this, that in 
most cases we see the man, in becoming, as becoming 
More, and also, here and there as becoming the Most. 
In this frequency I see no mere chance, no wording 
without a cause- 

Rightly or wrongly I see in it a preoccupation with 
the man, not as b^g, but as in process of becoming, 
which is new, and which is, or should be felt to be. 
deeply significant. So deeply or I would say so highly 
sigiiificant, that it could not be more so. I seem in 
these Upanishads tobein a world of teachers profoundly 
oonvinoed of the truth of a great and new mandate in 
religion, not put /orvari as by tJtem, but by a 
Helper of man of an earlier, not much earlier date, 
which they are developing, amplifying, vindicating. 
That man^te was, that the man hu it in his nature, 
by becoming More to become ultimately. That Most 
Who be (potentially) is. Th^ had no word for 
“ potentially." (We owe the wording to Aristotle.) 
So they fell back on the word, the great word which 
they had at hand, the word " become." " Man is 
Brahman ” means: Man is becoming Brahman: Tat 
tvam hkavasi. Once we substitute this verb for the 
051 which editors have, with a repudiated Becoming, 
handed down to os, then a gospel which, as stated, is 
perhaps the height of impiety, becomes a message of 

light and hope tosvro' ^ fbaf if fbe varyguaran- 
fre of his personal salvation, in that it makes every 
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stage in life, no matter bow many the lives, supremely 
worth living. 

But with man as linked, in BecMning, with Deity, 
there would necessarily go a mighty mhlimatum e/ tfuti 
ottribMU. so we find it raised " to the highest 
power": we find it as positive attribute of Deity in 
action in the creation, as conceived in Taittiriya. 
Brhadaranyaka and elsewhere. Here is tw mere uttered 
fiat: here is the Divine Artist becoming, Itself becom¬ 
ing, tn th4 Jisire from ieing On* to btcom* Mort, Mony ; 
" Let Me bring forth Myself," etc.‘ Becoming is here 
raised, from a state of progress from the imperfect to 
the less imperfect, to t^ glorified level and sphere of 
the work of one we call a great genius; becoming is 
now a becoming-other, a becoming a new Blanifold, 
the Divine Play (fifi) of That Who, as RSminnja 
wrote, " creates and reabsorbs the oniverse." 

This was a bold word; it was a conferring " the Im¬ 
mortal " on man as a corollary of his nature, and not, 
as in earlier mantras, a destiny conditional only on a 
man performing this and that prescribed act We see 
this: " the mortal becoming immortal" lingering on in 
the Upanishads. It was too great a gos^ to with¬ 
stand inevitable reaction. Was not immortality a 
chief aim of the sacrifice ? Was this to be pronoonced 
unnecessary ? And so those progresave teachers 
became as were the prophets beside the priests in Israel: 
their great mantras survived more or less intact and 

t NotocafhitbeoiwvetbdidtbeeailrlMdMrtvwdbKOfn- 
iag they nse it where transUton do aot (</. MJI. 
in Bfh. 1. *. 5): nWeeeN. develop. It eeed (Brb. i, 4- *•)• 

foch ft plfty«ta»wordft ii (dftvftlop, grtfttly thnvt) 
and (one eod » half Bfh. 3. «. to). Othent^t 
be addoced, toeh as dm {tmay* " make me to go * (Brn. i 
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established, but the ecclesiastical ritual remained also, 
and with it reaction set in. 

This reaction against the concept that nian, in be¬ 
coming, is but being true to his divine nature, may. I 
suggest, be seen creeping up in the Maitri, but no more. 
It is not till the and the Mii>duhya> that actual 
repudiation is worded.* The Svetisvatara cannot be 
said to sound this change. Still for it does the roan 
become, namely " on seeing the very Atman, unitary, 
end-won, griefless." albeit it speaks of time not whoUy 
in terms of becoming: the present is now not " the 
become" but "what the Vedas tcU"; doubtl^ 
metrical exigency drove here. But the Maitri begins 
to " hedge " on the matter of creation as a becoming 
of the Highest. In it the spcato makes the primeval 
Man. when creating, not desire to become, but («) 
" brood upon himself ” [abkidhyiyan), (J) " think 
(Let me enter—)" (c) " uttcr^-." Even here the 
traditional way lingers, lor we read " This One became 
threefold, eightfold." etc. Yet the three substitutes 
I give, whereas they may by some be rated as riper 
thought, reaching out after more fitting terms, may 
rather indicate a shrinking from the earlier, bigger 
conception of becoming, and are ushering in a shrink¬ 
age in it. a reinstatement of the Highest as Being, and 
not as Bbavat. 

In the later lift and Mi^dukya Upanishads. later I 
deem by Mveral generatiocis. later than the beginnings 
of Buddhism, we see implicit the confession, that this 
matter of becoming htsus being had evolved into a 
battle-cry in religious debate, becoming being now 

I I am aware that the Maitri is s*U to qooU the lit (7.11), 
bet this is 00I7 in the admittadly latsr Khilaa. or Mh and Ttb 
Sactioos. 
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termed sambkiti, a term «4uch I do not find in the 
older Upanishads. Becoming is now redoced to mean, 
not exercise of an ever new Manifold in That who is, 
but an originating from that which was not—which is 
a different thing; and as involving a complement of 
decay—which is a different thing. And in the comment 
of GaodapSda. which Denssen's biassed zeal forces upon 
readers of bis Upanishad translation, we are landed in 
the view which sees, in the manifold and becoming, 
illusion, and that what really is cannot become, becom* 
log in truth being only of what is there already. In the 
Ui, while there is the seed of decayof faith in becoming, 
in that it is viewed as invoiving passing away, we yet 
retain the faith, that the man “ in becoming wins the 
goal." Here then is a becoming which, being of what 
is by nature divine, does noi tnoofw decay subsequent 
to maturity. In the USndukya commentary, the 
halting logic of the I^ is purged, but at the fearful 
cost of voting becoming in the very man, the self, to 
be an illasioo. And this coupling decay with becoming 
appears, a source of bane, in Buddhism. 

It is the word of the " after-man," reflecting his own 
age. unable to discern the greatness in the older word¬ 
ings which were nearer in time to one of the greatest 
gospels of this world’s history. And when I note, in 
the many translations of this literature, how the after¬ 
man in commentary has biassed the modem translator, 
I yield consent to K. E. Neumann's trenchant remark, 
that " when ecclesiastical fathers and doctors go to 
work with the best will to dear up dark mantms. they 
speak as would the blind of colour—Auf machtigem 
Glanz folgt naturgemiss Nacht." But with this added 
reservation: that I would undertake no translation of 
scriptures without consulting commentaries, both iot 
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what they have said and for just that which they do 

not say. for herein also is history. 
When all is said, however, the commentator remains 

as one v*o sees worth in the Less and the Worse. For 
they, that is, their a^ has no longer und<yjstood the 
real message round which the Sayings on which they 
comment mre uttered. So they fall back on less 
direct, and weaker meanings of words. Thus through 
them the strong causative of fcW is veiled under the 
Idea of foster or cherish, as in Aitareya 4, 2, 3. And 
elsewhere arc soch weaker renderings, as " propitiat¬ 
ing,’* “comforting." “pleasing" the devas, of this 
same causative, with which the strong bAJv^a has, in 
the first instance, nothing to do. Why should we 
really feel compelled to fall back on such derivative 
renderings ? In the Aitareya. the mother is “ making 
her embryo become "—that is all in order. But why 
should we not also make devas become, that is, be More, 
Better than th^r were, and they make us the same ? 
The Vedic scholar with a pantheon of “ gods ” fillii^ 
the picture, may smile. But the passage I have in 
mind, to which my colleague, Dr. W. Stede has drawn 

my attention: 

devSn bbivayatloena ta derl bbSvayastu vafa. 
panapan^t bhSvajraau^ inyab paiam avtpayatfaa. 

which my colleague Dr. Barnett has rendered: " With 
this comfort ye the gods and let the gods comfort 
you.” etc., is from the Glt5 (III, 11). in a context 
reckoned as a later interpellation by Garbe. By that 
time devas were, as we have them in early Buddhist 
tradition, virtually the wise and kindly gentlemen who 
had paaa^ for a while from earth to the next world, 

and often came back to those who were yet on earth 
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either to give or to receive good conasel and who were 
very likely, their Ufe*span over, coming back again 
to earth in the long Mirga of each man's becoming. 
Thus the mutual making-to-become in the More towards 

the Mos^s a very reasonable advice. 
But a less wbdesome expression crept up and is also 

visible in those passages judged by the same able 
critic to be later. This is the term brukmathtUa: 
becoroe>the-Most.* The term may, like other affixes: 
-mays, ‘gala, have come at some time to express our 
"of the nature of," or "akin to." But we do not 
find rhi< compound in earlier Vedic, and in these 
probably early ins***"*^* it seems highly significant, 
namely, that the happy state of the Yogi consists, 
among other features, in his " being hrakmahkiita. 
Here we have, as it were, said fare^ to tl^ healthy 
state of willing to become, of living in that willing, and 
thereby becoming step by step as far Brahma-wards 
as it is given any man, however saintly, to become on 
earth. The oae-in-nature-with the Most is realised, 
but to the exclusion of any emphasis on. any joy in. the 
becoming Mon on tiuWayloiiu Mott. It is a premature 
value in the " done and again—another later symp¬ 
tom—it it vaiut»« Uu Idea, rather than the Thing: and 
that that the man is bolding himself in worth 
as mind, rather than as he who is minding. As we 
should expect, the mind-ridden monasticisoi of early 
Buddhism shared in the expression, calling both ^ 
recluse and its founder BrahmaWiiita, experiencing 
happiness dwells with the self become-Brahman.’ * 

But whereas the Buddhist came to slur over, and 
finally lose sight of. this once vital phrase, the Vedintist 

1 BhagavsdfttS 3. 24: 54- 
» Maijhiaa. i. J4i/': 4*»: Anguttara, 11, 303. Ill. etc. 
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saw in it only th« idea of identity, losing sight of 
the needed raaking-actual the potential oneness. The 
commentatore' tradition no longer values the idea or 
the word bkavai, or its causative, in its earlier meaning, 
nor for that matter do we either, and so ;Fe too, I 
venture to think, fail either to see, or to value what the 
original ntteiers were, it may be, trying to say. 

And this was, not the “ thou art That *’ in the pre- 
posterous sense of the one term equating the other in 
any complete sense of the word, tmt the Tat tvam ati 
only where both asi and bhavasi coincide, both in the 
spirit and in the letter: Tat tvam bhavifyati. Only in 
becoming the More, with the will ever working, will 
the man oltimately " be " in and as the Host.^ In 
such holy becoming there is no complementary decay 
to follow, as in things material; it is a Becoxnlng^other 
in the Ucwe and the Many, which, in virtue of the mao 
being the Self m>tbe«Most only potentially, or In the 
germ, is in his case, of necessity, a becoming less imper* 
feet. But it is little wonder that we so veil this word of 
the life-career in, not body or mind, but the vtrypurufa 
when that purufa hims^ we of to-day keep so in 
the background; when too we have so lost sight of 
the Becoming which was what the $ak)ramuQi was 
trying to say in his Way-figure, and for which India's 
mediieval manuals blamed his followers, the Baoddhas, 
the Saugatas. For these followers had themselves lost 
the message of Becoming in the greater sense, just as 
their critics saw in it only an impossible becoming 
out of nothing. 

^ As G. Rsdbskrisb&sn well says: “ The Cod-in-man is a 
task as well as a tact" {Philoutpky of tkt Vfomukads). 



X 

ORIcfNAL BUDDHISM AS A PHILOSOPHY 
OF LIFE* 

I 

When I spoke to you some years agOi I remember I 
called “ Buddhism ** a gospel of hope. I should now, 
SO far from retracting that, say it was a gospel of 
expectancy. That is a step farther. Things hoped 
for may become; things are expected when they are 
likely to become. As to that, it is of interest, that 
the word " hope *' is very rare indeed in Boddhism. 
Similarly in the Christian " Gospels " it does not occur 
at all as doctrine. But in the Epistles h is plentiful, 
and as such, ranks with faith and love, and is a feature 
in the " high calling ” before the Christian, when the 
Master had been tom from him. 

Pdtilumihd-. what may be "expected'’ from this 
or that in conduct, namely, either growth (iraidW) or 
decline (Ain*, parihdnt), comes frequently into that 
which, as suitable for a '* PhiloeophUal Group," I have 
called early Buddhist" philosophy of life." It belongs 
to the very essence of that pl^osophy. 

But as to the word “ philosophy." a quaint and 
ineffective Greek compound at the best. I have nothing 
to equate it with in Buddhist early teaching. There 
was in Indian idiom tbe unspedahsed term vidyi for 

t Publiibed io the Pn^Hddho JikartJs. Celcetta, 1954. 
btviDg beeo deUvwed m tectute to tbe Ptukoophie Gfoep of 
the Fonim Qab, Londoa. t933- 

9i 
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knowledge generally, another term Mita. a rather later 
term nyOyu. and paiHd {pr^fnS). another variant of 

knowing,” a lofty term cloaely connected in ewly 
Buddhism with spiritual growth or becoming.* But 
there was also the word dlurma. meaning, like paAUd. 

the more practical aspect of vidyi. always assodat^ 
with ” what ought to be." " what ought to be done, a 
word unknown in the Rig-Veda. but which was coining 
into use before Buddhism was bom. like a harbinger 
of further Divine revelation to come. Original 
Buddhism took up this term and exploited it to an 
extent that was new. To it I shaD come back. Look 
upon this talk as a cord of two strands, and Dharma 
as one. The other strand needs a special introdu^on. 

There had come over North India, as you doubtless 
know, in the 8th. 7th and 6tb centuries of the era B.c. 
an acceptance of a religion which we now ^ Iin- 
jnanence, or Immanency, and that of a special kind. 
Namely, Deity was conceived, not as transcendent to, 
or external to man. bat as in and of man. Man’s 
fundamental nature was Godhead, cv^ though as yet 
on earth he was handicapped by a perishable, imperfect 
body. Centuries later St- John the Elder ren^d«d 
Christians: " Beloved, now are we the sons of God. 
The Indian Immanist said: " We are God. Tal tv»m 

Was this astonishing assertion accompanied by. or 
due to. a lowering of the idea of Deity, or to an up¬ 

lifting of the idea of man ? 
Most certainly it was an uplift in the idea of man. 

There could, with this tremendous birthright imputed 
to man, be no speaking of him as we have not yet 

1 P«AU Mtrf****^ : wisdom is to bo uud^bocoou 

iWiM N.. No. 4S}. 
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outgrown the speaking of ourselves: '* poor misenble 
selves." It was the finest case of NobUsu oUtgt ever 
taught to man. Several things help to constrain man 
to maintain a certain standard in bis " philosophy of 
life." buUnone approaches this. It was a sublime, a 
terrific ideal to live op to. even more than our ideal of 
Divine soitsbip. Wt may even hear a moch-tiied 
British teacher call his pupil an " imp of Satan." But 
there we have a call to live so as to be worthy of that all¬ 
perfection who the pupil by nature is. And more than 
that: the fellow-man, the fellow-woman was no less 
" That." The be. the she, most be cherished as also 
an encasement of Deity. Had India, as alas I she did 
not. followed op. expanded this, the fiirest basis of ethics 
I know, what a glonoos thing would Indian religion 
have become I 

But was there, with this uplift in man. a lowering 
in the idea of Deity ? In a way, yes. It was impossible 
to teach a gospMl of Immanence and leave the Nature- 
gods of the Vedas in the position they hold in tbe 
Hymns. When Deity had come to take up Its abode 
in the spirit, the self of man, there was no longer any 
question of looking outward or upward to gods of sky. 
tempest, winds, dawn, sun. soma-juice, to Rudn 
conqueror, to Prajipati father. All these had been 
more or less soper^ed by indwelling Divinity, called 
Brahman, the '* prayed-to," and AtmS, Self or Spirit. 
And this curious and interesting result followed, that 
in becoming disdelfied, Devas in general, India in 
particular, were resolved into quasi-buman beings of 
the next and other worlds, men who bad lived many 
times on earth, and were not alien therefore to man, 
but on the contrary deeply interested in bis welfare, 
his religious welfare. One of the greatest achievements 
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of early Buddhism was this bringing of the worlds 
closer together, by faith for the majority, by actual 
personal psychic experience for the minority, who 
cultivated such intercourse in what was the earlier 
form of the preparatory musing called Dhy^jia. 

II 

Do you see what this opened up in Indian religion ? 
In Immanence as taught in the early Upanishads, 
there was the actual " is "—man as he ia-cm the one 
hand; on the other, a Highest, a Most, a Supreme. 
Nothing bttaem! But this disdeifying of the unseen 
world of Devas revealed a More between the Is and the 
Most: men in a "More-becoming" a Wnyyobhioa,^ 
between these extremes; a More to be traversed, 
to be won by man on his way to the Most Who he 

essentially is. . ... j 
Thus while Immanence uplifted man, and dadeined 

external deities, it retained Deity, nay. it raised Deity 

to an inefiable Highest. 
And now we see indicated what was, I bebeve, the 

expectant philosophy of life in original Buddhism. 
Let us follow up this that I have called an astonish¬ 

ing assertion. You may be familiar with the type- 
mantra of Immanence: the nine times repeated refrain 
of father to son: " That art thou.” That the " thou." 
the fvfljfi. is uttered at all shows the emphasis on it, as 
it would in Latin and Greek, if not in modem European 
tongues. The emphasis was not uncalled for. You 
might say: Madame X is by birth an English-woman; 
which may be tme or false, but which would not. U 

* A fawjMot tena Id tlw NikijrM. wpedaUy SemyvUe. 

" MeUMU*" 
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troe, be the most amazing thing yua could say about 
her. But it is not easy to bring into an aU-enbradng 
statement of identity a subject who is man as we know 
him. good, bad or indifferent, and an object, or more 
rightly pdirhaps a predicate, who is not ^ty if It be 
not Highest, Best, Most. Perfect. The two terms are 
so far apart, that the linking copola becomes strained, 
becomes of more importance than just the verb " is." 
" art." 

Does it not seem as If we needed to ose onr Aristotle, 
and speak of things as being either in potency {iummei) 
or actuality (9n4rgia) ? As if, in a saying so irrational 
on the surface as is " Deity art thou," Indian teachers 
really meant, " Thou art Deity potentially, but thou 
wilt become Deity actoal—in time " ? 

As to that, we are ouraelves not innocent of over* 
reaching statements, as when we say, " The child is 
father to the man." This as said is also absord; we 
imply. " The child is he who will bicom* a man of a 
given sort." Or he will grow into such and such a man. 
But, old. very old word though it be. " become " lias 
ever been ambiguous, and so fails to be the incisive 
word our other stronger word worthan was, which we 
let drop from our language. And writers, especially 
translaton seem to prefer to evade " become " by 
using a marveUous variety of makeshift terms and 
phrases, teas fertile, less pregnant is meaning “ growth " 
than is out " becoming." Becoming meant for a long 
time mainly " coming to," " happening," or " suitato," 
while Mi is akin to the Greek ^Ahsi's, and our " build." 
But when woriMan fell out, it was inevitable that 
" become " almost of necessity took its place where 
any future happening meant not mere recurrence, or 
happening, but where a certain " more," or product 

7 
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or growth CAHie into the future event. Thus already in 
the Tudor English of the Gospels we find the word 
not only serving to render the Greek prtpon: thus it 
becometh us to fulfil aU righteousness." but also the 
Greek gtnesOm (the P4U hhavitwn): '* gave CDcm power 

to become the sons of God." 
Now India had not the AristoteUan pair of terms: 

potential and actual, but she had this in common with 
Latin and German: her verb "to be," As, was de¬ 
fective. and was ever borrowing from the not defective 
verb Bku. to become, which takes inflections as hhao,— 
become, and also make-become. For instance. 
" will be " is not an As-form. but a £Aii-form, and she 
can only’express " wiU be " as " wUl become ": bkavi- 
shyaU. So also for '* may become.” and some other 
forms. The future tense should the^oie have Undid 
to suggest a more than mere futurity, a more than 

our " will be." 
Now the introduction of Immanence mto Indian 

religion was accompanied by a curious and interesting 
increase in the use of the BAfi-forms. It amounts 
roughly, bulk for bulk, to about 300 occurrences as 
compared with about 40 in the older Vedk literature. 
Sorely this increase was significant of swnething. 

And it is also interesting, and a link between the 
early Upanishads and the earliest Buddhist scriptures 
known to us, the Pali Tripiiaka. that the Suttas in 
the Utter carry on a very plentiful use of BAfi-forms, 
especially, be it noted, in the future tease: bhavissaU. 
and in the causative forms: bhdvsti, bhivattd. MdwiuWa, 
AAdviU. 1 am making a Concordance of these and their 
abundance can be nothing but significant.* 

> Since dealt with at length to Tc Buem$ at not Ut Bteemo 

it tkt Qmttia*. Latac. 19}7- 
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English snd even German readers of translatioes 
will not realise that abundance, because of the way in 
which most translators evade the use of the words 

become." and " werden," to a degree that is some* 
times contk, were it not also tragic. I refer to both 
early Upanishads and Buddhist Sottas. Take an 
instance from the Taittiriya: 

Amflaty* Am iltMraMt bIkiiyAKHft t 

" May I. 0 Cod. bearer of the Immortalwould 
you say " be " or " become " ? Sorely here is a More 
prayed for, and not merely a future event as such; 
added growth, added worth is aspired to, so that thereby 
dying may for ever be got rid of. Yet here, whi^ 
Max MUUer and Roir and Home have " become," 
Paul Deussen has mSge ich stin I " may I be," be who 
bad the strong verb werden ready to hand 1 

But then Deussen had his prejudices; he bdieved 
that only Being, and not Becoming was reality, was 
permanent. He was, in philosophical creed, an 
Eleatic. a Pamenidean; it was as such that he 
deliberately evaded the " werden" in the word 
bhifydsatfi. When it is English translators who evade 
the use of " become," I believe it is simply because it 
is not in such approved literary style as are many other 
makeshift terms. But much progress herein has 
recently been accomplished by the American Dr. E. R. 
Hume, who in his ThtrUtu Principal Upaniaiiais, uses 
" become " far oftener than anyone else, and rarely 
fails to do so when it is needed. 
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III 

Now while there waa among Brahman teachers the 
presence of this strong buttress to a defective but 
important verb, so that “being*' and '••tSeeoming" 
were more closely allied than with us, and whereas 
there was gang on this preoccupation with expressing 
thingK in BAo-forms, as coming to be, a reaction set 
in.* I think it will have been just when the Buddhist 
TT>fyann bcgiD. Tcachers arose who said that Be¬ 
coming always meant subsequent decay; said also, but 
later, that becoming meant ultimately a production 

of something from nothing. 
Both of these arguments were fallacies; they were 

not made from right premises. As to the former, 
teachers were seeking an analog for spiritual things 
in maUrial things. Decay is inherent in the body, 
but there is no proof that it is so for the immortal 
adolescence of spiritual man. As to the latter, 
becoming, if widely conceived, is not only the production 
of something abovoznddo novo, but is also the produc¬ 
tion of something different in a manifold. As when a 
musidan or a poet arranges anew notes and words t^t 
were there already, making, it may be, a new divine 

melody or poem. 
But the reactionaries prevailed, and hence it is no 

wcmder that, whereas many of the Becoming-phrases 
are left in the Upanishads, the essential mantras of 
the God-and-man identity were by editors kept 
severely to the i4s-fonn: That art thou, etc. And we 
never read That art thou becoming, or thou wilt 

* I have already treated of this in the Gritnoa Memoiisl 
voloae the print of which bat been delayed two year*, and 
in my Mmeal ofBtMkitm. 1933. Saa aboN^ p. 79#. 
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become. But this is the way with old scriptures:— 
have we here the very words, or only the cbanfed 
words of editors who had chsmged values i Anyway 
IiKlia fell back on to the belief that only is the word 
As conld she express the Divine reality. Sat 
Asai). " being.'* became the main attribute of Deity. 
We still see Bkava. " becoming,"^ left in as attribute 
of Deity, attribute ascribed to Deity in creating. 
This was strangely, almost incongruot^y, left in. as 
venerable old things, fortunately for us. do get left in. 
But it was left “ on the shelf,*’ unused. 

Now the infant Buddhism took up the teaching of 
Bhava just as the Brahmans were turning from it, 
taking what bad been taught to the Few. the wealthy 
Few. to the Many to whom it was a fresh mandate. Of 
the Brahman minority, who will stQl have adhered to 
God and Man as becoming, we hear nothing. Unless 
we can thereby account for the record, that most of iMt 
Ueding first discifUs. co-workers with the Sakyamuni, 
were Brahmans ? The record is undisputed, but no 
one has yet tried to account for it. (If here I am 
wrong, I would like to be corrected.) These fint 
teachers will have felt how weak, how unstressed was 
the Upanisbadic teaching as a practical " philosophy 
of life *'; how curt and slight (if impressive) was the 
showing, that to become That Who he is, man needs 
to pass, not merely his student years as brahnachdrin, 
but his whole life in perpetual prep^tion, in a career 
of training, in short as Wayfarer in a Way leading 
from what be is to what he be tspt^ to become. 
All the moral injunctions of the Upanishads could go 

into a single page. 
The pages of Buddhist Suttas. on the other hand, 

r MtiSri, etc. 
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swarm with this training, this preoccupation with a 
•' making-become (iWwmJ. ” in preparaUon. 
with this business " of the Road.” And note how, 
with this More in living, the More in sodality goes 
along. Moral conduct was to be practised because, 
as righteous wayfaring, it fitted a man for companion¬ 
ship of the worthier udio. in ” more-wayfaring,” were 

beyond, ahead of him. 
When students of religious history will begin 

seriously to read through these Suttas, when they will 
know enough P»li just to check the translators' 
liberties, when they can discern sufficiently to get 
past the monastic superstructures of the monk- 
editors, then will this word ” become *' win at length 
due appreciation. 

IV 

Let them especially not forget that wbole»me 
(jistrost of us translators. It may be that sometimes 
we have not the right, the coincident, word in our 
language. Far oftencr we default because of our 
seeing, with Deussen, ” an axe to grind in the text, 
sriiich coincides with our own particular religious or 
philosophic prejudices, or because we are content to 
Tnaifo our text accord with the views we have come to 
accept about the ecclesiastical machinery of which the 
text has become a vehicle, or it is because we want, 
before all, to write elegant or vigorous literary English, 
whether or no this is done at the fearful cost of sacri¬ 
ficing some of the literal truth of the original. Usually 
these causes are all working, I beheve, in each of us 
translators. And for me it is a happy sign of growth 
that, lately only, have I been taxed with writing at 

in a heavy unwieldy style, so much more have I 
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been concerned to ;et literal truth, so much does the 
reader like to ^t the jam of good style to make the 
powder oi the actual message palatable. 

Let 0$ read a short example of how a translator can 
leave you quite unaware of what may have gone to 
help a very pressed emphasis in old Buddhism. And 
first note this. Disciples are frequently enjoined in 
the Suttas; " ExMtm w> tikkhUabbatjt (thus must yon 
train yourselves); the way of training which then 
follows being usually given with the future of the verb 
" to be," that is. in terms of " wiU become." 

" Somottos (’—This is the name by which people 
know you and by which you. being asked: are 
they ? should confess: ' We are s<m«a<u I' Now for 
you. thus confessing what you are, it is on this wise 
that you should train yourselves: You should embrace 
and show forth in your lives the things which really 
make the sama^, $0 as to prove your vocation true 
and your profession a reality, and see to it. that the 
alms yon enjoy ensure to fruit and profit in yourselves, 
making yoxir pilgrimage not barren, but fruitful unto 
its harv^. What arc these things? Train your* 
selves (first) to be conscientious and scrupuloas. 
When this is done, you may rest content with the 
idea: ' Enough is done ? We have reached the aim 
of the ssmatia: there’s nothing further to be done?' 
I declare unto you, I protest unto you, let there be 
no falling back in your aim while aog^t remains further 
to be done. What then remains to be done ?"* 

Further stages are named, with the same vehemence 

* MBjjMma N. “ Aw^n Sutta." 
■ I have stightJy altered tb« tnostator'i tendering in certain 

terms not hearing on the pewage diflereotly translated, and 
referred to below. 
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of appeal against stopping, but even had I time, I 
would not give them, so utterly do they belong to 
monkish training ... as perhaps was here fit ... so 
unessential are they to the religious mandate of a 

great Helper. ,,, 
Now let me read the middle part of the injunction 

as I would have it translated: “the things which 
make the samara we will take up and practise, and 
thus our saiimaship will become* true, and our 
profession become* a fact, and the alms which we 
enjoy will become* very fruitful agents in us, and thus 
our religious life will become* not barren, but effective 
and fertile. . . . You are to train yourselves saying: 
We will become* characterised by conscientiousness 

and discretion. . . .*' 
How is there not an emphasis here on " becoming ”! 
The translator might rejoin, that in Indian idiom 

one has no choice; " will become," " will be ”: there is 
but one way, not an alternative, for expressing both 
mere future happening (like the tenth tick of a dock 
compared with the first tick) and growth. I would 
say to that: Firstly, even if you are right, it is juster 
to use the borrowed meaning, and not that of the 
defective verb. Secondly, many, indeed moat, Suttas 
ttibVo their injunctions in the very different form: 
" There are so many lists of good or bad things, 
dispositions, habits " and the like, which migMt have 
been used where we find these more driven-in injunc¬ 
tions. Where the latter occur, let them not lose, by 
a weaker verb, an ounce of their driving force. 

If the Mfi-forms in this passage be rendered by the 
true and liteml meaning of the word, we shall r^re 
clearly see the religious importance, the religious 

> BAmussh. * BkwUMHH. * BkavitUkma. 
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earnestness of the things enjoined. We are not on the 
ground of mere Roles recorrently observed. We are 
otx the ground of a Road in which further advance 
means further growth, a new coming-to-be, a Way¬ 

faring in (he More. 
For consider once more how this new moral urge 

was needed. 

V 

How did Brahman teachers teach Immanence ? It 
was that, in fully truly huwing. you in your inmost 
nature were God. you established the truth for your¬ 
self. •• He who knows this, yea. he who knows ... be 

has. he inherits aU,”^ etc. Now so tremendous a tenet 
would inevitably cemstrain you in some measure by 
iU “ noiUtu oHig4.“ You could hardly, so realising, 
be always mean, base, false. But young men w 
fallible, and we find scarcely any ethical expansion 
in the chief Upaaishads of the practical philosophy 
implicated in the tenet. Nothing, fw instance, like the 
Buddhist '* Tevijja '■ SutU. where the Sakyamuni. con¬ 
sulted on the matter, it appears. young Brahmans, 
tells them, that the only way to win hereafter com¬ 
panionship with *• Brahma-devas *' is, not to invoke 
gods only, not to sit still about it, not to go to sl^. 
not to hamper themselves, but so to live « titty beUtvt 
thos4 Deoas livt. He thus brought morality und« the 
sanction of religion. He made the moral life as 
essentially a procedure in religion as was the rite, the 
prayer, the sacrifice; nay. as more easentially so. 
“ Think you that to stand on the river bank and pray 
to the other shore to come over to you will take you 

> Sm Dt. Honw'i chap. i*. «p. «/.. tor a list of socb 

paangeo. 
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over} Kay, make yourselves a raft, and paddle 
yourselves over, exerting your limbs.*' 

It was in this need for the man to become, to grow 
into a spiritual More than he habitually, normally is, 
that I see the way in which the Sakyamuni^ expanded 
the religion of his day, or, as Jesus put i{, " fulfilled 
the Law not destroying it.” His philosophy of life 
he pot into the figure of a Road or Way. It was a 
deplore from the figure of a City or House, the man 
dwelling therein as in a shrine containing the Holy of 
Holies, such as peeps out in the Upanishads; ” this city 
of Brahman ... the heart . . . wherein man beholds 
his own greatness,” and so on. He converted this 
static teaching into a dynamic gospel of open way* 
faxing, among men, among Devas. 

And for this, man needed ” will,” a word ^ich 
India bad once well worded, but, as we with woriAan, 
had let drop, and pathetic are the attempts to make 
good, in its absence, in the Buddhist Suttas, as I 
have said elsewhere. In this philosophy of life man 
had to co-operate with the Highest by willing, by 
choosing how to wayfare—that is, bow to live the 
philosof^y. Again, he was, under this figure, to 
consider himself—and by " self ” India meant not the 
body, not the mind, but the very man. soul, spirit—as 
at once pmisiitig, surviving, yet changing, hanging 
in a way that was called Becomuig, or Making-become, 
or growing. 

This is the one of the two strands in my view of the 
original Buddhist '* philosophy of life.” Man is in a 
state of Becoming (n^ merely of change), by which is 
meant a willed change for better or worse, but which 
” faith,” which is so highly esteemed in Buddhism, 
prompted was ultimately for the Better, in that this 
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p^^itning was Man seeking and ultimately finding his 
way to That Who be essentially is, was Man becoming 
not potentially only, bnt actoally That. 

.. VI 

I come back to the other strand: to the original 
Baddhist exploitation of the word Dbarma. 

I do not mean Dhanna as it came to be understood 
in Buddhism: something external to man, fixed, 
presented, as a Code-law, or as a cosmic mechanism. 
We do not think of these when we say ” conscience.” 
and it is in our •* conscience ” that we get nearest to 
originai Dharma. In two Sottas we see Gotama. 
before his mission, seeking a supreme Guide, and 
virtually substituting Dharma for the Upanisbadic 
'* Self.” We have the idea already in the Upanishads. 
in the striking term calling the Atm4 aftlaryamn: 

“ inner controller.” And we have the idiom there of 
” dbarmarp cara ”: walk according to Dharma (which 
translators much weaken). And the idea, of the Self 
as witness, and as moral judge occurs in both Upani¬ 
shads and Buddhist Suttas. For me the following 
verses, possibly very old, convey eloquently what 
Dharma was originally for the Sakyan missioners; 

Well doth protect him in eootb who Dharma loOowe. 
HappiiMM brin<eth aim in iu train Dbanna well pnetued. 
Thu eUll be hla reward^ whom Dharma’i weD pnctleed: 
Never goeth to mtoery he who doth Dharma fol^. 
For Dharma and not-dbarma have not bhe nenlta; 
Not-dbama leads to bandal Dhanna to happy doom. 
Hence let a man pot (orward deeire ea to Dharma, 
Delight^ in that be ftndeth to good a Wayfarer. 
Standing in Dhanna diedplee of Bert of Wayfarer* 
Venturiageometotbebeetaad the highertof refugee. 
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Here I now hold, and it Is not the only context, it is 
Dhanna that is conceived as the Divine Comrade on 
life’s way/ as when a Christian might speak with 
homble )oy of walking with the Holy Spirit. 

Does not this more dynamic idea of D^y as an 
inner Monitor find echo in oar modem poets ? Does 
not the Shakespearean Ttmptst say: “ consdence 1 ay. 
that Deitie within my bo^m I" And Sir Thomas 
Browne a little later: " There's a Man within who is 
angry with me 1" And Goethe, yet later: ” The God 
within my breast who dwells can deeply move my 
inmost thonght" (Fimsf). 

And to retam in closing to the Man of the Way, let 
it never be forgotten, that be is said to have uttered 
among his last words, and at other times a message 
Mending this fosoD of Self and Dbarma as A niarydmin: 
"live ye as having the Self, as having Dharma as 
yoar lamp, yonr refnge; this and no other." 

A word more: Shonld it be said—for it is said by 
many—did be not mean that a man most depend upon 
no other ultimately than jost his hnman, unaided self, 
in the sense we use that word ? I would reply, even 
if we grant, which is historically impossible, that for 
an Indian of that day, the reli^ous use of the word 
" self " meant only what it means for us (and that is 
usually our lower self 1), is it credible, that such a 
comfortless, rudderless gospel could ever have so taken 
hold of men and drawn a great part of the world after 
it, to be looked upon as their guide and comfort and 
stay in this mystery we call life and death ? It may 
suit a few Stoic philosophers; it will never have 
appealed to everyone. It is like chucking a little child 
into the sea and bidding him swim unaided ashore. 

* See p. 54- 
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Man looks in reli^n to something bigger than himself. 
India found this in taking God into her bosom. Gotama 
foond that God so taken was no still, static ideal, bnt a 

mighty uige to the man who was the shrine of That, 
a Guide 'within, guiding man in his Becoming, and 
helping him become. 

Take up into the Immanence of the Upanishads the 
moral urge in the Way of a will to becmne a More 
towards that immanent Most, and you have there, as 
I hold, the original Buddhist philosophy of life.^ 

* I have noted a wincing at what I have taid oa the need, in 
the Upaaisliadk teaching oI thte Buddhist dynanuc. hence I 
hers reprint the editotial comraeat; 

That does not mean that in the Upaaisheds there was no 
” moral otge.*' When the Upanishads declared that man is 
Brahman, they took for granted that all did not realise this 
truth becanse of Avidya. Therefore the sdtole ctntg^ of a 
ntigioes life is to remove this Avidya. This, in a way. nay 
be called " Beoaming." 00 which the writer lays so much stress 
—Eo. P.B. 



XI 

REALITY OF RELIGIOUS EXPERIENCE IN 
BUDDHISM' 

1 HAVE been asked to speak to yoo, in the series 
" Reality of ReJigioos Experience,” ” as representing 
Buddhism.” This should mean I am to show how 
that reality is felt, is experienced by " a Buddhist.” 

Now I do not forget that it is likely you would 
not find, in this country or in any other, anyone— 
Buddhist or critic—^who would admit 1 am fit to 
do thk- 1 am arch'heretic for most, a dreamer or 
intuitionist at best. In this country I have only two 
supporters who accept my conclusion from the scholar's 
point of view, and one or two weU-wisheis inclined from 
a general religioiu point of view to think I am right. 
In Ceylon, eldest daughter of the Buddhist Church. I 
have heard monks have forbidden pupils to read me. 
I am shown loyalty by a few former pupils of Ceylon, 
but it is like the loyalty of monks shown to the 
Founder in old age; a loydty which makes namaskara 
and then teaches the traditional code of the country's 
monks. One genuine outburst of approval I received 
from an English Buddhist monk. But this is excefh 
tional. Yet even if I were an accredited interpreter, 
I do not think it possible for anyone, even for a 
Buddhist, "to show what it feels like to be a Buddhist,”' 

* Delivered beiore the Inter^ReligiOttS Fellowship, October, 
*937- 

* JasMS B. Pratt: Tht PilgritHMgt of Bvddkism. 
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in order to enable the reader, at the end, to 
understand a little how it leels," etc., " not merely 
to expound its concepts and describe its history. 
One must catch its emotional undertone, enter 
sympathetically into its sentiments, feel one's way 
into its sjrmbols, its cult, its art . . . and expound 
these in all sorts of indirect ways." 

I am not sure even then that Pratt has socceeded. 
or that anyone else could. Take, nearer to ns, the 
traditional atmosphere of an earnest sincere R.C 
not a new convert: could it be entered into deeply 
by a qmilar Scottish U.P- ? How much less by a 

similar Jew! 
But even were it possible for me. not a Buddhist, 

to make you feel what the reality, etc., means for a 
Buddhist, I should ask which Buddhism, Hinayinist 
mr Mahfiy&nist or Original ? and I would add, frankly. 
I would decline to attempt either of the former. 
Just as if, were I asked to represent what religions 
experience meant fcH* an RX. or a Scottish U.P., I 
should in that case prefer to give you only what I 
imapn* would be Said on this by one of the disnpks 
of Jesus: say. Mary of Bethany or Martha or John of 
Nazareth, brother of James. So in Buddhism, the 
only ♦>i«ng I could bring myself to do would be to ask 
yon to come with me to the Hill of the Vultures above 
R&jagaba. and listen to, say, what the Founder's best 
friend might tell us, Sdriputta Upatissa, who alas I 
predeceased bis great friend, comrade and teacher, 
and so could not guide the young movement as it might 
have been guided, but was not. It has come to me 
he might have spoken to us like this: and I want you 
to note that we have here a religion much more that of 
the religious India of his day, than of the day when the 
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books in the old PiU Canon were finally compiled, 
much more when still later they were pat down in the 
new art of the written book. AH the books aboat 
Buddhism you read, whether by Buddhists or by 
outside comment, tend to describe Buddhikn in terms 
either of this later Buddhism, or in the technical terms 
of Western religions:—that Buddhism is a religion 
without God, prayer, sacrament, priest or worship. 

All that Buddha had to say about the great centre 
of every man’s religion;—nuui in the foreground, in 
the middle distance or nearer, the life hereafter, on 
the horixon, the true things unknown but to come, 
when the Better melts into Best, Higher into Highest, 
More into Host, is usually made quite subsidiary. 
It is quite forgotten that Buddhism was the child of 
an accepted Immanence wherein God bad come as 
it were to dwell in man as his ideal Self: " we worship 
Brahma as the Self," and that original Buddhism 
tiarUd with this attitude. That for its dsy prayer 
bad become aspiration, introversioa. That it de^* 
oped its own simple sacraments; that worship was 
the continnal directing of the self towards the Further 
in the long way; that the priest was, not an unneeded 
intermediary ^tween actual and potential Self, but 
teacher only and friend, the need of which is ever 
present even in the later scripture. We have to put 
away the Western technique and also most of the 
later Buddhist technique, such as Nirvana, the four 
Truths, the three Marks of everything, the Way as 
eightfold, the Ideal conceived as " empty." 

With the ground so cleared, let us listen 
I was, as yon know, of a Brahman family. My 

father was a landowner, himself sopervisiDg the 
ploughing and the culture of crops and cattle-as yon 
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read in the books. It was no disgrace tAen for Brah* 
roans to do that, as say the later Laws of Mann. My 
mother Sirl was a lovely woman and taught os to 
try for the thing* worth while in life. 1 was sent, 
as %vas usaal, to a Brahman teacher (not to TaxiU 
bat nearer). He taught me that Deity or Brahma 
was to be sought within, rather than by ritual or 
invocation. He would say: Think of the Self within 
you as the very best Self; as a roost, as Beyond. 
And more, as That Whom you should be ever seeking 
to know. That is You. But you are not yet That 
in the amria} You must become That. (You see 
we had no word for poteoQr, nor for a word as strong 
as your wilL But we bad amjia and we bad AAavu.*) 
When my time with him was up, I became like many 
other young men a wandering student, seeking to 
learn what other well-known teachers were saying 
before it was time to take up wtwk and many. As 
you know, I sat at the feet of the teacher Sahjaya, 
a Brahman sophist, and learnt to know MoggalUn^ 
another young Brahman. In both of us, the will 
was to seek to get, even here, nearer to that Immortal 
which for us meant the unknown Most, who was in 
nature the very We. Someone told us there was a 
new teacher called Gotaroa of the Saky^ who had 
the power of getting into Jhana or semi-trance, and 
so of learning or becoming a More than was otherwise 
possible. I, we. felt be might open for us the " door 
to amrta." In the Scriptures you have a sad con¬ 
fusion about this. It was Ajita we asked about Go- 
tama, about our quest amfia. But his answer, as 
given, has nothing to do with amfta] it is about 
cause and effect; it was a new matter much in the 

*■ Immortal. ' Becanuog. 
8 
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air then; bow. not only outward material tWngs 
happened not capriciously but by a cause, but inner 
psychical or spiritual tbhi^ also, so that every roan 
was in a way himself a cause, and also an effect, not 
in body only. Ajiu’s shy humble answ», is a reply 
be gave to another, at another time, viz. to Mog- 
gallfina about a teacher—you would call him a 
paychologist—who was wise about this inner causation. 
It was about antfUt that Ajita sent us to Gotama. and 
we found him. He made a powerful impression on 
us, as be did on all. Tall and handsome, with the air 
and carriage of an aristocrat, there shone beneath his 
black curly hair wonderful blue eyes, eyes which said 
as much to me about the very Man as did his words. 
Those eyes were wonderful; I did not then know 
they were a feature, in their colour, of a far north 
Indian people, his mother’s people. His manner was 
not that of the teacher; be had the spontaneous 
careless almost wanton way of the noble, say^ 
just what came to him. He used short words like 
alaml Una kit iiUhSiuf tarn kirn maiUtasi.^ and short 
sentences. He never used the sing-song intoning way 
of the brahman teacher over the mantras; bo spoto 
in a natural and a most musical voice. He said, 
when we told him what we sought; T^t is M*at I 
also seek, I am seeker in amrta. not in our present 
actual worth, but in what we expect we may become; 
bkaityySma. We seek what we may become. We 
must value ourselves as in truth more than we now 
are. We will, we desire to become that more; in 
willing it we are becoming more; and the End will 
not be here nor over there for a long while yet. We 

I Eomsh t W«U then . . . Stop t What d’you think ot 
that ? 
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tie in a long way, a way '' by the middk,” " by the 
mean,” between jnst Y*at we jua vnU to do and 
what we chsck our wHl in doing. It ia as in a Way 
that we shall reach the uttermost Goal. For us there 
is "no timing back”; we have become already, 
not yet amfia but " further-iarer in the life divine.” 
Turning bade would be to the less; we see the being 
well, that is happy, and we seek it “ by happy 

ways.” 
These his main teachings sank deep: seeking, way¬ 

faring, the More, the Becoming, the desire to become 
as becoming, the expecting the not yet become; 
and I became knit to him, his close friend. And 
have found me reported as teaching in praise of 
becoming, in Uame of standing stilL You found it 
called not becoming but growth, and you have shown 
why this word was later used for becoming. This 
was our outlook: not a finding peace while seated 
cross-legged; that is later, of the monk outlook. Men 
of the Road were we. ever faring onward, here and 
hereafter, through a long, long More toward the Most, 
the uUimam, the anuttira. We were not wayfaring 
alcme. Ever with us was the fcllow-man in the Road. 
Later the monk lost sight of him, or recognised only 
the feOow-monA as on the Road. But for us of that 
day be, 3m, and she was always with us. If we 
turned aside to rest, we came back to walk with them, 
each of them, whether be knew it or not, seeking, as 
were we, the Immortal, and that, whatever was his 
class, his station. We did not make so great a feature 
of compassion as may appear from books and the 
fellow-wayfarer was not as our brother, or our neigh¬ 
bour. To say that was the work of Jesus. But the 
other man was in the Road with us. fellow-seeker 
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with us, each as not being the other, making for his 

own salvation. 
But it was not only the fellow-man here who was 

with us in the Road, and was fellow-man further on, 
who was able to respond, if we are, as you say. listing 
in. For this was what our leader bad found in the 
exeicise called Jhana. It was hearing of the inner 
voice, the "still small voice” of a Jewish prophet. 
>•61 one which came from without. Since it was not 
from the Highest immanent in us, but from mas*n~ 
gm. we called it " Voiu from Beyond."* I noted how 
the Leader would listen, and perhaps say " a de^ 
has told me." I strongly desix^ to learn and I did 
(books call me “ lover of Jhana ”). but it took long. 
I feared lest worse should mandate me, but the 
r.eader would say. Fear not! Mi Wiy*—so only 
you seek to leam from the Highest, you will be safe. 
New thing* I heard thus, and things unexpected. 
And would feel I was. as your epis^ say. "com¬ 
passed about with a great cloud of witnesses " in the 

Way. 
This he taught me. And this too-^»e gave new 

force to the word iharnui. It meant for us norm, 
status, code, the " what is dtme." He used it as 
" what should be done." as a living urgt within us, 
like your eomcienct. And be spoke of it as if it were 
Highest no less than the words '* Self" or " Brahnu." 

Thus my religious experience I might put into 
three words:—you have written about the three— 
the Self as the Highest "I’': the worth in the fellow- 
man. seen and unseen; the urge within as to the 
Ought, worshipped by them who sought, by and in 

It. the Highest Self. 
* Porto fkoto. hi: Irom what-is-Otber. 
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WANTED ; WORTH IN WILL* 

I have been invited by the Editor to send a con- 
tribatioo to this annaal, and in doing so I take the 
opportnnity of following op the leading given by the 
editorial in the Hindu Mind of last Janoary (II. 7). 
entitled "Wanted: WiU Power." I do so mainly 
because I hold it regrettaWe that such following-up 
is done so little. Writers tend to behave as if each 
of them was wayfaring alone, as if each was fighting 
for his own hand. The last thing any of os seeks, 
is to recognise the work of his fellows and stretch 
out hands of fellowship. Hereby, it is true, much 
diveraty finds voice. But collective, comparative 
effort, from which further and quicker advance might 
come, does not happen. We do not mind each other's 

step. 
I wish here to mind another's step, and to strengthen 

it by a suggestion in keeping with it. He was writing 
in aocordance with the " British " psychology of the 
loth century, wherein mind, consciousness, or mao's 
"inner” world was resolved into three factors of 
equal ultimate validity, rational, emotional and 
voUtional " faculties.” And whereas, in concluding, 
be called the third factor " the most important and 
indispensable," at the outset, it was the first, the 
rational factor which he saw as the more important, 

* PabliBbed In Tkt Hindu Mind. II. Tiravadamamdur. 

«933- 
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the more essential. Thus he wrote: "A man who 
U wholesome in these faculties is an explorer, and 
the culmination of his explorations is Hu p«rupH<m 

fad previously unknown to him.” (Italics mine.) 
Here man's ideal is ” in exploring the new to win to 

« more in tin rational factor:' 
Now whereas ! greatly like his view of man-in-the* 

better as ” wholesome.” and '' an explorer.” I take 
a difierent view of this essential " more ” resulting 
from his exploring. And this is because I no longer 
follow the psychology of yesterday in structure or 
emphasis, being what is, I fancy, called a volunl^st. 
I agree that a man is by nature, essentially, an ” ex¬ 
plorer,” a seeker. But that which he gains, which 
be comes to. I do not see as something to be described 
most truly as a perception, that is, as something 
rational, as an idea; I see that gain, that coming-to 
as a more in that man's becoming. Put into terms 
of wayfaring—that andent Indian figure:— 
panthi, mlrga—the man's gain is that he is now 
nearer to his goal, his paryoiSna. He i$ no longer 
what be was. He has become a more {bhi^a-bhSta). 
This is more than having now what be bad not. He 
is more, he is other, he has grown. 

This is not to see in the man. fundamentally, 
essentially and finally, a mind-er or thinker with 
ooefifidents of feeling and volition; it is to see in the 
man fundamentally, essentially and finally, a wilier, 
his will having, as modes, thinking (or intellection or 
cognition) and feeling. Psychical activity is will, 
will in all grades from bare conation to resolve. And 
to experience rational or emotional inodes of con- 
•dousness is to be consdously or mentally active. In 
senscoy we are not passive, but exerdse, 
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with or in sense, a coefficient of psychic enei^. Were 
it not for an uprush of this, the most sudden sei^ 
experience would amount to no more than a physical 
shock. The work of perception is a vcluHlary co¬ 
ordinating of sensations. The work of memory, 
imagination is equally psychic »divity. Auto-«ug- 
gestionists are psychologically at fault in opposi^ mil 
and imagination. At best they oppose to imagination 
a contracted view of will. The work of thought-proper 
is will-energy, wording itself, analysing, companng, 
inferring. Indian psychology rightly classed all 
“ manas ” {U., mind eton will) as a form of action. 
In Buddhist Suttas they called it maHO-kamma. It did 
not class activity as a mode of manas, but conve^y. 

I may be told it is plausible to word a roan’s attaining 
spiritual advance as a perceiving, in that he has surely 
gainwt new vision. Well, I would also so word it. 
But not as the truest most essential wording, and it is 
just this wording that we lose sight of, that we cannot 
afford to lose sight of. It U to lose sight of what 
India's Seers of old so insistently taught—a lost vision 
she sorely needs to regain. She has reduced her 
conception of Deity’s attributes to that which is 
statical only, rational only, emotional only. She has 
forgotten her Upanisbadic concept of " That ” u 
" Bhava."^ She has lost her great word Kratu. She 
has debased her great word Ki>na. She words that 
which we seek by “ will." that is. " well." merely m 
" not-ill." (The editorial word " wholesome" is 
healthier than that.) She has im> such strong word as 

our " life.”* 

I . 
» ’■ lile ” is ♦*<»* wbicJi is Wt CFver, pmisti, survives, wh*n 

tnere Uie of body and mind-way* ends at eacb dying. 
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Let h«r then ponder nKoe over the dynemk aspect 
of man—man the explorer, seeker, wilier, who in 
essence ts not but is becenning. ” Become." said the 
great poet Pindar, " that which thoa art," and that is 
to be nltimately, finally wett, or what we wiUXo become. 
Then will she once more find strong, fit words. Then 
will she better see the wonder that lies germinating in 

the potency of will 
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MAN AS WILLER* 

We know that in the PSii and Jain scriptures we find, 
as we do not find in other early Indian scriptores, the 
triplet: action ol mind, action of word, action of body. 
We know that the triplet is a featore in the ancient 
Persian thought which we associate with the work of 
Zarathustra. And we may or we may not have noted 
as significant, how three great founders of creeds, which 
were primarily concerned with the imporatnce of man's 
will and man’s actions or conduct, should be credited 
with the wording of this triplet, while the intermediate 
development in India of the creeds of the rite and the 
ritual, the priest and the sacrifice, left the triplet on- 
stressed. When this threefold wording of thought, 
word, and deed as modes of action (Aamma) came into 
use in Buddhist teaching we do not know. It does not 
appear everywhere in the Pili scriptures. In many 
books it scarcely appears at all. It attains its chief 
prominence in the fourth, or Anguttara Ntkfiya. But 
sriierever it does occur, it occurs as an unquestioned 
snd accepted way of wording. It is probably of the 
original ^kyao mandate.* 

There is one important branch of Boddhist literature 
where it is not brcmght to the front—a branch where wo 

> PobUdted ia (/ tht School of Oritniol SttUiu. 
1026, repubtiabed by penntwwn io Buddhittie SttUioc, 
•d. br Dr. B. C Law. Cai»tta. 1931. 

■ Not witbrat importaDca is its emptotic oeeamoce in tb« 
JStaka " spiioda,” No. 36: ” KaucansjStaka." 

tax 
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should expect it would have been brought to the front. 
This is in the field of the analysis of man « exprtssiitg 
kimulf in body ond mind. As such he is not schedt^ 
under the category of mental action, vocal action, 
overt or bodily action. He is analysed pnder other 
categories, chiefly under (i) the twofold one of “ name ’* 
and *' shape.” and (ii) under the fivefold one of the 
material and immaterial groups (kfumd^), and again 
later (iii) under the threefold category of material 
quaHties, mind, and ” mentals."’ But when conduct 
and the consequences of conduct, either in the past, or 
here below, or hereafter, come to be considered, then 
it is that the triple category of action or the deed u 

worded. 
It was no small achievement, in man’s early attempts 

to word and worth himself as man, to sum up himself 
in this threefold activity. Wherever it began, it was a 
notable vantage*ground. For it prnents man to men 
as chiefly and as always, not a static beholder, nor a 
passive creature of destiny, but as actor, as doer, and, 
as such, as wilier, a chooser and a ” becomcr.” It 
looked behind, it looked forward. It saw how man, 
as agent, is no creature only of the hour that now is. 
It saw him in the perspective of the worlds. It saw 
him in a state of perpetual becoming. As were his 
actions, so was he now, so would he be. He was not 
just played upon. He was actor, maker, Wordender. 

Now it is because we of the West have come to 
realise in our own way and our own wording, that 
we have found a place, in our summing up of the man. 
for the words ” wiU ” and ” wilier.” It has taken us 
long to get even only so far as we have got. And 

Tntfia never got so far. 
* RApo. eilta. ettMikM. 
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But she feJt early and much after what we have 
somehow come to know. We have come to know, 
because we have, at least to some extent, learnt what 
it U that we mean by " will.” And that which we 
have com* to learn in a very vital, very general way, 
we have named. India did not word " will ” as Latins 
and Teutons and other Aryans worded it. The root 
of the word was in her Aryan heritage as it was in ours. 
That which we developed as walk, she heW, but did 
not e()ually develop, as WAR;-^boice. It is not 
likely that the very different fate of these two forms 
of a common root—if common indeed it was*—has 
been a matter of mere accident. The history of tto 
very pregnant word has yet to be written. \^eD it is, 
much of the history of Indo-Aryan and Eun^an 

Aiyan will be involved. 
India used her word w- in narrow, ineffective ways. 

It was used for one or two modes of choice; for a boon, 
for marriage-custom; and again as meaning ” of chosen, 
choice, or elect quality.”* It appears much in com¬ 
pound, and in these both Jain and Buddhist worded the 
importance of self-restraint. But we cannot point to 
any words in which our- has attained to a force and 
worth approaching that of in, for instance, wrffr. 

tiolo, uoIhhUs, or triff {<). wotfeu. 
We of to-^y cannot imagine a literature where 

occasion for wording what we will to be or to do. 
does not arise. Han expresses himself in many ways 
both then and now. but if a literature reveals him as 

t C/. Skeat. DitHontiy. Aryan roots. 
* KtuiUaJH Up. il. 1. To bim said Indta: Chooae a booo 

(Mram " Do tboc tbysoU cbooM « that 
which thoo deansat moat woU-working for mankind. To 
him Indra: " Nay, verily the elect (aaw) for tha nneleet 
(inletior) chooses not, Chooee thou 1” 
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expressing himself, without it being often necessary 
to word that sclf-expressim as some form of will, 
we should not in such documents get man as we ever 
find him. Indian literatures must contain substi¬ 
tutes for wording will. And they must attach more 
or less emphasis to that aspect of man which we have 
come to ^ will and willing and wilier. Else there 
is something wrong with man in India, something 
lacking. The restricted use of the variant forms of 
wtr is not enough to make out, in that literature, a 
normal man. 

But whereas in every cc^ection of human docu¬ 
ments yn look to find expression of man as wilier, 
we may, in any given coUectiou, find more or we may 
find leu of su^ worded expression. And I find that 
in Buddhist literature and in early Upanishad litera¬ 
ture the ideas—will, willing, wilier—are not made so 
articalate as we might well, especially in BvJdhist 
fhengki. have expect^. 

We have in the Upanishads a storehouse of highest 
value for what we seek. We have in them teachers 
expressing themselves, without the preoccupations of 
the hymn or the sacrifice. We are, it is true, never 
far away from the rite and the ritual. But the quest 
is chiefly man and the whence and whither of him. 
AimI there is a certain amount of unorthodox freedom, 
inacmnrh as opimous are put forth varying in many 
points. Here, if anywhere, we should find how man 
as a wilier, and how his will are severally worded. 

The harvest to our inquiry is curiously meagre. 
The default may lie in the present writer, whose 
buDting-grouDds the Upanishads are not. But they 
whose hunting-grounds the Upanishads are, do not 
help ns much. Not only were they not competent 
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psychologists; as writers on man, they had no con¬ 
victions as to the profound significance of will. 
Dettssen, for example, gives us plenty of good indexes, 
but in not one of them^ does he mention the word WiiU 
or any equivalent, save in one passing allusion to 
Schopenhauer 1 This may be due to want of psy¬ 
chological interest, yet it is inconceivable that a writer 
so sympathetic to most of his subject-matter and so 
humane should have ignored this great side of man's 
nature, had tbe literature itself worded that side 
with any emphasis. So far as I have been able to 
discover, the only nse he made of ” Wille " was to 
suggest it as an alternative to " Verstand " in one or 
two places where tbe text has mamu Brh. U., 

i. 2. i; 3. ^)- 
Regnaud. on the Upanisbads. gives ns no index, 

bat under ’’ Diverses facnlUs ps^ologiques ” he 
distinguishes samkatpa as mastas acting, hence we may 
take it, be says, to mean desire {k&nut) or v^tion. 

Now tamtudpa is certainly a term involving will. 
The root of It {k^p), according to Whitney, means 
•' be adapted." And if we found it meeting us wher¬ 
ever, in the context, wc should look for some reference 
to mao as willing, the point of this article would be 
weakened. But it is precisely tbe very rare and the 
irregular use which is made of the term both in the 
Upanisbads and in the Pifakas that does not weaken 

but sharpens my point. 
Taking the older Upanisbads, we find tamkalpa 

I AlUtm»in» GtukitkU iff PhilotopU* (India); Sttktif 
: Pkait^iuht T**U lUt UnUbUrsU. In 

lut work tlw index ii expcnnsly said to bn o< " ootnworthy 
nnmen aad ideas.” HeiKe bn has found Dothing ” notn- 
worthy ” on wflll 

* MaUriatu, U, 93- 
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And ^ 

in. V 
ve cannot justify a tether so loose that it brings 
kith these, percepts, conception, ascertaining, 

repre: 
etc. 
lators 

sentatioo, imagination, thoughts, Vorstellung, 
We can only conclude, either that the trans- 

1 were uncertain as to the meaning, or that pre* 
dsioa 
equip 
No c» 
dorm 
yet h 
much 

Noi 
1 

• 

4 
1 

ant European philosophy as did Schopenhauer, 
ow slove^y be is in psychology one needs not 
reading of him to find out. 

t only do translators here and there camouflage in 

S.B.E. i. XV. * S4cAeig [/ptmtJM’s. 
TwtJtt Phnaifial Uptnui^Js. 
TMrtt^n fUmtifiaJ IffawMadi. 

rlaSnitimi not ManhM 

* 5««Anf UptmtJisd’s. 
iJkads. 
\iskadi. 
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this way the word samhaipa u a makeshift for will, 
but, as we see, the word itself is not used to express 
any very fundamental aspect of man, much less the 
most fundamental aspect. Thrust for one moment into 
relief, in thetreference No. 4,* as “ greater than manas," 
it is dropped forthwith into the series as less than cittam 
and as, a priori, less than many other aspects. It was 
not an indispensable, a constant in Indian thought 
on nmn. And this is equally true of the phase of 
Indian thought termed Buddhist, as we shall see. 

Was there then any other word, were there any 
other words, by which the early Indian literature 
expressed man as wilier ? May wc perhaps judge, as 
Oldenbcrg suggests, that the inner activity we word 
by will was implied in the word manas. but was as yet 
undifferentiated ? Oldenberg, in his later work,* has 
iwthing about sarkkalpa {which barely occurs in the 
Brihmanas). but is more concerned with kratu, a 
word alM of active import, and occurring frequently 
in Vedic works. Here, he judged, we have a word 
bound up with wumas. and meaning both insist 
how to act and will to act. Such a meaning is im¬ 
plied in manas itself, sg.. in the passage *' when be 

desires with manas." 
If then we are discussing a stage of wording *' man ” 

prior to such differentiations, we need not judge that 
we are considering the records of an abnormal section 
of humanity. But let us not forget this—it is the 
very gist of what I have here to say—if the aodent 
Indian worded both mind and will by words belonging 
to the category of mind, leaving will to be implied, 

> Sm table «o pravlous "Greater** eboald be 
a*-ee 

* DU WtUansekaamng itr Br»kmet>aU»U, 69, n. 2. 
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it is evident that, for him (asstmting we translate 
trothfuUy), man was mainly minder, not wilier. 
Willing was an adjunct of thinking. 

It is possibk, too, that among the European branches 
of the Aryans we should not find, at so early a date, 
the notaWe developments of the wal stem. Of 
those other branches, the Greeks, in their greatest 
thinkers, came nearer than India to a worthy coo* 
ception of all that is really implied in our own words 
will and wilier. They too earnestly worded the 
" man they earnestly worded man as both seeking 
the good, and as capable of becoming better. They 
conceived bis inner world as *' movements.*’ And 
among these movements of the psyche they reckoned 
the wU-word bouli, bouUsikai. Plato even saw 
bouUsis in his conception of the Divine. But they did 
not raise the notion of will to that true worth which 
still is lacking even in our own outlook. A thoughtful 
writer. Miss Mary H. Wood.‘ has laid all the works of 
Plato under emba^o to show that, while a definidon, 
a doctrine of will—she adds " hypostatisation of will *' 
—ii not in him, the real thing is there, in that his 
whole philosophy treats man as exerting self*activity. 

This is, I bold, most true. And Aristotle herein 
followed in Plato’s wake. Miss Wood, as a special 
pleader, forces the note occasionally, over-empha- 
sisiag a " principle of growth ” in phusis, and “ pro* 
cess of beaming" in kinitii, but both thinkers, I 
grant, were feeling out after a view of mac as wilier. 
It was only the heavy hand of tradidon shaping the 
view of man as mainly thinker which hindered them 

from a truer perspective. 

^ PUle's PtytMegy in iU baring on tk$ S^lopnunt of 
WiO. 1909- 
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Professor Bloomfield finds the eqniv&leat. for tn- 
dent India, to our " will ” in the Indian " desire.'’* 
He quotes the notable passage from the Upanishads: 
“ Man is wholly formed from ' desire '* (ftdma); as 
is his desire, so is his ' insight ** {Arofu); as u his 
' insight,’ so does be the deed [karma); as he does the 
deed, so does he experience.” 

This is well said. Kima undifieientiated serves 
here for will, and might have continued worthily to 
do so. But it underwent that ^)edalisatioa which 
usually connotes depreciation. And with regard to 
this poor, over-driven word *' desire," here it is the 
modem translators who (with the exception of the 
more discerning Deusseo) have failed to differentiate. 
As I have pointed out long ago. ** desire ” has been 
fitted by various translators to no fewer than sixteen 
Pili w<Mds, all conveying varying meanings of. as we 
might say, feeling wM torn* cupxieat of will, or coo* 
ve^y.* It is here that kima, in noun and verb, 
does play a fairly large part in the Indian's inner 
world emerging in action. It is even placed at the 
back of the all-creator’s fiat in creating [akimayaia), 
both in Vedas and old Upanishads. as the wish of 
God.' On the other hand, we find the word, in the 
troubled conscience of the Buddhist, restricted, 1 
ttiinlf without exception, to the world of man's sense- 
desires and sense-pleasures. But, for the desire 
stirring in the man of the Buddhist literature towards 
the Fit or Best—now worded as sammd or brahma-. 
not as itman—we come upon very different terms. 

* Tkt RrUriam 0/IM* »S9f‘ 
* So also Tatra sod Home; DouHen;’*B«gtarde"»cnrac. 
* M.MaU»r:'‘wilL’' ldODMflnd‘'iiisight''ajattretulMlDf. 
« JRAS: xM. ” The WIU In Boddhian." p. 47. 
* Oiorabeii. op. eit., 179.«. ). 

9 
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Here the wordlessness I have commented upon 
becomes more marked and less explicable. The older 
literature is in its way as " religious ’* as is the 
Buddhist and the Jainist. And it is more closely con¬ 
cerned with the "roan" than are these in the rela¬ 
tively later ideas which are pradically all tAoi 94 get in 
either scriptures. But that older BrShmanic thought 
did not concern itself searchingly with man's cMciee 0/ 
ecadtui, with man's udll to righteousness as the essen¬ 
tial in religion. Nor did it ^sUmaHcalfy analyse and 

man as an outer and inner microcosm. Hence 
that older thought was not so travailing as were its 
SDOcessors with the springt of action, nor with the 
analysis of man. os wUling or tut wiiling to walk 
in a Way towards the Best. It could therefore use 
OKire lightheartedly, less anxiou^y, all available words 
bearing on its go^y, brave world of warrior and 
priest, of thinker and worker. It could mean much 
in tittle; or it could, an it willed, deploy some word 
here and there. e^>ectaUy if a little entertaining word¬ 
play were possible. And so we get a pleasant if in¬ 
cidental sing-sortg wording on Ai-alliterations about 
wishing, enio)nng, working: on Au^A/p-alliterations 
about planning and uniting: on aor-alliterations about 
booiu and rank, and so forth. The authors make 
out their "gods u loving cryptic speech/'^ but that 
was because early man himself loved the oracular and 
the pun. 

But in the Buddhist books, while we have also oracle 
and pun. we are in a world that has been changing. 
Attention is fixed on the plastic natnre of man. on 
his bfing in a " way " of becoming better or worse, 

> Ait. U. m, 14. etc.; Bfb. U. iv, 3. a; Km. U. il, t. 
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oo his composite nature, on his serial life. Here, if 
ever or any«4iere, was the world, one wotild think, 
where man's somewhence innate tendency to become 
" better." to live up to the Right (dkamm^ which 
the whole* Buddhist teaching sought to develop, 
called aloud for a distinguishing, called aloud for a 
wording of what it was in which could express 
that tendency. For whai was it in man that sought 
after the best, the " right" in thought, word, and 
deed ? What was it in man that responded to the 
teacher’s monitions herein ? Manas the mind, dtta 
the observer, would never " seek," would never 
" move towards.” What was it but " will" that 
moved, that sought f 

Yet in this worid we no more find that clear dis¬ 
tinguishing, that adequate wording than we did before 
Buddhism arose. Some wording we do get. In the 
teaching, initiated (in wording in a dialect largely lost) 
by Gotama, and developed in " Pili" by tbe church, 
which acknowledged him as its supreme teacher, we 
get a wording of human nature that plays all round 
tbe will, assumes it, evokes it in such words as tianda, 
snWya, t?^ima, idJM. fiadAd$ta. etc., regulates and 
" tames " it. We get a wording of amity (good will) 
to men. of quest for one's own and of others' welfare. 
We get a wording of man's personality as composite. 
Yet we never get a wording of, a name for, man's 
tendency to seek his good as a bed-rock factor in his 
nature, nor any grasp of it as that on which his salvation 

depends. 
I have tested the worth attached to will by indexes. 

Let us do so once more. In bis valuable Coda to the 
Sacred Books of the East., the Gsnsrai Index, Dr. 
Wintemitz has bad eight volumes of Buddhist classical 
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works before him. Yet his articles on Will and 
Volition are entirely unafftcUd by this incTMunt. 
The articles tie of the briefest, and not one reference 
to those eight volumes is in them. The only references 
are to Pahlavi and Vedindc texts. (The articles 
on Desire and Ta^ are almost equally meagre.) 
Such a silence is impossible had a clear wording of 
will been forced bom the pen of the translator by their 

subject-matter. 
But while there is no clear word for that in 

man whkh could Worthily respond and react to the 
Buddhists' system of sikkkipada or training, they 
were not without makeshifts, else neither could they 
have formulated nor could we read of such a 
system. 

In the first place, as with the Vcdic wording so with 
them, the wor^ ciUa. cetas, cOand. all wording what we 
express by mind or tbinkiog.awareness or consciousness, 
are now and then used in such an active or volitional 
sense as we convey by the words intent, purpose, or 
will, when the speaker wishes to express this aspect 
of mind. This is true also of matM. Msnckamma 
" action of mind " can mean “ will-to-act,” notably 
in the Upili-Sutta.^ In it. as has been said, mind is 
viewed as active process. So is ceUmd which, in one 
Sutta* (but in one only) is stated, like matuu, to be 
action (iuMma);— 

" I say. monks, that cttani is kamma. When we 
have C4iayiid, then we make action of deed, word, and 

thought." 
MMttasikara. again, " work of mind," is another 

word, unspedalised in the early literature and possibly 

» Mtjjkima-NikAya, i, 375 /. 
* Ui. p. 415. 
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used with volitional application.* Again, we read of 
Gotama bdng made to say, he forced his eitu by 
albeit ctUs is nowhere, early or later, de&ned, dis¬ 
tinctively or otherwise. 

Citta is •even used to cover the foor well-known 
Sufiusion-sentunents called BrahmavihSrI, or divine 
states, a volitional rite of aspiration asoibed to 
brahmins, but adopted by Buddhism. They are spoken 
of as the lovt-citta. pity-ctMa, (sympathy-with) joy-citta. 
equanimity-atts. In each of them, starting with a 
person, a house, a street, and so expanding, one 
sofiuses (^haraii) the person, etc., with these citUu in 
turn. We sbouU call this " willing “ or " wishing " 
the welfare of others with love, or pity, etc., there being 
of course present the thought or idea of those others. 
We ought not, as we now tend to do in treating of the 
subject, to lose sight of the will in the feeling. If 
Buddhists did not word will in them, neither did they 
word them as emotion. The whole inner roan was 
engaged in these citU’s. And if we were to translate 
citta here by " will,’' we should be psychologically 
correct, but we should be historically wrong. Olden- 
berg discusses them—without psychological insight— 
as " a psychic gymnastic for a man of feeling.” This 
is again historic^y (as well as psychologically) wrong. 
The Buddhist uses no emotional terms save in naming 
three of the cittas as amity, pity, joy (with others’ joy). 
But he speaks of a ” radiating —admirable and true 
word 1—whereby his thought spreads and spreads till 
the very w<^d is warded by (the good will in) it. 

* C/. Comptnditm of Pkiloiopkjr, p. 95, a. i, ud Mr. Ausg'a 
note. p. 3S2. 

* Mejjkima, 1. 34a. 
* Pkmeti. Lord Cbalffien is the first so to rsader the word 

in this coonectioo. 
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Yet earlier probably he expressed this as a creating 
(Mjmni) of amity.* And he speaks here of ** the 
mother.''* But be is not referring merely to her 
sentiment towards her only child, hot to her warding 
will of him. Her love is but the reverberation of her 

very synergy. 
In ^e second place, PSli tried to make good its 

want of a worthy word for the strenuous and systematic 
mental and m^l training it so commended, by certain 
adjunct words, some of which are strong and lusty. 
We find samAa/jht again as sankappa. This is both 
raised to a factor in the Eightfold Way of the Middle 
Course of the right living, and it has a definition 
peculiar to itself and one other term in Abhidhamma. 
It is defined (amd so is vitakka) as lifting the mind on 
to its object, disposing or adapting or applying it.* 
Hence it is what we should now be dispo^ to call 
attention. And the word is often rende^ intention. 
Corresponding to the iiniaiamkalpa or " appeased 
intentions *' of the Upanishad term, we get twice the 
compound p<tripui!nuuankappa " fulfilled " or " satis* 
fied aims."* We have here, as in attention, mind 
active, alert, purposive. To that extent a will-word 
is found. Yet nowhere is any use made of the term 
in the structure of the fivefold or kkatulka summary 
of man as body and mind. No factM or factor-group 
of this is reser^^ for wilUtetms. In the Abhidhamma 
analyses, where the group called sankkkrss or '* plan¬ 
nings " it specified under some fifty items, sthkappa 
aud viukka are both includod, as is also ctiand. But 

* SuiUt’Nip^ts. 507: nettam cittam txbSvayata appanluem. 
* Khwldsfcayltha. Satta Nipita. Via. Ma^ai ch. lx. 
* Buddhist PsytkekfUai EOncs, | 7, ai. 
' A/«7/AtMa ,VtA4)'s. i, 19a, aoo; iii. 175 (raistraiHiateU by 

Neneaana). 
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they are defined, as always, more intellectoally than 
volitionally. And they are classed in a list in which 
will is less represented than is either cognition or 
emotion. It is indeed curioos that a term so sag- . 
gestive of Yill, of mano-huiuM, of man's inner world as 
movement, activity, as is tankhira should have been 
thrown away as efiectis'e for wilt-classification, and 
have served as a dumping-ground lor whatever did 
not fit under the other three mental groups: feeling, 
perception, mind (consciousness, cognition). If I have 
rendered the term by “ synergies,'' it is merely to give 
a UtenU Englishing of the P&ii. It has no more r^er- 
ence to the miscellany classed under the term, than 
has sankhiri. The only old definition we have of 
tankhiri.^ enforced by the Ccmunentary, is that of a 
prepared complex. Yet among the 50 are items snch 
as “ calm." " rapture," " mindfulness,” vriiich we 
should not so describe. I am inclined to think that 
when those 50 items came to be specified, sankkiri 
had lost its old quasi-votitional fence, and that the 
Buddhist teaching was virtually considering the items 
more as jut ceteriAi, mental adjuncts, '* mentals,” 
which were even then in use,* and were soon after to 
supersede the skandha classification. 

Other noteworthy substitutes are three words of 
vigour: literally ” effecting " " having wrought"; 
Wr»^ "energy.” "effort”: paihkna "effort,” "en¬ 
deavour.” Of these iidhi, as a mode of supernormal 
will-power, meets us throughout Pfili literature. Yet 

‘ Samyntta. lii, 8S. Cf. Buddhist Ptychelcgy. p. 50/- 
Um Sattu there are only three mnAUtm spokes of; those of 
deed. word, ead thought, meening pre-reqaiaUe. (tf. t. ^ 
301). Boddbagboee's gropings here In Visuddkimoiga. xvii. 
are not without interest. 

* Buddhist PsyehotsfUat Ethics, f l.oss. end twte. 
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it seems to be nowhere intelligently defined. Nor 
was it a facnlty of the normally human. It wm 
•' psychic,” aboonnal. and as such to be found only in 
the few, whether morally worthy or morally unworthy. 
As now, quite a small minority then possessed or 
develop^ it. It was not the wUl of the average 
man. But it was in the few a tremendous wiU- 

yiriyi on the other hand and padhina are both 
practicable, and should be practised, by every man 
who is morally earnest. Viriya is ” mental inception 
of energy, striving, onward effort, exertion, endeavour, 
zeal, ardour, vigour, fortitude, unfaltering verve, 
sustained desire, unffinebing endurance, and fim grasp 
of the burden, right ptulhdM."^ PadJuna is nowhere 
so defined; its modes are described in terms of moral 
training;* it is used to describe four modes of iddMi.* 
but it is not included in the factors distinguished 
under the mental group sankJidrd. Viriya is so 
included. And whereas, for all the fine earnestness 
shown in the teaching as to the importance of energy, 
endeavour, and ” ardour in effort.” no sign betrays 
that herein the most fundamental factor of mind its^ 
{ciUa, mane. viHiUna) was being laid hold of, we can at 
least say. that Buddhists in those terms just missed 
stumbling upon a notable doctrine of wilL They 
were all the nearer not only to a doctrine of will, 
but to a truer doctrine than any jwychology has yet 
pot forward, in that, for them, viriya and padhdna 
were bound up with growth, with progress. To the 
world the saintly ” almsman *' may have appeared 

* BuiiUsi PtyeMogual EMes, | 13. 
' Ibid.. 4 1366. V. 
■ Buddlntt Ptychotogy. >ad «d., p. *99/■ 
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a Qnietist, but hU inner world was seething with 
energy. 

O see my fonrard ithdes in enoTfyt* 

is a recurritlg note in the anthology. The Community 
was 

Of Mrcnuoot energy aod reeolsts. 
Evw tdvaaciiig sCcoogly . . .* 

For the conception of the believer’s remainder of 
life as a “ way/* was a transformed one. It was no 
longer the endless round of %(miSra which we have re- 
named " transmigration.” It had become a pro¬ 
gress in holiness. It was a way of growth in many 
worlds. Here is a zmtable growth-word: ” Growing 
by the five growths the Ariyan wmnan-disdple grows 
with the Ariyan growth; she.becomes one who lays 
hold of the real (silra) and of the excellent (vara) 
things in her person, to wit. faith, morals. learning, 
giving up and wisdom.”* 

The books hover in this way about this vital notion 
of growth (M#^i or vu44^i, and anubriAdi. tj. Dhp. 
Corny, ii, 107), but just miss gripping the truth, that 
their central tenet of the Way is just that: growth of 
the man (not only of body or mind) along the agelong 
way of the worl^. 

Still nearer was Buddhism to a worthy theory of 
will in yet another word, the word chmda. Abbi- 
rihAmma early and late has been psychologtcally sound 
enough to save the term from the monastic associa¬ 
tions which often lowend it to the level of kitma. 

* PuAms «/ At BrtUtnn, ver. 224 aad oChm. 
t PMfffU c/U« 5Mw(, v«r. t6i. 
» SamyuU* SiUytt, " MfttngSmo," | xo. " Parson .. 

Uyau*. lit gronp—aitbw body or tba wbols psnoa. 
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The Satta usage wavers. Now ehanda ranks with 
w'riya and its equivalents ussofin, ussHm, 
p4dJHna:' now it named, as that, the suppit^on of 
which is the aim of the holy life. There was righteous 
desire, dhammacckoHda. And later. chandA. as such, 
is described as an un-moral “ desire-to^ ’* {katiu- 
hamyaiS). I have sought for many years* to do justice 
to this distinction, not without some special ple^g. 
It was impossible without a hot sense of injustice to 
read the many fine in the NikdyM on what we 
call the will, the earnest exordiums to energy, to noWe 
quest {ariy*-pAriy*utHd), to progress in the way, the 
lovely *' faith in what we may become."* and then to 
note how translators and narrators glossed over it all 
and emphasised only " extinction of desire." 

Yet after all Buddhism has been its own worst 
enemy. When the eminent disciple Ananda told a 
brahman that elimination of chtmda was the object of 
the holy life*—that the saint did but exercise c)tanda to 
gain his saintship and then needed it no further— 
" just as you, brahman, exercised chanda to come and 
find me, and have it now no longer "—we begin to see 
why it is that Buddhism had no worthy conception of 
wUl. For it the perfected man is a will-less man. 
He is not without intellectual or emotional powers. 
But be is depicted as using these for joyfd retrospect 
over victory won in past struggle. He is conceived 
as so near the final mysterious change, past bu^ and 
death, of parinibhinn, that he is already nibbtOa. " in " 

» £.#., J/. i.4»o: A. ii. 194/ ia. 108. 
* IRAS. 1898. 49 /-: BuddJtitt PtycJtekfiesl EiMct. 1900. 

p. Ixv; Buddbitt P$yeMaty. pp- «5. *5*. Canpeadium. 
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* Wordmtih. Prdud*. 
« Samyntta. V. ays: Ck^Hd^paUnatfkam. 
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J^ihbina " the goeL" He has *' done wiut was to be 
done."* He can no longer become. And so he has 
ceased to will. Will is therelore not of the nature of 
man; it was not as were cittA or even vtdsnA. A 
Jortiori, there could be no vision of the Man as Pure 
Will in Parinirvi^a. Groped after by the brahman 
in his conception of the Divine Desire in creation, it 
was repudiated in all other such conceiving, much more 
so by Buddhism harping on its Anicca. Anatti. 

When we read such vigorous will-words as these— 
*• When a man is not thoroughly aware of some 
blemish, he will not bring efumda to birth, he will not 
strive, he will not set enc^ afoot to get nd of it,"* 
we a^. how can we say there is no wording of will 
in Buddhism? But when we read such words as 
Ananda's we realise that, for Buddhism, such activity 
was not of the very life of the com^e man. but was 
only an episode, was only the writhing of the lemer. 

Nearer stiD to a really worthy theory of will was 
Buddhism (as was Jainism) in the frequent use, in the 
training, of the causative form of the word " to be¬ 
come " bhavaii, namely, the form bhdoai " to make- 
become." In our poverty of words for this notable 
expression, we render the term by meditation, practice, 
cultivation. These by no means coiacide with hM- 
nmi. BhOvttHi is not a learning by intellect, wMch 
also requires practice, cultivation. It is a dcveloping- 
cme's-self-into. a rc-creating-one's-self-aococding-to an 

ideal. For example, the difference between 
and paAM. both words being forms of " to know.” 

• KtUam Aar«»(y«M Bk4£ai>4th brdkmMriya^ vuumti. 
* M. L as. Lord Cliala«», in ha admlrabl* traiaU^ ol 

the Moffhim*. renden chand* bjr wifl-power, bat this is a 
reading too rich lor the PlU. 
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is that the fonaer is so to be im<ierstood, the latter 
is to be m4de*to*become.* For in the^ original SSkya 
from which " Buddhism " grew. prajM will have been 
that potential Deity which was mao’s very natore. 

Is it not a little singular, that with such a view of 
religions training, in which the disdple is expected 
to concentrate with utmost vtm and pm« on growing 
into, on becoming what he was not before, and which 
is figured as a way or road strenuously, unfalteringly 
pursued towards a goal, we should not find man con* 
crived as a vilUr putting forth will—that we should 
only find man conceived as a minder, or as mind, 
set in body,* and having certain mental adjuncts or 
coefficients of energy, endeavour, desire, intention, 
which were to be discarded with maturity, with 
perfect attainment ? How was it that the Buddhist 
teaching, finding no worthy form of var- to hand, did 
not look on roan as essentially using viriya, or cfutnda, 
or as essentially becoming in his Way to Well ? Why 
is there not even a bhUvand- or viriya-khandMa ? How 
was it that Buddhists made shift with these terms as 
merely inddental in the life they held most worthy, 
and not as fundamental in man’s nature ? 

It is not enough to say that they did not find word* 
ing corresponding to ours ready to their hand. They 
were so ^ pioneers in wording, that they brought 
into use, brought into high relief, brought into re¬ 
created use words which we do not find emplo3red till 
Buddhists employed them. Where once men ” will ” 
strongly about anything not covered by the day's 
wording, they will find a name for it. Language ^d 
and new is strewn with these increments. 

> MefiUma NiMSy*. i. 39}: pariMHabbetit . . . 
• Difia. i 77; Urijhimta. ii. 17. 
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It is an inteiestiag problem and not to be solved 
in a sentence. To some extent, I repeat, they were 
their own hinderers. They felt after the truth that 
man. as be becomes better, is not as it were dressxn^ 
or painting himself with something external, but is 
undergoing an inner cMangt. Yet they feared the 
idea of change. Never are the words " transient," 
or impermanent, otherwiseness, or change used in 
any sense save as asbers>in, or guarantees of ill. They 
pictured spiritual progress as a making to becoma, 
bkivani. yet they strtdned every nerve to suppress 
the tendency " to become." i^., be reborn (Mm). 
They spoke of saintly advance, yet they aspired to cot 
short vital progress by a cessation of that way of life 
in the upw^ way of the worlds, and by bustling on 
a final change for which not a single man on earth 
was ready. And in resisting rightly the brahmanic 
conception of the real man as unchanging, and as, 
even now, if he knew it. actually, not potentially 
Very God. they emptied the Sux of man's activities, 
bodily and mental, of the man. Nay, thereby they 
emptied the stream itself, and spoke of the bomks as 
the river. 

Now we cannot get very far in an adequate notion 
of vdll without the wilier. We may cheat ourselves 
by figuring ikougkt as a world of impresstoos and ideas, 
and by figuring fteling as waves of somatic resonance 
or what not. Bnt we cannot get on thus with will. 
Because will is a self>directing. And the Buddhist, 
with his excellent emphasis on the taming of the 
self " and self*reliance. bad inherited a protest against 
self conceived as God. This he cama to inUrprat as 
meaning there was no self at all. So be barred the 
way to a clear view of all that bkivani implied. 
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In such considerations as these there may lie 
material to account for Buddhism, with no Word for 
will in its world-heritage, ftndiikg or annexing any 
adequate term for that self-directed activity which it 
so z^ously and admirably fostered. • 

Other consideratioDS too we must take into account, 
considerations of world-currents, where Buddhism itself 
is merged in Aryan history, nay. is but a ripple in 
the word-growth of man himself. The laying hold 
and developing of the root-word for choice as tmtf. 
»cl, ud, wil, instead of leaving its form war in rela¬ 
tive atrophy, belongs to most of those Aryans who 
took, not southern (possibly the earliest) trek 
into India, but who went westward by the longer 
trek and spread over Europe north, west, and south. 
And of these it is at least noteworthy that the 
branches most potent and e0ective in moulding 
Europe by common action of each were the Latin, 
the wordu of nolo, udU, ttdt. and the Teuton, the 
worder of WM, WiiU, W<M. There would seem 
never to have been any such consensus of a race in 
action in IndoArya as to be driven to word itself by 
such ways. Nor of the Hellenic world, galvanised 
briefly into patriotic action, though it was. by 
Persia. 

But the stage of Indian thought we have been 
considering is older by a little than these developments 
of European Arya, old enough to be the more over¬ 
shadow^ by the prior world-wording, in terms for 
thought and mind and action as compared with words 
otherwise expressing man. Man was first and fore¬ 
most a beholder, a namer. once he tried to word him, 
self. He was as we see Adam represented, looking 
at and naming a procession of interesting beasts. 
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He ooold do very little with his world. His will was 
very liinited. He was a child of fate and the onseea. 
What he feared thereiii, and what he sought help 
from, was Will, yet he pictured it as power and as 
the To-be-placat^. In course of time he figured it 
as Mind, like himself. 

In these ways too, then, the sons of Indo-Aryans 
were kept, by obstacles not of their own making, 
from developing a self-ezpre&dng of mao as wilier 
equal to that of him as minder. 

In conclusion I would say. that to render Pkli 
words in our own Western wording of will-terms is 
to let IradvUort become to some extent traditorf. I 
write this with a guilt-stained pen, which cannot be 
washed white. In fhanging the RngliOi of cd*nd 

from thinking to volition,^ I have ccmseoted to use 
the meaning read into the word by the Burmese 
scholar of U>-4ay. That there was some notion in the 
Abhidhamma editors' mind of distinguishing it from 
dUa. such as we get implied here and there in the 
manat of the old Upanishads, is possible. Why else 
arc we given both cetand and ciUa side by side in, 
«.g., the Dhammasangaoi ? But to say " volition," 
weak form of will as it is, is going too far. Again, 
I am co-responsible for cetas as " will" in Mr. Wood¬ 
ward's Kindred Sayings, III. It also goes too far. 
So does " will-power " used in Lord Cbahners's trans¬ 
lation of the Majjhima for chaada. It puts something 
there which the Buddhist editors had not It is a 
little like translating the "wooden horse of Troy" 
by " camouflage.'' It is part of our duty, as trans¬ 
lators, to our readers la make them realise that India 
bad no word equating " will" 

r Buddkisi Psydketegieel Ethics, rod ed.. festim. 
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It is true that, when we review the muddled way iu 
which “ will *' is used in general literature, and the 
boycotting (with furtive reinstating here and there) 
of the word " will “ in current psychology, it may 
seem to matter very little where or how ahe word is 
made to serve in work on Buddhism. But for me 
that is not so. I see in the word “ will,” now under 
a pawing shadow, or in the dust of misuse, a most 
precious legacy, a word pregnant with a great future. 
I will try to say why I see this. 

We have the heritage which Buddhists had not. 
We have the word " will,” and its daughter *' vrcll 
for " well ” is just what we '* will ”-to-be. And we 
are freed, as the Buddhists were not, from a call to 
protest against a current use of the word " self,” that 
is, “ the real man,” and also from the strangle>bold on 
life of a monastic ideal. In other words, we can believe 
that both God is spirit (fimtma ho Ouos) and we are 
spirit, and we do b^ve in life; we bold that the vmrds: 
*' I am come that ye might have life and that ye might 
have it more abundantly are a bigger, traer gospel 
than that man should renounce all sutorates of rebirth. 
Like the Buddhists we hold that everything is in a 
state of change, that we art not so much as we are 
becoming. Unlike the Buddhbts we do not view this 
world'fMt as a whole with deprecation. We believe, 
with them, that there is a becking worse in this or 
that aspect of life. But, unlike them, we believe 
that becoming better is that the whole man and the 
complete man should progress, not the man or woman 
who has renounced the betterment of the race in the 
family, the community, the nation, and has simpli¬ 
fied ^ or her life to a segregated, a-sexual wrestling 

i JobD't CoapeL 
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against homan natiire. We do not believe that 
man's progress, as man, is assured, aloof from that 
great laboratory of experiment in good will, life in 
the world. We believe, more consistently than the 
Buddhists, dn the necessity and value of " making- 
to-become “ (Mitkmf), for wc believe in education, in 
training, in culture, in development, in evolution, in 
refonn in the world by the world. We believe, 
theoretically, that we cannot stand still; we must go 
on, if we would not stagnate, rust, fall back, become 
Rip van Winkles. Actually we are not so consistent. 
We still hold there are traditions, " instincts "—oh, 
the word-fetter there for man!—tendencies we shall 
ever follow unchanging. 

Here it is, that oor psychology, no kss than that 
of the Buddhists, is a creaking, still primitive vehicle. 
And we have not thdr excuse. We are still, as we 
ought not to be, overshadowed by the primitive 
domination of the old attitude: that man’s inner 
world is fundamentally a bdiolding. a luuning. We 
have not got to the bottom of what that irmer world 
fundamentally is. When we shall have taken right 
home this thing, that the living man’s fundamental 
self-expression is a radiating movement, an activity 
from within, after something felt to be " well 
whether we call it life-preserving, or *’ better," or 
well-being, or welfare matters littk—that in exercis¬ 
ing this ii " iwoHMflg " (and in ’’ becoming '* is 
maldog to become), that in ’’ becoming ’’ be is finding 
a way (woggs) towards what he deems is " well 
when, grasping this, we shall call that radiating 
movement of becoming:—" will to well "—then at 
length our psychology will become fit both for the 
great legacy it has in these two words and also for 

to 
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the new herita.^ it holds in awareness of what they 
imply. Not oars should it be to rest contented with 
the saying of Kant: *' Yoo can for you ought." More 
fit for ns is it that we say ; " As wiUeis wc "bear in 
us the guarantee of becoming whole." • 



XIV 

THE WILL IN BUDDHISM* 

Some fifty years a^o I was angled into the study of 
Buddhism by that fisher of men, Rhys Davids, my 
husband. He lured me by a double b^t: the women 
poets of early Buddhism with their unique Anthology, 
and the psychology of Buddhism. In those days 
I was as as was he about the developments 
unfolding in the life of women generally; moreover, 
I had emerged from University studies with a strong 
bent for psych^^. He assu^ me that along these 
two lines of Buddhist research 1 should be travelling 
on unbeaten ways, and be able to make a beat that 
would be my own. Nobody had exploited them with 
any appreciable result. The field was " white onto 
harvest; the labourers were nowhere. ... Go you 
ahead 1“ I went " ahead,'* progress somewhat com¬ 
plicated by marriage and family, not to mention 
golf, which I took up to console me for bidding fare¬ 
well to mountaineering. 

Now my University College teacher, George Groom 
Robertson, had sown in my memory a notable saying ; 
was it not truer to say, not with Descartes Cogito ergo 
turn, but Opio. I chooM, that is. 1 will: solo, nay. I 
act: ago. ergo swni? This too be left with me: did 
British psychology, nay. did any psychology, do 
justice to ” will"? 

A joint result of the influence of these two men was, 

t pubtiihed in tbe Hibbert Jamtul, 1940. 

*47 
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that after some sixteen years t pot on record, at a 
Paris Congress, a general impression made on me by 
psychological data in such Bnddhist scriptures as I 
had handled. This was that, whereas these scrip¬ 
tures emphatically taught man to will to train his 
will, there was in them no word we could 
as adequate to our own very strong clear word " will." 
let alone " wilier." 

As to that, have you. my reader, ever thought how 
curious it is. that there is apparently in no language 
save English, any word lor *' wilier"? My French 
dictionary has only ctlui qui v«vt. And when an 
article of mine was translated into German, the 
rendering WotUr bad for me a forced facUtioM sound. 
Even in my big Americanised Webster. " wilier" 
is inserted below among " rare and obsolescent terms," 
a slight we do not offer to the analogous terms 
" thinker." " feeler " or other psychological words. 

I said in that paper, that Buddhist unawareness of 
this defect (let the unawareness of writers on 
Buddhism) was like the unawareness of the men of 
Soli, when they in speaking committed what Attic 
taste called solecisms—borrowing a quip of Matthew 
Arnold’s. There seemed a curious dumbness in woo¬ 
ing the very keynote, for so it seemed, around which 
those scriptures play^ so persistently. 

Forty-two years since then have passed, and I 
still uphold that conclusion, that Buddhism, early 
Buddhism, was a gospel of vrill without a word for will. 
The newly-felt importance of will shook the religious 
mind of India. Makeshift words were used for will 
(Buddhists still use them); a word was coined’; the 
new creed of Shakti (literally Ability) arose. But 

* Katt)$Msmyiaa^" dMire-to-do-iww.’’ 
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exponents, Bnddhists and other, remained myopic, 
and Buddhism came to be considered as a cult based 
on " knowledge "I It remains then for me to close 
the work pas^ on to me on this same, this very 
note: adding a few maturcr riders. 

I have spoken of makeshift tenns. I mean, terms 
for " mind,” in which, so it is insisted, " will ” was 
unified. Again, there were many terms for ” desire ” 
—>at least translators among th^ have boiled down 
some sixteen Pfli words as meaning desire. But 
desire is also, like those mind-terms, a mixed word as 
compared with the nndiluted term ” will.” Again, 
there was, I fonnd, a fine group of terms for ” effort, 
energy, endeavour.” The second of these, viriya, had 
evidently come to be used not in its older sense of 
manhood's essence or manliness, or vim, but as jnst 
our *' energy.” To use these hitherto little-used 
terms was evidently a felt need. The Buddhist 
teacher was ever directing learners to be in a state of 
getting farther, making the new to become, to be not 
contented with standing still, to be choosing the 
better, rejecting the worse, to be as wayfarers seeking 
to get somewhere, enjoined to practise four sorts of 
'* right exertion ” or striving {padkint). We find that 
be w4io in the far fnture was to be reborn as ” buddba ” 
would spend time in ” striving the striving" (pad- 
kdMm padahitvdna),* and would exercise ^ as to 
that future by making a " strong resolve,” literally a 
snperfetching-out (aMt-NtA4rd).* 

I ■* Striving the striving, having dooe deeds hard to do . . . 
be will become enlightened. . . . Lint^i* 0/ BtMJM, p. >6, 
pMsim. {Sacred Books oi the BuddbUte, IX.) 

* £.g.." Havingmadethereiolvetobecooeabaddba . . .'* 
Jitaka. Nidioi'katba, X4. 
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So I wrote, and have been writing: Here is a gospel of 
• will and no fit word. And to this I add: we have to 

seek this gospel onder four disguises: (i) in words for 
mind implying a coefficient of will; (2) words for desire, 
that is, for feeling with a coefficient of will; (3) words 
for effort, which is not will, but a mode of using it; 
(4) the marked use of the word " to become,” especially 
in the “ causative " mood of ” making become.” 

Was early Buddhism opening up anything new in its 
predilection for these four sets of terms ? Indeed it 
was. You will find nothing like that predilection in 
earlier Indian literature. Effort in religion, making- 
become in religion is either not there, or is barely 
beginning. You were taught and so you learnt to 
know, and you got ” saving knowledge "—and that 
was that. But that, in religi<m. man is willing to find 
out, willing to become, that is, to grow spiritually, to 
shape his life anew, to translate his religion into 
conduct, into life: this is relatively little mentioned, 
still less insisted on. You could put it all into one 
j»gc of Veda or Upanishad. I have not made myself 
popular with defenders of VedAnta in saying so, and 
have heard Dharma Sfitras referred to as filling this 
gap in religious teaching. And among these champioM 
are found they who mair>tain that those Sfitras are in 
date pre-Buddhistic. pre-Jainistic. European scholars 
I believe are agreed that they are, in their completed 
form, of much later date, and I follow them in the 
belief, that in these Sayings, as we now fir^ them, we 
have a Brahmanic reaction to the ethical reform 
effected before them by both Jain and Buddhist 
teaching. We know that Protestant reform in Europe 
bad an analogous effect. 

Now it was because my husband brought me into 
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Buddhist study by way laigely of psychology, that I 
ramft earty right up against this matter of will aad lack 
of words for it. He gave me, as an unpicked bone, 
the first book of Abhidhamma, that is, the third of the 
three Baskets or Caskets of the Pali Canon, the Basket 

wholly with definitions and debates. It is as 
if the compilers of these carious, often tiresome works 
of catechisra-in-terms realised how differently in some 
ways they had come to teach (that is down three 
centuries of ecclesiastical existence) from other re* 
ligious bodies, and how important it was, to be very 
sore how far these differences took them. 

Thus this first book, published by the Royal Asiatic 
Society in X900, begins with an analysis of what is in 
a man’s mind, when he thinks a good thought. (This 
is followed by analysis of a bad thought, and of a 
morally indeterminate thought.) The answer is given 
in a list of modes of awareness arising from some 
sensation, or group of such. The items amount to 
fifty-six in number, beginning with contact, awareness 
as pleasant or not, perception, and so on. Among 
the fifty-six there is none that we can equate with such 
a term as will, choice, resolve, desire, wish. On the 
other hand, there are two compound terms, to wit, of 
thought with a coefficient of will: duiand. literally, 
thinking, and sanAapfia. literally, composing. Both 
terms in use have a pwposive. intending implication 
(So aly> has i*a»as, ^ich is allied to the Arj^ mens, 
mind, but there it is merely used to define cAitfu, 
which had become the main term for thought or mind.) 
Again, there are two strong lernis in the fifty-six for 
effort, that is. ways of using will. 

Next comes a separate definition of each of the 
fifty-six, some being equated with others. The 
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are. with two exceptions, very brief. 
These two are " wisdom " {^««««). a word ever held 
in early Indian literature in high worth, and one of 
those two strong terms referred to: " energy ” (wn^, 
literally manliness, man*power), equated with v4yima, 
effort. To " wisdom " is given a long list of synonyms. 
" Energy " makes a poor second, yet it is more richly 
defined than any of the other fifty-four. I quote: 

“ What is the eavKY that there then is ? Mental iaception 
of eotfgy. ftriving onward eSoet. exertion and endeavoittr, 

uid ardour, npxar and iertituds, state of unfaltering aflort, 
state of sustained de^. state of unflinching endurance. aoUd 
grip of the burden, energy as faculty, energy as power, right 
enoeavonr: this is the energy that there then is." 

Now I say it with confidence, there is nothing like 
this in Indian Uterature earlier than the Buddhist. 
The Vcdic form virya hardly ever occurs in the former. 
It occurs only once In the earlier Upanisbads, in the 
Kena: 

With the one finds vtrya . . . 

This is a notable saying, whether the "self” (Omi) 
mean man or Deity. ” Spirit ” were perhaps a better 
rendering. But, later on, when India came to settle 
on definite attributes for Deity, she fell psychologically 
short. The three terms that became orthodox were 
Being, Thought, Bliss; energy, let alone will, did not 
CQrn* into the picture; the concept was merely static. 

I have spent myself for some years in trying to 
maintain, that in the value given by Buddhism to the 
dynamic in religion, to will as of prime importance 
in man's religious quest, a nets massagt was brought to 
man that was both true and vitally important. When, 
six centuries later, Jesus gave the earth another 
mandate, he unwittingly carried on this dynamic vein; 
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but h« found a word for will at band. Not so much 
io Greek. It was. we believe, in Aramaic that he will 
have said to the leper: “I will! Be thou deanl” 
Stoena I In Indian idiom be would have had to say 
only " Mayest thou be clean I" Wll reverberates 
through his utterances: '* Thy will be done ... not 
my will ... if any man will to do his will be shall 
know . . ." 

Nor do I find Zoroaster or Muhammed detected by 
scholars as having been in difficulties over the fit woitl 
for will, the latter least of alL But we do seem to 
trace in Plato such a want. I do not say Plato is 
aware, that when be used kintsis, movement, for man’s 
self-directing activity, he lacked a satisfactory word 
for wiD. My friend, the late Mary Hay Wood, went 
carefully into this in her fine essay: Plato’s PsycAotogy 
OH the DeodoptMHt of WiU. It is we. with our stronger 
more distinctive word, who can see how be had to use 
in Ain«s»$ what was not a distinctive psycbologi^ 
term. Aristotle makes, so I find, no fruitful expansion 
of Plato’s insight herein. He merely enumerates among 
factors of mind, boHM, a makeshift term for will. 
Botdi is, I read, counsel, advice, decree, more than the 
self-directing activity which went to shape these— 
unltss, in bevU. we have what is basically the same 
word as the Latin vole, our will. I would not presume 
to generalise about Aristotle’s terminology, but I once 
knew well bis D* Animi. and it is there that we 
should have found grip of will, if in bis mind-analysis 
any good Greek equivalent for it bad counted much for 
him. But it evidently did not. We can anyway be 
grateful to him that he brought out elsewhere the 
distinction between potential and actual—-another 
lack in India's vocabulary, and one sorely needed by 
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the Buddhist reform missioners, as I have often tried 
to show. But I incline to think that, if Plato and 
Aristotle had bad a word for will as strong and indsive 
as we have, they would have had, not only a spectacular 
effect on posterity's thought, but an effectHhat would 
have been more dynamic. 

I would go further in this matter of lacking the ht 
word. I look for a day—perhaps the youngest among 
us may be here to see it ?—when there will come to 
earth a new message by a yet unborn messenger, 
perhaps about something in life and religion that vn 
yet. most of us. not all, see as through a thick veil. 
I mean, of course, roan's next step in the hereafter. 
And unless we of to-day get ready for him now, and 
see to it that he has the lit word, his message too will 
be hindered both when given and in its after-effect. 
I see him urged to speak of man as gone before, but 
with no better word for him than a lie—the " dead " t 
What are we doing to make ready the way of that 
messenger ? 

But here and now I invite critical comment chiefly 
on a possible result of this absence of the fit word in the 
message which blossomed into a world-religion. I am 
ready, if convicted, to own myself wrong, but if I am 
right about this lack, then I hold that Buddhism, " a 
gospel of will without a clear word for will.” became 
the sooner and the worse side-tracked bteauu of this 

lack. 
Something of this I tried to show some five years 

ago in a book called Outlines of Buddhism, in the two 
chapters entitled " What Buddhism tried to do " and 

' " What Buddhism did.”‘ What it " tried to do " 
was to deepen and expand the current teaching of 

I Methuen and Co.. 19}4. 
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Immanence to some five ways. Viliat Buddhism 
eventually " didwas, losing si^ht and touch of that 
current Immanence, to teach, as its very gospel, that 
which was only implied in that Immanence. This 
was, that a man must live his religion, must in daily 
conduct be by it inspired and moved, else is that 
ImmaneiKe worthless. This was all good and vital. 
But, through the losing sight of that religious ideal of 
Inunanence, Buddhism degcrterated into an atheistic 
system of ethics, and scarcely deserves the name of 
religion at all, save in one aspect of its Far-Eastern 
branch. 

Now can it be shown that, even in what it did 
accomplish—religion to be realised in conduct— 
Buddhism became side-tracl^ the more and the 
sooner through having to use makeshift terms for 

wiU? 
I »Kmif it can be. If we see in the religions will an 

urge towards the becoming better, this urge, this will, 
belongs inexpuguably to the man; not merely to 
'* ideas about" his conduct or fellow-men. For each 
man the will in religion means " I. potentially God, 
will to become actually God." For himself the ** I 
will ’’ is just as forcible as was the Sutwns of the tele¬ 
volition used by Jesus towards the leper. With the 
" I will," too, there goes the ui^ " I will try." try to 
do as I will. Here too is a lack in a needed word. 
I never find in Indian literature. pr^Buddhist and 
Buddhist, the word “try," that is. will passing into 
effort. There is plenty about states of mind. But 
whereas " will ” and “ try " are dynamic words, mind 
ismoresUtic. The cry " Mind 1 .Mind what you are 
about I” is a can to temporary halt. 

Now if, when you are considering mind-in-acdon. 
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yoQ have to use makeshift wofxis that are mainly of 
mind or thought, snch as I owntioned, such words may 
have force when a speaker is behind them; but when 
they are learnt as recorded, when they are weighed in 
records, by posterity, they tend to become lifeless, 
they tend to have weight rather in their basic intention 
as intellectnal. than in their adapted ose as volitional. 
And so the real ideal of the early teaching as a new 
gospel of will fades ont, and we otdy hear of Buddhism 
as a teaching based on knowledge. As a willing to 
learn, to get further, it has lost its original stress. 

Here is an instance of this side-tracking. 
We find in early Bnddhism a practice called JhSna, 

literally '* musing," strongly enjoined. Note that the 
word does not mean " meditation," " reflection 
there were other words for these. It meant the alert 
brooding of one who is " on the look out" to become 
aware of. A formula of four stages came to be drawn 
up to help the learner, that is, to get rid of this world¬ 
awareness, $0 that other-world-awareness might be 
discerned. Now the needed word here was " atten¬ 
tion." a will-term. But India bad then no such 
word.^ So. in the formula, the word for the state 
soughtfor was called saii (Sansk. smrit), i^, "memory," 
a word stretched by Bud^sts to mean " mindfulness." 
much more of a mind-term than attention. And the 
result has been, that both Buddhists and writers have 
lost sight of the object of this Jhina training, and 
adherents are no longer anxious to become, or capable 
of becoming, proficient in gaining psychically light 
and guidance from wiser men who have gone before. 
The original attitude in Jbina was that of the child 
Samuel: Speak, Lord, for thy servant hearetb I The 

> M*na$ik4r», oltea to rendered, wu Jost " work of mind.** 
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present attitode towards Jhina is that it induces 
mystic insight on ideas I 

There is another field in which we see only too well 
how this dynamic gospel lailed to show itself in its 
true colours, and is perpetuated as mainly both con¬ 
templative and retrospective. Its true call was to the 
Ifore, the Further, the Way thereto. But, in the very 
remarkable Anthologies called Verses of Monks and 
Nuns, the prevailing attitude of the singers is a con¬ 
templating of what they have done and woo. The 
long trek remaining, calling for further work of will, 
has, in nearly every case, become blotted out. The 
exceptions are all the more interesting. Here are two, 
the only two, exceptions: 

O would that I wbo hourly waste miaht cbuge 
For tut whkh ne'er deeayt—wbo ever bum. 
Might ebaage for that cool blhe-e'eo for the peeee 
That pueeUi aO. safety without compare I 

And 
O when ahall I. hearing the call adowa the woods 
Of crested pea^wk, as 1 he at rest 
Within the boson ci the hill, arise 
And snmmoD thought, desire. 
To win the Immortal- 
Yea, when diall that be i 

And so on for many verses. Now there are 264 of these 
in the Monks’ Antholo^ and 73 in the Nuns’, 

but not one of them shares in the openly expressed 
aspiration and forward view of these two. It is only 
in these that we find the volitional, the dynamic 
coefficient come to the front. 

Yet one other symptom might be adduced of a 
falling away from the volitional interest to the in¬ 
tellectual. Of the numbered bodies of teachings 
traditionally held to have been finally enjoined by the 
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Fotuder, one body of four beads was 00 ideas about 
the man, as bodily, mental, etc., one, also of four 
heads, mentioned above, was 00 strivings to eject 
the spiritually undesirable and beget and foster the 
opposite. In the discourses, for one refemnce to the 
latter there are several to the former. This, not the 
latter, is the stand-by when life brings trouble. Yet 
those listed modes of striving are a unique feature in 
ancient scripture. 

But—eiKl it is an important '' but "—Buddhism 
did more than exploit terms for efiort in making good 
the lack of a word like will. It brought into fuller 
use the growing need it found for using the word ** to 
become." 

We see the use of this verb strangely inaeasing in 
the pre-Buddhist Upanishads, the vehicles of the new 
turn-over in religion to that which we call Immanence. 
The defective verb as, " to be." had to call in, for the 
future tense, the help of the verb Mu. " to become.” 
(Just as we had to call in, for our own defective verb 
" to be." the help of the verb " was." " were," a word 
meaning " dwell, dwelt," to help us express the past 
tense.) And this has been a dangCT, since " will be " 
and " will become " being, in Indian idiom, one and 
the y>ni4i» (borrowed) word: Mavissati (Sansk. Mavi- 
sfyaii), the mere statement in " will be ” of either new 
occurrence or recurrence usurps very often the stronger 
significance of " will become." And greatly has this, 
through the myopia of translators, hinder^ us from 

the will-power in the form " will become," they 
nearly always selecting the form " will be." But that, 
in Immanence, the idea of Becoming the indwelling 
germof Deity,the being actually what one is potentially, 
became a logical necessity in exposition: this goes far 
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to explain what 1 have wrongly called a ” strange '* 
increase in use. 

In this verb it was the so-called Causative form 
that Buddhism brought into the heart of its teaching: 
I mean, not " become " only, but the making-became. 
Here was indeed a valuable malceshift for ” will." 
To make a thing come to be U so clearly an effort of 
will, of constructive wiU. 

Yet here again translators are ever throwing us off 
the scent. They, finding " make-become " not just 
" elegant," bring in every kind of substitute; develop, 
cultivate, school, breed, foster, drill. And. worst of 
all. they render the verbal noun Mtivowd: the making- 
become, by " meditation." As if the thinkiiig about 
growth were the fact of growth, the making grow. 
The sitting cross-legged and thinking " about" some¬ 
thing is by no means the all-important thing in 
early Buddhism. Far more had you to be up and 
doing. 

In those early da}^ of seeing in Buddhism a gospel 
of will, translations had largely obscured how effectiv^ 
it had sought, at its birth, to shield the current Im¬ 
manence-teaching from its great danger: the danger of 
ac<iuiescence in the doctrine: Thou art That I when 
the only rattonal attitude was: How can 1 become 

That ? 
And if I now say this final word about my immature 

oonclnsiOD, it is not to call it wrong, but rather to 
endorse it by showing, better than I could in the past, 
bow early Buddhism, in feeling after a more rational 
attitude, stressed on the one hand the urgent need of 
effort and endeavour, and on the other, brought into 
use the forceful verb and noun of " making become." 
Yet how it, through want of a fit word, let alone other 
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catises, f&iled to iiradiate the WM-ld, jost as the Founder 
had willed, as a message of 

Efiort and oxjjeetatkn and dMlie, 
And ewnnore about to bo 1^ 

• 

And we shall only get this attitude in trae perspective 
if we never forget, that it was focossed about the 
figure of life—not" this life only," but life as a whole— 
as a Road to a Goal, man’s relation to man becoming 
therein and thereby that of fellow-wayfarer. Here is 
where ethical ideals become less a matter of love versus 
hate, of communal unity versus discord, but more a 
matter of comradeship in the way, and of how to 
forward the one supreme need of progress, of willed 
progress in the way. 

Ibis is not a matter of alien and old-world interest 
only. It is at the very heart of religion for aO tinw. 
Thus, if our self-directing activity which we call" will ” 
be essential to our nature, we must will, and, in willing, 
we must be in process of becoming better or worse. 
But, in that “ to become '* implies, not only " will to 
become,” but also ” becoming," what a guarantee is 
it not, that at long last we who will *>><>11 become, not 
only a Better but a Best, not only a Higher but a 
Highest, not only a More but a Most ? Not 3ret, not 
here, of course, but ultimately, after our long, long 
way, the way of each of us. is done, and when the 
ideals that we now have, which are only of a Better, 
are transcended by the dawning vision of a Best 
beyood anything we can here aztd now conceive. 

' Tbe word “ expect." not" bopo," Is a Pali scriptanl term. 
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It is AD old theory I have held for over forty yean, a 
theory ever being sapported by as many years of 
research, that Buddhism started as a gospel of will 
without a fit term to say so. A more academic 
phrasing of this were to say “ started with a dynamic 
conception of man "—of man. not as an essentially 
static being, using and pa^y hindered by. a fleeting 
apparatus of body and mind (that is, ways of ndng 
body), but as, no less than they, a growing, evolving 
being, not liable as are they to periodical decadence, 
in that the maturity prec^ng that decadence has 
never been reached, but. so hir as earth life shows, is 
ever yet to be. 

If for this theory the agreement I may have hoped 
for has been chary and slow. I have ascribed it less 
to an error on my part, and more to writers about 
Buddhism failing to discern new influences at work 
dix^rting the youthful gospel, unbuttressed as yet by 
sanctions of " orthodoxy," to an adoption of other 
valnes, and hence other terms in its technique of 
teaching, when these, after the long interval usual 
in India, came to be recorded in scripture. 

I discerned three influences as mainly eflecting this 
" side-tracld^ "r 

(i) The rising preoccupation with a mmiastic regime. 
This in India, unlike Christian monasticism. took a 

* Pabliabed ia India* Cu^t, 1939. 
161 It 
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pessimistic torn, emphasising life as " ill,” and exercise 
of will as mainly evil desire or craving or thirst. 

(2) Hjc growing analytic attitude towards man's 
inntJ world {pcoto-Sihkhya). a world where man's 
interest was held to begin in afferent rather than 
phenomena; a “ naming ” rather than " handling.” 

(3) The preoccupation of the widening rift betwe« 
the orthodox teaching of Immanence and a certain 
Protestant feature in '* Sikya " concerning ritual and 
the Brahman tradition, whereby the more optimistic 
” forward view ” in the former became ever more 
discredited, its main teaching coming to be merged, in 

the lift, with matters less essential. 
I have come to see. that emphasis on these three 

points needs, as fourth, additiem of emphasis on that 
very defect alleged in my theory; namely, that the 
” side-tracking ” was strengthened and accelerated by 
want of a clear strong word like ” will ” to express 
the essence of the New Message. There had been such 
previously, but from very indifference perhaps to need 
of "will” in religion, they had been worsened or 
dropped. Such words were kSma, and kratn (as used 

in the BrhadSranyR^ Upanishad). and karma and 
tetiAJ {frf94). To choose {*«(«><*) was evaded rather 
than used. And words for resolve, determination 
{aikiUiiJtna, aMfufWra. ajjkisaya) were rather inven¬ 
tions for a need felt later (with academic growth), 

than idioms of early usage.’ 
Two courses lay open to the first “ sons of the 

Sikyans ” in their mission. The one, with which I 
have dealt elsewhere, was to adopt the growing use 
of forms of the verb Mfi. These forms are present 

> C/. too the Abhidbamms Invoation kattvkamymti-, also th« 
growtb of the fiakti call. 
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in nearly every page of Buddhist scripture. The in* 
coming especially of the causative form Mdp> seems to 
imply the felt want; “ to make become *' is so palpably 
an act of will. And I have found reason to suspect 
that the R\pch emphasised *' eightfold '* quality of the 
"Way" the leading figure of the teaching, was a later 
insertion, where there had been elided the prefix bhava 
which (cf. b/tava-cakka) had come to be a badly worsened 
word, even compared with things held most vile.* 
Used as it had come to be for " lives " and " worlds " 
held by the monk to be wholly " ill," emphasis of 
appreciation was shifted to the causative, and to 
the gerund (iAabia). Thus what might have kept 
Buddhism to its fii^ teaching became, in this verl^ 
way, DO sure buttress. 

The other course was to lend new emphasis to terms 
of effort, energy and endeavour. These were, it is 
true, not wUI^terms; they were but modes of using will. 
They seem to have been Uttle used before the ^kyan 
missioners began, yet were they unworsened. And 
no students of Buddhist P&li literature should fail to 
note, that such terms are listed as second in number 
only to the (much longer} list of terms for frajM, 
that word of loftiest import iot Brahman as for 
Sikyan, till, centuries later, we find it all but eliminated 
from a leading manual of philosophy. In one item 
indeed an all but identification is made with will itself. 
This is viriyirambka, or onset of energy. Now it is 
work of energy that makes os pick up and throw a 
stone, but the " onset" was inner and an act of will. 
The same word is used in a striking but wholly over* 
looked Sotta of the Fourth Collection (hTsk^ya), where 
Gautama is shown condemning a disbelief in the reality 

> E^., AnttUlsra, i. p. ^4: cloariy as added |lo«. 
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of the self AS agent with the words: When yon shift 
your movement, is not that an “ initiative ” (or onset: 
ir^Mhadhiiu) of yourself or another's self ? Never¬ 
theless, with such rare exceptions, the word '* onset ’* 
is not found eznphasisod in the gospel of the Way." 

It is in the makeshift terms oftener used by Buddhism 
for " will." that I find need of a fourth point as con¬ 
tributory to its " side-tracking " from its original aim. 
terms. I mean, not of eflort, but of mind, words of 
intellection, cognition. Such were matuu, eitta, cOand, 
c€ta$. and sati {mrtt). It is a common 
occurrence to find these terms u^. not as pure work 
of thought, but as having so to speak a co^cient of 
will, such as we allow in the words; purpose, intention, 

design. 
For instance, where, in the well-known four Divine 

Atndings {braMma^vikdri) the disciple sets himself to 
" sufiuse " some absent X with needed amity, pity, 
etc., the feeble phrase is used: " ciiia accompanied by 
amity," etc., when what is much more needed is the 
strong televolition of " wills a suffusion of X with 
amity." Again, in the Sotta-Nipita, the aged 
devoted Pingiya says: 

Won out and frail am 1, 
■o that my body tiila to get to him, 
but aver I go faiiaa by oSort of inuot {uinMepfeyeUdye): 
Um niod of mo it uakad with him. 

And another loyal soiil, Anuroddha; 

He when be knew my *' will “ Itsikappa). 
M werv bit body mai^ of mind, 

came unto me.* 

t Hie vetae adds iddUyt upeuMumi. and the reader may 
eay: bete was a won) at least as strong as *' will.” That may 
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Manas too i« classified as a species of actioo (AammA), 
as if looked upon not as a relatively static form of life 
any more than are the other two, to wit, kiya (overt 
actioo) aod vdci (speech). But the force of this is 
weakened By the affersni emphasis laid on manas as the 
referee {paH^sarof^a) of the varied messa(;es of the five 
senses. Citani too is in one context only called a 
spedes of karnma, and it is. thouj;h only in the later 
Abhidhamma excfesis, specially distiogtiished from 
dUa. being likened to a master giving orders. Indeed, 
my late colleague Shwe Z. Aung insisted that n»dem 
Burmese culture sees in it " volition ” and not cog¬ 
nition. Deferring to this, I altered the translation 
of it from “ thinking " to " volition ’* in reproducing 
my translation of Book I, and have borne in mind 
the implied volition in both this term and eetas ever 
since. Nevertheless these words, as compared with 
our wfll, or the older kima and kraiu, are as weak as 
is to-day the word " sentiment ” when used to mean 
emotion or passion. 

Finally, the term sati came to take on a new force 
in early Buddhism. 1 do not think this has been fully 
realised. Meaning sotom : ntemory (this is in Abhi¬ 
dhamma given as an equivalent), it is practically never 
taken to mean this save with the prefix anu. Actually 
it is used in the sense of mindfulness, attentioo, for 
which there was in older Pftli no special term. ManS’ 
sikira: work of mind, can>e it is true to have this 
specialised meaning, but only much later. In the 
Sottas its meaning, coupled with the adverbial term 
yonito, is as unspecific as are the intellective terms 
viiakka. vicira. But in exegesis its given meaning 
is a " mental expectant moving towards," similar to 
Ao^'ana: adverting. Even where the anu prefix 
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occurs, tli« meaiiing is as often a " dwelling upon as 
in the category of the Anussatis, as a recoUectiDg, as 
in the psychic gift of far-back memory: ptiib*^ivds' 
Anussaii. It may be remembered that when the pre¬ 
paratory process of" the four Jhinas " is completed the 
jktyi has a mental iabvla rasa save only for bare salt 
and poise, he being held then to be ready for experi¬ 
encing each of the five aMiVIWs, of which he may be 
constitotionally capable. And in general the good 
disciple is ever bidden to be (or soHmani) and 
sampajiHo: mindfully alert and intelligent, but wth 
no special injunction herein that he recollect this or 
that in the past, as in memory. Compare too the forw 
of sati in the four Satipafthinas. In the Abhi- 
>^>^amma definition of saii as apildpanati, or absence 
of superficiality of mind, this can hardly be inter¬ 
preted as enjoining reminiscence, much less the SMjii, 
" tradition." of Brahman culture. 

In so far as saii for early Buddhism meant " atten¬ 
tion," it was a term of will as much as of cognition. 
Our psychology has deme justice to that. And JhiM. 
as I have often shown, as preparation for developing 
the of clairvoyance and ctairandience, made 
necessary state of blank attentive alertness. 
That sati was used to denote this does give the will- 
coeffident that is in attention in a way that we have 

too much overlooked. 
Now. in that the first Buddhist missioners were 

compelled, in the attempt to expand the current Im¬ 
manence by the quickening force of a gospel of choice 
and initiative—in other words of ’ will to^cast »bout 
for fit words, such as would appeal to the ” general" 
outside the Academy, and in that they were, as I have 
shown. compeUed to use the relatively makeshift 
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tenns mainly of intellectoal import, I soggest 
these relative misfits woiild. with lapse of tune, bring 
about more quickly a side-tracking of the original line 
of teaching. Such makeshifts may have for« and 
fitness wheq a speaker is using them, able to clarify and 
guard his meaning by figure, by gesture, by what not. 
But when those weaker terms are learnt as recorded, 
when they become weighed in records by posterity, 
when eventually they become written reoNds, they 
will tend to be of weight rather in their main, their 
basic meaning as intellectual, than in their implied and 
adapted use as volitiottal. And thus the real ideal of 
the original teaching as a new gospel of will would 
tend to fade out. and the subsequent teaching become 
one of preponderant introversive thought, and of 
'* ideas about.” As a new message Sikya called on 
man as seeker after Atman, as reaching out after 
(atfjWifco) an Aim (attka). as choosing a Way, as willing 
to become actually That Who he was potentially. 
To realise the peak of the Immortal {t'amat' agge). 
be needed to be “ willing to learn ” {sikUtiAime). 
To get further [tUiaritk karavlyaijt). he needed effort to 
become. He was to be ever " for the More ” {hand’- 
ikam atirtkiyi'ti). I have here suggested, that 
herein he was handicapped by lack of the fit, the clear 
word, word such as Jesus had ready to hand, and 
plentifully used. And the teaching became ever 
more one of. not a splendid More in life, but a Lest, 

a Not. 
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THE BUDDHIST WAY IN THE WORLDS* 

I HAVE tried to say, in oar post-lecture dUcusswais 
here, that no wodd-religions are ready-made, reach- 
me-down things from a shelf, divine or otherwise, 
comfiaete at birth as they appear in scripture. They 
are growths from the stems of earlier beliefs. This 
growth means that they have changed. We need to 
watch this fhanging growth if we would disentangle 
the original form from a later form. 

With this need in mind we ask what had Buddhism, 
early and late, to say about our present subject, the 

destiny of man ? 

CoKKiRATE Earth-Destiny 

About man’s destiny on earth it had nothing of 
any positive interest to say. The earliest looking 
thead that we End is of gloomy forebodings, both 
as to the limit in time of the " vcry-teaching." or 
saddhsmma, and as to the worsening in the morale 
of the Order. We find “ fears as to the future" 
ftTTiftng the Sayings referred to in the Asoka Rock- 
Edicts (the Saying you will find in the scripture An- 
guttara-Nikiya. Ill, pp. lOO /.). Degeneracy in the 
Order is vividly dealt with in the poem ascribed to the 
Elder, Piripariya, No. 357 of the " Psalms of the 
Brethren,” as a calamity already realised in his day. 

> Pabbtbed ia Jottmal of Transoetiem. Society tot Pro- 
iDotiag tb« Study 0< Religioos. Jasoaiy, 1933. 

16S 
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Of a more general kind we meet with a beUef in world- 
cycles of involntioo followed by fresh evolution: a 
belief apparently accepted as ciurent and not belonging 
to the original mandate or gospel. 

i 

The *• Next " Thincs 

Much more of that original gospel appears to have 
been a teaching about what are, for each man, the next 

not of earth. Our foolish term jumbles such 
things together as “ eschatological,’’ or " last things.” 
I find curiously impudent, as if a schoolboy were 
to write home: "Dear Mums, only four weeks now 
till the last things I" meatung the Easter holidays. 
If sre most use Greek polysyllables few plain English, 
why not say ” anchistological the next (things ? 
As to next things, then, after earth-life: herein is 
early Buddhism one with the great religions: it is 
closely concerned with the very man and the bond 
between and the uirseen things. Death of body 
does not pull down a final curtain. There is, it said, 
” a veU to be rolled back." bit by bit it may be. bot 
one name of the Teacher was lok4 viveitachaddo: 

“ reeling aside the veil in the world ": 

And ToUing back tbe cJnakinc veil. 
He me both this world sod tbe iMxt.> 

And there is repeated ascription to the Founder of 
a parable, comparing the man-of-vision to one seeing 
two houses with doors, and men going out and coming 
in accor^*"g to their deeda.* By the other house no 
immortal home was meant, as Christians tend, per¬ 
haps too easily, to say. " In my Father’s house are 

> £>Ml^iwi o/tk* Bud4ka. III. p. >66. 
• Fiwtiur Duilcfuti. 1.197- If* 
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many manskms” is not of necessity so xnad> tin^e 
the Founder’s simile. Monai, mansions, are^ but 
sutions, resting-places, sojoumings, to be "pce- 
pax«d for ” loyal friends in the next world, or a yet 
w^er world. Why is our imagination berem such 

a creak}’ machine ? 

Worlds as Man's Right-Of-Way 

In Buddhism then we find man considered as having, 
not one world, but worlds as his birthright. And the 
opportunities, aflorded in world after world for man s 
long process of becoming That Who he potentially is, 
were exj^essed in a word which is the very Centre of 
the new message of the Man of Sakya;— 
Road. Way or Path. It was not a new simile; we 
find it in the Upanishad teaching, as I pointed out last 
year. (p. 33) of a date probably not much anterior to 
the day of the teacher whom men much later came to 
call Buddha. The new feature in his teaching (in so 
far as his first utterance is righUy recorded) is the 

of the Road a Middle Way*: namely, that a 
man. in choosing his own way in his quest of the 
ultimate aim of Ufe. should avoid both unrestnuned 
will and over-regulated will- Or again, in other con- 
texU, the man. the seeker, is neither always the same, 
nor is he a different person: he is becoming. Or 
again in yet another context, the seeker neither u, 
nor is not. real, he is becoming. Here is the expansion 
made by original Buddhism in the accepted Brab- 
manic teaching of its day;—Let the man choose, and 
i»t be priest-driven 1 and:—^Truer than " Thou art 

* Tb« »rt bat two In Zoroastrisiusia: tb« right aiul the 

wrong way. 
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That" was it to say " Thou art bcMming That.” 
And we get the curious phrase linked with the Way in 
the first utterance and after: " Man must make the 

Way become.” 
Those next things in the Long Way: what had 

Buddhism to say about them ? You heard a fort¬ 
night ago bow very vague about them is the Upani- 
shadic teaching:—about as vague as are we as yet. 
In that, survival was held to be incviUble; immor^ 
(amria) survival is prayed fx. Now. it is bri^y 
ftllfd ” going to Brahman.” to God. x ” becoming 
•Brahman now. it is rebirth here x there as man. 
or as deva. or as animal. And there is vaguely and 
tentatively worded the idea of a man’s ^ioo (*«n»w) 
as determining his fate: kow determining it is. I 
believe, left untaught. Thxe is no evidence of m 
Persian emphasU on a post-mortem adjudicaUon 
being shared by India. Rebirth as animal is by one 
teacher. KausUtaki. touched upon in p>asang, much 
as it wu a little later in Greece by EmpedoUes. But 
there is emphasis on a form of temporary surviw. 
the man X self as released from his sleeping (x other¬ 

wise unconscious) body, and faring (not up 
inwards, to a more interesting wxld the while. 
U only one case of interest in what ” death ^y 
mean in the Katha Upanishad: the youth who (was 
it in a darvgerous Ulness ?) temporarily, as it were, 
soioums with death and-some of us know a^t 
this-leams new things. Beyond this case I find no 
betrayal of curiosity about the fate of those gone 
before. But then we must nevx fxgct that in the 
Upanishads we are in the wxld of the int^g^tsia. 
of tutor and student; we are not among the folk of 

the market-place. 
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Nbw Ikterest in Worlds 

What then, to all this little knowledge, was the con> 
tributickn made by Buddhism, early or later ? 

In the first place, an immensely increased empha* 
sis on the link in snrvival between condoct on earth 
and destiny in the next things. Nothing is so per* 
sistently repeated in the hundreds of discourses 
recorded in the Pili Pitakas as this. Coming as I did 
from years of Abhidhamma study to these discourses, 
it impressed me profoundly. It was stepping into 
another world of doctrine:—this coming from the 
yhnjfrtir. teaching of the cloister to the earlier word 

of the missioner monks. 
Secondly, the particular destiny hereafter open to 

this or that mao is no longer treated in the vague, 
logically indifferent. semi-PUtonk way of the Upani- 

Faring to sun or moon or the like drops out. 
There is not. till much later, any going aloft or down. 
The worlds may be for most men unseen, but they are 
not made out as being far off. They are. as I have 
often said, more eUamist. than elieahtrt. As with 
inhabitants of the unseen, so the man who is. as we 
say, psychic, who has their stronger will, or as the 
records say. had their iddhi, could be aware in sight 
and bearing of another world by an effort of will 
analogous to the contraction ot extension of the arm. 
This vividly felt nearness of the unseen worlds, which 
b a special feature of early, not of later. Buddhism, 
is further shown in a charting of the next world 
in some detail, a detail much misunderstood later 
when the monastic interest had concentrated more on 
“ this life only." It is taught that the next world 
was politically administered by a governor, bearing 
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the title of Shakni (P&b SaUca). and a cabinet of 
thirty. (Tliis is usually wrongly rendered as thirty- 
throe.) It was inhabited by men tenned, in general, 
dtwa (this word having undergone a changed value 
under the influence of the accepted immanent theism 
of the day of the first Buddhists) and, in particular, 
TuiiUu, or the Pleased Ones. Opposed to these were 
the less fortunate denizens undergoing purgatory, 
either constantly, the Nerayikas, or intermittently, 
the Petas. Yet another group finds rare mention: 
the Asuras, or devas who had suffered reverse in some 
other-world wars. The word suggests the prehistoric 
overthrow of a sometime old Persian faith (Ahura- 
mazda) in India. Beside these there were three other 
groups or circles in the next world: the jural world of 
the Yamas, of whom more presently, and an appar¬ 
ently artistic, or at least, pre-eminently constructive 
class, called " they who d^bt in creating " and " they 
who are patrons of created things.” ^ these most 
interesting ideas unfortunately no intelligent comment 
has survived. 

Of worthier status than this next world was the 
world of Brahma-devas, also of many named groups. 
Its more usual name came to be the Rupa-world. or 
Seen-world, suggestive of a super-power of vision. 
The group-names are suggestive of both vision and 
radiance, and also of rapture, ag., the " feeding upon 
rapture *' of the Abhassara devas in the Dbanunapada. 
Sainu recall visits to them. Of yet more alien worlds 
we read of an Arfipa-world, where rupa has come to 
have the meaning of ” body ” rather than of “ thing 
seen it would seem to be a purely logical attempt to 
supply an opposite to the forgoing. More sober is 
the reference, in what may be a very old talk by the 
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Founder to a lady disciple, to worlds Tat-Uttiriin, 
or “beyond that/’ “that” being the world of 

Brahmi-devas.^ 

Tribunal after Death on Ea^th 

Thirdly, as in the old Persian faith so in early 
Buddhism, we have the important contribution of an 
adjudication awaiting the man after be, as not body, 
nor earth-mind, enters on the next step. I wish again 
to lay stress on this, for it is curiously shelved by 
Buddhists and books on Buddhism. I overlooked it 
myself wliile I was yet preoccupied with the Abhi- 
A>iamma standpoints, which have so shifted emphases 
in Hlnayina Buddhism. The idea that karma or 
deeds have a purely automatic effect hereafter, causing 
a quasi-pAyaical resultant in the fate awaiting you or 
me. holds the field at present. This is consonant with 
the l^tur monastic teaching, that there is no reality 
in you or me, over and beyond our body and mind, 
save only a conventional agreement to speak of body 
states and mind states—momentary events—as you 
or as me. And it is dear, that once we have an adjudi¬ 
cation,that i8,atribunal,wehavea judge.calledYama, 

mouthpiece of a communal will, pronoundng sentence 
on a person ktid rtsponsible for vkat fu, or sho hos dortt, 
well or iB. It is difficult to see anything rational in 
a new complex of body and mind being held personally 
responsibleforwhat the discarded complexes have done. 

The overlooking of these Sutlas and the present dogma 
of onoOa. or " no-sclf ” hang together. When Bud¬ 
dhists come to read their own old scriptures in their 
own tongues, as we can read the Christian scriptures— 

^ AHfuUora, I, 3xe. 
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and a wonderfo} movement wi^ this aim is now going 
on in Eastern and Soath-eastem Asia—that dogma 
will then indeed be arraigned before the new assise, 
not of the monk, but of the lay>Baddhist. 

• 

Dbvas' Interest in Earth 

Once more; this feature of the tribunal, as a matter 
known to inmates of the next world, brings us almost 
logically to an important feature in early Buddhism, 
though it be virtually non-existent in later Buddhism. 
I refer to the sympathetic interest taken in man’s 
earthly career by the worthy of other worlds. Devas 
and Brahmft-devas appear everywhere in the Suttas 
as watching this or that man—** a great cloud of 
witnesses as advising such as could hear, as learn¬ 
ing from such on earth as were competent to teach 
them, as rejotcmg in the advent of the good, as moom- 
ing that of the bad. Complementary to this is the 
widespread interest recorded as shown by the public 
in any man of psychic gifts: a Gotama, or a Mo^al- 
Una, who could give them news of the fate of some¬ 
one departed in death. That the Founder is said to 
have been beset by such inquiries is another over¬ 
looked record. And further, that such knowledge 
of life in other conditions was deliberately develop^ 
by the quiet listening attitude called Jhina, is. «.g.. by 
Moggall&na, has also been totally disregarded. Writers 
have heeded solely the Jhina /ormWs, which must be 
the work of a monasticism grown inattentive to the 
unseen Hfe about it. And why inattentive ? Be¬ 
cause it was part of the monastic standpoint to hold 

^ ^^’herefore seeing that we are coinpasied aboet by eo 
great a clood of witaeeeee . . . Ep. Htbrtwt. 
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all life in any world as iatrinsically ondesirable, as 
something resulting from a desire which was at all 
costs to be starved out of existence. Yet even the 
formula depicts a practice in preparing a state of rapt 
listening. C/. art. XVIII. « 

Such are the main original contributions made by 
early Buddhism to the faith of ancient India on the 
Next Things. They form a striking advance on what 
her older literature has shown os. And the only 
reasonable explanation I find is, that the founders of 
Buddhism headed a popular movement, nascent in 
their day. of awakening interest and longing-to-know 
about v^at awaits the man " from the breaking up 
of the body after dying **~to quote the oft*repeated 
PiU phrase. Where man truly and strongly wills to 
learn, be will not remain as ignorant as he was. I see 
a grievous wrong to those Founders in the way in 
which this interest and this coming^to-know have been 
so thrust aside in expositions of the first years in the 
Buddhist movement. 

Rebirth as Animal 

As to rebirth in animal shape, this notion, which 
had somehow grown up in post-Vedic India, plays a 
prominent part, so far as Buddhism annexed it, mainly 
tH Ou JSUUta storus, to which it became (and is still) the 
habit of preaching monks to stoop, when trying to enter¬ 
tain the puUic on which they depended for support. 
Beside these there are one or two Suttas in at least 
one of the chief books (the Hajjhima), where the 
belief is more seriously countenanced. I cannot see, 
in the belief, Buddhist teaching, any more 
than I can find it seriously taught in the Upanishads, 
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despite the KausUtaki passage. It is hard to reconcile 

it with immanent Deity as in. and of every sonl. And 
this immanent Deity is for me present in original 
Buddhism. In this man is bidden (as in the Upam- 
shads) to the SeU.” and to see in the Self " the 
Inner witness who knows all, and whence comes one 
of man's chief “ mandates.''^ However, I do not 
profess to find the logic of the Indian mind everywhere 
on all fonn with ours, and I leave the matter there. 

The Last Thing 

I come at length to the truly Last Thing, the End 
of the Long Way of Becoming, not for men taken en 
ff,but for each man. What was here the con¬ 

tribution of Buddhism ? 
Perhaps there is no one who would not reply Nir¬ 

vana. And some would add: is it not so stated in 
the first utterance ? But on the one hand, if we read 
that utterance-Ht is miscalled " sermon "—carefully, 
we see that the word demanded for the goal of Ac 
Middle Way. by At amUxt, is oftAs: Ac aim. or thing 
aimed at; on Ae other hand, we read that, when a 
questioner, in the Sottas, asks. W^t is Nirvana? 
the answer, assigned to Ae chief disaple Sinputta. 

no rtferenu to a final goal, but defines N. 
as a cleansing, erasing process of spiritual or moral 
ill, vis., of lust, hate and dullness.* So too Ac four 
snbstituUs for oiAa, Ae Aim. in the first utterance, are 
<mly so many preparations for final attainment: ot- 
lightenmcnt, supernormal knowledge, calm and nir¬ 
vana. It is only in Ae Bhagavad^ti that we first 

1 c/. Aninttan SikAyo. I. pp. i47-5e- Se* p. ilff- 
• IV, p. 451. 
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come across the idea of nirvana as a merging into 

deity (Brahman^). 
But the notion of a meiging or waning into an in¬ 

effable somewhat appealed to the mcmastic outlook, 
as it conld not to popolar demand for a new religious 
mandate. And again, as the teaching became fixed, 
first in fixed sayings, then in writing, it became ever 
more needed to distinguish between meaning and 
" letter." Now ortMa, or attha. happened to mean, 
among things wanted or aimed at, just '* meaning," 
" case" too, and " matter." It ceased to be dis¬ 
tinctive enough for aim or goal. And the word 
" supreme parama, which we find joined to it in 
an old scripture: paramaUJia: "supreme aim,"* was 
also required for meaning, as " ultimate " or esoteric 
meaning. For these reasons I believe it was. that artha 
was suppressed as " goal." and nirvana and other 
terms substituted. There is, in the exegetical litera¬ 
ture of a thousand years later, quite a list of equiva¬ 
lents for nirvana, but atiha is not among them, and 
whereas attha is positive, these are nearly all negative 

terms. 
Indeed we find nirvana, in the record of a talk 

between the Founder and one Magandiya, defined, and 
accepted, as merely physical health.* As to that, there 
could be DO finer definition of the }wt inconceivable 
consummation of the man than just the being utterly 
Well, not in body, not in mind, but in himself as very 
Man. But unfortunately for her, Izvdia never got to 
the strong terms for health such as the Western Aryans 
of Europe found words for; she stopped short at 
" Not-m irogya. 

> Qi. V. • StMo-Nipau, ver. 68. 319. 
* FnrtJUr £>iaiofuts, I, 3)9. 
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Nota Bene I 

I will in conchuioa review wh«t I luve been trying 
to tell yoQ. in the form of a memorazxlTim I woold fain 
have yoo taJce away with you. Sappoee that the 
monkish teaching we find emphasised in the Pitakaa 
represented truly the Founder's teaching, namely, 
that a man should train himself " against laying hold 
of this or of any other worid." and depending upon life 
in them for anything.* In that case we should look 
also to find results of such a teaching in the Pitakas. 
In other words, we should find no teaching about life 
in other worlds. We should find no teaching relating 
conduct here to corresponding experience hereafter. 
Sajungs about intercourse with other worlds, and their 
interest in men of earth would have been suppressed. 
We should not find the Founder having and acknow¬ 
ledging such intercourse. We should not find records, 
stated as truths, about the constitution of other worids. 
I mean, we should not find a new sytUm of worlds 
emerging in them. But all of this is just what wo 
do find, intermixed with the teaching of that more 
negative repressive outlook.' 

There are those who would explain this contrasted 
teaching by saying there was a dt^ goapol ■ one for the 
layman, one for ti^ monk. 1 would say: such a dual 
gospel is what Buddhism bteamt, and virtually still 
is. It did not begin as dual. A world gospel for 
Everyman is not one that cleaves mankind into 
halves, save only by the one measure of spiritual growth: 

is the man growing or becoming ? is the man waning 
or declining ? Founder is recorded as aaying: 

* As. t.g: Furtiitr thaiofust, 11. p tej. 
* Cf. my Momtat o/Budkkitm, S.P.CK.. X932. p-177. 
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Kot as hooseisan or as woiid-fotsaJcer do I Uame or 
praise a man, bat according as he walks wron^y or 
rightly.* The Message is to the very liCan, and to him 
as Man. 

But as man be is wayiarer in the worldSi>; the worlds 
are his right of way. And to him os such came the 
message of Gotama the Sakyan. 

* AnfuOgra, I, p. 69. 
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BUDDHISM AND THE UNSEEN* 

I THINK yon wiU a|;ree that it is rare to hear these 
two terms: Baddhism and the Unseen associated. 
I never have so heard them; I find myself in a minority 
of one in so associating them. It is not in this only 
that I find myself in that minority of one. I have 
just completed a little bocdc* in which I make, under 
some dozen heads, restatements of what is for me 
the tmer, the more original gospel of Buddhism than 
what yon find in manoals and lectures and magames. 
For instance, I have restated the position I have 
heard from fJatforms three times m the last six months: 
that Buddhism, i.«.. the Buddha, was either atheist 
or at best antitheistic. But this evening I ask you 
to consider one restatement, or rather corrected 
want of emphasis you also meet with: this ignoring 
of " the unseen " and all that this implies when the 

topic is Buddhism. 
I don't think you will understand original Buddhism 

or its d^eneracy if you so ignore. If you do, you 
will remain ignorant of its eternally true teachings, 
buried as these are beneath institutional superstruc¬ 
ture. I think you would be amazed, had you spent 
as many years over early Buddhism as I have done 

» A l«ture deUvwvd at *' Tha Belhy." Loodoo. S.W., 

*^***^a2 OrifiMol Gasfti la ’’BtiddAim/'’ Epworth 

Press. 1938. 
ifti 
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ofi And on for some ten years and then *' forty years 
on " as my sole subject—to see how extraordinary, 
how impossible, how often libelloas are the things 
said and written about the subject. G>nsider what is 
written about it when put into a natshell^ in Dr. 
Mensies' Hilary of RoUgion (a University Extension 
Manual): " Here we have a rdigion, if such it may be 
called, without a god (little g), without prayer, without 
priesthood or worship, a religion which owes its great 
success, not to its tbMiogy nor to its ritual, since it has 
neither, but to its moral sentiment and to its external 
organisation.” Here, every phrase, to be true, requires 
severe qualification. It is a description worthy only of 
one who bad never studied the documents with critical, 
let alone sympathetic, insight, nor had visited so-called 
Buddhist countries. Or take the view of a Hindu 
infected with what we of the West call Rationalism: 
” The one characteristic feature of this religiw is, that 
it has no god. no priests, no heaven, no bell, no soul to 
go to perdition or to receive reward and punishment, 
no fasts and no sacrifices.”* Here every phrase can be 
not only qualified, but contradicted from Buddhist 
scripturas. 

Or come to Buddhist verts: they can be even worse. 
In the manual WluU is Buddhism ? published by 
one or two leaders of the Buddhist Lodge ei^t 
years ago and so far as they have told me. not cor¬ 
rected subsequently, we read this curious passage 
(p- 96): *' Q. You said that we sometimes meet our 
friends beyond the veil of death. When? A. On 
our return to earth. The intervening worlds are 
entirely subjective.” That sentence, knowing what 
I did of the early Buddhist Canon, made me gasp. 

‘ Sir Hail S. Cour, Ths Literary Guidt. 
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It was as if we heard someone saying: " Jesus said: 
‘ 1 go to prepare a place for you, that vdiere I am there 
you may be also'—but he did not mean we should 
be really with him, but we were only to imagine we 
should be,*’ I want you to see. that, evidence for 
evidence, it is just as unreasonable, as untrue to say 
Buddhism holds after-life is subjective as to say 
Jesus said so. In either case there must be someone 
Uving hereafter to whom the intervening worlds are 
subjective, most there not ? In which world is be ? 

But let me leave other of^ons and come to my 
own positive restatement as Buddhism and the Un¬ 
seen. Let me just state dearly, that what we now call 
" Buddhism " was based on, was related to, the re¬ 
ligious teaching of its day: the 6th century B.C., but 
was a New Word in that teaching, quickening it with 
new life and depth, emphasising what bad not been 
brought out; in particdar, in this matter of that 
vastly greater part of our life in both time and space 
that we call the Unseen. In Indian culture we tend 
to think of this Unseen culture much in terms of 
tufroMTsiOM. of the man unthholding attention and 
vision from the external and turning himself round 
upon himself. And vre call it Yoga and we see it 
growing up in those Upanishads, which are probably 
contemporary with the beginnings of Buddhism, 
namely the ^vct&svatara and the Maitri. The new 
Budd^t teaching by the Sakyan missioaers was 
Jutf oppcsiu to tl^. In the then growing Yoga 
colt nmn withdrew attention not only from the ex¬ 
ternal world of bis bodily and mental experience, but 
also from aU communing with men of other worlds, 
then usually called devas. The Sakyan missionen 
bade the religious student train himself to get near 
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the ttnseeQ woride: we should call it train himself 
psychically. It was their good fortune to have, in 
their leadm. men who were very psychk, the founder 
himself, Gotama. later called Buddha, and leading 
disciples sneb as MoggallSna, SAriputta, Antiruddha 
and the man known as Panthaka the Less. Of these, 
most were both clairvoyant and clairaudient; Sin* 
potta was clairaudient only. Panthaka could also 
hypnotise a clairvoyant into seeing visions. And one 
and all of them are stated to have been much given to 
what was called DhySna or Jhina. 

This is a word difficult to render. I have called it 
musing, as only less wrong than such a word as medi¬ 
tation. I have been sneered at for using it by writers 
who never suggested a better word in its place. The 
chief Sanskrit Dictionary calls it " Nachsnnung, 
Vertiefung, Beschanung." A later German known to 
me. Dr. Heller, called it " Versenkung." We first 
meet with this term ihy&sM, not in the Vedas, but 
much later, in the earliest Upanishads. But in the 
Buddhist scriptures it is a practice that is enjoined 
with any amount of repetitim and emphasis. And 
it is often mentioned just before a list of five psychic 
states: namely superwill-power of movement {iddki), 
such as levitation; then dairaodience. then thought¬ 
reading, then memory of former life, then clairvoyance; 
apparently as a preparatory exercise to the practice 
of any one or more of these. 

And we find a formula often repeated for the pre¬ 
paration. Perhaps you know it. It calls for first a 
divesting the self of attending to and refecting upon 
—hence Jhina can't be meditation—then, an3rthing 
like ecstasy must be put aside—the word pUs—then 
any emotional interest whatever: pleasure or pain 
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about anything. Finally the seeker most be left in a 
state of mental alertness or attention (soft), and poise 
or balance. Then the formula ends. We are not told 
why those two states arc necessary; we are only, and 
only sometimes, given the list of those five psychic 
states. And the result of this is. that Buddhists 
having lost sight of the Unseen, tend to look upon 
Jhfina as what we might call '* mystic meditation." or 
ultimate Reality, or heaven knows what other ab¬ 
straction. This brings DhySna moch nearer Yoga. 
And it is true that Dbyina got pressed into the ser¬ 
vice of early Yoga; it is prescribed as a contemplating 
following on ikira9t. or the bearing up of oar faculties 
above or away from external things. But not as 
what w* call meditation or reflection. It is rather 
pictured as released inner energy: “ friction " by which 
" a,” or " the “ is revealed. 

Nothing of this appears in Buddhist Jhina. You 
get rid of all attention to your surroundings inner and 
outer, and there it leaves you. And so we find it 
pressed into the service of a vague belief in the efficacy 
of so-called meditation, and of a disinterested out¬ 
look on things worldly. What then is my disagree¬ 
ment with this Buddhist attitude and my restatement 
of what Jhina really meant for original Buddhism ? 

(x) In the first place I think we should always be sus¬ 
picious of what is. in Buddhism so<allcd, teaching 
that is obviously monkish. If you have not atten¬ 
tively studied the rise of Buddhism after the Founder's 
lifetime, you will fail to see how monastidsm, new in 
his day, grew ever stronger in Indian religion and 
dominated the nature of the recorded teachi^. 
These became almost exclusively, iwt only compUed 
by monks, but composed so as to suit monks, and not 
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thAt Everyman for whom the missions were origin¬ 
ally started. Now to sit for an indefinite time brood¬ 
ing on anything or nothing, on abstractions, ideas, 
there being for many monies nothing else to do, 
the getting rid, from consciousness of one’s worldly 
surroondings I all this would appeal to the monk, the 
recluse, the smmydsi. 

But I submit it was no more the ideal of the firet 
Buddhists than a similar course was of the early Chris- 
tiaiu, or indeed of any rdigious reform which touched 
on man’s life and conduct. Their id»l was essen¬ 
tially active mobile living, the going about among, 
and tending their fellow-mcn. It is noteworthy, in 
Buddhist scriptures, how limited is the vocabulary for 
describing any mystic contemplative life. 

(a) In the second place wc must never lose sight of 
the profound advance in teaching about the Unseen in 
early Buddhism. A little study of the now translated 
Buddhist Suttas side by side with the much translated 
earlier Upanishads will show you that advance. In 
the Upanishads, teaching about the Unseen is very 
slight and nsost vague and shadowy. Some U clearly 
fanciful, pictures drawn by teachers of man's going 
at death to the moon and falling thence dissolved as 
rain back to earth. There is no sign of awareness of 
Everyman marching on in unending line through 
death to appear ceaselessly day and night, as man, 
before hU fellow-man's judgment-seat, and have his 
fate awarded him. And there is no suggestion of any 
men of the Unseen, walking with the men of earth as 
unseen guides. 

But turn to the Buddhist Suttas. There you read 
of folk crowding to ask the Founder what bad become 
of X or Y who bad passed on. You read of the Founder 
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telling hi& inner circle of disciples why he «onld speak 
of the fate of those they had lost: to cheer them, it 
was, by a vision of the happiness a^tii^ them too. 
You read of a happy or onpleasant destiny awaiting 
each according to his deeds done here. You 
read of men of the next world, from the Governor 
downwards, coming to interview the Founder who 
could see and hear them. You read of Mc^gaDina 
going, as he could in sleep, or induced coma, to visit 
the next world and ask the happy ones, or the punished 
ones what had brought such bte to them, so that he 
might enlighten men on earth. And we come npon 
such passages as these: " What is it to bedtva-paOa} 
That is: one who has attained to deoas. The repfy is 
not: 'one who has lived worthily and passed on’; it is 
just ' one vdio practises JhSna.' Access to ieva’s 
is thus not only a post-mortem affair.” And this too: 
'* Has earth life any purely happy experience to offer ? 
Yes. when a man in Jhina has attained to converse 
with devas as present here with him and talking with 
him.” One more: " When the man wants to make 
become a way of access to the world of he 

practises Jhina.” 
It is passages like these, completely overlooked by 

writers, that showed me what Jhkna practice really 
meant to the first Buddhists. They were not so sunk 
in monastic pessimism as were the aftermea. They 
had a gospel for Everyman, in home and field and 
market. And among such ordinary folk were hew 
and there some man or woman who had the psychic 
gift, who coold devetop it. make it become, even where 
—and such was my own case—there seemed no pre¬ 
disposition. Here was a gospel which said: Know¬ 
ledge of life as a vhoU is what man wants, not of 
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Uf$ only. Try for yourself to learn more of life by 
practisiag to ^ that alertness and quiet poise. 
Make your mtod a tabula rata—so they would have 
said with our tariting tradition. Empty yourself of 
yourself, they would have said wtU ow mytHe tradition. 
Speak, for thy servant heareth I they would have said 
if they had bad the Jewish Jehovah tradition. What 
they actually taught was something like this: Life 
is a great, a long Way. a Road of the worlds. Therein 
walk many a little ahead of us, who are willing and 
glad to turn bock and help us, if we will, or just 
converse with ns. or even, if it is we who are wise, ask 
of our wisdom. Why not try to cultivate the power 
of converse with such ? You will be belpmg your 
wayfaring immensely by it. 

I am sure that, if Buddhism had not been 
deflected from its original plan by the monastic canker, 
which saw all life as ill, and cultivation of its great 
manifold an evil, it would have lived on as the great 
psychic, or spiritualistic religion of the world. 

To conclude: No religion worthy of the nante has 
started with putting the unseen out of the picture and 
confining itself to this world only. Nor ^d original 
Buddhism. But Buddhism underwent profound 
changes: m can set that, by its many early schisms. 
We can ue that, by the conflicting ideals in ^ earliest 
scripture, the Pth Canon from which I have quoted. 
It is a good test to take a Sutta giving a bedside visit 
to a dying man, one who had been the teaching's 
best lay-friend. The monk visiting him at bis re¬ 
quest bids him " put away any laying hold, by desire, 
of this or of any world '*; or of depending upon them in 
any way. Now if this were the true origiiul teaching, 
we should not find sayings so much the opposite as 
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that I have quoted:—that disdples were to look for> 
ward in wayfaring with joy to the prospect of sharing 
in departed friends’ happiness hereafter. We should 
find no teaching about life in other worlds. We 
should find 00 teaching relating conduct here to corre¬ 
sponding experience hereafter. Sayings about inter- 
coarse with other worlds and the interest felt there 
in men of earth would have been suppressed. We 
should not find records stated as truths about the 
constitution of other worlds. We should not find a 
system of worlds new in Indian cultore emerging in 
them. 

But all of this is just what we do find; and we 
find it intermixed with the teaching of that more nega¬ 
tive, repressive outlook which is the of the 
monkish editor. 

There are those who would exjdain this contrasted 
teaching by saying: There was a dual gospel; one for 
laymen, one for monk. I would say: such a dual 
go^>el is what Buddhism became, and virtually is 
to-^y. But a world gospel for Everyman, such as 
were all great religions at birth, is not one that cleaves 
mankind into halves, and presents a gospel for this 
class of man and another for that man. The message 
is to the very man. as man. What we actually find 
in the Sayings, as cleavage made by the Founder 
between man and man, is nothing external, tike monk 
and la3nnan. but something very inward. It is: is 
the man growing, or declining ? “ Not as man of the 
world or world-forsaker do I blame or praise a man, 
but acccffding as he walks wrongly or rightly.”^ 

One word more, if you will be padent. I seem to 
bear:—this may be interesdog for the student in 

^ Angvttars, i p. 69. 
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Boddhist history, but U it of the slightest interest 
now. how original Buddhism taught, or didn't teach ? 
What of us of to-day ? Is there no message for us in 

all that ? 
Well, don’t you judge there is ? We ar*. alas that 

I have to say so I just as much in need of a better 
religious teaching about the Unseen life, as were 
Indians of that far-off past. We are for ever betraying 
by speech a very crassly wrong perspective, a very 
materialistic outlook. We say ever we are buryittg 
“John" or "Mary." We say "In this spot tJu 
king lay in state Jan. so and so, 1936." We write: 
“ Ramsay MacDonald was brought home . • Does 
Christianity, does modern science justify us in this 
blinkered viston, namely, of denying by our ways of 
speech life is anything more than just the one 

life here and now ? 
And more:—in any crisis where an important 

choice has to be made, are we not as a rule deciding 
pts( as if the great religions had never been taught or 
followed ? Take the average novel or play and note 
how the hero or heroine cooks to a dedsioo. I was 
listening-in last week to a little play Information 
Rectivtd. where the wife is told by her well-loved 
husband that they are utterly broke. Do these two 
consider consulting wiser guides in the Unseen after 
committing themselves to Highest Guidance ? Not 
for a moment does this occur to them. The wife sets 
her stronger will (like Lady Macbeth) to determine 
them both to commit suidde—which they do. I 
admit it makes more sensational stufi than committing 
their will to unseen guides. But this isn’t even hinted 
at: ADd we feel Jesus and Gotama might never have 
li\'ed and founded systems of wiser guidance for men. 
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The char&cten are oot and out worse than pagans, 
they are no better than animals. 

Is it quite out of the question that we should give 
serious bought to reviving the old practice of JbSna. 
which is, I am convinced, nothing less than fisf«ntng-tn 
tc things UHSUH, always in the sincere will to hear 
the Better, not from the Worse ? To train ourselves 
with patient persistence to unfold such psychic sen¬ 
sitiveness as we may have latent, but never dream 
we have unless we t^ ? I have tried, and I have got 
some my further than I once dreamed was possible. 
And OI the widening of life it has been to me. I 
beheve a day may come, not so long off. not for the 
very few only, when the fit title of my talk would be, 
not Buddhism and the Unseen, but Ourselves and the 
Unseen. 



XVIII 
4 

THE MEANING OF JHANA* 

It is now over a decade since it was given me to use 
the word " rousing ” for the Pili term jkona. This 
was in composing the book GoUtma tite Man, where, 
in apparently great temerity, I show the Founder of 
Buddhism as speaking throughout. This work was 
begun near Padua in September, 1926. The book was 
published in 1928 (Lusac and Co.). In the mean¬ 
time I bad given an apologia without apology for the 
new term in the Indian Hisicrical Quart^fy, 1927. 
The evidence, there brought forward to justify the 
iimovatioD, I repeated in 5«^a, or Budd^ Origins 
(Eegan Paul, 1931). chapter ix. In the following 
year I had a paragraph in an Introduction to Mr. 
F. L. Woodward's tramslation of volume I of the 
Boo* of iMs Gradual Sfl>*»"gs (Anguttara-Niki3ra). It 
began: " In jhdna be has dropped ' trance ’ and taken 
over ' muang.’ I very greatly appreciate this de¬ 
cision, for as yet we two are alone in so rendering 
the word, and it doubtless amuses some. But if, for 
jhdna, ecstatic terminology be rejected, such as trance 
or ecstasy, it were almost more inexact to fall back, 
ss many do, on terms of intellectual concentration, 
such as ' xn^tatioa.' Even if we seek not to get 
behind the formulas for the stages in jhdna, those 
formulas make it quite evident, that the end aspired to 
in the practice was rather an emptied, than a full mind, 

1 PebUsbed ia Buddhism in Bnglaud, March. 1940. 
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WAS iDore of a Utiuia rasa than discorsive thmldng. 
And meditatioo is surely the latter of these. But if 
we try. as I have tried, to get back to am earlier day 
than those interesting but decadent formulas, we come 
to the buried remains of a practice with a very live, 
positive object, when to get the attention alert, but 
cleared of all preoccupying, predisposing content- 
in other words, to get the very mam willing to hear, 
mutely inviting, other-world intercourse—was of chief 
importance. Saii and the ' pu^ed state' {fian- 
tsiddin), then, and only then, become for the formula 
fit terms. ... ‘ Uusing' it is true is not an ideal 
term, but it is the safest, if we are going to find our 
Sakya (our original ' Buddhism *) beneath the later 
monastic editings." 

Eight years have passed, bat I could not word this 
more truly. I said as much seven years later in my 
What was the Oriiinal Gosp^ in Buddhism ? ch. ix, 
" JhAna as I see it." Nor do I here propose to (it may 
be) weary the reader with certain evidential contexts 
given in these and other books. They are at hand 
for him who would herein get wise. Why then do I 
test the kindness of the Editor to give what, in my 
day, children called " stale news "? 

Mainly for three reasons. These are ^>) in the para¬ 
graph dted, I should have modified the statement; 
we two are alone in so rendering the word. I meant: 
alone as English writers. Elsewhere I have fully 
shown we acted in good company, aqd under a strong 
cgis. It is true that, in his Sanskrit Roots, Whitney, 
under dhi and dhyi has, with tmusual restraint, the 
single word " think while Geiger, in his Pali (1916), 
has for jhayati the single rendering " meditieren." 
These two were there and then occuj^ with word- 

*3 
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stnictores. In literature again, in a good test passage. 
Max Hiiller renders dl^Sna by ** reflection," R. E. 
Hume by “ meditation." Bat when we turn to the 
finer literary sense of a Deusseo. and to the sensitive 
religious feeling of a Heilcr, when again we-consult the 
Bbthliogk and Roth Dictionary, with its wide literary 
range, we find dhyiru as meaning " sinnen." and there 
will be few who would find " musing " an unfit equiva¬ 
lent for that. 

(ii) 1 contend, that to see in " musing " just reverie, 
abMt-mindedness is. in the main, wrong. It is true 
that, so far as I know, no critic has turned my choice 
down because “ musing " for him meant just this and 
no more. There has been too little " sitting up and 
taking zwtice " of my rendering for that. There has 
been no weighing of the evidence prompting my choice. 
! have had myself to draw the condusioo, that the 
choice has. in one book, been turned down as " nega¬ 
tive, feeble," hence " inadequate," because critics 
themselves used the word musing only in de¬ 
predated sense. Had they weight the meaning of 
musing in English literature, they might have judged 
diflerently. 

For instance, let it be considered how in many con¬ 
texts in the Sottas, the Jhina formulas are given as 
apparently a preparation for developing one or more 
of five faculties, which came to be classed under the 
term higher knowledge —faculties which we 
should now call "psychic": modes of super-will, 
dairvoyance, clairaudience, divining others’ thoughts 
and memory of former lives. (Later a sixth was added 
of a different kind.) These are adduced as not re¬ 
quiring any explanation as to why they should be 
adduced, but as something in usual sequence. Now, 
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of these five, the last two might be conceded as im¬ 
plying such mental casting about as could come under 
" musing." For is not this the chief way in v^jich 
our Shakespeare uses the word ? Thus ^ward IV: 
" Brothers, you muse what chat we two have had ?" 
and Bertram to Helena: "to entreat you. that... 
you rather muse than ask. wJ^ I entreat you." And 
Alonso, at Proepero's " Strange Shapes ": 

I cannot too msclt nose; 
Sacb shapes, sneh fsatim and each soaxtd. . . . 

And the Dauphin in King John: 

I muss yoar majesty doth seem to cold. . . . 

We have here alert attention .combined with re- 
fiection. 

In the other three " knowledges " reflection seems 
to fade out, leaving intense attentiem. Is " musing *’ 
therefore unfit ? Look more closely at the word. In 
our language's history this word is no Greek alien, but 
of Latin descent from old French and Italian words 
for " muaale," and. if our great lexicographer Skeat 
was correct, was explained by his Elizabethan prede¬ 
cessor Florio as; " to hould one's mnzle or snout in the 
aire," as a dog scenting the air when in doubt, pew 
lifted. Here indeed is musing, not as reverie, but as 
alert attention and intense surmise. And I sulmiit, 
that we should be wise, not to depreciate our literary 
currency in this term, but to maintain its worthier 
usage in our English 

I would endorse this by inviting consideration of 
the Pali term $aii. Philologists claim that this is a 
vocal breakdown from the older, the Vedic smrti, 
memory, recollection. And exegesis gives sarono. 
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remembering, as one among a few synonyms. Never- 
thele» Pali usage tends to avoid it in cases of memory. 
«.g.,in the extension of memory in one's own past. Saii. 
whether or not it be helped out by the prefix anu-. 
lending contimiity in process, usually means what my 
husband sagaciously ^d to render as “ mindfulness." 
And where sati is very pointedly used as title, viz., in 
the " four stations of mindfulness " [saii-patika$ta), 
its meaning is far more moral analysis and beedfulness, 
than reference to the past. It may be, that the im¬ 
plication of " religious tradition," bound up from 
Brahmin culture in mrii. would have no force for a 
new upstart movement as was, for Brahmans, early 
Buddhism. The Sakyaos had to create their own 
" traditions." Hence a shifting in what tati stood for. 
It is certain that saii stands for mindfulness, alertness, 
attention, far more than for recollecting the past. 
And the crown of the jMna process-in-consciousness 
lay in the entering upon sail, a " purged " state and 
paisa. 

Even with the prefix anw-, soft was not always 
" remembering." The category of the six, and then 
the ten, utsussoiis of the Fourth Collection is a study 
mainly in comparative analysis; devas, for instance, 
are to be thought about, death too, one's own. and one 
cannot " remember " that. Safi was an attending to 
certain real, worth-while things. And in so far as this 
attitude is fitly described by " musing," when used in 
its classic En^ish sense. 1 say that to be " in jhissa," 
to love jkina fjhdna'rato)—* term used of Gotama, 
Siriputta and a few others—to be jhinist [jh^n) is 
for me, unrepentant, best render^ by " musing, 
lover of musing, muscr." 

This mindful, watchful, alert attitude, which our 
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own literature claims as rightly expressed by musing 
runs, as wc know, through the early scriptures of 
Buddhism, as a constantly prescribed attitude to be 
held by the faithful disciple in orders. Their heed- 
fulness to is is twisted into a satirical view of them, 
put into the mouth of an unworthy man of the next 
world called Dusin (deceiver). ** These shavelings of 
monks, dark-sldnned riff-raff . . . professing: We are 
mosers I we are musers I . . . demuu, tx- 
nmu* like owls oo bough looking-out for a mouse, 
like jackals oo the bank hunting a fish, like cats by 
scraf^ieap bnoting mice, like asses their burden off by 
a dongheap. . . Always it is alert attention to 
something distinct from the very man—to, it may be, 
his instruments, body and huikI, or to causes of possible 
or probable experience. Jh4na is not the plunging into 
rapt states of consdousness about ideas. 

But what then, it may be asked, about the tran¬ 
scendent jhdna called aripa, a word here standing for 
the unseen, and as much of a " heavenly " world as the 
monk permitted himself to aspire to ? Are not these 
cited as led up to by a preparatory process of jkAna as 
purging attention and mental balance ? 

It is true they are so cited. And herein, for the 
careful student the Pftli Canon, a fiict of historical 
interest emerges. In that Canon, it is almost alone 
to the Sutta-Pitaka, that we must look for preponder¬ 
ant attention in the matter of jhdna as a process in 
preparing, and in that Pitaka to the Majjhi^ CoDec- 
tioD only. Here, in some two dozen references to 
jhina formulas, we find ten as preparation, in what was 
known as riipx-jkina formula, for arupa-jhina, and 
again ten in ri^-jhdna as preparation for what came 

> PafjkayMti, ntjjkayaMii, apajjhayaMti, Uajjkima, Ko. jo. 
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to be tenned abhiHiii, or higher knowledge, ultra* 
Itnowledge. We never lind r6pa~jkAna as preparation 
tor both abhmM and arSpa taken together. Can we 
dedoce anything historically true from this ? I rhinlf 
we can. • 

We must first get u^at imj^ed, distinct 
from ar&pa-jhina. This I have given above. Afh 
hiHAi was work of extroversion: arupa-jhina was 
work of introversion, contemplation in certain fetches 
in abstract thought. Namely, reflection on the in¬ 
finity of space, OQ the infinity of mind, on everything 
rated as *' nothing," mi a middle point bettnen con- 
sdoQsness and unconsdousncss. 

Now if we lay these arHpa-jkdna exercises beside the 
rUpa-jhdna preparatory exercise, it becomes obvious 
that the latter is not fit training for the former. In 
the Utter there is at first a hying asidt of all work of 
thought, of " thinking applied and sustained (tnUMa. 
vicMra)/’ How, stripped of these, is a man to build 
up, or eliminate, so as to form the abstractions jost 
died ? I venture to think, that in the ariipa-jhdna for- 
muU we have a laUr incomer, inserted and substituted 
where, earlier, only the uMtAM faculties found their 
rightful pUce. For these, not introversion but ex¬ 
troverted mind-work was needful: attention, alert¬ 
ness. the " hoolding one’s marie in the aire." For 
clairvoyance eyes might be closed, for clairandiexKe ears 
might be idle; is it not the sense-faculties of the *' other 
body {sukima-iarira)" that are then active i Here 
" masing," in its flawir Fngli<h sense, is precisely 
what is needed. 

My third reason for this artide is this. Whereas 
I am not presuming to prescribe what persons who 
have given their rriigious loyalty to Buddhism should. 
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io practising it, be mainly occupied withal, I am con* 
cemed to make clearer, what that religion taught, 
when it was given, as a new word, to India. In 
that day the orthodox religious culture was presenting 
the man {*.«., the spiritual being so called, pnrufa) 
as already Deity, over against a oonsummating that 
Godhead, worded as " becoming Deity " (Brahman), 
when be left the earth as ready for That. Of the 
great, the long Between, that lay between man (as 
really only poUntud Deity) and the consummating, 
m do Rof find Aim prtienitd tnih anything, nor was the 
step further he might achieve here and now towards 
it taught with ethical insistence. 

Now it is in this matter of the Bebeun this and 
Thai, which we find as a New Word in original 
Buddhism. Not only as to a living here and now 
as befitted the man, who would be held, after death 
here, rasponsibU to a judge for the mode of that living, 
but also mwcA more about the Between—a Between 
not only constituting his near Hereafter, but also 
the Greater Present in which be lives on earth. We 
leave so much out of " early Buddhism." if we leave 
all this out of view; we leave out itsvery heart. Access 
to, converse with those be would wish and hope to be 
welcomed by, in the hour of death: this is wlmt early 
Buddhism shows us; this is what the Founder is shown 
calling real happiness; this is what men are shown 
flocking to ask him about; this is what be is shown 
holding op to disdplcs as encouragement to them in 
the good life. 

And there is far less emphasis recorded on the 
need for meditation, for contemplation. Pali is 
singolarly poor in words for these. The word usually 
so render^ means nothing of the sort. Bhivend 
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means " making-become” literally "growing” (it 
is usoally so explained in exegesis), and refers to 
the whole of conduct. PatUaUana, the word usually 
employed for considering " what be should do next,” 
means " adhering,” i.4., sitting still and tlone {rako- 
gete). Once or twice a disciple is shown the 
Founder, or other teacher for " dhamma in brief, the 
which having heard I may keep alone, secluded, zealous, 
ardent, seU*contained,” but nevtr. ^at I may medi¬ 
tate I The poet-Pitakan word used for such occasions 
was AdmmafeAdtie, m., occasion for action t Hence 
there is just as much reason for thinking solitude 
was cultivated for that which I have repeatedly 
called the boy Samuel's " musing.” with its " Speak, 
for thy servant beareth I” as for the introverted 
thought which we mainly understand by meditation, 
contemplation. Very significant too is the new cos¬ 
mology* which grew op about life in worids other than 
this, when Buddhism launched upon a literature of 
its own. 

I am not contending, that this New More in man's 
ootlook, so enriching bis earth-life, was maintained. 
Monastic pessimism saw to it. as it grew strong, that 
interest in life seen as a whole was discouraged, in 
that life as a whole was " TU.” But it remains for 
those avowing Buddhism to decide, whether it is that 
old New WcH^ they wilt study and shape life by, or 
the early medieval tiansformation now counting as 
Buddhism in Southern Asia. 

» C/. art XVI. 
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I wisa hare to say a vrord of somewhat znatorer import 
than that ^ch I wrote ei^ht years ago io the Qutit 
Knxem, 2922. and made supplementary to the second 
editioo of tny manual Psyckolofy} It is 
the reader who, when he has read what I will now say, 
must judge whether the " matnrcr" means add^ 
worth and deepened visioo, or not. I will at the outset 
only say thus much; that here he will no more find 
sayings from the Pali records put unquestiorungly 
—os is claimed for these—into the month of the 
Founder of the Sakyan teaching. Beyond this cozrec* 
tioD in historic method, be will find no definite reversioa 
of judgment; be will find added matter and. I think, 
sounder emphases. He were a poor man of the pen 
who could add to his experience seven years of study 
intensive and comparative, and write nothing wiser on 
any portion of it after that 1 

Before I summarise what the Pali Scriptures con¬ 
tribute to the Indian teachings on rebirth, it may be 
srise to sketch very briefiy that which bad been, or was, 
current when the Sakya movement took birth. I can 
do this with a surer band now that, smce I wrote as 
stated above, we have the miniature sketches on this 
snbject, given in historic order by Dr. Radbakrishnan 
in his Indian Philosophy in addition to the earlier 

> Pabliibed ie the CoUtOta RttUw, September. 1930. 
* Quest Seriee, Loadoa, tst ed.. i9i4< ed., T9<-«- 
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sonunuy cootained is Deossen’s AUgtmeint G*sekiciiU. 
It is ozUy when the former writer comes to Sakya 
called Buddhism, in which he will have found no 
historical criticism to guide him, that he lapses, with 
writers on Buddhism, into taking that Protean tradition 
of many changes, more or less, as having no history. 

On rebirth he points out. that, in the Vedas, the 
subject of surviv^ of death is on the udiofe joyotis. 
The deceased may look forward to a " good time," 
of the kind we associate with the word WaJhalla, of 
enjoyments of a material sort; but that a terrible 
doom is also possible. India and Varuoa Kmwg 
hymned as " thrusting down " this man tx that. The 
"righteous" man will find reward; but no "grada* 
tions of happiness " are met with. Nor is the back 
and forth of life, on earth and elsewhere, worded later as 
iomsira found. And there is much vagueness in 
mandates as to the how and where: " one becomes like 
the moon," for instance, and " one becomes just the 
moon " {candram tva bhdvati)} 

In the later period of the compilations called 
Brihmanas. we find the notion of rebirth as a " Way 
the YSrias of the fathers, of the gods; we find rebirth 
on earth emergent, held as possibly a blessing; and 
speofic rites held to avail in procuring rebirth among 
^>ecific gods. Not yet is there a ocunputing, that a 
period of X punishment there may expiate y misdeeds 
here. 

In the period when the earlier VpRnishads were com¬ 
piled, there was advance in eschatological discussioo, 
but no consistent theoretical unity. The idea of a 

> This It sot as tiLy as it may teem. Cbandra wit mooo- 
tpuitatwall as moon, sad the Indian idiom penaha tu to read 
'‘a," not" tike" only; tbes: bocosMt a moos-deva. 
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retom to earth-life was beiog matured by teachers, 
3^t very ane<;aally distributed among them. Rebirth 
u anii^ emerges (suspidoosly like a gloss), and also 
the idea of life as suffering begins to show its head. 

I woul<> add, that there is somethiag which we do 
not hod. coupled with something we do 6nd in these 
earlier Upanishads. to which perhaps hardly suffident 
notice is given. I refer to any teaching in them about 
a process of awarding awaiting the man surviving 
death, conpled with any teaching about the man 
finding warding. We know how very prominent a 
feature is the former in the early Zoroastrian records, 
but in the modem treatises I have mentioned (I am 
unwilling to rely on my own imperfect knowledge) I 
find no mention of anything of the sort. Bnt I do 
find, though it is but slightly worded, a sense of 
warding as needed by the new arrival in the next 
world; and it a warding of man by man (piwufa). 

" Now whether there be cremation-obsequies or not. 
they pass over . . . (here follows the vague sort of 
sequence' into this and that,’ affected by Upanishadic 
teachers) . . . There is a man (purufa) who is not-of- 
earth {amiifava); he leads them on to Brahman . . .” 
(C*i*irf<igya, IV. 15). 

The man so led is bound for the highest, the utter¬ 
most goal; be is, as we might say, a post-graduate; 
tribunals are not for him. But whether we consider 
such a case, or turn to the tribunals of other cults, all 
should come, properly, uuder the bead of other-world 
warding, both of them who are immigrant and of them 
who also, in view of a great and ceaseless immigration, 
live in need of warding from immigrants. 

I now go to inquire into the contribution nude 
to these ideas by Sakya, that is. by early Buddhism. 
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My work in this field has shown me, that Sakya gave 
the world a more definite doctrine, colt, or theory 
of rebirth, retncamation, or transmigration than any 
other religion before or since. Bat this goes only so 
far as to say, that it is less vague than any other in 
this matter. Indefinite it is. unfinished, a patchwork, 
but only less so than other creeds. 

In the original doctrine, $0 far as we can really get 
back to it we find: 

(x) The fact of rebirth accepted as oniversally true; 
(s) The whence and whither of rebirth fairly well 

defined; 

(3) The acceptance of rebirtb as not of a discamate 
mind or soul, hot of the man having a body and mind; 
still, therefore, an inmate of space; 

(4) No dear information as to the *' how " of rebirth; 
(5) No irnmsdntfsrctnm toeartb-Iife after dying there. 

I. The birth of the Sakyan movement, taking plaif 
not so much after, as during the compilation of the 
middle Upanishads.* or at latest soon after, the first 
teachers found, in the religious world of their 
and time, discussion on life as a whole, but no " con¬ 
sistent theoretical unity." Judging by the Suttas of 
the foor Nikiyas or Agamas and the earlier Anthol¬ 
ogies, we find the vague earlier belief in life before 
this life on earth, and in life after it, gathered up into 
something approaching a definite orderly doctrine. 
We find in them, not so much faith in what might 
happen hereafter, and faith in what might b» comptlUd 
by Orient ritual to happen hereafter, as acquiescence 
in a scheme of pre-ejostence and post-existence which 
amounted to what we should now call a law of natuie. 

* 1 caD thwe tbv Katha, ^v«tSivatara and Maitii wpedally. 
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You were and yon woald be, whether you prayed and 
sacrificed, or whether you did not. Your liie was 
taken up into the law of cause and effect. I venture 
to think this was a new standpoint. I am not saying it 
was of the^kyan mandate or gospeL I am not saying 
it does not here and there emerge in the older Upani- 
shads. I say rather, that it was astir among the new 
ideas of that time, and the teachers both of the stan¬ 
dard religion and of reformers like the Sakyans felt 
its power. With this I have dealt elsewhere. 

How was the more definite, meue concordant 
position expressed in words ? 

Specific or technical terms for it are far more to 
seek in the Pitakas than they are in our own dis¬ 
cussions on them. Rebirth, reincarnation, trans¬ 
migration, survival, metempsychosis —all are Western 
labels. Even the OKire or less adopted word ssp- 
sirs naeans simply a faring on, being used with the 
companion term samdkdvana, running on; expressions 
of a worldwide acloiowledged belief. Terms that we 
do find are the following;— 

(s) Difierent spheres of existence or worlds are 
called becomings" (Msti), never existences." 
This word was there for the using {aOhitij. but it is 
never so used. This is, I think, a significant feature 
too much slurred over. 

(fi) Rebirth is often termed "again-becoming": 
pun«bbhm>a. 

(c) It is DOW and then referred to as a long, long 
far^ on, running on " of you and me." 

(d) Recollection of it by a few abnormally devel¬ 
op^ persons is " recollection of former residings" 
{ptibU-mwls’ 

(<) Death is often carefully alluded to as the 
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breaking-dp [biuda) of the kdya, a word which may 
mean equally body, and frame, gronp, or world. The 
laying down of this, the taking up of another also 
occurs. 

(/) The most ustial term, perhaps, is just “ hap¬ 
pening’* or "arising" after "falling," 
" deceasing" {cJmti. cJuvati). There is no spatial 
emphasis here of a going up or down, beyond the 
general and natural envisaging of renewed energy as 
a " getting up " and of death as a " l5dng down." 
There is. it is true, the less frequent term met with; 
avakkanti: " coming down into," for the rebirth of a 
man. who is in such contexts spoken of as cither Wg* 
gdtM; substantiaHsed mind, or ndma-rupa; shape with 
name. But neither is there here any spatial empha¬ 
sis beyood what b analogous to natur^ envisagings 
just referred to; the term b also applied to advent of 
sorrow or baf^nness. 

(g) In the stereotyped definition of birth (^‘) the 
word saHjiti, t.a., goizvg-on-birth occurs, but I do not 
meet with it applied to birth separately. " That 
which of such and such beings in such and such a 
group (b) birth {uttnjiti). descent (okAann'), 
more-production (aMiiu’Maft'). manifestation of body 
and mind {kJumdhd}. acquisition of sense: thb b 
called birth." {Satftyntia-Nihdya, ii.) 

(A) The beginning of the life-aeries is stated to be 
unknowable, the ending of it b stated to be possible if 
the man will. 

(t) That it b a given man or woman who lives on, 
when the temporary body b discarded, b nowhere 
referred to as other than to be understood and a^ 
cepted. There may have been change of name, both 
in reappearance on earth and in immigration into 
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another world: the Commentaries give instances: bat 
the man, although in process of becoming, does not 
lose identity. This is oonsistentiy shown in one 
Jdtaka after another, when the teacher is said to 
“ connect't the story with the present: *' A was X. 
B was Y, but C was just I.’*’ And in the Suttas also: 
" / was then that Brahman chaplain; / was then that 
young Jotipila “ . . . and emphasis herein attains its 
hmit in the following: " Now it may seem to yon, 
Anaoda, that at that time Jotipftla was a difierent 
person. But you should not upon it like that. 
I at that time was Jotip41a.” 

ii. 54. P-T.S. ed.) 
Rebirth had become an old and popular tradition. 

It was taken up into the doctrine of karma, ia., of 
the power of the will and its outcome in action to 
shape the doer’s destiny. Lord I" babbles the crazy 
Ophelia. “ we know what we are, we know not what 
we shall be." " We only know,” said Buddhism, 
" what we are wdien we know what we have been and 
what we may be." 

Moreover, recognition of visitors from the next 
world, as of men who have preserved their identity, is 
attributed, in the Sottas, to those v^o are psychically, 
abnormally gifted, as was the Sakyaimmi, Moggal* 
Una and a few others. Such recognition is recorded 
in visits of the deceased king BimbisSra, the phtlan* 
thropist Anithapindika and the soldier Ajita, general 
of the Licchavis. The contexts are not the telling 
of dreams, nor of allegories. 

2. The possible whence and whither also were in 
Sakya brought into clearer relief than before. They 
are usually enumerated as three " becomings." or, 

* " Ahsm tfMt aAmI." 
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more spedfieally, &s five '* bournes " or “ objectives 
in-goiiig (fjfc’, gatiyo). EngUsh here is poor, and I 
have to be either uitra-old-fashioned or altra*modem. 
The three arc the world, or worlds, oi desire 
restricted in Sakyan days, from the broade* Ve^c use, 
to mean sense-desire; the world of things seen (rSpa); 
the world or worlds of things unseen {grupa). The 
first included all rebecoming of a grosser sort, to wit, 
purgatory, animal life, petas or manes (a life of inter¬ 
mittent misery), earth-men and devas of the next 
world in five groups. The second was otherwise 
called world of the Brahmls, where presumably the 
three more ph3mcal, less intellectual senses were 
negligible and sense was mainly confined to sight 
and healing. The third was the worlds of vaguely 
conceived, practically discamate beings, to 
which, or to earth from which, is not recorded as an 
earth*experience. Of the five gatis, the first four and 
part of the fifth are of the K&ma-world. Rebirth as 
asura, a sort of titan or discarded deity, is sometimes 
included in categories of unhappy rebirth. A third 
classification is that of the four yoius, or matrices, 
to which we may recur. 

Of the five " teuroes " the fifth is a cumbrous con¬ 
cept. for under the word deva, or dwaloka is implied a 
very dumping-ground both for survivab in eschato¬ 
logical beliefs, and also for results of the Indian 
logical fantasy playing about with possible happenings, 
such as rebirth of being [satta) without awareness 
(seMi), a possibility evoking endless catechism in that 
late bwk of the Abhidhamma, the Yamaka. Such 
beings appear as lifeless as logical abstractions would 
be. Such beings only live, for us. when they begin 
to think, whereupon they promptly diel And the 
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ariipa devu, who, u unseen by any man, are an idea 
of the bodyless, are practically just fetches of ab¬ 
stract thinl^^, with no other reality. So in the 
Dhammapada we read: 

tkMissam* dtoS-Ak**Mri ysM (v«r, aoo), 
raptiu»«a)07ia( sliali «« become like ihe radiaacMBUt- 

ting devaa. 

where there are still the concepts of experiencing and 
of visibility. But in the arw^-BrahmS-worid there 
remain but («) space, (h) mind, (e) and (d) negations. 

3. Where we are s^wn any inmates of the WM-Ids 
unseen, we find creatures having both body and mind 
akin to our own. Sufierers and enjoyers in the " next '* 
world were, according to Sak}^ tradition, much 
visited by Uoggallina, that he might have nxire 
weight in teaching men how to shape their present 
lives by what he could, as eyewitness, tell them. Of 
the fOTTiKr, the sometimes Betas, these are reported as 
dwelling around the walls of earth-villages in dwell¬ 
ings sometimes highly decorated. Sometimes they 
are reported as comely beings, but all. more or less 
intermittently, are said to be suffering from some dis¬ 
tressing penalty in the body, because of their ill deeds 
on earth. And their term of suffering could be 
shortened by the transferred merit of their human 
kinsmen's b^volent acts. Thus they are to each 
other as substantial in body as earth-people are to 
each other, and are of average intelligence. Tbetr 
world was the centre of their universe, and if 
they looked longingly for help from earth, it was 
analogous to our looking for help, uplift and con¬ 
solation frcHn a world " above,” which is not as sub¬ 
stantial a concept either to us as is our present world. 

»4 
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But—and her* is where the Sakyan tradition in its 
older stratum is interesting—their other worlds were 
not above. I am not so sure about the worlds below. 
They, the woetul ways, are that in Abhidhamma and 
Commentary. But in the jStaka account of Nimi's 
drive in the divine chariot there is no definite downhill 
for the visit to purgatory,' nor an upwards in the tom 
of the chariot when heading for the deva-world. The 
latter is " in the air," the other isn’t, and that is all. 
There is an approach to the idea of worlds co-pene- 
trating space. And this is a more significant omcept 
for us than it used to be. It was easy for Christian 
belief to rest in an '* up into heaven ” and a " de¬ 
scended into bell,” when space had not been charted 
by astronomy as far as thought can reach, and when 
there were no Antipodes. But we do not now be¬ 
lieve in a survival on the moon or stars or, with Veda 
hymns, at the back of the sun. We have to learn to 
conceive not so much, not so wholly an otherwhere- 
ness as an otherwiseness. One day this will be our 
most practical problem in Relativity. It may be 
that the otherwhereness is more of a super-within- 
ness than a hyper-expansion of the external. 

The idea of up and down grew up in Sakya. it is 
true, and even comes in for precise measuring in the 
day of the MiUnda Questions. But in the Suttas 
1 have thus far found nothing of that.* Of deva- 
world visiting inferior deva-world (inferior in worth) 
we only read of the need of the former to assume a 

» Tbet* ii a “ beJow” in tbe Commentary on 5aaiyt«a«. i. 
». { lo. whtre a hot spring near Riiagaba owea ita boat to tb« 
Braxcn Pu^tory boooa^. Cf- Ktndrtd Si^ttgs, i, 14. 

* Tbo Eqgliab rendor may point to DtMlegtitt of 1A« BtMho, 
i. 8 68, ** wont up to the realm. . . But tba is a liberty 
taken by tbe translator. Tba Pali is aimpiy " emit to." 
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relatively gross bodily irame. But for a man of earth 
to visit either of the other two worlds of becoming, 
prcsoRung he was abnormally gifted, the transit is 
said to have been effected by an effort of will (the 
word “ will" is not there), which is stated with 
the true psychological sense of referring the willed 
mandating to the " man." " Just as a strong man 
stretches out his flexed arm, or flexes his outstretched 
arm, so X, vanished thence and was made manifest 
{pSiw-ahosi) in Y." All the more far-fetched, if 
decorative symbolism of wings is in this literature 
undreamt of. "Seated cross-legged he can travel 
through air as a bird on the wing," said of saintly 
h)^-effKiency, is the nearest approach to that. 

And once in those bright realms, called collectively 
sagga, simfof. " happy limit," the earthly visitor does 
not find himself among disembodied " spirits"— 
really a very impossible conception for us as yet— 
be is with men and vramen apparently as complete 
in furniture of body beminded (sa-nuMm) as be is him¬ 
self. They see him, walk to meet him, take bis arm, 
seat him beside their seat, and talk, all of course im¬ 
possible without bodily organs. If an illusion or 
mirage is implied, there is no uttered bint of it. So 
also when devas come to earth from either sphere of 
becoming, they use arms (in salute), legs and voice, 
and wear clothes, not to say armour and weapons. 
They are longer-lived, more mobile, happier than earth- 
folk, and have, some at least, the power of reading 
thought. These are the deva-" conditions," but in 
kind they are human people. Of the earth they bad 
been; of the earth many of them would be again. As 
it were clothes, they have changed bodies, and there¬ 
with psycho-physical reactions; they are not wraiths. 
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It may be noted that I speak here of devas, and not, 
as the word is nsoally translated, " gods." It is true 
that the denotation of " god " is wide and diverse, 
bat the wocd should not be over-extended. When 

is a god not a god ? * 
I shook) say, that a god Is a god when he has, if 

not, may be, creative power, at least infonning in¬ 
fluence. controlling force, some power to bestow or 
withhold, aid or harm, reward or punish, and withal 
some form of cult and votaries. When he has nothing 
of all this, at least outside his own sphere of " be¬ 
coming." then is he no god in a legitimate, unstrained 
nse of the term. In the Vedic pantheon we do get 
deities having these attributes. But in the later age, 
when the Sakyan church took birth,' it was only that 
which we should here and now call the " state" 
religion, the popular form of religion, in which per¬ 
sonalised ideas of the Supreme, of powers unseen, 
were recognised, and by the profesaonal priesthood 
were waited upon as " gods." Among that profes¬ 
sional priestho^ there were, at the same time, many 
more earnest men of religion, Brahman teachers, who 
taught practically a thorough-gcang imman^ theism, 
to wit. that deity was Icnowable by man as within and 
alrin to himself—in Indian idiom, "to the self"— 
the Warder of man was within, the Mentor of man was 
within; man was no atom dragged in the following 
after some warrior-god; he was the shrine of godhead; 

he was It. 
Now the influei>ce of this teaching would tend to 

leave disdeified, and unworshipped a world of beings 
still referred to as devas. They would not become 
dead ideas: they would come to be rated as of a dif¬ 
ferent status; they would be levelled down to that 
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of the world of those who had. as we might say," gone 
before." The population of the devs'world became 
restocked by the dying cm earth of worthy men and 
women. And the Sottas bear witness to rejoidogs 
among deVhs. when there is an influx of worthy 
" humans " well taught by a worthy gospel, as well 
as to mourning when the influx is one that swells the 
hosts of unworthy realms. Such a change in stand¬ 
point did not avail in the long run to banish either the 
professional rites and names, or the many local cults 
of this or that tree-devati. and others. But it cer¬ 
tainly changed the " content" of the word deva for 
the growing Sakya cult. 

No: Buddhist devas are not " gods." And one way 
to understand Buddhist doctrine is to cease calling 
them so: to cease also the parrot ay, with which 
many Buddhists complacently indol^, that early 
Buddhism was " atheistic." Buddhists ceased to be 
" Deva-ists" and this was beeanst tiu eamtsiiy re* 
ligufus vorU ab»ui tMcm luid ceased to be so:—^Mahi- 
Eteva-ists were perhajM a juster word. But no wor¬ 
shipper of the Inner Uonitor, wAom Gotama worsfdpped, 
under the name 0/Dhamnta, can justly be called atheist, 
unless it be first asserted, that by " tbeist," worship 
of that inner guide only in the personalised fonn of 
something external be meant. 

The word deva thus became a much-needed, much- 
used word in Sakya. The will to know the fate of 
those gone before was then very alive and vocal. 
The fact that the Sakyamuni was a great " psychic " 
brought, it is recorded, men and women in great 
numbers to him to ask if be could give them tidings. 
The DIgha-Kikiya Suttantas, the Dbammapada Com¬ 
mentary have much to say about this. It was much 
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to be able to affiim, to believe, that " our Tissa." 
" my Nandi " was reborn a a deni is the happy 
world. 

And it is for that matter curious, that while Chris¬ 
tendom has always maintained its constant, if very 
vaguely conceived doctrine of survival, it has never 
coined a good word for the survivors. But it has 
been hampered by its want of light as to the body m 
which we survive, by its myths of a waiting sleep and 
of opening tombs; moreover, it never had just the gift 
of a good " spare " term such as was the fate of Sakya. 
Pure spirit is as yet an impossible conception. When 
progress in the theory of survival l^^mes more 
geoerally intelligent, either a word for "survivors" 
will be found, or we must hold by " soul "—souls that 
we are, not souls that we " have." The word soul is 
capable of covering both us and our bodies, witness the 
S.O.S. signal, which surely refers mainly to bodies. 
At the same time there is a spectral feebleness about 
the word, which will need new infiltrations if it is to 
be worthy to stand beside the Sakyan " deva." On 
the other hand there are, as we may say, reserves of 
strength in the word soul, in the uses of it, which are 
undreamt of in the more externalised " deva." Let 
the reader consult the rich abundance of meanings in 
the citations in good dictionaries from Johnson to 
the Oxford Dictionary, and be will see what I mean. 
But it is this very manysidedness which obscures the 
simpler, more clw-cut term that we need for just 
" the tnan as surviving death." If we could only get 
into our religion a satisfactory doctrine of " the man." 
then possibly those many implications of soul would 
fall into plaM. 

4. I come to the matter of the how of rebirth: 
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what did Sakya hold happened in the process ? In 
what did rebirth consist ? 

This may seem to inquirers to be for all and every 
religion an insolable cnix, a problem of which it is not 
reasonable to expect the key alone in Buddhism. 
And whatever the Founder may have, as the records 
claim, decided to withhold in his pronouncements, 
we are, in Sakya, dealing with, if not a primitive, yet 
with a pre-sdentific attitude of thought. And further, 
we ourselves have not yet come to any well-attested 
conclusion as to the relation between “ ourselves “ 
and our bodies. It is anyway curious, but it is a fact, 
that vriieoever writers strive to get explicit on how 
" Buddhism ” conceived rebirth, he, or she—I too 
have sinned—always goes, not to the older Suttas, but 
to Pali books of a much, much later date. The 
" Boddhaword " is pat aside, and the relatively unau- 
thoritative word is trotted out. Yet the Founder 
taught for neariy half a century. And no Paraclete 
came to make wise the later men. What is wrong 
with the Pali Suttas, late, in respect to the very day 
of the Founder’s teaching, though they relatively are ? 
What happened according to the Suttas, when a man 

came to die ? 
They did not say, that there would be immediate 

rebirth on earth, as man. Their theory is, that this, 
in general, was a very difficult thing to obtain. Put¬ 
ting this aside, the doctrine of the Sottas is, that the 
man re-enters other worid-denitenship immediately, 
tMur without the intervening embr^ stage in a 
parent, as or "rebomer" (in a deva- 
world), or, as turJyiia (purgatorian), in hell, that is a 
temporary hell, or else, with the embryo stage, in the 

animal kingdom. 
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Here we find nothing more informative than the 
transition as a thing done. No light is thrown on the 
Ming M Uu doing. Whatever came to be the dis¬ 
belief in the persistence of an invisible " man ” «- 
aonl. the language both early and late stating the fact 
of the transit is alwa3rs that of a persistent entity: 
The man (finggoUi) is “ the bearer of the burden of 
body and mind A« dies and (with or without "at 
the breaking up of the body " being inserted) is reborn 
(arises) in snch and such a world. 1 will return to this 
fvesently. A word first on the belief in animal rebirth. 

Sakya, as I have indicated, found a belief of the 
kind: we see this in the older Upanishads (though not 
earlier). Or did it noi find such a belief ? There can 
be little question but that the Upanishads und^went 
in time as much editing as did the Pitakas—^what if 
the brief allusons, not integral at all to the general 
teaching of the Upanishadic schools, are glosses, doe 
possibly to Sakyan influence ? And not to very early 
Sakyan influence at that ? I have put forward the 
theory,^—hold it strongly—that the founders of Sakj'a 
did not teach rebirth as animal as any part of their 
central figure of life as a Way (mdrga) of the worlds. 
I think that the belief belonged to primitive popular 
tradition, in common with tree-worship, b^ef in 
devils and much else and was waiting to be exploited 
uiien, with a great growth in monastic parasitism, it 
became of first importance to make tbe alms-supported 
teaching popular and attractive. And more; it was 
consonant with the decline which is revealed in the 
Pifakas, in tbe sublime worth and sanctity of tbe con¬ 
cept "man," that the notion of reincarnation in an 
andmal became not only not repugnant, but plausible. 

* Slorut of Uu BtiddJts. p.aaxf.; Chapman and Hall, isao. 
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It is to i«ad the new into the old to see in the 
DOtkm &ny specis] Indisn, or Buddhist sympathy with 
flnifwaU u being by nature akin to man. They are 
never included among " beings": sattd. Dne worth is 
paid to tbd relatively high intelligence of horse and of 
elephant as beasts. But the only general reference to 
life in the " matrix " or world of animals dwells on 
its miseries:—" In many more ways could I talk of 
bow hard it is to state adec^uately how ill is (life in) 
the animal world” (Majjkima, iii, 169). Older esti¬ 
mates of Boddhism have rated the t^ef in anunal 
rebirth as linlring it vrith the paganism of old colts 
of other continents, infecting the European tradition 
through men like Pythagoras. Empedocles, Plato, yet 
only played with by them. The modem West, in its 
excessive cult of the animal, or at least of one or two 
kinds, tends to over-rate this decadent tendency in 
Sakya or Boddhism. and to follow uncritically the 
Pitakas in this respect. It would be of interest to 
pursue the question, both in view of the little animal- 
worship there is in Indian cults, the climax attained 
in the idea of the sanctity of the individual man qud 
man, when Sakya was bom, the fact that any world- 
religion worthy of the name reveals a mort, and not a 
Uss in human possibilities and future, and the fact that 
the decline of Sakya was marked chiefly by just these 
two changes: the worsened worth in the theenry of 
" the man" and the resort by monk-teaching to 
fables, especially of men reborn as animals. The last 
is on a level with the unworthy exegetical definition of 
the man: « " hcU-gobbler pu^aU. But 
here I must get back to the main subject. 

We have now to consider the bow of the man sar- 
vising and encountering apparently as adult (infantile 
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rebirth or survivRl gets even less csrefol consideratioQ 
than it does among onrselves) the result ot his eaitUy 
actions. There was the alternative of Nirvana, for 
which, even on earth, a man or woman was held to be 
ripe enongh. But that was held to be othef than being 
in any way reborn. Mysterious as the going of the 
flame of dead fires—by no means itself a going out 
into nothingness, as physicists of acumen now remind 
ns—untraceable as path of bird in sky. there were, 
the wise poem says, no words to band to speak of this. 
I revert to what is both conceived and discussed; or 
rather what fails to be discussed. 

I am not here dwelling on any predetermined fate 
awaiting the survivor. We are as yet vague and weak 
in so-called eschatological treatment, and tend to 
merge the one in the other. I will only say in passing, 
that, passed over as it usually is in trutment, the 
Sakya doctrine comes second only to that of Zoro* 
astrianism in emphasis on the fact of adjudication, of 
the judgment of a tribunal, in the case of rebirth from 
earth to the next world. No parallel statement is 
brought forward, t believe, in the case of an inmate 
of that world passing back to earth. We have of 
such a case only a little Sutta with poem, in the 
book called Iti-vuttaka;" the Thus-said-ings." A deva 
falls sick with symptoms of decease, and his friends 
wish him well on his impending return to earth, 
admonishing him in the good way Q 63). Nor, in the 
case of the arrival from earth, is anyone’s judgment 
described save that of the man who has let slip his 
opportunities and been knowingly heedless. The 
heedful are only alluded to as being safe and happy. 
The Sutta may well have been, in its original form— 
it retains a very vivid emphasis—an inspired message. 
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but, as teaching, it was just the heedless who most 
needed it. and whose case is therefore thrown Into 
high relief. I may add. that for aU the proneness to 
symboUc speech, and albeit the word “ weighing 
was a figuVe for deliberating and judging, the "scales, 
so familiar to os in Girisdan art, do not appear. 

But there was. in this matter of destiny at rebirth, 
this lively belief in adjudication, in the person of the 
judge (he is the andent Vedic Yama) and in the 
iossitr, and in the idea of a legal ordinance adminis¬ 
tered. In other words, there is. at least in this branch 
of the great subject, nothing automatic. The man 
does not wake up to a good or bad destiny without 
Ving ushered into it according to plan. It may be 
said: is not that Sutta, in iU repeated presentation 
(in two of the chief Collections) just a parable, an 
allegory? I should say. not: the Scriptures aw 
careful when using paiaWe to introduce it in a 
idiom; I cannot reUu any instance where this is 
omitted; the parable solution is to me very improbable. 

To come to what. I repeat is not discussed; this is 
okenct, tdien a man, leaving the earth-body, passed 
on to appear as purgatorial, peta, deva, cs»« tk* 
tua kody ? In every case, it has been shown as evident, 
that there was a new b^y. and that is all there is 
to say about it. Nor, apparently, were the founders 

oonceming this so far as the records show. 

Ananda is shown as very anxious to display his 
Leader's psychic communications in revealing, to all 
who appeared desirous to learn, the fate of their lost 
ones; but he puts no question about the acquisition 
of the new body. Tk* age was in snek matlers no more 
awake and inUresUd than is our age. 

In their case this was perhaps the more curious. 
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because the teaching of another, a dual, body in earth- 
life. as the mate of the earth-body, was almost of 
necessity implicit in the current Brahman theory of 
the man's other-world activity during deep sleep. I 
refer to the well-known passage in the' Brihadi- 
rahyaka Upanisbad- It is no discamate " spirit" 
who comes forth from the earth-body in sleep, re¬ 
leased in some limited way from the tissues of the 
latter, but the man himself, encased in a " finer" 
vehicle, who leaves “ the nest." By this bright 
" light-body " he " looks down ” at his sleeping other 
members and " goes again to his (real) home, golden 
person, lonely bird," has a pleasant time of sport and 
laughter and love, or sees fearsome things, learns 
things good and evil, and hastens back when the 
earth-body is beginning to wake, lest he leave that 
to die. 

Of all this we read in the Pitakas not one word. 
Yet the majority of the first S^yan teachers were 
Brahmans. On the other hand, two things may be 
said. It is possible that the Upanishads dted, evi¬ 
dently the work of one or more gifted, progressive 
reforming teachers, Aatw ctmu to bo finally 
tdiUd auopUd as scriptural till long ajUr tie 

birth of Sai^. And the Pifakas too were not finally 
edited and accepted in a Canon till centuries after that 
birth of Sakya, when by the Sakyan Sangha a definitely 
anti-Brahman position bad come to be taken op, 
especially in regard to the man. Any teaching that 
involved the theory of the man passing over from one 
body’s world to another body's world would, if svorded 
and Eoemorised, tend to be let drop out. The theory of 
the subtle body persisted in India and became ortho¬ 
dox in Sinkhya; and it would have foraisbed the 
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Sskyans with an explanation of all bodily rebirth not 
by parents. But, I repeat, we most always remember, 
that in " scriptures " we have, not records redacted at 
the tiiTw» of the utterance of the events or ideas which 
arc mentioned, but edited oornpilations belonging to 
and bearing the stamp of a much later date. And 
thus we find on the one hand Brahman scriptures 
(wherein the belief in the reality and sublime nature 
of the man is upheld) with the man’s activity in sleep, 
a second body being implicit, accepted as orthodox; 
on the other hand we find Buddhist scriptures (udiere' 
in the belief in the reality and sablime nature of the 
man has been greatly worsening) without a word on 
this, or other matters, which could only be brought 
forward with a rehabilitation of the older beUef in the 
man. Both sleep and death are occasions for the 
theory of the man, as of a dual body, being proffered 
as explanation. And Buddhists (cu Sakyans). coining 
to merge the man in bis body and m^, were not 
likely to bold in worth a belief in man os lAs ustr of 

one body, let alone two. 
But what about the rebirth into a new mind ? 

Is it a brand-new mind which they held was reborn ? 
Was it ever held that the man bad a dual mind ? 

When Sakya teaching took birth, it was not yet an 
accepted way to speak of mind as an entity dilrtinct, 
either logically or actually from the man. The in- 
ffuence of Sinkhya, which was in fact a divorce of 
psychological from religio-philosophical standpoints, 
was only beginning to be felt. It was not yet held 
necessary to talk of rebirth in terms of mind, as well 
as of body and the man. Let me not be held to push 
this too far. Man under a certain aspect was mind 
(pyjWna). ThU was as “ worther " and as " worder." 
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And in so far as there was, at death, only a " bheda ” 
of the body, the man in every aspect was not held as 
also breaking op. The new emphasis which Sakya 
may be said to have laid on the man tinder this aspect 
was that, tu minding, the man was presenting at any 
moment, not at death only, a perpetual change, a 
change made classic under the simile of the leaping 
ape. Were this aspect being taught now, we might 
expect an exploiting of the better similes ready to 
band, such as electric force and apparatus. No man 
in replenishing the latter, when worn out. asks for a 
supply with it of new electricity. That is potentially 
ready all the time. All the man needs at dying is the 
new battery. He is the fcurce; Ais Iranslaiion inic lAs 
batUry, th« vthicU is mind. Indeed this simile, which I 
and doubtless others first used some eighteen years 
ago, I see already commending itself to Buddhists 
rather than the ch^c figure of their own little studied 
scriptures. 

Another classic figure which is now neglected was 
that of the station or platform; ^t. in or on which 
(the prepositiMi would ^ the same) the man as wortber, 
vis., viiMdna, is in rebirth transferred or translated. 
The riufi was at once new body and new world; a new 
vista in fact in the long way of man's life-faring; a 
new opportunity for further becoming for growth. I 
hold that this idea belongs to the very centre of the 
original Sakya, and the " platform ” figure is in 
harmony with it. It is accepted in the Suttas, never¬ 
theless it must have been somew4iat a rock of stumb¬ 
ling. in that it tended to uphold the emphasis on 
tbe man as watcher or worther on the new platform. 
And indeed we meet with this idea of the progressive 
loiDding-man, or viAiUffa. being severely trounced in a 
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lively Sutta of the Hajjbima*Nikaya (No. 38). The 
belief in " that very tx'Miffe raos on, fares on: not a 
different one is " condemned; so also is the definition 
of as *' this speaker, experiencer who now here, 
now therd* experiences the resolt of good and evil 
deeds." And we are told, that, so far from being 
a persistent entity, viAUd^ conies into being, lit 
bewmcs, as a result of certain preceding conditions. 

The trouncing is put into the mouth of the Founder, 
and for those who see in the monastic values of the 
Pitalcas the earlier values of the Sakyamuni and his 
comrades, it is a very useful discourse. I found it so 
myself in my salad days of Buddhist interpretative 
work. I do not wonder, that some pronouncement, 
corrective of the awkward earlier teadiing of th* puih 

as f>srsistafU and as " growing " by way of a succes- 
sion of " platforms," was felt to be needed by later 
monastic theorists. 

The whole question of the birth and progress of the 
great idea of becoming in Indian ideas is of profound 
interest, and will one day meet with adequate treat* 
ment. We see the idea knocking as it were at the door 
of the stronghold of being in the words of the pro¬ 
gressive teachers of the Upanishads. declaring that the 
fundamental attribute of Deity was not being but 
" the desire to become." We see it both in their 
and Gotama's figure of man's life in its entirety as a 
way coonoting advance in a more, a further, a new. 
The idea of causation as a world-law, which was 
afoot at about the same time, and which should have 
been brought under the greater generalisation of 
becoming, proved for a certain and a critical period 
to have, in Sakya, a hindering effect on that general- 
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isation. It was taught («) more under the guise of 
atomic change, and (6) less in connection with process, 
(c) By the less of process. I mean that in the monastic 
fonnula of causation in " Ul."^ only the suppression M 

is stressed; only a process msJdng *(o cease is 
enjoined. And (a) positive process, when applied not 
to "ill" iduMklta) but to the man. is emphasised as, 
not growth, becoming, but atomic, momentary 
succession in difference. It is not in fact till the date 
of the MiJinda Conversations, that the question of 
cause and effect as procost is shown coming to the 
front, with new terms for the valuing of it.* But by 
then it was too late to save the greater generalisation 
of becoming. We see it. both in the Milinda and in 
Hindu treatises, lingering on in India as the legacy of 
the original Sakya. but, in the transference to Ceykm 
and final redactions of the Pitakas there, the ban of 
the monk on Becoming (Wwoo) became the authori¬ 
tative "latV, under which we have to try to recogniM 
traces of the great New Word which had moved India 

for a while only centuries before. 
In the Pitakas, reading between the lines, we can, 

I think, discem this older seeing of the man as 
getting resolved into a seeing as just 

one factor among factors mafnng vp tlu man. The 
early Sakyan standpoint of seeing the man as 
is akin to the cariy Upanishadic teaching of, «.g.. the 
Aitareyya, and of vijiUhtamayafft BraJtmat/i. The later 
point, probably largely due to Sftnkhyan influence, 
was a seeing in man a changing complex, bodily and 
mental, with " the man " ejected from viHiUifa. The 
older wording of the body breaking up at death 

1 Paluta-SomuppUa. or the “ is SidSoas.'* 
> See my Militlaa Qmstions, 1930. 
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became virtaally a total dissolotioo. with a very ill* 
coQceived rebecomiog as a sort of resultant in the 
next world. There still remained the crux as to how. 
in decease a power influence could be conceived, 
in *' transeunce," effecting the new man, who was yet 
in a way the heir of the old man. 

We know ourselves, how cause used to be conceived 
as a transeunt influence. And medieval Hinaytna 
also annexed, from Indian religion perhaps, the very 
word influence: taifi, and wrote of caus^ influence: 
PMC^a-iatU. But thtd was mucA Uder. Later, but 
not $0 much later, are the inadequate similes of flame 
lit from flame, of mango from seed and the like, of 
the Milinda Questions, wherewith Buddhists still hope 
to satisfy levners. Later again, Buddbaghosa uses 
a simile for rebirth, which is no sooner said than 
nullified: the simile of a man swinging across a con« 
duit by a rope tied to a tree. The man is viiiliifa. but, 
he goes on, “ mAiUtta does not arrive here (rebirth) 
from a previous becoming; nor does it appear from 
thence without conditions, such as karma, activities 
(sankhiri), bending-on-to (imIi), sphere (wisayd)," etc. 

It was a trouUesome and mysterious question, and 
one which, had but the Sakyan SSsana, in adoring 
its Founder, maintained that more consistent adora* 
tiOQ. wdticb was the keeping intact the teaching a 
great psychic like him could have given about rebirth, 
and possibly did give, the question might have been, 
for it, neither troubling nor so mysterious. Western 
writers have suggested a solution for Buddhists, which 
these themselves have never in the past put forward 
as plausible and all-suffering. This is, that, for Bud¬ 
dhism. a man’s collective actions, called " karma ” 
(action), constitute a “ force " which takes effect at 
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death in rebirth of a new man, ytt of a man who, 
as having a karma x, and not y, is heir to x. not to 

We see above, that for Buddhagbosa, there were 
certain " conditions " (Aaftop) in action, an^that karma 
was M one in many. But, possibly with the printing 
of the Pili books, a word here and there in them abont 
man being " heir " of his actions (karma) and the like, 
has sn^^ested this solntion, rather than the little-known 
quotation from the later book, the Visuddhi Magga. 

While the effective power of karma was more of a 
central doctrine for Jains than it was for Sakya, 
there was certainly no tricing with the significance of 
it in the latter teaching. But, for Sakya. a man's 
karma came solely into acconnt at the adyudicatton 
subsequent to rebirth: with the phenomenon of the 
rebirth itself karma had nothing to do. It is only a 
metaphysical playing about with ideas rather than 
with things, which coold so trifle with results, that is. 
with things, as to fancy them gathered up into a sort 
of cnmolative avalanche, antomatically bringing to 
pass the new-born man. I admit, that decadent 
Buddhist dogmatics to a certain extent invite from us 
this interpretation of what they mean, when exinessed 
in modem terms of " force ” and " resultant." But 
the aim of this article is to suggest not what they had 
come down to, but what the earlier editors of the 
Pifakas (late as these are in relation to original Sakya) 
had in mind regarding rebirth. And for the Suttas, 
there was not yet /«fr the need to explain the Man of 
the Wayfaring in the worlds in terms of ill-fitting, 
inadequate material sinules of milk and mangoes, 
echoes and Um{>iigbttng. such as were found useful 

an age which believed in analogy as sound reasoning) 
by much later writers. For the Suttas the man. stUI 
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held ts real, was (by unplication) wilier, chooser, 
valaer. experiencer of deed and of molt. Hence it 
was he who was responsible, and not the deed, the 
karma. Deeds once done have left the man; they are 
no loogel^be. In deeds is no valuer: no choosing 
agent. Hence in deeds is no responsibility. “ By 
you, yea. even by you have these things been done, 
and ^ no one is the judge's verdict in the 
Suttas to man at the next world's bar.‘ 

But of that bar and that verdict the Hilinda Ques¬ 
tions and the age of Buddhaghosa have not a w^ 
to say. Between them they had slain the "man"; 
gradually he was becoming, and then be had become, 
a mere complex. Bar and verdict were inconvenient 
and were dropped out. We could among us not 
possibly have suggested such a purblind solution as 
this of transeunt karma to the problem of the what 
and how of rebirth in Buddhism, had we not in the 
first place failed to consider Buddhism historically, 
had we not in the second place ourselves been getting 
as wilted in our concept of the man>-or as we are now 
saying of personality—as Buddhism grew to be. 

When vet come to see history in Buddhism, a history 
of centuries, even already in these Pili scriptures, 
which three great pioneers have made, and helped 
to make accessible to the world in one half-centxuy 
—FausbOU, Oldenberg. Rhys Davids—we shall then 
put forward fewer ill-digested theones. We shall no 
longer quote as of (be Pitaku, let alone as of the 
original Sakya, standpoints and emphases belonging 
to the later after-men. We shall have put on one 
side for separate treatment the ever more contracting 
view of t^ " man " at which decadent monastidsm 

* AMfutUv*. i. p. 138/.; Majjkims, SatU 130. 
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am%rd; of the mAn in the roAny worlds as momentary 
successions, of the man at death largely replaced by 
an animal, of the man as capable of a perfection on 
earth impossible in any ideal of a perfection adequately 
felt after. We shall have soo^t, onde^eath this 
upper crust, for the remnants of a great world-gospel, 
bringing a new messag;e for the man of the more that 
b in and awaiting him; a message that he. being 
by nature and ultimately one-who-is-becoming, caUs 
as hb birthright for not one world, not one life, or life- 
statioa, but for many worlds, for many stages and 
platforms in hb wayfaring; a message wMch bade him 
in that wayfaring ripen and realise all that lies yet 
donnant in hb nature; a message which bade him not 
ahrinlf in any way from the vbtas of ** Bbava's," in 
that by oj them be will in time come to conceive 
and to word, and ultimately to know That Whom now 
he worships as ineffable, inconceivable. 

It will be no mean heritage for our day to enter 
into, although so long deferred;—this finding the real 
message of the Bud^st founders in a strengthening 
and deepening of the Immanence of their day. But 
when are we of to-day going to wake up to thb problem; 
to the new body which man, in passing on, takes 
with him ? The sooUed " new psychologies " have 
not come to it yet. though they are so much prolego¬ 
menon to the great move on that b coming.* The psy¬ 
chology of yesterday tried to build up the mind of the 
individual from the radal mind of the past. It had 
to deal in masses, for it had not the Buddhist secret 
of rclarth. The psychology of to-day b investigating 

I bailed with pleasure the ooocloswn of Dr. Benurd 
HoUsjsder's /■ SmreX of Oto Setd (Loodon, 19S1): " lastead 
of cayiug ' man has a loul.' it would be more correct to say 
' I) 4 soul.' *’ 
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the of the individual—the last little bit of that 
past; it will have none of the Buddhist doctrine of 
rebirth. The next step will be to inquire into the 
psycholog)^ of our future—into what m rise up as, 
when w discard this body, the whezKe of that new 
body and the nature of it. It is no idle quest, but 
of tremendous practical importance. Few of us will 
urgently need to wireless to the Antipodes, much less 
to Hars. But we all die, and very soon. Are we 
^ways going to be so childish as tobe content, not only 
with creeds, but with sciences that leave us in ignor¬ 
ance, and so in the fear, of death ? This is no hopelessly 
impossible quest. Quietly research is going on, ex¬ 
periences are mounting up recorded more carefully 
now than ever. It is only the switching on of compe¬ 
tent scientific investigation to an adequate extent and 
intensity that is lacking. This would in no long 
time bring us from our present darkness of fear and 
doubt and ignorance and anguish into a dearer air. 

Still is the voice of os Rachels heard weeping for our 
sons-^hy ? “ Because they are not." said the ancient 
book. Ar$ they not ? Perhaps in a way nearer to us 
than ever they were, more otherwise than otherwhere ? 

Still do our poems smell of the tomb; still do we 
read epitaphs on Here lies—not always " the body 
of," but Here lies John Brown. And we stay our 
tom hearts with bed-ridden notions about *' So He 
giveth His beloved sleep " and the like. Does John 
Brown lie here ? Does he sleep ? Is it not time, if 
we have burning within us the love of truth and the 
will to bring something worth calling consolation to 
the afilicted, that the scientifically trained among ui 
should wake up and begin to put an end—«f iJuy mk— 
to our ignorance ? 
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THE ART OF LIVING* 

CsvTtnuES ago there came to be pat together a little 
address by a Buddhist moak called Sabhiya of Raj- 
gir, the first mother settlement of Buddhism in the 
Ganges valley. He, a tireless teacher, was talking to 
schismatic monks seeking to bring them into peaceful 
wa}^. His talk got set in verse; it was easier to re* 
member \’erse when you never wrote down your 
thoughts. It runs thus: 

People can never really ondcntand 
That we are here bet tor a little speQ. 
Bet tbw wbo graap this tnitb indeed 
Suffer ail strife and quarrels to abate. 

There's more, but this suffices for my text. 
When I translated that for my Hooks' Anthology: 

Psalms of the Brdkras, I found myself recalling the 
one lecture I ever he^ the famous savant Henry 
Bergson give a 3rear or two previous; be said; Yes. 
that death in which we do not really believe. Why 
do I say that ? Because if we really believed that we 
should each of us die, we should act so difierently from 
what we do." 

A rueful little laugh went round the learned audience 
. . . and perhaps the hearers settled back into their 
respective grooves. Perhaps I too did, but the words 
haunted me, and I put speaker and words into print. 

* Addreas pubiiabed in Pmm rad Pngnts through World 
PrltoaoUf (Wold Fdlombip of Faiths. 1937), LoodOT, 193S. 

ajo 
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Am I then here to advocate the futility of nun di»> 
agreeing with man and coming to blows about it jnst 
because each and every one must soon vanish from the 
arena of the quarrel ? That were to have no proper 
perspectiv«» of the range in time and space of man’s 
intercourse with man. It has been noti^ by men of 
other nations how friendly in other contacts members 
of the House of Commons often are. when in the 
House they are keenly in opposition. Life is larger 
than hours of debate at Westminster. It is not in 
view of the shortness of life that that monk bade his 
bearers leave off fighting; it was—ftw me, if not for 
him. for M. Bergson if not for him—jnst the opposite. 
It was because if yon took a right perspective of life, 
the hours spent in quarrel were but so small a part 
of life. You may say: What of the so<alled Seven 
Years' War, and the Thirty Years* War, of the i8th and 
x6th centuries ? Is that so short a spell in any man's 
life ? Much too long a speU, I admit, but, I repeat, a 
very short spell in any one life, if that life be regarded 
as a whole. They " who see life steadily and see it 
whole ” come to recognise, that to live in the preset 
only is not regarded as sane even by those whose view 
is tied down to this ^>an of earth life; for ourselves and 
for our children we do take stock of the near future. 

In this way we live at a higher level than the Grass* 
hopper of the La Fontaine fable, who you may remem* 
ber got the worst of it with the Ant. The Ant having 
worked steadily all the summer while the Grasshopper 
sang only, bids her go and sing in winter. To this 
extent we humans estivate the art of living, but it 
is an art that we curtail most unreasonably. There 
is so much more that we need in theory, in system, 
and in practice to bring within the field of our art of 
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living. Unless we ester for much more in life thsn 
we hsbituslly do. we have but a very narrow art 
of living. Our perspective is all wrong. Quarrels, 
private and public, bnllc too large for os. as things 
necessary, important. ^ 

If you are a wayfarer 00 a long journey, to attain 
the goal of which is your heart's desire, you will not 
stop to bicker with a roan because be has jostled you 
as you go. You have a very great More in prospect; 
you do not stop to consider what is. over against that. 
80 very much a Less. It being essential to man's 
nature to will, to desire, a More in his life—whatever 
he call that More—the great religions, the gospels 
uducb have become worl^religions are always reve> 
lations (in the month of some inspired man) of some 
new hitherto undeveloped More in his nature or bis 
life or his destm3iwm fact in all three of these—and 
the message they brought appealed to that essential 
in man’s nature. In that More there was always 
posited the idea that life itself was a More than the 
life we usually call so. To call this earth-span of life 
life itself, is as if a wajrfarer saw the end of his journey 
at the next bend in the road. And the call of every 
great, every world religion has been, at least at its 
start, to bid man adjust his living to this long per¬ 
spective of tbe Way of Ufe seen as a whole. 

So adjusted, be will or should come to see. that the 
important art of living involves, not to get the best of 
the other man (or nation) by fighting, but to bring 
out the best of the other man by loving him. This 
for wayfaring is much less hindersome than the fighting 
alternative, but it isn’t the really big thing in tbe per¬ 
spective. That is the getting there, in other words 
the efficient travelling, in other words, the becoming 
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evtr more Ulce, ever less onlike the consnmmate living 
one is making for {cf. Art. I.}. 

What do I mean by this efficient travelling, not only 
in terms of the Goal or End or Consummation—we 
cannot yeb even conceive what that may be like->but 
in terms of an art of how to live ? 

It is not exactly to at contemplating a skull and say¬ 
ing memtnto mori. I do not suppose that the mummy 
case carried round the tables at Egyptian feastings 
ever made a single diner more careful iritat he ate or 
didn't eat. It was only a prompting by way of a Less, 
not a pointing toward a finer More. And if I say we 
are realty very backward in the art of living the moment 
it includes dying. I do not mean that, having brought 
the fact of d3ring into the picture, we should stop and 
just look at it . . . look at it as if dying were the limit, 
the frame of the picture. In that true picture of life, 
the life not so much of men, u of each man and woman 
among us, dying is merely one incident among many of 
the same kind. For man is a traveller in the worlds. 
He is of the worlds world-denizen. He is a bird of 
passage. Hen have known this from of old, and the 
passage, the unknown, the darkness about it has 
worried them. We read of this in those unforgettable 
words of the Saxon Chronicle, where a man comments 
on the advent of Christian misstonaries as possibly 
bringing light on this unknown without, whence man, 
like a bird flattering into the firelight, drifts into 
earthlife and Sutters away presently into the dark. 

But not all men have been equally in the dark 
about this. When those words were spoken, when 
they were recorded, mao bad been on earth many, 
many centuries, and even then it was but a feeble 
result to have got no further^r to think he had not. 
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We have now been more than « thousand years longer 
living on earth, yet is that comment very sunilar in 
substance to what the majority would say. Yet the 
majority still arc disposed to pay honour in this 
country or that to certain inspii^ men y'saviours, 
messiahs. all-wise teachers, who were themselves in 
no doubt whatever as to that lone bird's fluttering 
into eartblight. and whither it went when fluttering 
forth again. These saw and uttered this thing of 
man that he is not earthdweller only. 

Yet are we in our thousands so little giving credence 
to these helpers of men. that we relegate what they are 
recorded to have said on this matter to the field of 
legend and to modes of edification to be found in 
scripture. Still does the priest here and elsewhere 
insist only, that we have in os what he the " hope 
of immortality,” when what we need of him is to say 
we have the certainty of survival. 

31an is an earth dti^ now in a wider way than ever 
before. He is very slowly and timidly coming to 
realise this in his counsels and measures. But he is 
so far from realising his yet wider citizenship of the 
worlds, that he tends to forget it. Increasing his 
knowledge of this world be has been turning away 
^m tus wider heritage, and he has let the wider vision 
get dim and defaced. And yet he should be more 
mindful of it, more sensible of it, more inquiring into 
it, more wording it than ever before, if be would keep 
a balanced outlook. 

It is when we face up to the fact that dying is in 
the picture in our outlook ou life, is in it as just one 
change antong many, just as we take out of our wire* 
less an exhausted accumulator and pat a fresh one in. 
that so we nuy go mi listening and learning and en* 
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joying and switching ofi from, that we get a really 
corrected survey of life, yea, and of our fellow-men. I 
believe that, if we plai^ in the more visible back¬ 
ground of ^or plans about all that, the finn faith, that 
we were going soon—I for instance very soon—to 
adopt a new country wherein to spend, not all the rest 
of our life bat another spell of it, and that if we gave 
oar will to it, we conld find out much aboot the nature 
and standards of living there required, and our working 
ene^es here would gain, because the field wherein we 
exercised them would be a truer one. 

We are winning to some truths painfully enongb. 
For instance, that man will not realise his here by 
fighting his fellow-men. When the war broke out, we 
heard the contrary now and then. But there are signs 
now, however troubled during this unfortunate decade 
be the skies, that the belief in welfare in and through 
peace is greater than we think. There are signs that 
we shall not always remain content to be blind or at 
best myopic. Here and there careful study is being 
set on foot. And we are struggling oat of the herd- 
psychology into which we were stnldog, by in^ting on 
what some are pleased to call *' personality." 

I don’t like abstractions any more than do my friends 
on the other side. I prefer " the man." homo, Uensch. 
And I hold, that when we have quite definitely ruled 
(rff the study of body and of mind as study of man's 

not of him. and that when we get sore grip 
of the idea that each of us is equally Wasdarer in life's 
Way, and not a negligible fraction in a herd wayfaring, 
we shall come to a just, because a true sense of our 
fellow-man as our f^w-wayfarer. Not for him any 
more than for us lies ahead a golden age on earth to 
crown our efforts. Earth is at best our school, our 
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workshop, and in it we are schoolboys, apprentices; 
we go home, we come back to it, we go'eventually to 
a better home, not yet the Best. 

Herein is the tme art of living: as man of (he worlds 
and wayfaring is them, to be seeking, willing to learn 
more and more of them, in company with my fellow- 
wayfarer. willing and seeking with roe. Thos placing 
the art most worth while at the head of my life, all 
other aims should fall into their proper place, and we 
shall not, as Gotama, called the Budd^, said, according 
to scripture, mistake the lesser height for the peak of 
eternity. What a change it will be in our present 
darkness vdten our cbnrch-teachcrs will no more tend 
ns on Sundays or when ill or in difficulties, with vague 
words on faith and eternity and heaven, but will them¬ 
selves be trained vessels of access, and so once more, 
as in Israel of old. seers and prophets, passing to 
ns messages from unseen guardians and bringing us 
answers from friends in that unseen. We speak on 
Sundays or oftener of the G>inmumon of the Saints, 
whatever that in its dubious vagueness may be. But 
what a lovely day might Sunday come to be, if when 
folk forgathtf in companies, now smitten with dumb- 
nea as to udiat the world-way really means, they 
could learn through trained sources which they can 
trust, and so come to know, as never befcne, the Com¬ 
munion of Man with Hen. 

Yes. there is welfare waiting for us where there will 
have been trained and concerted climbing. Not only 
for me who have lost and suffered and found, but for 
you who have perhaps not lost so as to suffer; there is 
a wider, a firmiu-, a quickened welfare for all. There 
will come a forward view such as we dream of, hope 
for, but yet know not of. There will come, in place of 
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misty bells, porgatories and heavens as conceived in 
tbe past, knowledge of how our wayfaring here is 
watched and weighed and adjodicat^ hereafter by 
oar fellow<meQ, who are guarding the public weal there 
os much ds we do here, knowledge of how our 
is waited for. knowledge of how we go on to grow in 
will, in work, in worth. 

Ihen will come an end to weary surmise and doubt. 
There will be sunrise over our dark valleys and vre 
shall be in tbe Way of the Morning as we never yet have 
been. For we shall have discovered bow mnch our 
welfare in these hi^ matters of the greater art of 
living lies waiting on our will to know, on our realising 
that we are fellow«wayfarers in the Road to utter¬ 
most welfare. We shall have come to see around 
os, behind, before ns a great design of will calliog 
unto will; and in that Uttermost, that Goal. Wilier 
beckoning unto Wilier. 



XXI 

THE SUPREME SPIRITUAL IDEAL: THE 
ORIGINAL BUDDHIST VIEW* 

Tub Editor has suggested that I associate what I 
have here to say with the article on similar lines in 
last October's issue by Professor Radhalcri^bn^^n 
This scholar has been ^ed, in a book appreciating 
his work, a liaison officer between East and West, 
so well does be understand both.* That article is a 
striking illustration of this. So much, in it, are West 
and East linked in jewels drawn from the cnltore of 
West and—no. not " East"; that were a slight to Far 
Eastern culture—but from the culture of Europe and 
India, that what we read is scarcely more the Hindu 
view than a loftier and wider Ind^European stand* 
point. To one who knows his India of to*day, as he 
does and I do not, it is very possible that the Hindu 
idealist of to-day is. like an interesting blend 
of modem ide^, Eastern and Western. So that, 
when we seek the Hindu view, it is this blend that 
we find—a phenomenon only to be expected, nay, 
hoped for, as an ushering in of the ideal seeker, who 
will be the child of all older cnltxues in bis quest for 
the New, the yet Better. 

In that artide, for instance, there come within pur¬ 
view the Hindu slogans of mdy4, iinti, yoga (illusion, 
peace, introversive study). And of them he has a 

t pgbUihed iB tlM HMtrt /otirmmJ, 1938. 
' Cotiml*f*U»eA Jrom Uu EatS. by C. £. M. Joad. 

aj* 
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word to say betraying tbeir belonging to his colttxral 
tradition as a Hindo. Yet even here, is there not a 
borrowing from the West, when he speaks of the last 
term as g *' process of balancing the difierent sides 

of oar nature "? 
To another Hindo cliche be makes no such intimate 

reference, yet it long was once a very Leitmotif in 
Indian religiOD, developing from just the prayer, in 
Vedas, to be freed [mv^eU) from this and that, to the 
noun-concept in Upanishads:—first mukii and oH- 
mukti, later, mik^a: namely, a freedom beyond reach 
of death to Ddty conceived as 

TIm ods Cod. ioMT settl o< aO. 
caose of sai/uin aad o< mSkf*'. 

and yet later, to a " pathway to Brahman here in this 
world, the ’ mark ' of freedom"; and then, but not 
later, reverberating in early Buddhism. Here, under 
a risen monastic vogue, it was diverted and shnvelled 
into the stoppage of a pathway, into the equivalent of 
" no more becoming." Freedom, emancipation, de¬ 
liverance, liberty, release—in our greater word-wealth 
we are ever at odds how to word it—find due mention 
in the article, a butterfly touch, yet again it is mainly 
in terms of Christian apologetics—the liberty of the 
children of God (for early Hinduism it would be liberty 
in having realized one is God). 

I have alluded to the spiritual ideal of freedom as 
reverberating in early Bndkihisro. It is a complicated 
subject, and in spite of certain striking contexts in 
Ptli scriptures it never was the central ideal. There 
will have been, I sarmise. a revival of it in its new 
m^nagtir diess, early in tbe history of the movement. 
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bat by the beginoing of our era (to jodge by the 
MUindt^) it was traditional, not vital. Somewhere, 
somewhen it will have undergone revival, as is testified 
by the Buddhist work, Tlu W»y of FrMiioMi^preserved 
in China. In the classic Pili mannal of the eleventh 
century known as Tlu Comp*niium of Philosophy, 
advanced study is termed the three channels of free- 
dom. But for Southern Buddhism of to-day it is 
apparently aitd as told me. in religioos teaching, a 
dead letter. In the earlier teaching, allasions to 
freedom are, with one fieeting exception, only in¬ 
troduced as a coda at the end of the addresses said to 
be earliest, and are also appended, like a pious tag, to 
the four rests of the Founder after the " tree-cnlighten- 
raent." All bear the look of later gloss. 

So moch has the evolved gospel for the benefit of 
the monk overshadowed the earlier message, which 
was for *' the man,*' that it is pathetic to hear to-day, 
as I have twice heard this year, the cultured lay- 
Buddhist ottering the former, as great enough for the 
outlook and conduct of the man or woman, who 

Greift oar hliwrin ins voOa Menscbcolabcn 
Im Gamttm, Gutra. ScbOata reaoint cu leben. 

It is true that there is talk to-day among Buddhists 
of losing the individual life in the Life that is All and 
is One (capitals used). I have vainly tried to get any 
such speaker to give me the source of such a tenet, for 
of their ancient Dharma it surely was not. There is 
not even a fit word to be found in it for life, nor for 
lives, beyond just the physical force or fait'indriya. 

To meet the d^and for " lives,” in a teadiing bring¬ 
ing the ” worlds ” very near to this brief life-span, 

* QttuMotu 0/King UiHnda, S.B.S.. xrxv. xxxvi. 
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there Appears to have emerged a ploral form in the 
use of the word " becoming": hkim, namely, hhmi, 
used for lives or worlds (forms of existence). 

But for ^ this talk of" life as one." there is no grip 
in it so far. for me, of life and lives as being the frame¬ 
work. or rather the vehicle, in and by which the man 
is in a long proce» of becoming perfect; that namely 
which Radhakrishnan claims as being virtually the 
one ideal in ail religions. It is rather an ideal 
which, with substitution of a term of negative form 
and impUcatioa, " nirvana" (replacing the original 
term atiha: "aim"; thing needed, thing sought), 
would cot short that process, and see in ^e perfect 
man one who has done, has lived, has no further 
becoming. 

It may well be that the modem Buddhist layman 
would not put his ideal into just these words. He 
has lost sight of his " worthy one." the arahan. He 
fills up his spiritual ideal with notions even more 
borrowed from modem ideals than that of the modem 
Hindu. Yet is his tradition of to-day an outcome of 
the teachings in that dual gospel into which his Sangha 
(or church), even while 3ret it was in India, split the 
original message. That tradition is of the monastic 
evolution. Its collar is full of hayseed from the 
cluster. 

In the all but buried original gospel, on the other 
hand, I hnd a spiritaal ideal worthy to be. as it was. 
the child and heir of the Upanishadic gospel>-a gospel 
which we do not find as uttered by one Founder; 
somehow his memory has been let die (the fate of 
doubtless more than one saviour), but as in process of 
being exploited by his followers of the “academy": 

16 
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a gospel of the man as being in his nature divine 
and needing to " know ” this, to realise it, before he 
conld " become " actually the Deity who he poten¬ 
tially was. The sayings, the mantras, with 
the word “ become." aiding the defective verb " to 
be : no one but a reader of the originals realises how 
much they do. Now here, now there we see the verb 
aK>lied to spiritual growth: the student exhorted to 
'■ become wie who has mother as god, father, teacher, 
guest, as god the teacher praying *' Of the Undjnng 
may I, O god, become bearer I" As if it was realised 
how irrational it was, in this relation of Immanence, 
to use only the verb " is," and not see. in the mantra 
"That art thou,” That art thou becoming. 

Nevertheless, it cannot be pretended that, save by 
fhi« one teacher, or school of teachers (the Taittirtj»), 
the ” ” was made an instant and pressing 
and vital need in this cult of Immanence. It is only 
when we turn from Upanishad to Sotta that we find 
the tables reversed. From first to last in the latter 
we find, not the call, the prayer: ” May I!”—but the 
sununons to try, to strive, to endeavour to become, to 
make become. The very word ” call" is condemned 
as being, alone, insufficient. 

•• Sacb teACbew,*' we reed, *' neglecting the thing* that meke 
holy,' call and call oo Indra. Varuoa. . . . PrajSpati. . . . 
Now U a man leeking to croas this river Achiravatl, stood 
i-nVng ,.en«"g yonder bank to come over, would that bring it? 
Or would be tie hi* arm*, or go to ileep. ..." " He 
were there oo boat, get boe^ together and u^oo a raft, 

lying 00 it paddle with anas and legs. . . . 

From first to last there emerges in this monk- 

compiled scripture the fresh, the fuller vocabulary of 

r "Make the (troe) brahman." No. tj; MajjUma. 

No. 33. 
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words for effort and energy. The mission of the first 
** Baddiusts.’' the sons of Sakya. started with man 
presented as exercising will, that is, choice, as to a 
way of life—a new bidding for India. Ever again do 
we find the Founder saying: " ^Vhcrcfo^e thus should 
there be training; tell yourselves: thus and thus will we 
become.” And his last words are still the Way and 
the Will: the last convert hears of the Way; the dis¬ 
ciples are bidden '* Earnestly accomplish I” 

I am not o]:^)Osing Radbakrishnan's contention 
that the Hindu spiritual ideal is now essentially ethical. 
I only submit that in its older emphases, the ethical 
aspect was. when compared with the original Buddhist 
ideal, negligible. And I would add that the latter 
had much to do with an improvement, in an aspect 
of renascent Hinduism, for the better.* It is true that 
the monastic ideal, growing up later than those earlier 
emphases, and claiming higher ” merit ” for the 
unethical life of the recluse, invited blame both from 
Hindu, and from the higher ethical vision of MahfiySna 
Buddhism. But as Buddhism ceased, many cen¬ 
turies ago, to be a missionary religion, and accommo¬ 
dated itWlf, where established, to the religious needs 
of the laity, its preponderant teaching was still so far 
ethical that it has not seldom been called just a 
" system ” of ethics. 

Let it not therefore be supposed that I am putting 
forward the origimU Buddhist ^iritual ideal as mainly 
ethical. Not even though its teaching of ethical 
televoUtion (known as the four BrahmavthSras) has 
never been equalled in amy other religion. As to that. 

> The ethictl Dhunu'Sfitras ol a date wbeo Buddbiam 
wu become powerful, may well have bew the outcome ol an 
ethkal reeponae in Brahmaniam, 
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thift feature was not origioal Buddhism; it was an¬ 
nexed very early (as 1 have shown),' and was never 
placed in the supreme position it would have occupied, 
either as original or in a truly ethical ideal. Tlxat 
which I see as the original ideal is neithtf die ethics of 
the Good Samaritan, nor moral or religious " freedom." 
A gospel that starU with the man as bting, bt/ore all 
flu. a wayfarer, is not in the first place considering 
either his fellow-man as such, or whether he himself is 
" at liberty," or becoming so. If the fellow-n^ 
be made to come along, so much the better; if, with 
progress in the way, burden or shacldcs fall off (as 
with Bunyan’s Christian), that is all to the good. 
But for the wayfarer Way’s End is the Ideal. What 
mnitftt for that is his first care. This would be part 
of his ideal, and the less be really knew about his Goal, 
the more would he with this " jMtft" be preoccupied. 

This would surely be culture in the art of travel, 
Uie rule of the road, or as we now say " road-sense.” 

to be " road-minded." 
And this " part" of the religious ideal appears, 

in their scripture, as preoccupying Buddhists to an 
extent wherein the ultimate gt*! of the road is little 
stressed. For it they had already, at their time in 
their land, a great mandate: that of Deity as immanent, 
as the ideal Self. " That is udiat you should seek " 
was their very first mandate. And this, as I shall 
later show, was enhanced with a new worth in the 
Immanent. It was also alluded to as Aggs, highest, 
as Pariyosiaa, Goal, as AHi4ltara^. Supreme, as 
A«*4. Aim. the Sought, the Needed, and in compounds 
as Brahma-. But for the man, the thing in their day 
most needed was to realise and compass the long. 

* 193S: “ Soqud toCo-Poiiaders of Buddbum." 
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long Bdmtn that stretched from the sctual man to 
his consummation as That, the years that lay between 
aoom and oak. 

How to.wayfare from this to That: here was life's 
proUem. And very naturally came the reply of the 
road-mind: " train 1“" become the efficient traveller (’* 
For this notion the current idiom had two words, the 
one being sM (surviving in India geographically in the 
name Sikhs), i-a, “ train " or team, the other being 
doM-, tame.” In canonical anthologies we find 
tamed and freed side by side: 

JauiM timtiM MigU mrEfS* 

in descriptions of those advanced in holiness. But 
in Indian idiom the being ” tamed ” meant less the 
cowed state of one overcome, more the educated 
trained creature, comparison being drawn with the 
finely trained horse and elephant brought to their 
maximiun efficiency. And for such a man we read in 
the most treasured anthology the tines; 

Tamed k the beaat that men to eoocoutee lead, 
tamed ia the beest oo which the ra)a rides, 
tamed ii the man wMo it tie but ‘meng mm. 

Elect are well tamed male# and thorooghbreda 
of Sindh, and the wild elephanta we ” olgaa ” caE; 
man of trained self ia mer» tUet than theae.’** 

In the unique nuns' anthology the Sister is shown 
taking her cue: 

I «w an elephant from bathing come, 
and man with goad bidding the creeture stretch 
bia foot: Give here the loot I The elephent 
ftretebed forth his foot, the man sprang op. 
I taw the untamed tamed, and to mans biddbtg bent; 
tro(D that I fix the mind, lor that to forest gone. 

I '*Tamed, freed, onfierce,notIongii>g,‘’5uOe-A^i^g<s,49j,etc. 
* f>AsMMSpsda. 3SI-22. 
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The larger monks’ anthology stresses the notion in 

alliterative word play: 

Once hard to tarn* by taming now ia tamad* 
VIra. from donbts retmed. oontant, aetepa. 
Victor ia Vlra, freed from citcpiag dread: 
For bin goal won, lor him the standiag atUl. 

The phrase “ goal won penniWiyatf. is canonically 
used both (or the perfectly trained animal and for 
that earth-life of the arahan. which the monk fondly 
believed was the Anal consummatioo of life as a vMt. 
Even when be is found glorying in energy, it is in 

retrospect: 

Into tba bomeleaa life I went from bomt, 
the life •"A training pcactialng, all facnltias 
wall bald in band, in loyahy to him. 
Then looglDg roae witmn my boart, 1 yearned: 
now may I no more lor a mameot fet 
while Atrt o( cravtag teill is not withdrawn I 
of me that aye abiding 0 I behold 
and mark tbe onward stride ol energy. 

• • • • • 
At day broke with tba ritmg ol tbe sea. 
aQ tbust dried op, ctces legged. I bad attained I 

But whatever was his view about tbe attainment, 
his religion, for an early Buddhist, meant training 

with devotion: 

Hence sealoutly within that Uaster’s system 
let each man tndn. and as be trains adore. 

I would not usually pass on to quote a fonnnla for 
miginal views, yet I would mention how, in one such, 
giving the traditional aspect of tbe founder’s work, 
this notion of him survives as not a liberator but as 
trainer. In the formula often introducing his appearing 

r ye duddtmayo demnu deefr. 
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here or there, be le called " charioteer of men (who are) 
tameable": pwi$*~damma-tiratki. It is a predoos 
sorvival of the mark left by him, the teaching of the 
Man of the Road. So, too. is the epithet " leader of 
the cara^ " (sstthaviha). So, too, are the epithets, 
first for the follower. later relegated to the Founder 
only, of sugaia, " weU>going ’’ and tatkdgata, “ thus, 
(or) truly going." 

It is true that the personified ideal of this great Han 
of the Road has survived in both South and East Asia 
as the perpetual Sitter. This, while its calm imper¬ 
turbability has doubtless comforted many, is for me 
no fit expression of the original ideal->^ expression 
which an India, in his day not making statues, failed to 
portray. It is rather the picture of a later day soaked 
in the ideal of monk-values grown very strong. The 
Sitter shows the roan as done, finished, accomplished, 
surely no worthy conception of man as perfect 
Greater for me is the vision of those wonderful Psalms 
of the Hebrew, xviii and dv, of Helper and Wilier 
riding upon the wings of the storm. I can well 
imagine Gotama of the Sakyans preferring to be im¬ 
mortalised as a John Wesley ever wayfaring a-horse- 
back missiooising than as perpetually still and seated. 
Had he seen perfection in static rest, he would, after 
the famous hesitation, have opened his mission with 
that sinule of the lotuses—*' how they grow t"—foot- 
rooted. as India called the plant. He would not have 
translated that figure of growth into a figure of move¬ 
ment along a road, with all that wayfaring imj^es. 
as be did. 

I would not give any one-sided presentation of a 
man whom we find accosted as now active, now pas¬ 
sive. I seek here only to set something over against 
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the tremendous overwetgbtiog of him with static 
calm. That he and bis teaching were a very dynamo 
of energy is as true as tbe opposite. Look past tbe 
existing misleaxling translations of this Sutter 

" So tbey call yoa aiiaiei’a Well, ee* to It that you 
make this becotne a true wocx! and your profemioii bec^e 
geavioe . . . that your reUgioos life faeccane not bamo, but 
fertile. . . . Train yoorsebm to become this and then that. 
Nor rest content as if you bad done aU. I declare unto yon. 
I protest onto yoo, kt there be no kiting back in your aim 
while aught fortbv remains to be done. What k there 
further!^ 

So also the dear fcUoW'Worker Sflriputta:—" I praise 
not standing still nor waning. I praise growth. . . . 
Herein is a maw a striver. . . . Thus must yon train 
yourselves !”• 

Let it not be supposed that herein I see anything of 
that opposite evil to the passive; hurry, a strenuous 
self-deceiving pressure to get tbe ide^ achieved in 
this little life-span, as in tbe later idea of tbe arahan. 
For original Buddhism the “ road *' was a figure of 
life os a wkcU. and that meant much survival, many 
lives. No religion before or since has ever brought the 
next step, and the many steps, so near to life in this 
world as did it. That under a monk rfgim* it turned 
from this lengthened perspective, and lost the wider 
vision of its own figure of life as a man looking at a 
house with two doors, with exits and with entrances, 
has been for it a fearful loss. In the original outlook 
every Hfe was a “ moment ” in opportunity. 

If lam asked, is not the road, under tbe name 
eightfold path," as alive in Buddhism as ever it was. 

I would say Yes and No. At some period in its history. 
> Xtiigim*. * Majikim*. No. 30. 
• " r«u “ In Staa<^ StUL" 
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this "eightfold." that is, a categ<»y of ^ht right¬ 
nesses {utmaUS) was prefixed to the original figw. 
one among several experiments in sabstitution shown 
in an old^Satta.^ Something that had been from of 
old prefixed had to go, as no longer in favour. I 
believe it was that " becoming," which survived in 
that "graph" of the Road, the 'Wheel. Bhtvd- 
chakka we have: bhava-ma^a is gone. Into this I 
have gone elsewhere. But the resnlt of prefixing 
that eight has been that practically the whole atten¬ 
tion of Buddhists has hoia shifted from the road to 
the eight qualities of the good life, good as far as they 
go, but omitting great essentials: amity, wisdom, 
great words in early Buddhism. I rarely take up a 
Buddhist periodical without meeting with talk about 
the eight or one of them; but talk about the great 
Between tymtoUstd by At Road I hardly ever find. 

How, for that matter, should the cult in the Between 
have been maintained when, in this relation, both of 
the terms had been gradually let fall ? The one and 
the other, the Man actual, the Man potential, called 
at the birth of Buddhism by tbe one word " self " 
(<UmdN), faded out of the movement, as the rift with 
the established " Brahmanism" widened, and the 
growing vogue of mind-cult and mental analysis came 
to aee, in the whole man. merely a complex. It is true, 
that in Buddhist exegesis the way echoes through 
the pages, but it also claims that " Way is there 
but no goer." and what reality can a road have 
where walks no wayfarer ? Of tbe other term, too. 
Buddhism lost vision. By a disastrous mistransla- 
tion-^o I hold it to be—it has tost a predons last word 
of the Founder; " Whoever among you wish for tnin- 

* See my Unttui o/BuJdMitm, S.P.C.K.. ch. vL 
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and onl^ they, wUI become (they who are) That 
Immortal I^best." It has never been my Utt to 
hear or read a Buddhist contemplating his ideal as 
jost That t 

Nor does he contemplate his “ Way ” of " Path '* 
as a hxrtber-faring leading through a More to a Host 
Yet his scriptures, could he but read them in his own 
tongue, would teach him this, listen to them; "And 
while be often contemplates these things " (m the 
common life on earth) " the Road comes into being; 
and that Road he follows, makes-become and de* 
velops . . (and so) 

Stroftb came to me. Ne'er now can 1 become 
Addict of eeiue-d«ire>. I ehtU becccne 
A maa boaad sever to be taining back, 
A Fertber-Farer in the life divine.' 

* AntvMra, Ul. 73. 
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TAMED. FREED: AN ORIENTAL PACr 

"Tamed. &e«d. not fierce, not longingdanti 
vimuttd anighi nirisd: so runs a line in the Sutta* 
NipiU where, in a true monkish apologia, the rich 
at>d generous layman is bidden to give charity rather 
to the monk. The antithesis in the first two terms b 
not commented on in text or exegesis; they have become 
quite technical. But they will not always have been 
so. A gospel brought at its birth expressly to the 
Many will not have begun telling men You are X; 
you are also no less, in a way, not X. We have to see 
in thb later juxtaposition a past history; we have 
to ask ourselves: Which was the earlier teaching? 
artd: What was it that blended them in thb linked- 
ness ? A brief discourse can but suggest lines for 
fuller study; indeed snch a study nray exist, and I 
be ignorant of it. But I feel fairly confident in 
saying, that («) the scriptural juxtaposition b not 
pre-Bnddhistie. (i) the bbtory of the Buddhbt juxta- 
positioD has not y^ been critically dealt with. 

That the worthy man. such an one as the Vedas call 
arahan, should be both tamed and freed b not a Vedic 
ideaL Freed, yes. but I do not find " tamed " as a 
desirable ideal, even in its Indian meaning of" trained." 
Nor b the freed man as snch, much less the abstraction 
" freedom." worded in the hymns. The vtrices that 

1 PubliilMd is Arckio OrunStlm. Pragse, 1937. A tew 
pagee are emitted aa colnriiding with another artiela. 

aji 
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we hear chanting are those of man-in>the>boDds, 
wanting to be freed from (mtuyaUi this and that, sach 
as foes OT fiends or sorcerers or phgaes. The nearest 
approach to an abstract term lies in these '' bonds," 
not in their opposite, namely in the word atfikM, 
a word perhaps akin to the Teutonic " Angst." The 
meaning of "sio" in otftMas is later, when man's 
moral sense, possibly under Buddhist influence, was 
much more awake. In the Atharva<Veda we come 
across the notion of freedom, not only from the ills 
named above, but also from such as are (wrongly) 
called eschatological: release from perdition, from 
death itself. Here we are in the world of Upaniabad 
teaching, albeit with little of the sublimer positive 
outlook it reveals. Yet in that outlook the fireed 
state as such is secondary; it is the " becoming Brah- 
man " that is the ideal. Nor do we find this idea of 
liberty till the Katba-Upanishad, by no means an 
earliest number, and dose. I judge, to the birth of 
Buddhism; 

Knowing tlte Man (or tell) he it Ubented 
and goet to the ImiaoTtal, 

And then the ^vetfisvatara, also probably not pre* 
Buddhistic; 

Bjr knowing Cod one it released from all letteis; 

and the still later Maitri: 

So when (man) the charioteer is liberated Iron those thi^ 
wherewith b« was filled (oil and overcome, be then attaiiu 

coorplete 
onion with the SMI. 

And it is only in these two last that we come upon 
the new abstract term iwdkfa, liberation. It is true 
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thkt already in the perhaps earliest Upanisbad' we 
find the older abstract noon mtM, atimuJUi: free- 
dom, utter freedom; but here the term does not 
mean an,ideal, but only the condition for nltimate 
attainment, a negative leading to a positive, the 
positive: "a better xeorld," being the only thing that 
mattered. It was after all bot natural, as I have said 
elsewhere, that the Indo*Aiyao. with his great trek and 
(^quest in the background, should have little developed 
" freedom '* as an ideal for the individual man. 

The critical weighing of the extent to which freedom, 
emancipation, deliverance, liberatiwj. liberty, release 
—in our greater word-wealth here we are ever at odds 
how to word it; the German clichd SttUiurt9stmg 
is perhaps best—is a complicated question. I noold 
venture to maintain that, in spite of striking con¬ 
texts in Psli scriptures, it never was at the birth of 
Buddhism the central ideal. I incline to think, that 
soon after that date there wiU have been a revival 
of the Upanisludic notion of tmiiUi and aiimuJU* and 
the later mikfa (Pili vi-meihAR), as in a new way 
applicable to the monastic renunciation of the world; 
the " going forth." the rising vogue in which seems to 
have been creating much stir in early Buddhist days. 
Riddance from earthly desires and bondage thereto 
we meet with in the early Upanishads. But riddance 
from worldly cares and ambitions and ties and the 
work of the world: here was a new release not shared 
in by the Brahman teachers of gentlemen's sons, let 
alone by thdr pupils' families. 

In time this freedom-ideal became traditional only; 
judging by the Qutttions of Milinda it was no longer 
vit^. The monastic r^ime had become so accepted 

> Cb&adogya. 
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that, of the three Marks; ttnicca, iukkka, anatld. only 
the third meets with respect. In other words ilU 
monk had bteonu an inttiiuiion and needed no longer 
to carry cm fiag-wagging about his having <^oseQ the 
better part amid a world that was transient and eviL 
Somewhen, somewhere there may have come op 
another revival, from which sprang the treatise Vimutti- 
magga.* the original model or prototype, some pre* 
sume, of the later Vunddhi-magga of the 5th century. 
Whether or not this be true, no one would call vimtOii 
a prominent ideal in this latter famoos work. Else 
the term “parity" had not been substituted in the 
title. My eating of the work is now much blurred in 
memory, and I am fain to have recourse to those fallible 
guides; indexes. Well, the translator, P. Maung Tin. 
omits all reference to English terms for ifimtUti in his 
otherwise full index. And the index made for my text 
is little better. For the author, Buddbaghosa, the 
term has become nothing more vital than something 
to be referred to as it is in the Vimuiti-magga: a 
fivefold category of traditicm, thus: '* freed, that 
the freedom won which is specific extirpation, arrest. 
tiaz>qaillity, escape and freedom.”* triiere, charac- 
teristicaUy, the definition includes the term to be 
described. For Southern Buddhism of to-day, so a 
Sinhalese scholar tells me, vimntti, as tdsana or 
“ teaching.” is a dead letter. 

But to return to the PSii Pitakas, I repeat that the 
attitude there towards vimutH is too complicated to 
be thus airily dismissed. It has every now and again a 
bafiling way of coming to the footlights as if saying: 

' Now tmulated Into EngUtb in Japan by three Jtpaoeaa 
acb<4an. 

• P. 146. 
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The true teaching: that was I. Bat I will not here 
forestall the critical more detailed analyses forth* 
coming by the hand of my colleague Isaline Homer.* 
I would Jiere cajly point to one or two interesting 
features in those foreground appearances of vimtfUi, 
namely, where the term appears linked with the 
earliest atterances of the Founder Gotama. 

I have insisted for over a decade, and still insist, 
that, in the first two utterances placed in the mouth 
of Gotama. we have literature t^t bears the marks 
of plentiful editing, especially (if not only) in the latter 
portions of both. Here we find suddenly appearing 
a new bent given to the freedom*ideal of current (or 
recent) Indian teaching. The seeker is described as 
wording insight that arises in him and saying: "Un¬ 
shakable is in me release in purpose {cttO'VimMtti)" 
and again; " holding in no worth body or mind, he 
wanes; through waning he is set free {vimttUo), and 
knows: As freed I am free I" 

In both of these codas, we have left the leading tbeme 
of the opening sentences: (i) the choosing of a middle 
or right Way or Road in the Aim of life, and (2) the 
cavtai lest b^y or mind be taken for the self (w^ is, 
unlike them. ^vine. aUe to do what they cannot). 
We have come to a " way out/* unfit for a gospel for 
Everyman; to a release which is not that of the early 
Upanishads, viz.: to that freedom from lower desires 
by which roan eventually " goes to." " becomes " 
Brahman, the ineffable Highest. The positive worth 
is lost to view; we see only a negative consummation 
into a very Not; a culmination of the renunciation 
begun here by the half-life of the monk. 

t Author of Womtn in Primitive BitMism and TAr BttddMisS 
TkMry p/ Mmn PtrfttUd. 
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In the next place we find r recarring line, stating 
that after his " enlightenment ” the Founder is raid 
to have four times sat in enjoyment of " the happiness 
of vimutti"—just like that; no more. This, be it 
noted, is before he has " got off his chest," as we say, 
the Message be is shown brooding over. As to bow 
enlightenment came we are left in doubt. The legend, 
which is uncanonical, shows him surmounting devilish 
assaults, which for a man so spiritually matuie as be 
could have been without weight. The Canon only 
shows him reflecting, afi*r enlightenment. on 
uniformities true for mental, no less than for physical 
procedure, with attention only to ill as caused, not 
to " well" as caused no less. The first utterance 
makes no explicit reference to the Road u leading to 
frttiom, and only drags in freedom at the end of a 
coda differing greatly in style from that which words 
the first part. 

It may be a hazardous step, but I have concluded, 
that in all this we have, in the allusions to vimtiUi, 
editorial insertions made by later tongues in the oral 
teaching, and confirmed still later in the written 
substitutes. Made because there will have arisen in 
the Buddhist Order teachers who. themselves very 
likely ex*brahmins, taught a revival of the now 
m6^a, ideal adapted to the outlook of the monk.^ 

I do not propose here, I repeat, to deal with canonical 
passages pointing to this revival; I willingly leave this 
to another. I will but dte the fiict, that, late in the 
compiktion of the Fourth (Anguttara) Collection, 

> It is not impoeaiMe Umt a movement forSodal “Emand* 
patkm " among women, at tbe birth of Buddhism, very visible 
w the Nntks’ Anthology, may have qatekeoed nvival of the 
term. 
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under the Teas, we find the Way of Gotam, a teaching 
which had been made earUer into an eightfold cate* 
gory, esfimtUd into ton-ftatures. the ninth and tenth 
beii^ an addition of knowledge (Mya) and freedom 
oiffiNthi). I am not here examining, to what extent, 
in the revival I divine, the Upanuhadic ideal of know¬ 
ledge as well as of was included, but I commend 
the point to future research. And yet one more 
point: in the Hst, assuredly made early in the Buddhist 
movement, of this and that disdple, male and female, 
reckoned as best dad agga,^ ... in this or that 
virtue or attainment, no one is reputed as such in the 
teaching of "liberty." It may be said: neither is 
anyone named as Way*teacher, and other noted 
doctrines, soch as the " divine states" {braJunavi- 
Adri), might be included here.' Well, I meant my 
point also to count as negative, namely, that there was 
as yet DO prominent monk associated with any such 
revival of the importance of " liberty " as I suggest 
may have at some time arisen, early enough to cause 
mu^ concerning vimntti to be taught, or grafted upon 
many Sayings. We know, alas 1 so very little about the 
history of the Order, between the First Council and 
the liiird, the one in Asoka’s time, about which we 
get records of revisioa and standardising of Sayings 
and Debates as to what the Founder bad really taught 
or had not taught. 

But 1 am crmvinced, that research-pioneers in early 
Buddhism go too far in the basic importance they 
assign to " freedom Oldenberg. «.g., who sees in it 
one of four SckU^orU dtr Lehro: calm. Uiss, peace, 

> AnfMan-NikSy*. the ** Oaea." 
■ OaJy the fint “ state *' is meatioDed, linked wiUi tbe 

name ot a wonaa. 

*7 
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release: a pure monk-visioD, not that of either the 
missionary or the man be seeks to help. Edmond 
Hardy too saw in Leiden {dnkkJui) and ErPisnng the 
'* two poles of the teaching.”* That sagacious man 
said very little that was not soundly historical, but 
here be had to leave his admirable handling of details 
and to say much in a tiny compass, and I fear he found 
it convenient to indulge in an overgeneralising epi* 
gram. Wintemitz, too, saw, at least till a few years 
ago, in Eriesnng one of the basic things we could not 
comb out. Beckh found ErUttmg very central, but 
the find involved him in the “ howler ’* (as we say) of 
mairing the aged Founder talk of four, not three heads 
on his last tour. Rhys Davids was. as usual, more 
cautious, at least in this matter. So is Dr. E. J. 
Thomas, who nowhere refers to '* freedom ” as having 
been an essential feature in the gospel when first put 

forth. 
And it is just here in the HU Sayings, that we should 

note carefully. There is for instance a brief Saying, 
given as very early in the movement, not I believe 
referred to by any of these pioneers, where Gotama to 
his first few disciples is made to say: I by rational 
thinking and by fit endeavour have come to know, to 
realise, supreme freedom. Do you do the same.* 
This on the surface would seem to support the claim 
they make. I would point out, that here he was not 
talking to the Many, but to a few men, mostly brah¬ 
mans. These would be familiar with the subject; 
for them freedom would imply m unmentioned Hi^heti, 
to be won through freedom from lesser desires, as in 
the Upanishads. The New in the Saying is the pair 

* Vinaya, MaMvagga, i. I). 
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of terms "rational thinking'* and "right effort." 
Given then that the Saying is genoine, it does not 
give " freedom " a basic importance in the new toes* 
cage. Bot that freedom, as riddanct from life, was, 
in the first charter given out for the first mission* 
tours, is not only no feature in that charter, but is an 
unthinkable item wherewith to make an appeal to the 
Many. We must turn to our other term; tamed. 

In the all but buried origmal gospel of Gotama I 
find a spiritual ideal worthy to be, as it was, the child 
and heir of the Upanisbadic teaching, which was ex¬ 
ploiting the earlier gospel of Immanence first uttered 
by some proto-Yijfiavallcya some decades, probably, 
before the advent of Gotama. In that earlier message 
man was in bis nature divine, and needed to " know " 
this, realise it, before he could become actually the 
Deity who be potentially was. The mantras ex¬ 
ploiting the message teem with the word " become " 
(hkatwfO* aiding the defective verb "to be no one, 
reading translations only, realises how much th^ do. 
The verb is ever being applied to spiritual growth, in 
injunction to students, in prayer, in outlook on life 
beyond that of earth. As if it was realised bow 
irrational was the use of identity only, without 
" becoming,'’ in a religion of Immanence. 

But the vital necessity of growth or is ^ 
pale thing in the Upanishads beside the instant pressing 
need of it revealed when we turn from Upanishad to 
Sutta. In the Suttas " prayer to become " has faded 
into the urgent importance of “ so living as to become." 
Invocation as in itself efficient is scouted. 
teachers of it, we read. " neglecting the things that 
make holy (*.«., the true brahman) call and call on 
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Indra, Vanipa . . . PnjSpati. .. . Now if a man tt«k> 
ing to cross this river here stood caMn^, calling yonder 
bank to come over, would that bring it ? Or would be 
tie his arms ? Or go to sleep ? . . . He would, were 
there no boat, get boughs together and fashion a raft, 
and lying on it paddle with arms and legs . . 

From first to last there survive in the 
monastic scriptures the new and frequent words for 
eSort and energy. And ever do we come up against 
the refrain: “ Thus are you to train: so and so will we 
become . . The Founder began with Way and 
choice, with will; be ended with the same. The 
last convert is told of the Way; the disciples are bidden 
“ Earnestly accomplish 1" 

I have spoken of " training " and this brings me to 
the first term of my title: "tamed." Had there not 
been in Gotama's gospel that Way or Road, they who 
see in it just a " system " of ethics would have a little 
better footing. But the Way lies " in the way of" 
any such shallow conclusion. For by Way was meant 
the fact that man is not essentially an ethical being, 
but a Wayfarer, wayfaring through life " seen whole." 
and the Goat of his wayfaring was repeatedly called 
" of other worlds " {sampariyiMa). A man as essen¬ 
tially a wayfarer will not, in the first place, consider 
the other man's interests, ncv whether be is " free," 
or freed, or bound to become so. These become 
corollaries of right wayfaring. If the fellow-wayfarer 
can be made to come along, so much the better; if. 
with progress in the way shackles fall off, as with 
John Banyan's Christian on pilgrimage, that is all to 
the good. But for the Wayfarer, the ideal is Way's 
End. And his first care is what makes for that; ttds 
would be his very instant outlook; indeed he would be 
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more preoccopied with this thui with the ultimate 
goal (C/. art. I.) 

It is this next step that we find stressed in early 
Buddhism, so much so that many will say the tenns of 
consummation are nef to he found save in what is, for 
me. the later emergent monldsb ideal: nirvana. Such 
a oonclosion needs only better knowledge of the Suttas 
to qualify it greatly. It would then not be as lost to 
si^t as it is, bow in them we come across the words 
agga'. highest, faramA. paramaUJuf. supreme, snat* 
tara: incomparable, pariyoiina: goal. ottAa: the aimed 
at, the ne^ed, and in compounds, Brahma: God. 
terms so much better for the Ineffable »tuin the Vedic 
names for particular deities or aspects of Deity I have 
cited above. But for the first Buddhists the thing 
most needed was to realise and compass the long, 
long Between that stretched from the actual imper¬ 
fect man to his consummation as That; the long 
years that lay between acorn and oak tree. 

Here is energy, but no sign of the self-deceiving 
pressure to get ultimate consummation in this Uttle 
life-span, as in the later idea of the arahan. For 
origi^ Buddhism the " road " was a hgure of life 
as a whole; it was iampariytka, and that meant much 
survival, many lives. Ko religicm, I say ytt again, 
has ever brought the next step, the many steps after, 
so near to life in this world here and now as did it. In 
it every life was a '* moment" in opportunity. 

That the oft-repeated urge: ^us is there for you to 
be trained {tvatft vo sikkkitabba^) was for a training or 
" taming ’* to cover this very long wayfaring—long 
even for the best, as the old JStaka tradition reveals. 
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let alone the more imperfect—^has been much bhured 
for Buddhism, by the insertion, before the tenn 
" Road," of the category of the Eight Ri^tneases 
{smnmatti): right view, right intent and^tbe rest, 
i repeat, that for me this inserticm wras a substitute, 
made when the word bhava; growth, becoming, Werdtn, 
came, as used also for " lives " " worlds," into monastic 
disrepute of the severest kind. The road had been 
taught as the bheva-magga—so I venture to think— 
but the prefix bhava-, coming to be a compared with 
any kind of filth,* was transferred to the graph of the 
R(^-symbo], the uheel, henceforth called the Mum- 
chahha, symbol no longer, as once, of progress, the 
beneficent work of the Wheeltumer (cAoUotxittt), but 
of life viewed as mere repetition (seHisdra).' 

And so the idea of training (siAAAi. damana) ram* 
to be crowded into a burning need to shorten life 
viewed as " thosnesg " [iUhatia): the view, as it were, 
of a man who, shuddering at the natural processes 
of decay in his temporary bodies, abjures doctors' 
remedies and concentrates on euthanasia. Somehow I 
cannot reconcile this monks’ outlook with such sur* 
vivals in the Sa3dngs as; 

*' Wbovrer anoog joa desir* tnining—aod only tb«y— 
will become they wbo are Tbat lauBortal Highest (tamai'- 
Atfa).’** 

" And while he thus contemplatas, the Road cooes iato 
beiog. and that Road* be foOowi, malm become and developa 
. . . (saying) I shall beoexne: 

A man bound never to be toming back, 
A Fnitber-larer in the liie dlvixM." 

' AnfuitMta. The " Onea.’* xviii, xj-ty. 
* Cf. my art. In Wnw-RWaA' Qvirlerfy, May, 1937. 
■ ngba-Nildlya, No. x6. 
* N.B.-^eS the “ Sightfold.” AntuOara. ” Flvse,” vl, 37. 
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Here is Road-sense and Road-training felt to be a 
moving on towards a very great consoramation, not 
after this life some sort of waning out or emptiness, but 
a climax^ yet afar, bat positively conceived, a cal- 
mination in such as man bnds en¬ 
gaged withal, while yet in this or any sobscquent sort 
of “ body-com-mind." Taught at a time and in a 
place, when and where this culmination was looked 
upon as Divine Manhood realised, the new feature, 
pointing to a great Between intervening to be crossed 
by ever better living, was strengthened by another 
new emphasis; that of Divine Manhood potentially 
present in each mao as a Road-monitor; the idea of 
dkarma". sense of the Ought, guiding inwardly, such as 
wc now call coitsdence. Ill ^d it befitted a gospel of 
the Road to be without a Road-guide. 

And so the man who began his mission-life by 
bidding men seek-thoroughly after the Self or Spirit, 
and revere this Dbanna-monitor. ended the same 
by bidding men look for guidance to both Self and 
Dharma “ as light and safety, and to no other" 
certainly not to a trinity now revered as Buddha, 
Dhamma, Sangba. With a curious inconsistency we 
see this later cat^ory tau^t, together with insistence 
on Buddhism, as telling that man is *' to save hinwlf" 
—that is, not the ideal Man within but just the actual 
man. This is as if our road-rules, prescribed turning 
a child on to our roads of whirling traffic to shift for 
itself. The first Buddhist teaching did not so orphan 
man as that. I think it saw too much the danger 
that lay in being " freed," without the safeguard that 
lay in the incessant need of being " trained." 

As yet I have not found the two terms of my title 
held up in contrast or in reconciliation. The Sayings, 
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for all their repetitions, are a great tbesaams, a mine, 
little known as yet, especially by Buddhists. That I 
have not so foond such contexts inclines me to end. 
as I began, by saying that, in their juxtaposition: 
danti vimuUd, we have what is here alioady a recon> 
ciling tradition, concealing lost history. The term 
*' trained " is. I bold, of the earliest, the aD-but-pre- 
monastic b^inning of the Sakyan mission, when the 
Man of the Road and Ms mates were opening up the 
Between of the More, the More of the living one's 
religion, which lay before man as he is and map as be 
may become. The term " freed " was then less new, 
but it bad emerged later in the Sakyan mission, 
reclothed in monk's garb, with the fringe of pessimism 
on the robe, namely, that being " freed " was the 
assurance, that the shc^-cut in life (as " tbusoess ") 
had been reached, and that Mams, once the very 
guarantee of immortal hopes, was at an end. Crooned 
out as intoned, the two wtxds seem at one; actually 
they tell of a great word in the More to man, followed 
by a word in the Less. The " pact," as I have called 
it, is one rather of traditionsJ acceptance than of 
reasoned concord; it points to an eclectic Unking, 
rather than to the fruit of insist into a new and higher 
truth, such as we see in Gotama’s fusion of "self'' 
and "dharma": 

Wberafon let wboeo fato is for the Aim. 
Who for the greet Self* doth Mptre, 
Hold ever Very l^uenae is high leveceitce. 

* I differ here feora my own Inunetnre rendering in treas- 
ledog Sei|iyette, I. " GAreven,’* of 1017. eqiuUy from the 
•Imilar mnderixig by Dr. Geiger of thirteen yeen later. The 
term nMAetfe. aa meaning, aot the abetract greatneM," but 
a greet man or being, as it is usad in Upenisbads axKl CIta, and 
more frequeotly as the birth of Buddhism ceme to pf. is to 
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Here is a tnie pact, a sound base whereon to build a 
teazling of the Wayfaring in the More towards an 
ultimate Most, wayfarer bidden to see how the 
were shii;^g, to hear how the voke within was urging, 
warning to train so as at Way's End to win a freedom 
be cannot as yet even conceive. 

Bted iD Uw Pitalus: AngHttara. " Threes." " LooaphsJa," aod 
is cootzartsd with " Utds self " {»pp‘4htmS\. la no case, 
SKweover. do I see a mu like Cotasa prescnlwj* a *' Uweing 
for greatness." 
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My Croom Robertson wu one who often 
walked band in hand with pain. And he would say, 
when lecturing on the ethics of happiness say it too 
with a wiy quarter-smile as one of" them who kxMw/’ 
and alas I he did know—** Some say, why look ahead 
to pleasure or a neutral object ? It is sufficient to be 
wanting riddance of pain. We can resolve to do with¬ 
out positive pleasure, but we cannot live with pain. 
Much of our action is to avdd pain, and no '* calculus " 
is necessary here.”* 

** Riddance of pain ” is to word ” the well ” nega¬ 
tively. Pleasure, happiness is but the feeling accom¬ 
panying the state of being welL When we are well, 
the body is in a pleasureful state, the mind, the will, is 
in a happy state, affairs, our little world, are in a pros¬ 
perous state. But there is the ” man,” who is neither 
those instruments nor that little world, the ” man ” 
of whom those are adjuncts, vehicles, and these the 
occaaon, the arena, the medium of self-expresstoo, of 
self-directioo. It is the very man, the very ” he ” of 
whom we can most truly say, he is well, he is better, be 
is unwell, be seeks to be w^, be vills the wU. 

Thii aitkle was a cootribotioa. by raqmct, to the voloma 
COBineaaantinf Cbarlea Lanman'a 75th birthdiy (1929}. 1 
partly rvarota It five yaan later, publiabing it In tbe last 
jonmal of tba PUi Taxt Society as " Buddfaiun and the 
necativa.’' I bava bara welded both tc^iethar. 

• Mi*i, Janoary, 189s. 

366 
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Now Buddhism, in its old scriptures, worded 
ra very largely in that negative way. Its spiritnal 
hygiene is mainly taught in negative terms. That 
its code qi moral fnndamentals was negative is not a 
distinctive feature. Even to-day we do not word a 
Christian code of them in accordance with the teaching 
of Jesus. He tried without success to reword the 
Mosaic, mainly negative code with " thou shaft love 
thy neighbour as thyself." We still go on in the old 
negative way. We have yet to frame a positive code 
for more duties as owed to the Highest and to parents. 
We have yet to come to " Ward thy fellow-mao as 
thyself. Ward his property as thine own. Ward a 
woman's hosband as brother, a man’s wife as sister 
and mother; ward the yonng as brethren. Let speech 
be truthful, kind, co^eous. useful Keep sober." 
But Sutta-teaching might be summed up as sohunJ 
duMkkau' arUakiriyiya—" for rightly making an end 
of pain." Once or twice the founder is rerarded as 
summing np his teaching, and once it is in these 
words: " Both in the past and now do I, even I, 
declare just this: pain and the destro3nng of pain."* 
And that which he was said to have beaten out under 
the Bo-tree was the makiog-to<ea3e (atrodAa) the 
coming-to-be {samud^a). 

Earnest disdples were taught that ending of ill 
could only be ending of becoming (Matw). The word 
" life " was neither appreciated nor depredated; it 
was not used doctrinally. The saint is shown awaiting 
the end of this span of life with the resigzution of a 
weary labourer waiting for his wage—the sentiment of 
the little Pagan dirge in Cymbdin*—but he is dumb 
about positive good to follow: 

» Msjjb., I. 140. 
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WHb of deotb I ilAlly oot, dot yet 
Delict in livinf. I awsit tlM hour 
Like any hirellag who bath done hia taak.' 

The thinf to make cease was the being reborn and the 
being redead. These were the milestones o( the woes 
of all the worlds. And the man has spiritually 
" Fleeted, cot-down at the root, the body" of his 
desires and craving." made it like the stomp of a palm 
tree, made it something that has ceased to become, 
so that it cannot grow up again in the future "—he 
alone is happy. So are the arabans happy—aef 
because before them lay well-warded the way of the 
worlds toward the goal, in that it was the way of 
and to the divine Well-Wilier. Safety ahead was 
merely the outlook of the convert, the entrant, the 
First Path wayfarer. His was the slogan: Khiva- 
nir^ ’mhi: perished for me is purgatory !* not that 
of the saint: Kkitfd jSH: periled is birth! The 
arahan was " well" because be had done with the 
Four Ways, he had " crossed over." His was the 
happiness of Lucretius’s coast-specUtor. He was 
safe, but his view was seaward at what he had come 
through. Me was not looking landward at what now 
lay before him. That " before " was as " the track of 
bird in air ontraceable."* 

This that doth ne'er grow oU. that dieth not. 
This oev«r.ageiDg never.dyiog Path_ 
No eorrow cooseth there, no eBemica, 
Nor Is there aoy crowd; none faint or fail. 
No fear wmeth. aor aubt that doth tomeot. 
To this, the Inunorta] nth have gone 
PhD xBAxiy , . 

• PmJmi o/tMtBrtOnn. Sttl{wtta. Revata. 
• SsmyMKa. ii, 70. etc. 
• Dip. ver. 9a; rAerqgSCM, ver. os. 
• ThingathS, ver. 313. 
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He IMS in Nirvi^a; of the " beywid " he did but say, 
it was utter Nir\^U)a; fiariniiijna. For; 

Kowbere ia oMoaura for ooe foaa to oUMoa. 
That ^i^tereby we apeak of bin—that axiata no longer. 
WboOr cnt cn are all fonna of oui kaiowuig. 
Cat oa are tbe f,hannah of speech, every ooa.^ 

His happiness was on the one hand so retrospective 
and on the other so barred from any forward view into 
the future, that it might have served Croom Robertson 
as a fit instance of a well-being in terms of riddance of 
pain. It may have been with such " as with one trixo 
after long t(^ and much peril reaches home, and is 
content with that for the ^y, whatever life may yet 
give or ask for cm the morrow. They had won up out 
of tbe maelstrom of stUftsdra ... to something in* 
efiable, that now is, bot is not to be described in 
terms of space or aftertime; and resting they ong 
We will leave it at that”* 

It will be said: This is the ” well ” held up in the 
teaching for the few. for those whose faces were set 
toward tbe highest, for those who, after ages of slow 
maturing, were near maturity. Of these I have said, 
quoting Emerson; " of immortality tbe well soul is 
incurious. He is so well that he is sure it will be wdL”* 
But, the objector goes on, the teaching for the many, 
for the believing layman is more positive, less austere, 
more human, more suited to those who have not turned 
their back on the world that they know, on life as 
they know it. 

liiis is true.* No creed on earth may be said to sit 
* SuMhMfiita, var. 1076. 
* •/tSf Sisirrt, iDtrodoctioa »nfi ver. s>i. Sis. 
* of tkt Bfoikrtn, xlvili. 
* De la V«U6e Pouasia rmpbiiia 1 this distlncttoo. so vital 

to a just appraisement of (early) Boddhim u a wbola. 
Nirotota, 1915. 
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SO and i^casantly over mao’s condact and ritual 
observa^ as the Buddhist layman's *iiu»na Xq 
inspection it may seem the creed of worid*orphans. 
It is so. Yet is it less so than it seems.' He too 
seeks the Unseen Warding, (or is not the quasi-deified 
Teacher one in a chronic process of ever-warding 
Buddhas ? Is not the Teaching, in some way not 
understood but accepted in faith, a world-gift to 
for his salvation P Are not the holy almsmen, albeit 
very unequal as to bolittess, an ever-present 
warding off ill. producing merit ? The foymon could 
afford to word " the well" positively. Worlds lay 
before him, but by a worthy life here, he could earn 
guarantees that they would be “ bright.” not '* dark.” 
He could afford to speak of things pleasant as pleasant, 
and not as in truth painful.^ He could speak calmly 
of death, for it was not the end-all, but just the cfimnifin 
lot 

All this we know. And if the aorthy Buddhist lay¬ 
man is not always consistently choerful over the 
last-named matter, neither are we when we, like him, 
find nothing better to comfort ourselves witbaL Small 
blame to the inconsistency. The blameworthy thing 
for him and us ss h> find nolMing httUr. 

But there is one point about this layman’s gospel 
that we forget to bring out. It worded ” the man ” 
more worthily than did the monk or bhikshu. There 
is no denial of ” the man,” no anatii in such discourses 
to laymen or laywomea as that to Sigila, to the thirty 
kumiras (who were advised to seek ” the m*n "),* 
to Visfikhi, to Chitta and other ” headmen,” to An&- 

• SMkkmft (uaUltf. Suttt-mptta, ver. 7M, txaiuL in 
p. S6. 

• Vtnay*, i. *3. 
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thapi^^ka. There waa no cobbing the word man 
(jfrwrtM) of having any reality, of being a merely con* 
ventioiial label. Thei« was no whittling down the 
word to a naming of something that exists (body and 
mind) by something that does not exist."* The lay¬ 
man was reminded that things are transient and that 
ills abound; but the third monkish slogan anaUd—a 
word not of mondial import, but derived (and misused) 
from a local, a temporary protest in early Buddhism, 
was not brought into his gospel, to worry and under¬ 
mine his conviction that there was really and truly 
" a man " who worked karma of thought, word and 
deed, and who reaped the harvest thereof here and 
hereafter. 

And with this more direct, less sophisticated, 
worthier wording of " the roan/* the Buddhist lay- 
sisana. be it noted, worded more rationally " the 
well '* of the man than did the monk. This lay in 
seeking his good (A*ta) and that of others, his advan¬ 
tage {attha. (fn^i^) and that of others both here 
and hereafter. Etefore him lay the two '* goings/* 
the well-bourne and the evil-bourne {sugati, duggaii). 
Neither was eternal, though either probably lasted 
long. Certainly the former, the sagga loka, did. And 
how far nibbina—^word as vague as our *' heaven "— 
was in any way distinct therefrom he did not ask. 
Not till Milinda made out a case of a distracted 
mankind in suspense about it* do we come across any 
wearying over the subject. 

> Vijjamamn* anjjamSnatsa parUipita. ,e6At«tt<BiniMHAa- 
viii, 14. 

* Mim. 333. Tliat there ms any worry In the tiniply put 
«)oery of SamyiOta, iv. 151. >61: " Wbat it it that is ceiled 
Kibbloa ie not clearly implied. 
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Nor had that other word for the monk's ideal, vi- 
mutti. liberation, any charm for the layman. Negative 
term thoogh it be, it has come to appeal strongly to 
us, who are the heirs and the record-reading Witnesses 
of ages of struggles for liberty, national, religious, 
social. Scarce any word thrills us of the Democracies 
mMe strongly than just this word of riddance: 

and 
" LsUrU. hi$rU. elurit r** 

"DMrUndoflibtrtyr 

It conld thrill the monk, the non no less. In her 
exulting we can also see riddance of domestic and 
social disabilities, but for both sexes the liberty is 
chiefly spiritual, that is, of the very woman, the very 
man. ‘1^ positive thing they had got rid of was so 
fearfully positive—awful even as Are in the turban, 

fire in the boose, Are in the jungle—that the very 
riddance itself stood for salvaticm, fen- peace, for " the 
well.’* The more usual Indian " riddance-word " of 
salvatimi as purity [suddki) does not reverberate in 
the early *' Dham^ " as does the piean of liberty. 

But it did not appeal to the Indian layman. As 
a religions slogan it does not appear in the “ three ’* 
Vedas. M$kf» is a later development, due either to 
the influence of Buddhism, or to that which caused 
Buddhism to develop.' That other religions make 
little of it is deeply significant, maybe, of their more 
positive outlook.* It is true that Aryans in general 

* TIm ** Mxrwiillaiw.” 
■ W« oal7 fiad the notion, a* devnlopod. io tb« and 

UMri Upnaiahnda. 
■ C/. Sney. and ElMics on its nbneocn. Tb« aitid* 

Molest «ni iuMfted by my tpecitl coggeetioo made to the 
editor. 
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can thrill to a negative shibboleth, witness amfia, 
ambrosia, immortal, but the idea of being spiritually 
set free is too unworldly to come to the front in any 
world save that of the recluse. 

Well then, we have put forward these two features 
in the gospel of the Buddhist recluse: man is not 
worthily worded: man's well is not worthily worded. 
The one and the other are negatively worded. The 
one is declared to be fiction: the other *' is,’'‘ but is 
entirely ioefiable. 

And let the apologist of the dual gospel in Buddhism 
remember this: It is tk* gospd of the recluse which is 
and will be looked upon by people of other lands and 
other creeds as the original, the venerable, the genuine 
" Buddhism.” Not because the layman's gospel is 
not very worthy, or some later devdopinents no less 
so. Bat the canon holds the field yet as the 
archetype m Bnddhist literature. And in it the life, 
the welfare, the world, of the monk outweighs and 
dwarfs altogether the life, welfare and world of the 
” manyfolk.” With monks as recorders, as com* 
pilers, as editors, as ” libraries,” nothing could 
well have been expected. 

There is yet another defect in wording, intimately 
bound up with those other two defects. But it is a 
feature in both gospels. Han viUs his ” well.” But 
in PlU there is no fit appraising of ” will ” such as our 
European Aryan tcmgnes enable os to make. There 
is the significant approach to it in classing all man's 
self-expression—de^. word, thought—as activity, as 
work (iUmMw). But when tlie factors of that ” sdf ” 
are analysed, dynamic terms, approaching ” will ” in 
meaning, fall into the background, and no discem- 

* Min. 270: eUMi niSiAcAijt. . . . 

It 
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oient is shown of tins: that to toach religion as a Path 
to a Goal to be trodden by each man, we znnst, to 
maAo it inUUiiibU, show man as choosing, as willing 

to walk therein. f 
It is here that we see the mook>world of the Order 

reducing to secondary emphasis and importance—and 
that probably at an eaiiy stage—the very heart and 
root of Gotama's message; the appeal to eveiyman, as 
wajdarer in a Way of the worlds to the Goal, to choose 
himself the way to go. by the innate will in him to 
seek the better, the best. Here we have a positive 
idea, a positive word. And this in spite of the fact 
that no fit word for either will or choke was ready to 
hand.* 

The manifesto of the Way has ever been regarded, 
in the Pitaka tradition, as a word, an occasion of the 
highest moment, and rightly so. And let not this be so 

much overlooked as it is, that, unless we see, in the 
noble figure of the Way, a sabstitnte used by inspired 
genius groping for a word, a word that might serve 
for the man seeking, by inward prompting, his good, 
his " well," and choosing what seems the best way to 
it, there is no moving fwce about it at all. But, on 
the one band, the editors made of the Way, not tiu 
gospel, but otu factor only in a doctrine of over-empha¬ 
sised IIL 

I refer, of course, to the doctrine of the " four truths." 
They made, as world-foisakers would make, mnni- 
present Ill in the forsaken world their gospel. On the 
other hand, they split up the Way (x) into an eight of 
desirable qualities in man, (2) into a fourfold matter 

^ The one word for ** chooM ’* a cnrionily xmre in pre- 
Boddhist litentuie and hardly to be found in the latter. 
“ Take *' b preferred. 
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of what we mljht call negative prcgress, namely, of 
milestones in getting riddance of all the worlds, of life 
as we know it. The gospel of the Way was a great 
opportunity for transfomung the truth that man. the 
very man. is of the Divine nature, into a truer con¬ 
ception of that nature as in him, namely, of a 
progressing from the potential into the actu^. But 
this was too far a cry for a world which, even 
now. can see in Deity mainly Hind, not yet mainly 
Will. 

It nuy yet be objected, that the reduction of the 
Way to a relatively decentralised place appears in 
the very first so-called ” sermon.’' 

I can well believe it was from the first in the order 
it still holds: the Initial Word. Where I see it changed 
for the worse is, that it has ceased to be the Message, 
the LeitmUif of anything that follows, and has be¬ 
come a mere foreword leading up to that which, at 
first ancillary, has been made Leiimotif in its place, 
namely, tbe ’’ four truths." These have b^me 
central. Ask any Buddhist. Consult " books on 
Buddhism" of note; Oldenberg's, Grimm’s, for in¬ 
stance, are little more than fourfold sermons on those 
Four. Oldenberg was content to see nothing " in¬ 
organic " in them, as against Deussen who did. Deus- 
sen saw. in the mechanical form of the " sermon," 
an historical parallel to the grouping of many golden 
sayings, uttered over maybe many months, in the 
Sermon on the Mount. 

I am with Deussen, that there has been editing, not 
only with whole sentences but also with terms. But 
not regrouping of materials from other utterances. 
So short is the address, that, had the bringing in of 
other matter taken place, the original words would 
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amount to not more than three sentences. But there 
has been almost certainly a redaction of a discourse, 
or chart of teaching, remembered in words by one 
listener, in Mom words by another listener, to be 
fixed wording. Especially of those sayings which came 
to appeal most forcibly to the monk: U1 and riddance 
of Ill. Indeed from the very start we see the monk 
appropriating words drafted as a mission to the Many 
to suit only an audience of fellow-monks 1 ^ 

I hokl this may well have happened in Gotama's 
lifetime, which was kng, and sometimes in a wording 
and with an emphasis of udiich be may not have 
approved. That coold not be so will only be 
maintained by those vdio woold see. in Gotama the 
very man, t^t quasi-deified Bbagavat and Tathi- 
gata idea, which became the worship of a later day. 
To his own day a friend, a brother, father, leader, 
counsellor, helper, he could also be considered by some 
a dictatorial, tiresome roan.* Tenderly, rever¬ 
ently warded he will have been, as are they whose 
efficiency, after long service, is rated as over and past. 
But be bad with wide sympathy and appredatioo 
encouraged all sincere expressions of opinion in the 
Order. In it were stalwarts at work whose ways and 
words came to be merged in the shibboleth " Bud- 
dbavacana," " Buddhasdsana.’* These would not all 
be meek and loyal repeaters of what be bad held most 
worth while. Is not that lonely* last tour with only 
his cousin significant of the act of one who could no 
more trust his following to teach just that ? Charles 
Eliot rightly alludes to the “pathetic picture of an 

t ** By him-wlKKbw-left-tbe-worid two eads.. . 
' iXeiofMr «/ tk* B*ddk€, U. p. 1S4. 
* On this tear as *' loosly " SM my SsMjm, p. 340/- 
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old man’s iati^es " as baU*caax1ced by tnith.^ But to 
me the looeliness of him on that tour is one of the 
most poignantly pathetic facts in the world’s literature. 

Let uswetum to our negativisms and their defects. 
(i) In the tenet called <tnattd man is not worthily 

worded. The doctrine was in the first instance a 
protest, not without reason, against what had become 
a distorted emphasis in the brabmanic teaching. 
The " man,” namely, woided more usually as self or 
spirit, was in fixity, immutability, divinity, identical 
with the world-soul. Hence he had. it was held, not 
to grow, to V4rd*n, to become; he bad to come-to- 
realise. Hence he was, not so much a growing plant, 
as a jewel or star to be cleared of all that bid or dimmed. 

But in time this doctrine of protest degenerated 
into the harmful dogma, never worthily reasoned 
out.* that the ” man ” is, not only not immutably 
divine, but non-existent; that there is no one who 
thinks, speaks, acts, but that there is only thinking, 
speaking, doing. It is not just to say. as do son>e 
apologists, that this denial of the mao was an original 
protest. I venture to hold that the position taken by 
the founder.* after a wavering start, was a teaching of 
the reality of the man as not just body and mind. 
Had be but gone on to say ” these are what he uses; 
ht is more.” a world of misunderstanding might have 
been avoided. But there can be no doubt about the 
much more native attitude that grtw up among tk* 
afier-mon for one who reads, in an historic perspective, 
what they came to say. 

• Hinduism and BuddMsm, i, z6i. 
* Tbete m an ■»«"«* Humean approach to inch an attempt 

in Saipjmtta, iU. S30. 
» Cf. Via.. L. p. »3 with p. 13; Majjh., I, *32; Samjr-. ii». 66. 
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We must read both what they said and between the 
lines of what they said. Pili literature U for us still 
a very new study. There is too much taking up or 
rejecting Hoc. The evolution of the brihnian as 
an animate book, the evolution of the mantras he 
hnnHftfi on as su^—we cannot get at the base and 

of these. But the evolution of the Pali canon, 
the evolution in its anitMU libraritt ■ this is of 
more recent growth. Mainly we can only surmise, 
yet we can get nearer to the conditions under 
which the phenomena of Order and of Pifakas came 
to be and to grow. And we can be more discerning 
accordingly. 

We can discern, in the stereotyped, inadequate, 
ill-fitting onattA riposte} something like an extinct 
coal, an archaic corpse. It belongs to the early 
protest, but it is ap{^ed to the later denial of the 
“ man." It is no more alive; it cannot meet the query 
of the puzzled listener,* as Gotama would have met 
it had he indeed been the teacher on that occasion. 
We can discern, how needful it became, to the main¬ 
tenance of this unworthy wording of the man, to 
buttress it about and around with every stone of 
support that could be brought together.' We can 
discern in Buddhagfaosa’s Commentaries how this 
succeeded, bow argument had died and dogma stood 
firm. We see the man, «dio is central in the early 
gospel as the wayfarer, " you and I" " faring on, 
running cm ” from world to world, the man who to 
body and mind is as the forest to the faggots, borne 
thence to the fire, the man who grows or sickens in 

* Ct. amoDf many r«p«titk>c>—Saqiy., Ui, 04. 
* y. ibid; P. S8. Majjb.. iii, 19 /. Cf. art. “ Reeb. ...” 
* bp. in luthi Vattbo, i; (f. PoitUt of CotUrooersy, Bk. 1. 
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his karma aod who stands after death before Yama 
(bis fellow>man. as were all devas) to be confronted 
with that karma and judged by this mao, the very 
Thou, neither body nor mind:—^we see him, in those 
commentaries, whittled away into a momentary com¬ 
plex of live khandhas. We see the current word for 
his personality: atubhivs. ” self-state," treated as a 
mere concession to the conventions of the multitude, 
the *' many-folk."* 

(3) And in the tenet called niUdiM, nibbinadkilu, 
or asatikhaid dhiiu, we see " the well," the summum 
bonum unworthily worded. However the word be 
interpreted, it remains a negation and indicates a 
tendency away from the positive, a tendency to which 
so many other Buddhist terms bear witness. We 
may, we should appreciate the reserve in early Bud¬ 
dhism. which refused to commit itself to any descrip¬ 
tion of that Goal. Who. at this time of day, is con¬ 
tent with the worth of such descriptions In other 
scriptures ? But it does not follow t^t the inefiable 
is fitly worded only by a negation. We may rest too 
easily complacent in the contentment shown by the 
Indian over his fieri, n*ti I It hints at that racial 
weakness, which found no word for " will." whence 
we derived our " well,” which never developed its 
Aryan root var in the way we developed the twin 

root wd/.* 
In other words, what man wills strongly, he Unds 

to name positively. He does not cry " No-Iand 1" 
when be sights the Imged-for sea. That contentment 
with the notion of riddance rather than with the 
notion of what we were to put in place of the things 

> Devsdfita Sotta (M., ill: A.. !)• 
* Asl. 308; cf. Via. U. 3ze. • Cf. art. XIII. 
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got rid of—^that contentment *aid " DOt*diseased/' 
troga, dngya, where oar stronger positive words say 
irfUta, talus, health, tanU. And it found a comple¬ 
ment to that negation about man's body in a negation 
about the very man, soul or self, when utterly well. 
In nibUna is implied extinction of the heat of spiritual 
fevers. Even the slightly more positive sitibkiva, 
the coolness of the saint, does but indicate riddance 
of fever. There is no fit word for the state that is 
won. " Growth ’’ we meet with here and there; the 
notable causative of werdan, bkdvoud. we also meet 
with. But when the long work in all that process is 
consonunated, when the man becomes that iriucb 
be has wilUd to be.—" wtU,"—for this word, daughter 
of will, we find no name. We do not even find a 
forced nse (as in the Greek rb fv. and my " the well") 
of SH. to wit swiAdttf. Sottkibidva does occur, but very 
rarely, and not with emphasis. ArakaUa is weakened 
to " worthiness to receive offerings "I 

Men cannot eviscerate religion of so much as did 
Theravida Buddhism and yet preserve the kernel. 
That the " will" was badly worded was a national 
defect which Buddhism did what it could to remedy. 
But unworthy wording of " the man ” and of his goal 
was a mistake of its own making. In the Far East 
rrkore positive conceptions somewhat remedied matters. 
But in Tberavftda Buddhism the double negation has 
survi>xd. And certain features it presents tonlay are 
deepened in significance when we consider them as 
possible consequences of that survival. For is not 
this true, that if “ the man " be unworthily worded, 
the will by which he seeks the ultimate “ well ” will 
certainly be unworthily worded, and that *' well ” 
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will b« worded no better, will be pnctically blotted 
out ? 

G)iisider! TherevSda Buddhism negated man, the 
wilier through body and will, and negated any con* 
cept of *' well" as willed by a WUer—source, worker, 
end—of the man. To-day we witness bow it has 
gone on losing substance as a rsiigion, how it has 
become practically a system of ethics on the one band 
and. on the other, a system warding a dead world- 
dead social cleavage, dead language, dead literature. 

For the way of the srorlds, the larger life of both the 
seen and tbe unseen, has &ded out of its perspective. 
Its ancient gospel threw open tbe gates to the long 

vistas: 
ApOnM Usam amatasta daOrt t* 

Around and about its votaries, devas, no longer 
deities, but fellow-men of other worlds, stood warding, 
watching, advising, praising, reproving. Clairvoyance, 
clairaudience—to see and hear as could those devas— 
were not banned as devilish, but were welcomed by 
it as means of access to fellow-men here and over there. 
Man was shown as wayfarer in a Way. a way not only 
of present “ best" living, but a four-staged way 
leading to the goah 

All of these opportunities and vistas—all that made 
his cult a very living religion: that is, the having 
heed to tbe unseen—the Theravidin has virtually 
laid on the shelf among the venerable things of hU 
past. His attention, as layman, is concentrated on 
thU one only of his many lives. The just-so-much as 
was given him of the way of the worlds in which we 
are wayfarers he has lost, and be has learnt nothing 

> Opeo (or tbcM tbs gates of tbs mmoftal 1 Vioaja, Ubv, 
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since wberewitb to word it more worthily, more 

truiy. 
Or, if he be monlc. bis forward view is otherwise 

blurred. For as monk, he has ever worded tiot only 
" man ” and hit “ goal" xinworthily, but “ life " no 
better. He never had any hope of the life of the worlds, 
for everywhere that meant rebirth, redeath of the 
body. And body, he held, was. with mind, essentially 
“ the man." Hence birth and death stood oat over* 
large, over-fearfoL He believed in growth only when 
•the life had been cat off from the general life of the 
worlds. Bot surely the growth of " the man " is not 
the way of the growth of any of his bodies. It is 
the slow advance toward that immortal adolescence, 
in the coDsdoosness of which growth our worthiest 
septuagenarians will say: " I would not exchange my 
seventy*five for your twenty-five!” 

May the faithful and kind scholar-friend, to vdiom 
wc herewith will well of youth eternal, gladly echo 
Lord Haldane's recent birthday saying! 

Life, man, will, well: herein was weakness, herein lay 
a falling behind. In all four words we have worthier 
beacon-lights than early Buddhism had. How are we 
letting them shine ? 

What arc wc doing with our word *' life ”? We 
feel after the life of the race, bot we measure the whole 
life of " the man " by this one little earth-span and 
its body. With that body we grow old, and the will, 
compliant servant, ages with it when " we " are not 
even " grown op." 

What are we doing with oar word " roan "? In the 
school and academy we have thrust him out, replacing 
him with his instruments, body and mind, measuring 
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his growth these. In the cborcbes. in the world we 
spe&k of him as " having " a sool, or not, as if A« were 
something else. And v^en we bury body, we call it 
him I » 

What are we doing with the word " will"? We 
have pat it, in the school, on the shelf. Or we have 
screwed it down to mean consdoos resolve. We 
refuse to admit that man-as-acting i« way wAof- 
ever is using will; we do not disc^ that man's only 
way to " the well" lies in wilL For will is coming to 
be, not only coming to do. 

What have we done with the word “ well"? We 
have not, even, with our wiser European ndghhoors, 
put it on its own feet as noun. We buttress it up with. 
affixes: well-being, wel-fare. Then, taking from tbe 
meaning where we add to the letter, we tie it down to 
the body, we tie it down to earth-life, we tie it down 
to noe-betterment. But this is not so unintelligible 
a cosmos that we must see, in only a stage of race- 
betterment, the uttennost, perfected well of " tbe man." 
To do this is to reason, believe, hope with our forward 
view limited to earth. The man, it is true, can only 
grow tovrards tbe immortal youth of his Well 
work for the betterment of men. But in all men is 
" the man." And in tbe perfected well of each man 
and the way thereto lies the welfare of men. 



XXIV 

LET THE " WELL ” WIN (* 

*' Bs wailing. waUing tittered. b%U la tiu raOl win." is 
^schyttu's refrain of the Elden in the Agamemnon— 
or ought I to say, in the polished English of the trans- 
lator:''Haytbegoodprevail‘‘? A weak, stodgy, multi- 
meaning word is " good," and often have I uttered 
regret we have not followed our neighbours in giving 
noun-worth to the adverb " well": bien, bene. wcU, etc. 

More urgent to-day, maybe, is need of the " wailing " 
than of the " well." " Well" seems suddenly so far 
away. Things that we had counted oo as being corner¬ 
stones in our—has net one hopeful ecclesiastie recently 
called it ?—"rising standard of civilisation,'' now stand 
bombed and battoed. That nation should keep word 
with nation—19x4 made a bole in that in Belgium; so 
again in Abyssinia did 1935; that war did not mean 
murderous attacks on wounded and non-combatant 
(X935 again); that to shipwrecked and prisoner should 
aid be given; that a man should at home be to some 
extent free to do or not to do; toleration for another's 
creed, whether it were the creed hitherto of one's 
own country, or the mother of that creed. 

Those of us wdio, like those Greek elders, can no 
longer serve, and who " with our three feet wander 
weak as a child, a dream daylit," can only, whether 
we wail or not. at least be sure that it has now come~ 

> PubUtbed uader another title (the Editor'i) in Light, March 
31. 1940. 
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to shift the metapboc—to the cutting out. ts hy a 
surgeon's knife, the civic cancer of aggression, in¬ 
tolerance, persecution, brutality, this time with a 
thoroughness that will leave a clean field for the 
healthier growth, now trampled underfoot; to begin, 
as it were, anew and leave the offending nations at 
least as relatively “ well ” as they seemed to be when 
I was young. We who in those days had so counted 
on " progress" arc now fain to bring about a txs- 
storing, a maintaining only. Progress seems too 

good a word. 
Verily we do well that there be a " wailing," espedally 

if we be of the Faith till recently professed, nominally 
at least, by tbe two great seats of cancerous growth. 
As for Buddhists in general, a great smear has been 
drawn across the banner of their Faith by tbe 
thoroughly pagan campaign against China; so. for 
Christians in general, has their faith been savagely 
hindered from vindicating its claim to be manifestly 
the religion of humanity. So long as the aggressors 
in Europe do not label themselves as of a yet on- 
named creed, so long most we look upon them solely 
as unashamed Christian renegades, so long does the 
banner of St. George suffer the great rent they have 
made in it, in ways of war we others bad hoped 
belonged to the past or to a worse future that could 

not come to birth. 
In saying " the aggressors " there can be no ab¬ 

solution for the nation as not being the gang that bolds 
it under its heel. It is the nati<Mi, preoccupied with 
growth in body and mind, unmindful of spiritual 
growth, that has suffered its^ to be throttled by the 
gang—gang lasting for power and private gain, a 
deadly civic laxity, now only to be remedied from 
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within by bitter suffering. The dxy of reckoning 
draws nigh. You may lie. stifle, imprison, shoot, 
torture, behead, but you cannot fool ^ the people, 
crush all the people all the time. So much for 
" wailing." 

The " well" is surging up in a rising tide of sympathy 
In good-will and material help that will one day stand 
out as an unparalleled League of the Good Neighbour. 
It is not to^y as in the Crusades, where men rose 
to win back immunity for inanimate things fran ao- 
caUed sacril^. It is the care of the fellow-man, bis 
country east and north ravaged as never before, no 
matter what may happen to any religious relics of the 
past. The Crusades knew naught of the like. It is 
a " More," a " Better." than the cause in so-called 
Crusades. It is the rescue of brother-man. It cannot 
wcH-k as now it is working and leave the world as it 
was before. Our wailing cannot yet cease, but we can 
none the less improve on our Greek elders and say " the 
well will win." 

Not that even then will it be a final, an ultimate, a 
Utopian " well.'’ To be well on earth can never be 
more than a Better, wrought by imperfect tools of 
body and mind; decay is inherent, relapse is ever 
possible. The truly " well" is immunity from re¬ 
curring unwell. I see this as alone possible when these 
instruments, bowet^r often renewed in this world , 
or that, however improved, will have ceased to be for 
man’s eternal adolescence a necessity. If we speak 
in the idiom of the earth-Utofu, we see a culmination 
attainable only by a terrific trail in tin>e of men and 
women preceding it. who have, in a brief life of work 
towards that Most, gone down into oblivion as its 
foundations. Who could be quite happy in such a 
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Utopia, and justify what we mean by thb negative 
tenn ? 

I confess I used once to train myself to be stokalJy 
content,*if not happy, in picturing every one of os as 
in a vain illusion if we were not resigned to seeing 
ourselves as so many paving-stones—steps in what to 
follow, what to avoid—over which " mankind," callous, 
at best pitying, as to us, might the better fare further 
towards an earth of faith and promise. 

I have long ceased 90 to feel content. " There was 
a war on " a quarter of a century ago, a red war, and 
mothers were losing sons as by a very holocaust. I 
lost, and I found that in the theory of contented 
paving-stone lay no rational balm. I might have 
persuaded my$^, in humble cult, that it was good 
enough for such as me. But it was not good enough 
for the youth we had seen consigned to the shambles. 
Who were those who should, over them, wayfare to 
Utopia, that there should be found in them greater 
desert than in these, the glory of our land ? 

Neither was it a theory to satisfy him I had seen so 
consigned. We did not lie down, for in both of us— 
albeit in me unaware—there was working will to come 
up out of it. Not for him the turning of his back on 
step-mother earth groping behind the veil, nor for me 
to submit in misery of wonder where and bow—not his 
world, but—kt was. Wc went a-knocking. like men 
after the pit’s subsidence; the one safe, the other (that 
was I) buried. 

And we broke through. We found neither was 
lodged in a war-grave, nor was a static mourner by it. 
We found we were wayfarers in a quest; not one 
leading to a betterment, a relatively well of earth, or 
of the next step to that. It might be, we should way- 
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fare once more on earth and together—on a better 
earth, maybe, than that which now calls for wailing, 
possibly even in what we might here and now call a 
Utopia. Bat that never for either of as would it be 
an ^timate Way's End. 

This did not lessen oar interest in betterment of 
earth, nor in that of his world. In helping the one 
and the other lay oar jonmeying, our school-oareer, our 
right, when leaving, to fate farther. Here and there, 
too, the fellow-comrade of the Way was needing help, 
as well as giving it, help that lay in oar doing " oar 
job." But the kin^p that is between, not comrade 
and comrade only, but between each of us and the 
Highest—That Whom we can here and now only con¬ 
ceive as Perfect Man—this made it incredible, irrational 
to tee. in each of os of the Ways, some as paving- 
stones, others as attaining that Goal. Even the 
popular ditty is wiser than this; 

in boild a fairway to ParadiM, 
With a saw ttap every day. 

That is, as not oxtly m3r9elf the builder, or co-builder, 
but as he who paces on. The paving-stone theory may 
be heroic, but it is born of ^e despair to find, in a 
chaotic universe, a stoic content whm no just cosmic 
purpose has been assumed. Where that cosmic pur¬ 
pose is seen as outcome of a just plan, the kin^p 
between, not men in the block, but each man and the 
supreme kinsman, then does the Agnostic's brave 
pessimism give way to a glmy of hope and expectation, 
such as the Helpers of man have led ns to cherish. 
Father is guiding and awaiting son; the Great Kinsman 
whispers within the kinsman; " This bm is your true 
kinsman; you can no other than be with Me; won 
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to evenness and onity with Me, then only canst 
thoo become he who then truly art" {MahdbMraU, 
M6ksba, Adb. 309). 

Hereiiv is the password to a noble aristocracy—not 
only a “ Better/' bat a " Best ” for every son of man. 
By it life becomes a " More ” than lies In the vista of 
any earth Utopia. By it we see past the relative 
" Well" we now will to build up, in repairing the 
hideous breaches made by offending aggressors in our 
earthly civilisation. We see that " Well" as only 
a " fairway" towards a genuine ultimate " Well." 
We see it as but an improved school, more than which 
life in a body and a " world " can never become. 
Interest in. work for the better school need not 
therefore languish, since by schooling alone and work 
done therein will the step forward every day. forward 
and not temporarily backward, be possible. 

Bat when shall we see it all in this perspective? For 
we do not. Still are we with Bunyan's man bending 
over our muck-rakes. StiU are we singing our cradle 
songs over our old, our discarded clothes. But 
yesterday I was listening to yet another of these: a 
poem on the quiet laying to earth of the body of a good 
old toiler on the land and lover of it. And every verse 
sang, not of the wayfarer gone forward in a " new 
step," but of the man as there ended, the forward view 
totally out of sight. And I minded me of that world- 
helper of long ago, who to youths collecting faggots in 
the wood said: Are these you ? You take these hence 
for burniog—cremation, so to speak—but yon will not, 
will you, be taking the wood ? Nay, look up, the new 
bads are coming oat. Verily you are as the wood. 

19 
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BUDDHISM AND THE ESSENTIALS OF 
RELIGION* 

The question has in our days been sometimes raised: 
Is Buddhism a religion ? Numerically speaking there 
wonld be a great gap left if. from the world's population 
regarded as nomin^y professing a certain reli^n, we 
omitted Buddhism. Buddhists are often shown com¬ 
placent over the fact that my husband fifty years ago 
ranked that proportion as one-third. They forget 
the extreme caution with which he said so. I mean, 
be said, that this third only com* under the infiuenu of 
Buddhism; the largest increment being the millions 
of China, where not one religion is in any way national, 
but three. Buddhism being only one. And even then, 
the Buddhism there is profotmdly different in much 
from the Buddhism of SOTthem Atia—Ceylon. Burma, 
Siam, and the south-eastern states. 

It might possibly have been literally truer to have 
drawn up a different table of the world’s religions, 
dividing that Buddhist one-third into (u) Far Elastera 
Bnddhi^ and (h) Monastic agnostic Buddhism. And 
if asked '* why,” we should nave to say. The two 
Buddhisms differ as to the essentials of religion. 
What then, it might be asked, do you hold these to 

^ Glv«o u a leeton arranged by Ur. H. N. Spalding 
at Oxiord, 1937. Earlier veniona were publiabed In the 
Louim Qiierl^y: " Popolar Erron about Buddhiim/’ April, 
1932, and in fraxM. 1933-4: “ Uan the Conmnner.'’ 

*90 
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be ? Csn we test cither form of Buddhism by them ? 
Of course we must: we must know our genus, before 
we include various species, must we not, Mr. Price ? 
And so Ut's get to work on the genus. But first as to 
(a) and (i). I have a middle way to propose; That we 
omit both (<) and (fi) and come to my own partkular 
(shoemaker's) last: What al its birth was Buddhism ? 
Let us leave religion as defined in creed and formula, 
by this ecclesiastical institution and that, and weigh 
original Buddhism in the scales of truth with the 
weights of the real essentials of religion for man here 
and there, man now and then. 

And let us above all be heedful not to use for those 
weights, those essentials, terms which belong not to 
the religion of man, but to this or that traditional 
form of it. What do 1 mean ? Here’s a case where 
this was done. 

A friend of mine, a University professor, was giving 
a popular lecture on the Jesus-message of the Kingdom 
of as " within you." In this he saw an ideal of a 
fellowship of man. a fellowship of all good men. irre* 
spective of i>lace and time, of nation and creed: a 
Communion of Souls. At question time a man (an 
English Buddhist ’vert) asked: " How could Buddhism 
share in and forward such a community, such an ideal, 
when it had nothing to say about God or tbe Soul ?" 
To myself, coming from tbe study of Indian Buddhism 
in a way be did not, the question was crude, unfit, and 
I said so. 

A little first-hand knowledge of the scriptures Bud¬ 
dhistic and pre-Buddbistic suffice to show that, in the 
days when ^oee scriptures were just oral Sayings, the 
words nearest to our *' God," " soul" were used in a 
way different from ours, and to show, moreover, that. 
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in that different way. Buddhist scriptures have, on the 
contrary, a lot to say about God and soul. 

About these two words it has taken the duration 
of a European tradition long, if less long than the 
Indian, to build up our medic^ and modem meaning. 
We may render each in various European languages. 
Dio, etc., anima, etc.—and yet feel we are keeping 
within the European family tradition. But when we 
come upon such words as BrakmoH, itmi.purufa, 
we know we are in a relatively alien tradition, whcrdn 
the meanings may or may not coincide with our 
meanings. We can fancy an Indian student here 
pleading for the ideal of a dsM'Idngdom realisable in a 
community of oteo linked in the faith in a common 
Atmi. And a Jew present rejoining that the Old 
Testament prophets have nothing to say about isva 
or an dfmi common in all. We should retort: Why I 
those prophets are ever speaking about iova and 
itm&, but not in those words, nor with the coincident 
weight of meaning borne by those words. So too. in 
such Buddhist scriptures as most count earliest, we 
have those two terms, supreme in any religion: the 
very man and the greater than man, in plentiful 
reference. And when, with some first'hand knowledge 
we can check the liberties taken by the native commen* 
tator of a later tradition, and 1^ the modem trans¬ 
lator—when again we can probe a little deeper into 
what we ourselves mean by God and the soul, wc may 
then be less ready to assert that Buddhism has nothing 
to say about either. 

I l^ve called that heckling question crude. Yet 
about it were two things that were less crude. 1 
shall come at my dose to one of them. The other is 
that, student at second-hand merely, as be was, he 
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had a fairiy good backing in the popular manuals 
about Buddhism vith which he was alone acquainted. 
Yon may yourselves know that they almost wholly 
give supped to nihilistic statements as taught by 
what they call, with too great indusiveness, ju^ 
“ Buddhim.’* Buddhism (so say Kem, Oldenberg and 
Rhys Davids) denies the existence of anything like a 
soul and hence the existence of the highest soul: 
dhnan and paramJiman. 

Now, that pioneer scholars spoke after this fashion 
was then lai^y, though not wholly due to imma* 
turity of study in the scriptures and history of 
Buddhism, not to speak of the fact of the very 
tender youth, last century, of the comparative study 
of religion in general. This is much forgotten, but 
it is only since yesterday that there has come into 
being a so-called higher criticism of Christianity; it is 
only to-day that there is dawning a similar critidsm 
of other religions. Of Buddhism in particular, the 
materials in which to make comparative criticism 
have but quite lately become accessiUe. And the 
immature opiniom resulting from this newness rever¬ 
berate among general readen, leading to such crude 
queries as I quoted. So that there was some excuse 
to be made for the ignorant heckling layman. We 
still tend to discuss any given religion, and religion 
in general, in terms of our own reh^ous traditioa. 

Here is another instance. Two discussions on the 
fundamentals of religion; not new, but by Indolo¬ 
gists of repute; Max Muller and my husband. That 
by the former occurs inddentally in his Ledwes on 
tkt Sciento of Religion, 1873; the latter is a rejoinder 
on that, in Cosmic Lorn tn AncieeU Thougfd, read before 
the British Academy in 1917. I have made a re- 
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joinder to both more than once in this decade, bat I do 
not expect the organs in wrtdch I have done so 

will have come into your hands. 
Max MQller stated that there are five broad foun¬ 

dations on which all religions are built up: (i) the 
belief in a divine power, (2) the acknowledgnwnt of 
sin, (3) the habit of prayer, (4) desire to sacrifice, 
(5) hope of a future life. Let os look more closely 
into these five beads; and first into (2). 

The word “ sin *’ is for ns so closely linked up with 
the Old Testament, and St. Paul, that it is difficult 
to recognise in it a Germanic, an Aryan source. But, 
as dictionaries say, " sin " has dropped a i from the 
older form st'»i, of the verb '* to be ” . . . and is 
originally, not so much the misdeed, as the identi- 
tying the misdoer or sinner. Thou art the man, or, 
as confessed: It is 1.” Language here r^ards the 
«innT as the man »Ao it is, or vas. So that Max 
MiiUer might have worded his second fundamental 
as tbe man aware that be has not been or done as be 
ought. It is awareness of mine, that I have fallen 
short of what I owe to somewhat thti is set, or that / 

have chosen to set. over me. 
But the word has been for Europe long associated 

with defaulting in relation to Dcity—mainly so, if 
not vkoUy so, since Johnson's Dictionary quotes the 
lines: " I am a man more sinxKd against than sinning."* 
Anyway I know that Max MfiUer's use of the word 
'* sin " wiU have provoked my hnsband to say: In 
that more usual sense. Buddhism recognised * 
no such religious term as sin. Had Max Hfiller only 
used a term less tied up with the Semitic tradition, 
such as " acknowledgment of ofience against man's 

> CymbMne. 2, J. 
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seme ol the oi^ht," his critic would certainly have 
been unable to exclude Buddhism from sharing this 
essential. In the Buddhist scriptures great weight is 
laid on the religious duty both for monk and layman 
of admowledgnieot of ^ence against both man and 
code. There is even a formula for it, with the sig* 
nificant feature that confession implies " growth 
in the man confessiDg. 

Yet even to deny sin, as ustdoUy tauUrsbwd fyus.u 
absent in Buddhism is wrong. We find in the Suttas 
here and there the phrase: Does the self reproach the 
self ? Now this, in the Indian idiom of Gctama's day, 
can have only meant Ms: the Deity (then worshipped 
as attd, self) reproaching the human self. In that re¬ 
ligious idiom there was the same essential identity 
between man the self and God the self as there is now 
for the Christian betweeen the human spirit and Holy 
Spirit. 

Nor is this peculiar to India. St. Catherine of 
Genoa wrote five hundred years ago: " My dm is 
God, not by simile participation, but by a process 
of spiritual tranrioniation." Sir T. Browne wrote: 
“ There is a Mao within who is angry with roe." And 
in the Tempest we have Shakespeare saying: " Con¬ 
science: ay, this Deitie within roy bosom." 

Your conscience: here we have what Max MfrUer 
should not have left out in bis religions essentials. 
It is the cause, where acknowledgment of sin is the 
effect. Conscience, more truly the consden- 
tious man->I wish we could say the consdescer— 
acknowledges his shortcomings. 

Cloee on this take Max Muller’s third fundamental: 
the habit of prayer. This also has its deeper ground. 

> Vnddki. 
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Prayer U a result of something that prompts it. 
It is man's awareness of that ideal greater Spirit on 
whose side, under whose xgis. within whose will the 
wise man is ever seeking to place his life, his being, 
his destiny in utmost effort of cooperation. In 
contrast aitb the Vedic hymns, the Upanishads, 
teaching Immanence, very rarely use supplication; 
just three or four times. Petition is supplanted by 
aspiration, by self-devotion. Origina] Buddhism fol¬ 
lowed; its missioDers bad been trained to pay less 
heed to external deities to be petitioned, ^ther 
was there need to realise unity with That divino ulf 
" from whom one no more shrank away." That 
Self or holy spirit, called " Witness," should have no 
ground to reproach the actual self. And in an early 
Buddhist Sutta we find the earnest man aspiring 
thus:" Stirred up for me shall unslnggisb effort become, 
called up unmnddled mindfulness; one-pointed shall 
be the mind." And then: " he having made just the 
Self his mandate puts off what is blameworthy, 
develops what is blameless, and cherishes the pure 
self. This is called the mandate of the self."^ (Isn't 
it astonishing that a cult with scriptures saying that 
should be said to deny the soul ?) 

Never should it be forgotten—as it always is—that 
Buddhism began by accepting the immanent theism 
of its day, and that, where this is the accepted concep¬ 
tion of Deity, prayer would take the form of a yearning 
to, as they said " make become " in less imp^ection 
That Who the man potentially was. rather than the 
form of an externally drafted petition. 

Now what we tend to speak of impersonally as prayer, 
or aspiration or self-devoting is more truly th* man 

‘ Sm Alt. IV: Aa Oveileoked Baddliist Satta." 
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doing tht$€ things. This viU help os in oar 
restatement. 

Then consider (4); the desire to offer sacrifice, a 
desire f9und in most world>reli^oos, but apparently 
not in Buddhism. It was in the matter of attaching 
importance to sacrifice, as to ritoal generally, that 
we find early Buddhism openly protestant as regards 
Brahmanism—in that, and in nothing ilse. save the 
birth*monopoly claimed by Brahmans. But if we 
look deeper into the principle of sacrifice we shall not 
find Buddhism wanting. 

Desire to offer sacrifice is more fundamentally 
expressed as desire to make somehow vicarious sur¬ 
render of one’s self, in outward surrender of what one 
is or has:—of one’s self, as in the " take me, use me ” 
of daily devotion. Or it may be the maldng offerings: 
this take and still takes the form of animals 
sacrificed—perhaps an ancient substitute for the 
sacrifice of human beings. But this and all outward 
rite of surrender is more accidental than essential. 
There are fine lines in tbe Buddhist Suttas, where, in 
response to a brahman celebrant’s inquiry about tbe 
true way of sacrificing, Gotama is shown pointing to 
tbe futility of such, and using the altar fire as a syiuhof 
only of deeper devotion; 

I lay BO wood, brahraaa, for fins on altars, 
tbe bonetfa tbe fire I fcisdle. 

Ever tbe flame burttetb, yea. ever tenea aod ardent, 
1 as we worthy practiee tbe life tbat'e boly. 

Thus we see Buddhism going to the heart of the matter 
and showing the Man offering himself in tbe service 
of his ideal. 

Can we thus far be said to have reduced three of the 
five so^aUed fundamentals to one? These are, as 
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three, acknowledgment of sin. haWt of prayer, desire 
to sacrifice. I have suggested we have in them 
essentials, not so much of religion as of fAs man~i»- 
religion: the man acting according to consdence, that 
is, as aware of a More and as willing to get nearer to it. 
We have seen that those three were active expressions 
of a somewhat more central in Am. of a spring wUhin 
him. Herein we have gone from qualities of, ideas 
about, the m*" to the man himself. This is for me the 
only true way. But we who are not on earth at the 
birth-throes of a new world-religion are ever tending, 
with all onr ecclesiastical superstructure about us. 
to talk of religion in terms of cult and creed, of sin, 
pra)'er, sacrifice, confession, of rite and doctriite. 
And so we lose sight of the man. we lose sight of man 
as wilier, wherein alone lies the meaning and explana¬ 
tion of it alL But once we see, in man-the-willcr. a 
being bent essentially, urhether be admit it or not, 
upon a quest how to become; how, I mean, to attain 
sonsebow past what be now is. past what he has as yet 
attained, we can then see certain features unive^^y 
present in that quest. And these are those three: 
awareness of imperfection in his becoming, effort to 
gain right direction, utter devotion to the End of his 

quest. 
I come DOW to Max Hiiller's last: the hope of future 

life. It is a tremendous end which explicitly or im¬ 
plicitly man feels after in his quest. I don't mean just 
survival. That, in the quest, goes without saying. 
The odd thing is. that even now there should be any 
doubt about it whatever. Future life is but the re¬ 
maining stages in the quest. 1 mean here the ultimate 
end: the seeing the attainment of Godhead as the 
birthright of every man. To enter upon that as a 
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herita^ most involve a very long period of becoming. 
A5 potential oak trees we are as but little shoots 
from the acorn. Only a stupendous miracle could 
shorten that long becoming, and that the man has no 
reason to expect. The getting conversion, getting 
faith, as we say. is but the coming to a consdonsness 
that be is a Wayfarer in the right Way. This does 
but open np the possibility of surer progress. The 
believer grows into a more, but the Host before him 
grows for him with that More. A span of life on earth 
is as a mere mile in the way. 

An eminent churchman has spoken and written 
lately about what he has called the Hope of immor* 
tality. For me it was more incumbent on him to speak 
of the Certainty of survival. 

You may possibly not have noticed that in the 
Gospels " hope ” is a not used religious term. St. 
Paul brought the term to the front. In the presence 
of the Founder, hope was less of a need; then, in the 
belief in a speedy return, hope was merged in expec¬ 
tation. With the one gone and the other fading, 
hope became dominant. It is interesting to note, that 
in the earlier Buddhist Canon, hope is also hardly 
used. It is always txptctati<m that is averred, and 
utmost confidence that, when a right procedure is 
followed as contrasted tritb one that is wnmg, happy 
result will follow, growth will follow. And. for 
man-in-religion. future life tending towards culmina¬ 
tion is more than hope, more than expectation, it is a 
amvidion, deprived of which religion becomes a sham. 
With Bergson, the religious man will " instal himself 
in duration straightaway *' and see in duration, not 
so much many periods of time, but the very process 
of his becoming the More on the Way to the Host. 
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Now this enables os to bring Max Miiller's last 
fondamental also under my second. So that we now 
have his {*). (3). (4). (5). rolled into one. How? Thus: 

Man in the regions quest is not only (1) 'aware of 
imperfection in his becoming, (a) trying to gain right 
direction, utterly devoted to the Itod of hb Quest, 
but is also confident that, at some distant hour after 
long world wayfaring, be will attain it. 

Here too srtiat of Buddhism ? No phase in Indian 
religions did more than did Buddhism to strengthen 
and malce relatively real man's life as a matter, not of 
earth only, but of worlds. So famed was the founder 
as a man of vision in life seen thus as whole, that it is 
said folk flocked to him to ask about the fate of their 
kin and friends who had died. And as I stiU insist, 
the training called Dhyfina, ever enjoined, was a 
matter of psychic development, such as we here and 
now in our own way can go about. The winning, by a 
worthy life here, a happy sequel of some years in a 
better world was held out by Gotama, and. long after, 
by the Edicts of Asoka, as a sure result. 

It was not till monastic pessimism gained the upper 
hand, that future life ceased to be a thing to be 
hoped for. It can orfly have been the word ” hope,*' 
borrowed from the Christian tradition and not b^ef, 
which led my husband to rule out Buddhism under this 
bead. In tlw monk-outlook, life in any world had come 
to mean life of body and mind only, not life of soul or 
spirit, «>.. of the real man; and this meant the re¬ 
curring processes of disease, old age and dying—why 
hope for that recurrence ? That the recurring pro¬ 
cesses were necessary opportunities in the long way 
to consommatioD he no longer saw. 

He bad invented the way of a short-cut to perfec- 
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tion, the so-called Araban attainment, a tbeocy of 
perfection as attainable on earth, in spite of the ob* 
viously inadequate earthly body and nund. But with 
this jolt; fault as geologists might say. in their out¬ 
look:—In the araban theory as in the chief arahan: 
the founder they came to call Buddha, the Man, is 
much worshipped, and is held to be ttmUr of body and 
mind. On the other hand, man in general was held to 
be a mtrc complex of body and mind with no user of 
these as real, no. not even transiently real. 

But the original Sakyan teaching, whereas it did 
not assert the reality of the man or soul—this bad 
been very fully done in the current teaching; no new 
revelation was needed—started by warning men not 
to confuse the man with his body or mind. It did not 
say you, the soul or self, are not real; it said: see that 
you do not accept your instruments as your self. A 
very different thing. The Founder is said to have put 
the matter like this: In that one mm among you is 
king, and thereby judge, be is a More than the people; 
he disposes of thtir (ate, their lives. If you make 
him merely a subject, the More in him vanishes. So 
is it if you make him just body or mind, you leave out, 
in your community, the judge, the king, the disposer.^ 

Finally, the last, i^., the first of the five:—belief in 
a divine power. Here again we can only justify that 
'' saying nothing about God or soul ’* if we cut away 
Buddhism from its parent stem, and try to make it 
coincide with a European tradition which has a partly 

source. The parent tree whence came Buddh¬ 
ism had been twisted from the externally conceived 
theism of the Vedas to the immanent theism of Upani- 
shadic teaching. The One Highest, of whom all ietas, 

> S«e Art. V: “ An Overlooked Boddbist SimUe.** 
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were vahoos expressions, was worshipped as a perfect 
all-embracing s^, so far as man c« earth could as yet 
conceive such. No man is not self, hence was the 
Highest in and of every man. Remember lhat our 
modem oddly depreciated idea of self and selfish as 

egoismdid not exist for the Indian of old. any more 
than it existed for, say, Samuel Johnson. The modem 
Buddhist has more or less Icamt this view from us. 
The self as egoistic is practically non-existent in the 
Buddhist Suttas. Yet here io Oxford last July we 
had a Burmese saying this: “ The ideal of religion is 
the destruction of egoism. The realisation of the 
doctrine of anaitd (the teaching of the nmi-sclf) is the 
true aim, the final goal of religion." This is the monk- 
outlook into which the monk distorted his founder's 
teaching. But when that founder was on earth, self 
as self (as noun not as pronoun) meant in religion not 
egoist but Holy Spirit. 

And here Buddhism has a lot to say about self in 
both meanings: God and soul. We can trace in it three 
consecutive expulsions: first, of the self as divine, 
then of the self as not to " be got at save through 
the mind, lastly, of the self as being in any way 
a real entity at all. Man was but a label for states 
of body and mind, each momentary, uninspired 
by that supreme self, within and of him, who he 

potentially is. 
And more: it is overlooked by Buddhists and by us, 

that the founder, though be accepted the reality and 
supremacy of a Divine self, sought to replace the word 
by another, then little used save for standard or norm, 
the word dharma, as meaning the God within as not 
static, but as an impelling urge towards the " ought," 
according to which man should walk. " Whoso longs 
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for the great self let him worship dharma," as do I.^ 
Dkarma for Buddhists has been made just code, not 
insfuratioQ, just worded teaching. Yet Gotama is 
expressly* said to have ottered this at the ouisai, before 
be had said a word as teacher. 

Now you may say: There is more in the idea " Cod " 
than the Supreme, the ultimate End, Consummation, 
and it is sui^y this more that Buddhism at least im' 
plidtly rejects. Are not the titles of creator, dis¬ 
poser, providence, father of what is and is becoming 
made, in the Sottas, to be the attributes of only a 
governor of the next world but one, who as man, 
reigns, dies and is succeeded. This is true; Buddhism 
only vouched for the certainties of what such teachers, 
as were what we now call psychic, coiild reveal con¬ 
cerning the next two worlds, and " baycnd fAall”* 
so it said, and (in early days) no more. 

In those concepts man has worded, not so much his 
knowledge, but his ignorance, the very childhood in 
which he still moves: problems they are and matter for 
faith rather than knowledge. 

But in fundamentals, in essentials we seek our 
deepest certainties; and in this idea of a Highest, a 
Best, a Most we need not believe only, wre know. We 
know that we do seek a More than we have been, than 
we are. And the More implies a Most, even if that 
be but an ideal point. The reality of the Most alone 
makes the More have a meaning. Man would never 
have placed a superlative case after the comparative, 
were a Most, a B^t not necessary to his expression of 
his experience inner and outer. 

The founder of Buddhism had no new mandate for 

> In Tlurd CoUcettoo, Bk. VI, and Fonrtb: Bk. of tbe Foen. 
* Tat-uB^n^. 
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tnaw conceraiog these problems of faith; the current 
teaching had taught them almost to an CRoess, a very 
heady creed. But he had a mandate for man oon- 
ceraing the More and the Most in a very fundamental 
way. The Most we find called artha or attha. A word 
with a curious history. Meaning, before Buddhism 
began, just object of anything we do, we find it. in 
the first Sakyan utterance, called the aim of n^'s 
religious truest, the suprtmt object. Literally it is 
what U wanted, what is sought. We can even set it 
supplanting, as the religious End, the word Attl or 
Holy Spirit. " Thus do young believers make testi¬ 
mony of faith: they speak of their aUAa, they do not 
being in their attd.^ (Odd, but I believe I am alone in 
drawing attention to this as a meant pun.) 

Later the word depreciated in coming to mean 
merely worldly objects, and in later Bud¬ 
dhism in Sanskrit, just" meaning.” when the monks got 
busy, interpreting the letter of their sayings and the 
jneming. You will never find a Buddhist now using 
the word for, the supreme End of man's life. But for 
earliest Buddhism aOAa was just That. 

If the Most was attJka. the More was called Www. 
becoming. This was figured by a road or way of life 
(miscalled ” path ” only), since it was only by un¬ 
faltering progress in living a better, that man came to 
be, that his growth became real. That which gave 
moaning to the way in the More towards the Most was 
the Wayfarer himself. And it is by its monastic re¬ 
jection of wayfartfs rtality, a rejection plainly stated 
by a famous father of the Buddhist church, that 
Buddhism has forfeited the claim to stand beside the 
more worthy religious traditions of the world. 

1 Vinayt, AraASnvfa. V, t. 
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In one way our hecUer was right—I said I would 
come back to this;—He did name the two ideas on 
which all religions hinge; not five, but two. man and 
deity. Post*Vedic India was trjnng to make them 
appear as in a way one, I mean in its rune: That art 
thou. But there was always the relation between 
the two, between the That and the thou, the relation 
ol making identical. This the Upanishads had taught 
as a work of coming to know, of reaiisiog in idea. Go- 
tama found this not enough. The making identical 
was a long work of becoming. Are we ? be was asked, 
or are we not ? Neither, is the reply; you are be¬ 
coming. He taught the man. the soul, was not a 
fixed static '* is ’* or " art," but an ever-moving be¬ 
coming. 

And thus we get, I hold, as our irreducible essentials 
of religion, first, a belief, a conviction in the reality 
a Highest Most or Best, and second, a belief, a con¬ 
viction in the reality of man as potentially one with the 
Highest, but actually as a Less, in process of becoming 
that Highest in a long travelling through a More. 

Now if we keep to what we can discern was, not the 
monastic Buddhism of the aftermen, but the New 
Word of the founder, we can, I think, claim rightly 
for that New Word, that in it lay these very essen¬ 
tials of all true, of all world-religions. To sum up: 
if we take Max Mtiller's five foundations of religion 
as ho woriod them, and try to fit Buddhism, even the 
older gospel so-called into them, I find my husband 
right all the time. But If, for belief in a divine power, 
we put a belief in a goal in the Beyond to life's way¬ 
faring, if. for acknowledgment of sin, prayer, sacrifice, 
we put man as aware of shortcomings to a supreme 
self or to his fellow-man, as asparing to growth in the 
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More. 83 devoted to attainment in that More, we can 
include Buddhism, early or late, in a religion. And 
if. for hope in a future life, we put expectation, con* 
hdence in winning to a beyond and to a bej^nd past 
that, we need not exclude Buddhism. 

But each religion has its different emphases, and I 
would end on one to which I have done as yet scant 
justice. There is no doubt that, as contrasted with 
the great creeds (I put aside Taoism and Confncian* 
ism), the way in which Indian Buddhism faces Deity is 
notably difierent from the way of those other world* 
religions. It is not that it anywhere denies Deity; 
it is its marked reticence over against the Highest. 
Of happier worlds than this it spoke of a kimahk« and 
a rupatoka'. i.t., a next world, and a world of vision, 
or a Brahma-deva'world. Beyond that, it just said; 
lat-tfUariift. Then in its first chart of teaching it 
called the end or goal of the right way just ottAa; 
thing desired, sought. That this was in the Beyond 
(iampariyika) is also said, though not in that chart. 

Lastly, the Founder is recorded as being asked at 
least Are there itva’s ? and then. Is there a self 
or soul ? The first question be seems to have 
r^arded as hastily, thoughtlessly put. The reply 
given is equally offhand. A young brahman to whom 
Gotama h^ apparently been talking of his own re¬ 
ligious training, makes a polite rejoinder, and then 
puts his question, Are there dava's ? Gotama is made to 
reply that the consensus is that there are. But, in the 
other case, we seem somehow to fed a tragic element 
in the Founder’s silence. Is there a self ? does 
God exist ? Does he not exist ? Unanswered the 
man departs. The disdplcs ask. Why did you not 
answer ? The excuses given are so pedantic, so lame. 
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that one is amazed at Buddhist editors and readers 
being content with the tradition. But we are left with 
the discomforting sense that the great Teacher may 
have fell doubt about the truth in the teaching of 
Immanence of his day. To say Gci U, meant tkgH, 
Y«s, yim are God I and that was dangerous for most 
men. To say G^d is not was for him untrue, as can 
be shown. And we are left with a great religion, 
not antitheistic, but to a certain degree showing a 
reticent agnosticism. The very frequent allusions in 
its scriptures to dcuht as a great hindrance have been 
by os too much overlooked. 



XXVI 

BUDDHISM NOT ORIGINALLY A NEGATIVE 
GOSPEL* 

Ik Etxrope psj^hology is a creation of yesterday. Its 
first specialism were lately medical e:q;>erts, wtw saw 
that man's mental wa3rs might be analy^ systematic¬ 
ally no less than man's bodily wa3rs. The ways of 
mind have become absorbing; they have largely ousted 
consideration of the mind-cr. 

Now this happened tong ago in India. There Is. of 
ooorse, no qoe^on of historical continuity; it is just a 
case of nmiiar causcs producing Mmilar eSects. The 
parallel need not be overstiessed. But ancient Indian 
literatures make it clear enough that the arising, about 
the seventh century B.C.. of mind-analysis apart from 
the *' man " brought to pass, in early Bnddhist teach¬ 
ing. a similar and even more emphatic exclusion of 
the " man." (We call him—the *' man-in-man 
soul, self, spirit. The Indian name, the more fit name, 
was and is " the man," " pftriS$a or " spirit" 
" fitman." as implying " man."} 

One of the pioneers of PAU Buddhism wrote over 
thirty years ago: " The more we try to remove the 
difficnties " (*.«., in accounting for certain doctrines), 
" the more we are driven to the suspicion that origin^ 
Buddhism was not exactly that of the canonical books."* 
This conclusion is still not accepted as it should be. 

* PttUiibed in the Hihbtrt Jomal, London. July, 1928. 
* Theodore Xen, fndian Buddhism, p. ^ 
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According to early Sinhalese chronicles it was in 
Ceyloo that the oral records of Buddhism were first 
written down at length, less than a century before our 
era, and*bence centuries after the first teaching of the 
” Sakya " (later, " Buddhist ") religioD. Thus it was. 
nay is, imagined that some yet more archaic recension 
of the Canon called the Three Pitakas may yet be 
found and the original gospel reve&led. freed from the 
scholastic and monastic complexities through and 
under which it is now presented. 

Fragments akin to portions of the Pali books have 
here and there been found, but nothing bearing the 
impress of earlier teaching. This does imt upset the 
truth of Kern's conclusion. With goodwill, time and 
concentration, together with a worthy idea of what an 
inspired mandate to men, whenever and wherever 
given, has essentially to show, such a mandate can be 
found under the Pali palimpsests, but only if we refuse 
to take these at the face-v^ue given in them, by com¬ 
pilers and editors, to their own standpoint and their 
own standing. 

So much is this even now overlooked, even among 
learned writers, that I may be forgiven if I again stress 
the need of Kern's denial.^ We have in the Buddhist 
(Pali) scriptures a threefold thesaurus of accretions, of 
gradually collected " sayings." which were first uttered 
in a bookless world and, for a period of perhaps four 
centuries were, repeated in a bookless world. The 
repeaters were not so much live books as live pamphlets 
or tracts only, nor were their respective monastic 
centres, with perhaps one exception, living libraries 
of more than one group of such tracts. No centre, let 

* Cf. BnJdhiit P$ytM«ty. tad ed.. 1994. ch. xiii.. “The 
Aati-Sool Attitude." 
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alone individual repeater, could have a knowledge of 
the Three Pitakas such as we can have here and now.* 
Even in the early fifth century a.d. Fa->Hien had to 
tour over the greater part of North India Veiore he 
could find the object of his search, a MS. of the Vioa)ra 
Pitaka. Nor could he then find even that in the 
recenaon we have, nor any complete recension of the 
other Pitakas. So long was the o^ habit, the sectional 
range maintained. 

As to the relative perfection of Indian memorising, 
here also we should not accept, for Buddhist amateurs, 
that which was among brahmans a professional and. 
in a way, hereditary art. There is much evidence 
that all that mobile lip-repeating needed rectification 
from time to time. And the rectifying meant this: 
that the rectifying editors, capable and influential 
teachers, in collating the various spoken versons, 
adapted these to fit and express the view thty ihmidves 
kdi tome to hold of a given doctrine. And in so adapt¬ 
ing, they would tend to re-word as seemed better: 
to emphasise here, to reduce or even drop out there. 
In this way it was inevitable that the original Sayings, 
in wording, in emphasis, nay in matter, edged little by 
little ever further from what they had once been. 

We can the better concede this when we remember 
what was the peculiar standpoint and standing of 
those rectifiers. Though they were a vehicle for pro¬ 
pagating a mandate for the salvation of men, of 
" Everyman," they themselves were not of the social 
community, but banged to an inner, artificial world, 
a world we might say of " half-men." This is not 

* TEe tann peteht need not be taken to mean *' repMtar ol 
an three Pitauta." It may have staant no more than oar 
** Shake^wareao seboUr." 
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to question tbdr goodwill to be truthful and wise. 
There is here no question of wilful deceit. But. 
human though they were, their inner world-tradition 
had been of a pruned or hothouse culture, unfit for the 
Many to whom are taught aU the inspired gospels. 
And it is just such a tradition and such a culture 
that we have in the “rectified” palimpsests of the 

Pitakas. 
I come to the chief instance of this artificial growth. 

It is the evtJution of what, in Buddhist monastic 
teaching, came to be the dogma of ” an«attl,‘* or denial 
of the spiritual " man ” as existing in a real, ultimate 
sense. Now in the sayings ascribed to the first ^ys 
of Gotama the Sakyan's mission, we find advice given 
to seek that tpiritMol man, and the ceooai-. the My is 
ftot the "man”: the mind is not the "man” (i.*., do 
not seek the roan in these). 

It should be noted that in India, then and now. the 
” man ” [pttrufa) and the " self " {dtman, attan) were 
equivalents, and both represented what we express 
by spirit or souL Thus the Teacher, known to be 
*' psychically ” gifted, when asked as to knowlc<^ of 
a thieving woman, replies with dignity: “ Were it not 
better, gentlemen, that you should be seeking not the 
woman but ' the roan (the text has " self,” wWch 

the point.' It will be said that / am " rectify¬ 
ing ” for US, though not for India. So I am: but I 
am dicing for an original mandate that was worthy 
and true, before it was twisted into that religious 

absurdity—a negative gospel.) ^ . 
As to the cited warning of the Teacher: this, ^ch is 

recorded in a little talk entitled the ” Not-man-featur- 

» The teMslator* (5.B.B. l^iwiya 1. p. 117) mi* tb* 
point ttfi] more. 
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log Disconrse,"^ most have referred originallj' to a new 
and growing vogue in the midst of vdxich " Buddhism/' 
more rightly^ the Sakyan mission, entered on its upward 
way. This was the Sinkhyan teaching of the preceding 
generation, secular, non-Brahman, to this effect, that 
since the " man " was not only not hU body, but also 
not bis mind, the mind could, no less than the body, be 
analysed, and thus considered apart from the " man." 
The " man " swt generis could not be analytically 
contemplated; the mind could. Sinkhya proved an 
abscvbing study, making itself felt, as certain Upani- 
sbads show, in brahman teaching long before it be^mc, 
in later Upanishads, formally adopted and commended. 

Thus, perhaps three centuries before Aristotle, 
psychology may be said to have begun in India.' 
In Buddhism, albeit in no way inherent in its mandate, 
psychology proved a powerful leaven from the outset. 
There is a SAnkbyan tag; " This [viz., mind] is not the 
I, not of me, not for roe the Man," in the discourse 
cited. It often recurs. Clearly the new Sakyan 
teachers knew this novel way of mental analysis and 
appreciated it, though act as did their successors. 

Those successors changed the teaching la^ly 
through their over-appredation of the SSnkhyan 
mentd analysis. 

The Sakymn founder's new and original word was, 
that for each man salvation is to be won mainly, 
fundamentally in the life he chooses of deed, word and 
thought. This is no matter of earth only, but a very 
long progress through the worlds. life was figured 
by a Road along which each wayfarer travels, choosing 
the better or the worse direction, wayfaring being the 

* Dealt with in ny Birth of Intdiem Pryeholoc>. 1936. 
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man's " becoming *’ the worthier, the more he followed 
that inner Dhamina. or *' ought," which we call con- 
edencc, but should call will. Now the wayfarer was 
not body, not mind; both body aivd mind were changed 
and renewed at each new span of life, each new bodily 
and mental becoming. Man the wayfarer travelled on 
towards the Goal, the Consummation. And because 
as he wtfU, so he " becmu," the ideal differed from that 
of the brahman, who saw in each man not merely— 
as indeed he was—the faint germ of That who may not 
yet be adequately conceived, but already the very 
THAT who is ineffable;" That thou art I" As such, he 

was, be did not beeom} 
So ^ from there being a denial of the really existent 

spiritual tnan in the original Sakyan teaching, it were 
truer to say. that had the founders taught this, they 
would have been looked upon as demented. This has 
not yet been generally discerned. We are in the habit 
of thinking, where we think at all, about tbe Buddhist 
gospel, that the warning dted above as to what tbe 
real man is not. leads to the inference that the real 
“ soul" was not. But if we place ourselves in imagina¬ 
tion in Gotama's day, we should be able to see the 
absurdity of the inference. As soon might we expect 
a denial of the real being of Deity in tbe teaching of 

the Founder of Christianity I 
The true inference from the Teacher's warning is not 

what is supposed. It is that the rww word of the 
mission was not. at least at first, an account of man’s 
nature; and, further, that the accepted ideas about 
that nature nudti a deeper, truer " seeking ”: '* Ought 
you not rather to be seeking the ‘ ManThe founder 

r Yet. Ulogkally. tbe departing saint is said to " become 
God." t (: Brk. Up.. 4. 4. »5. 
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himself did so seek; and what he found was immanent 
Deity—the reality, the very Man. In his teaching 
the Vedic term for code or law, dhanna, took on an 
inwardness, an immanence, akin to St. Paul's**' law of 
my mind ” [iou nocs mou)—an Indian would have said 
" law of Me." It was by no outward code or prescribed 
rite, of ^ch brahman teaching was so overfall, that 
man became the better; it was by heeding the soul* 
dharma, the inner man-resort {atia-dipa, atta-saratf^y: 
the altar fire of salvation burning ever within the very 
self {ajjfutta)*—that the wa3riarer chose aright. 

Strange it is that the specially religious teachings 
ascribed to this Teacher, so straightly addressed to 
the very Me and Thee, should have become associated 
with a dogma that I am not, thou art not, in any real 
ultimate sense t Whatever the rank or culture of the 
hearer, it is ever the " man " in the bearer who is 
spoken to by the " man " in the teacher. Never is 
there a sign that he is speaking to what he believes to 
be just a complex of conscious states. Noteworthy 
(and much overlooked by writers) is the saying coocem- 
ing the judgment on each individual, at death of the 
earth-body, by the Watchers (Yama) on the other side. 
Here at least a positive doctrine of the " soul." if it 
exists, should emerge. It docs. The " mao " comes 
over. The man is charged. The man is told: Not by 
your mother or father or another have you been thus 
and thus. By you. yea, by you has this been done; 
by it will yoH be jud^.* 

It is often said: TUs is popular gospel; there was a 

* Od0 of the last eanwst injonctioos of the foonder. 
* Here be cootnats his pwtkn with the Brahman's ex* 

teraal rites. Above, p. 397. 
* Aagutlara, i, 38; Mtjjkimo, iii. 180. 
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hidden meaning, deeper than that of conventional 
word-osage. for the more advanced. So th«y came to 
toy. Bat we first read of it as a valid distinctioQ in 
a book ^ted some five centuries after the utterance 
of the Sakyan gospel. Four centuries later still, the 
written Commentaries parade it. But the founder, in 
his last words, is shown very earnestly repudiating that 
dual way of teaching. " I make no inner, no outer in 
my teaching of dhamma. Not there have I the teacher- 
fist about things (closed or open)!" 

This distinctiaa may be useful in the spedalisings 
and arudysings of the classroom; it may be necessary 
in a system of metaphysic: in a religion it is deadly, 
impossible. For if a religion is. even if only for a time 
and place, for " the man,” that is, if it is worth anything 
as a religion, it most have a true message in true 
wording (so far as there are words) for Everyman, and 
not only for this or that sort of man. It is essential 
to a new religious mandate addressed to the " man.” 
that it should rest on a positive conception of what he 
is; it will be a message of more light on what be is, 
yrjhut he can become, what he should do, wiuther he 
should look. When we sec any teaching, new or old, 
putting to the front a teaching in terms of the negative, 
we can with some confidence conclude that, if it be 
new, it is uninspired and worthless; if it be ancient, it 
has grown out and away from its original in^a- 
tion; and in so doing it has become a valley of dry 

bones. 
Is now the statement (still echoed in books on Bud¬ 

dhism) that " the ‘ not-self ’ or ' not-man' churned as 
of its original message,” soWy derived from the dis¬ 
course of that guarded warning with its Slnkhyan tag. 
quoted above ? It b not. In the very body of Pitaka 
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Saying, there are many sayings to show that psycho¬ 
logical analysis of the inner individual sayings got the 
nxastery, and that, in this analysis and by it, the 
spirito^ man (dfmdn orpurufa) was becoming identified 
with jnst that which, in the earlier warning, men were 
told he was not. 

Take the Sayings 00 sensations and the " thing " we 
perceive by way of them. Each sense has its province, 
its function. How then do we perceive not only 
colour, sound, etc., but object ? Observe that, when 
speaking of sense, we are already mental and the 
obvious thing is to say, " I, the man, perceive by my 
instrument of the senses.” But when mind-analysis 
gets a hold, we become very wise and say ” the mind ” 
does it all. And there we leave it I We used to say 
a '' faculty ” of '' common sense ” welds together our 
sensations. And if we find an andent Buddhist docu¬ 
ment with the reply: ” the mind *' (mano). we feel a 
complacent sympathy with this old-world sagacity! 
So readily do we. with our present wave of man-less 
thinking, our new vogue of non-psychic p^^ology, 
shelve the really inexpugnable ” yon ” and ” me,” 
that we acquiesce lightly in what was. for India, a 
new departure, as it really was for us also. Now it is 
co-workers of the Founder who are represented as 
composing this Saying as a catechism for teachers' use. 
Would such elect men misrepresent the original man¬ 
date ? But is it not possible that, amid all the long 
repeating periods and rectifying at intervals, ” mind ” 
later on got subsiihU^ for ” man "? 

Take again a favourite simile: the chariot nsed by 
Indian as by Greek, for the man. as expressed in body- 
and-mind. In the Brahmanic writings the man him¬ 
self is not always pictured by the driver, and this is 
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bat natural, lor the master is he who rides, bat does 
not drive, the driver by his side obeying bis orders. 
But sometimes it is the master, the 4tma», who drives. 
In Buddhist literature never. Either mind or the 
sense of right {iJutmma) is driver. Here is nothing 
radically roanless. Bat in the chariot itself, inanimate, 
resolvable entirely into its parts, with the name as a 
mere label, we see, worded already in the earlier 
metrical sayings, and composed by a quite obscure 
nan, VajirS, a simile of man conceived as a mere 
handle of " complexes." which eventually became a 
text for foor of the five most famous scholastics of 
nsonastic Buddhism; Hoggali-potta Tissa, NSgasena, 
Buddbadatta, Buddhagbosa. I have met nothing in 
historical irony to beat Vajiri’s posthumous fame. 

Vajira's verses, however, and many other Suttas, 
pointing to an ejection of the " man," or a merging of 
him into mind, are not good evidtnu that Gotama and 
bis chosen men began their teaching after this sort. 
His was a ministry of nearly half a century, during 
which there was apparently liberty of speech and no 
Consistory defining what was ortb^ox and what not. 
Moreover, all the laborious task of choosing fixed 
wordings and the occasions of rectifying were yet to 
come. Perhaps they began during the old age of the 
Founder, when alm«t all his first co*missioners had 
left the earth. 

During the still later compiling of the third, and 
analytical Pitaka (AUudbamma), the a>psychic p^fcho* 
logi<^ method was greatly developed. So much so. 
that when the Commentator asks who is the agent, in 
a certain procedure, he pleads that where there is a 
way there must after all be a wayfarer I—a saying 
which surrenders his anti^soul position, did be but see it. 
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Meanwhile the current was not all setting one way. 
There was stilt a strong party in the Buddhist Sangha 
of monks who upheld that the man vus, and that the 
teaching of the Blessed One had clearly shown it. 
Had he not taught in terms of v<ry man ? Moreover, 
there was other evidence, both from our experience 
and as a needed hypothesis, in the universal belief in 
survival. Who. in sense and thought, is enjoyer, con- 
teroplator, self-aware ? And who or what persists 
when body dissolves and mind-ways can nowhere act ? 
All this is the theme of the first and longest section of 
the controversial dialectic,^ stated to have been com- 
pUed when, under King Asoka at Patna, about (?) 250 
8.C., the great work of editing the Canon and the 
purging of the Order took place. It is fairly clear that 
'' the Analysts " (of the “ not-man "). as they were 
for a time called, were having, oc had been having, 
to fight to maintain their majority. 

They won. and the " man " thereupon died in Bud¬ 
dhism. \Mien nearly three centuries later we come to 
that work of courtly ecclesiasticism. Tk* Qiusii^HS 0/ 
King Aft/tudo* (Menander), we see what had happened. 
The debating monk Nigasena treats the " mao " as 
a mere label from the outset (quoting little VajirS), 
and dogmatically denies the reality of the expcriencer 
{vidagu). That the experiencer also reacts, in will 
and act, on bis impressions does not enter his calcula¬ 
tions. Had the " will" ever been worded in India, 
even to the limited extent it was worded by Plato and 
Aristotle, her religions history might have been 
different. Without “ will" it is easy to drop the 

> XatAS-muAm. traiu. as ’’P«inU «/ CoiMrorfriy,” by S. Z. 
Abox aad nvMU, 191s. Ptll Text Sw. Ed. 

* la S3.E. 
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'' wilier." We drop At'm now onnclves. bnt that is 
becanse, whereas we have the word " wii],“ we have 
no wort^ ps3rchology of it. 

Finally, in the Commentators' a^ (fifth ceototy), 
when the exegeses of the older oral teaching, first 
written down in Sinhalese, wen recast in Pili by 
Buddhaghosa, we witness the now dead and buried 
" man " bandied about in the wordy pages like the 
mummy at an Egyptian feast. The divirions of his 
original treatise, The PaiA of Pwity. are positively 
betitJed: Morals, Concentration, Wi^om. But all 
they do is to expound the negative dogmas of the Non- 
permanent, the Not-well, the Kot-man, as the ways of 
a subject who is ever and again declared to be a 
nonentity. We bear about events happening to, 
mental states arising about " a self, a doer, an experi- 
encer" uhoisporitively said not to be. That a " be" 
is spoken of " is merely, as the wise know, by way of 
common usage. . . . Only the events, the states 
occur: this is right view." Argument is no longer 
needed. All the teacher has to do is to say it over and 
over again, as a child might be told in the dark that 
there are no bogies. 

Buddhadatta, of the same period, answers the 
question: " But can there be mind-states without a 
minder ?" by saying: " Just as buds are put forth 
in spring owing to the influence of the elements and 
seasons, so do the mind-states arise Bom the confluence 
of causes." 

Both of these good scholastics quote the once ob¬ 
scure little nun's verses as quite conclusive. Bud- 
dhadatta goes so far as to father them on the Founder 
himself! But his analogy, as improving on Vajiri's 
Robottian chariot, is, if faulty, at least interesting. 
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And both of them are quite sure that " the Bnd- 
dhu *’ teach now by popular talk, now by " oltimate- 
ti»aning ” talk. Neither alludes to the repudiation 

of the “ teacher’s fist “ by their own Buddha. But 
one quotes him as saying that, in using the world’s 
way of speech, he " is not led astray by it.” That is a 
different proposition. Of interest it is to note that this 
dual way of teaching, which he gratuitously parades, 
in concluding his Commentary on the book of con¬ 
troversial dialectic mentioned above, is not made use 
of in that (older) book, just tshers it was netdsd. 

Since that time this dogma of the Not-man, to¬ 
gether with those other negatives of tbe Not-peisisting 
and the Not-well (or the Ill of all life) have held tbe 
field for the monk and. as higher doctrine, for laity also 
in the Buddhism of Southern Asia. Lately, it is true, 
rumour has reached us of a stirring in this standing 
water. It is good to see movement in mooastidsm. 

But " were it not better, gentlemen, that )'ou 
sought,” not the rewording of old dead negatives, but 
tbe " man.” tbe ” man-in-man,” the nun taught in the 
Way of tbe worlds, ”be(»jmng” as he fares, the 
” man ” as he will be shown ns. if we set our faces to 
the forward view and press on to the new light ? 
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WAS ORIGINAL BUDDHISM ATHEISTIC ?» 

In Boddhist Sottas the orgeocy of a reqoest or an 
order is clumsily indicated by its being fully worded 
thrice-^ mode indicating the long-sustained oral 
tradition. In the same way there would seem to have 
come to me a threef<^, shall I say challenge or order ? 
to write on this subject. Three times m six months 
have I heard it stated from lay platforms, stated 
not as a possibk, but as an accepted truth, that 
Buddhism, as a colt, or as the word of its founder, was 
antitheistic, or atheistic. If the younger generation 
will not respond at sound of the hostile gun, it is meet 
that an old^ continue to act for it. 

And first, it is a question bow far we speak justly 
in using those two negative epithets at all when we are 
estimating Indian religions. We may take, as equally 
misfitting, an equation between our use and that of 
Iiuiia in oar estimate of “ soul" or " spirit.'’ We 
(end to thinif of "soul" as a mannikin within the 
" man," as possessed by man, in the phrase " my 
soul." We tend to think of a wraith or ^ost or some¬ 
thing as we say " discamate " in using " spirit." 
Neither tendency is Indian. In the, for me. sounder 
Indian estimate it is the spirit or invisible immaterial 
" man" who possesses, not " soul." but body and 
mind. Man d<^ not " have a soul"; he is soul, he Is 
spirit. Equally misfitting is it to make coincident the 

* PobUsbed ia the HMtrt Jaunul, October, lojt. 
33t ai 
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concept of Western tradition " God " with what Deity 
has meant for Indian culttire. The Indian saw Deity 
everywhere; the Western religions (save in myslid^) 
have seen Deity, in sky or universe, as always distinct 
fnvn the man. Now “ the Buddha ” was a man of 
India, and of a date when the educated man believed 
in Deity as immanent in each man, as the Most, the 
Highest, the Best in that man's spiritual being or 
" self." There was for him. for his culture, no hard- 
and-fast line between man’s actual and potential 
self, or spirit («wa). In religion "spirit” could 
for him mean " holy spirit." no less than it may 
for us, when we say with Paul " the spirit helpeth 
our infirmities." " the spirit beareth witness with 
our spirit," " roaketh intercession for os with 

groanings . . ." 
Hence to speak of Gotama, later called " Buddha." 

as atheist or antitheistic, could only mean, that he 
denied, or disagreed with the idea of there being in, 
of, or for each man an ideal " self " or spint. Or. to 
say that he disbelieved in Ii>dra, Prajlpati. Agni and 
the rest would, in Indian religion, mean, not a denial 
that there lived great beings controlling " nature "— 
which of us can say even now these do not exist ?— 
but a denial that lor and in each and every one of 
these beings too there was a highest self—such a 
higher self as we see earnestly engaged in conversa¬ 
tion with the psychic Gotama in the well-known 
Sutta of the Indra-questions (Sakka-paAha). We 
must, we must, make this right-about-face in our 
attitude before we fling at that great man the charge 
of being a fool:^s it not the fod " who hath said in 
his heart: There is ito God "? 

There is another eauai to be borne in mind before 
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lightly imposing our t«nns and notions on the India of 
Gotama's day. Because of the teaching and accq>t- 
ance of Immanence in its culture, there bad arisen, 
not only the great uplift in the tenn self or spirit 
(dfmd), but alM a great let-down in the word dtva 
(god), devoid (deity). There had always been many 
" gods " in V<^c religion. Brahman, the imperson^ 
Source of all, might be held as " Ox>e,'’ but there were 
many manifestations or aspects of the One, as India 
confessed. When the " dty of Brahman " came to 
take up Its abode in the man (I quote an early Upani- 
shad).those beings who had be^ looked upon as aspects 
of It underwent a considerable disdeification. They 
became as men, men of the worlds, with right of way 
on earth as in other worlds. They became one with 
those who for us, for whom “ there is no death,” are 
judged to have ” gone before ” for a while, and who 
may return to earth as men of earth once more. Hence 
for the first Buddhists a J*va was just a worthy kindly 
gentleman, often much concerned to help, and hold 
counsel with, those of earth who took the trouble to 
develop psychic gifts known as drca-hesuing and dmt- 
seetng. Our translators usually render the word deva 
by ” god.” unmindful of this disdeifying evolution. 

Hence when we read of Gotama being asked: aMi 
titvd U? are there dare’s ? if be gives a reply which in 
its odd vagueness (possibly its corrupted form) amounts 
to: '* Host people say there arc,” this should not have 
been translated: Are there Gods ? in our sense of the 
word. While as to the question to which, we read, no 
reply was given: Atth’aUd ti ; n’attA' attd ti ? 1$ there 
a spirit, or is there not ? it were just as correct to 
translate this by: Is there a God, or not ? 

The silence I will consider presently. 
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There remains the term Ijvira {asdra), " Lord." 
Do we find this denied or slighted ? I can only re¬ 
member one <x two occurrences of it as related to 
Gotama's teaching, and there the belief in a *’ creator- 
lord '■ as an accepted point of view is not denied or 
questioned. He is shown implicitly denying that the 
evil*doer is. as such, a creation of the Lord, the man's 
evil-doing being the work of his own lack of will to 
do better. This word bad evidently not suffered, in 
Gotama's day, the worsening or let-down undergone 

by deva. 
And lastly the term hfohman or brahmd, the term of 

that day for Deity as Alpha and Omega, neuter, im¬ 
personal, albeit made personal in later centuries. 
Here, if we form our conclusions about Buddhism 
frenn a seeing in its bulky Canon of the Three Pitakas 
the production of a single generation, namely, the 
generation of the first Buddhists->«las I it is still the 
rule so to f(^m them!—we shall hold that Gotama 
taught a very fairy-story about the evolotioo of the 
concept of Brahman, " father of all that is and is to 
become” from the invented fate of an enterprising 
individual, and that he makes an exalted dms called 
Brahroi c^ess to ignorance and send his questioner 
Karir to Gotama who is wiser. I am aware that we 
who see, in such Sayings, matter unworthy of the 
wisdom and methods of the founder of a world-religion 
will be called eclectic and arbitrary in selection and 
rejection. The Pili Canon bolds a great manifold of 
the true and the untrue, the worthy and the worse. 
Judaism saw no reason to reject the exceptional Song 
of Solomon from its Canon, the work very likely of a 
poetiMninded woman of Solomon's court, nor the 
Christian Church any reason to make it apocryphal. 
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I making it presentable by a forced analogy between 
; Saviour and Church. But then we do not ascribe the 
!' sentiments of the Song of Songs to a Founder, nor do 

we base* our estimate of a Founder’s belief or non* 
belief on its verses. 

For me the somewhat ribald stories of the P&tika 
and Kevaddba Sottas are not the sort of stuff a teacher 
would say who was, we read, entertained with much 
honour by learned brahmans, and between whom and 
them no word of dispute is recorded as to the doctrine 
of immanent Deity which they taught. But they are 
the sort of stories that humorous monks would compile 
when, and only when the rift between their own colt 
and the brahman teaching had grown wide, and they 
had become thoroughpaced Non-conformists. They 
are unworthy stuff to put into the mouth of such 
outstanding men as were the founder and his most 
efficient co-workers. 

It was inevitable, with the growing rift alluded to. 
that aftermen put aside reference to Brahman. Alpha 
Omega; we have to discern such reference surviving 
in the compounds Brahtnacharya. BrakmacMakAa (wheel. 
i^., way to B.), Brakmabh6ta (one who has become B.: 
epithet for early " mystics "). More frequently refer¬ 
ences to Brahmi denote just higher <Uva. denizen of the 

^ world better than the next. And here errors arise. 
I The first of my three speakers. Dr. R. E. Hume, based 
I his argument for an originally anti-theistic Buddhism 

partly on a verse where, not Brahman, but a Brahma- 
I irva {brahmund, instrumentive of brakmi) is meant. 

My own translation runs thus: 

^ Not ev«n deva nor Um sprite that briopth lack. 
nor Mara with a BraAimf could unmake 

, the victory by such a peiuoo woo. {Dkammapt'da, loj.) 
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Here is no Deity involved, as being no more omnipo¬ 
tent than the other three beings oi unseen worlds 
dted. Max MiiUcr's translation, using “ Brah^ " in 
error, is oi the very infancy of research in Buddhism, 

and no safe guide. 
Dr. Hume further alludes to “ Buddha " as having 

praised " self-saving.” Here is where many others also 
&p up. in judging that the original gospel was anti- 
theistic. as being one that turned man back on ” hra- 
self ” as saviour, not outward to a Western tradition 
of Deity. (This is the more strange, in that such a 
conclusion conflicts with the slogan of the aftermen, 
that man must take "as his refuge” the trinity: 
Buddha, Dhamma. Sangha. We cannot have it both 
ways.) The tripping up is the result of a deplorable 
mistranslation, or rather, of two such. We read that 
Gotama began his mission with the injunction to 
" seek thoroughly after the Self "—a teaching-refrain 
in the Brahman religion of his day. This was rendered 
” seek yoursdoes ''—a Western mode of translation, 
emphatically not Indian. We read further, that he 
ended his long mission with the injunction: " Live as 
they who have self as lamp, self as refuge ... and no 
other.” This has been rendered. ” Be ye lamps unto 
yourselves.” etc. Yet. when translators meet else¬ 
where the word self compounded as here: aUa-dtpi. 
aUa'SaroHd. they almost always render the compound 
as I have done. Thus: dima-kdma Dr. Hume has 
rendered by “the Soul is his desire”: atmadd. by 
“ wtng the nature of the Soul" (this he entitles " The 
vision of God ”) and. in the oldest Upanishad other 
such compounds by “ has pleasure in, delight, bliss in, 
intwcourse with, the Soul,” or, with Max Muller, 
“ the Self “ (imte in both cases the capital S). Why, 
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in th« name oi troth, should we say " jwnirsclves ” 
Uure, and " the Soul" or " Self ” Pure i The Indian 
idiom is the same, whether in Vedtc or in Pah. And, 
by the dbotext. the idiom there and here meant Spirit 
in our sense of Holy ^lirit. Where then is the " sell- 
saving," unless by " self " is meant the Indian idiom 
of Immanence, " Divine Self ”? 

As if any religious teacher, then or now, worth the 
name, ever failed to see that in religion man seeks a 
Higher, a More, a Better than " himself "t As if any 
religion worth the name would ever fling man, the 
child, as he surely is, into deep waters to sink or swim I 

If now it be said; Is not tUs absence of reference to, 
of reliance upon, of teaching about, a Supreme Being 
almost tantamount to exclusion, or at best agnos¬ 
ticism? I would not agree, and for the following 

reasons. 
It should be plain that an accepted teaching of 

Immanence must lead to a devaluation of all external 
observance whether of deed or of speech, in which 
Deity as external is approached, invoked, app^ed to, 
worshipped. And on the other hand, that it most 
lead to appreciation of, an uplift in, the view taken of 
the man as the shrine and temf^e of the Highest. 
Personal holiness (to use our idiom) would become the 
one fitting worship of the indwelling Potency of the 
man. Now this is just what we find stressed every¬ 
where and always in Buddhism. Man bad to become, 
yea. be had to ” make become "—a very favourite 
word—That Who he was. In this faith the term for 
the quasi-monastic life lived by the student while 
under his brahman teacher; Brakmackarya. became the 
ideal life for each man and woman to wh«n the Buddh¬ 
ist missioners went; " teach ye the very pure utterly 
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perfect God>liviiig (BrokmacMarya) to d*vas and men." 
l iving was to become a divine thing, even in the life 

" in the world." 
But further: this godly living was also presented as 

dfurma—" lovely from first to last." This ancient 
word, meaning what is borne. i.a., as treasured, re¬ 
membered. little used in earlier documents, blossoms 
into sudden prominence in and throughout the Bud¬ 
dhist literature. Unlike the institutional meaning given 
it by aftennen and to-day, it meant that weighty 
religious factor of " the ought, the should be," often 
called " duty,” but by us better known as " con¬ 
science." " Walk according to dkanna " is the Upani- 
ffhidic injunction. And the Asokan Edicts enjoin that 
through dMamma a man becomes moial-living. 

Now it is of deep interest, albeit oddly overlooked by 
Buddhists, that in the Suttas we find the Founder («) 
confessing to a reverence for a worship of dhamma, 
(b) as a necessary result of a yearning for the great self 
{aOi) or soul. And be it noted, that, in that last 
injunction, to take " Holy Spirit *’ as guide, refuge, he 
couples with it dhamma. It would seem as if here we 
have the original Buddhist twin aspects of Deity: the 
immortal static of Being (which yet for Buddhism was, 
as in one Upanisbad, Becoming) and the persistent 
dynamic of Becmning: the inner uige towards the Goal 
of the long wayfaring. So that we can say: Here 
verily is nothing antitheistic, nothing atheistic. What 
we have really is a new theism, a protbeistic teaching, 
one. namely, that sees in our " ooght-monitions " 
the Divine Will working within us. 

But speakers such as I exemplified bring forward, 
not words always, but the absence of them as an im¬ 
plicit andtbeism. Why, they say, those silences i 
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Here I have only space to say a final word. Go- 
tama’s day bad adopted a new cult beady and danger¬ 
ous if nunised; the seeing Deity in an ideal concept of 
the vefy man or self. We can spend ourselves on 
discussions about aspects, and qualities, even, of 
"Cod," conceived as external to ourself, without 
«<>#atiing irreverence. I say " seeming for me there 
is a want of reticence in discussing That ^^'hom we 
cannot yet conceive, much less aoderstand. " To the 
Unknown God " of Paul's Athens is perhaps a dedi¬ 
cation more fit than all our fluent prattle. May it not 
be that Job was not the one and only wise and patient 
man to say " I will lay my hand upon my month "? 
May we not infer in hia ^ence a judgment that his 
day called, not for facile handling of divine ephbets, 
but for a reticenoe that was nobk and wise ? 

Nots.—Since this was published there has appeared, 
in another periodical. Professor Keith's criticism of a 
brother-professor's lecture, before the British Academy, 
on " The Buddha as a Master Mind." In it the critic 
repudiates the rendering used by Professor Radha- 
kriahnan (as well as by myself) of aUaJipd, attasara^d— 
" The Buddha's demand that we should have the self 
as our light... as our refuge should not be pressed 
into an affirmation of a transcendental reality, when a 
lumpift rneaning tn^wing on self-help is so natural." 

I would reply that such " a simple meaning " b very 
" natural" to us English of the present day, but it 
does not follow that it was " natural" in an Indian for 
TnHi«n« of the 6th ccntury 8.C. India believed then, 
and has believed ever since, in the need of every re¬ 
ligions seeker to have a teacher—whom be has come to 
call his guru—to whom he could and can look for 
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guidance, and in whom, mcae than in himself, be must 
** have f^th." That Gotama expected this faith from 
bis followers the critic goes on to emphasise on the 
next page. The soipture^mpUers make Gotama 
insist on itwhoever have but faith, but affection 
in me are goers to the bright world " (Majjhima, i, 
Z43). And Gotama by his lifC'Work was a living 
acknowledgment, in his own faith, that man in his 
Quest needs a guide. In fact the after^men showed how 
little they saw in him a teacher of self-reliance, by 
erecting a threefold guidance for all followers in the 
so-called Three Refuges or Jeweb. He himself had 
explicitly, in the injunction died, restricted the givers 
of that guidance to two only: Mi, ideal or divine spirit, 
and dhamma, inner guide, and, he adds. " no other " 1 

Kow had the meaning been our modem one of self- 
dependence. the contrary would certainly have been, 
not aAiU, bat the more personal pera: not a man's 
self, but another man: an opposition in terms which is 
characteristic of the Suttas. Bnt ndHUaffi in the text 
is more comprehensive: ** nothing else " or " no one 

else." 
Nttf would the enjoining of ’’ help yourselves" 

have been coupled with the enjoining of " let Dhamma 
guide you." It might conceivably were Dhamma 
understood as our " consdence.” But it is as yet 
taught as (s) doctrine, (b) cosmic law, thus taken as a 
"refuge" otMer than "yourselves,"* 

> Adapted tram my oommeDt in CvUmti. t9J9. 
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SILENCE AND EMPHASIS IN BUDDHISM^ 

BuDDSisx U accDsed over and over again with having 
nothing to say aboot God and the soul, or with denying 
the one and the other. According to many Buddhists 
and to most ’verts to Buddhism, this silence, this 

cottstitnte one of its strongest points. Is the 
accusation, the commendation, based on textual ^t ? 
The man or woman who knows the texts, Pah and 
Sanskrit, Chinese and Tibetan, from end to end is non> 
existent. I know a little about the first, and in them 
I find, that in the first plaw denial occurs nowhere; 
that the then current terms for Deity—BraAeum 
(neuter) and tOUn (masculine)—occur very often in 
compounds, and the latter now and then uncompoun¬ 
ded; in the second place, that a mum/, not to see Man 
wtim *' he ’* was not, namely in the body or the 
mind, is recorded of the start of the religion and runs 

through the Canon. 
How then has the above written accusation be¬ 

come so general ? How has the Buddhist worid come 

to bold such a view ? 
I have previously gone into this matter, here and 

elsewhere. I will here and now only recall the ever 
forgotten fact, that the India, where and ^en that 
which we have in these times come to call Buddhism 
took its birth, had. in the profession of iu chief re¬ 
ligious teachers, accepted the belief in an immanent 

I Publisbad ia the Uibbtrt 1933- 
33* 
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thdsm—a striking departure from the teaching in its 
more ancient hymns, the Vedas. This immanent 
theism had other aspects of a somewhat pantheistic 
kind. But the fact that the word dintd {aitan) had 
conte to rank as synon)nrM>u5 with brahman (or Deity— 
the word Stm4 meaning in current idiom “ self "— 
reveals a greater preoccupation with man’s inner 
world than with the external macrocosm. We have 
here a field for the sowing of " Buddhism " where God 
and soul meant " God-in-me, God-in*you; God Who 
is I, God Who is you.” If we once admit this, we have 
to come apart from lands and times where it was, or 
is, taught that God is separate being from boman 
being, or where man was, or is, taught as ” having a 
soul.” In India the" man "(^wnuAa) MS soul, IMS self, 
and was (and is) in and of God. And this, in the super¬ 
ficial “ accusation ” stated above, alters everything. 

What then was the religion, the scheme of salvation 
arising out of the immanent theism ? If man wanted 
so to ” seek the Lord as to find him.” he bad to come- 
to-know this identity of being; had to grasp as present 
and not beyond our ken. *' that Who is the Hmd in all 
things: fdio is for (or. of) thee the itmd who is in every¬ 
thing.”* All the will, all the aspiration of the seeker 
seems to have been wrought up into and satisfied with 
this act of coming to know. There was no such ade¬ 
quate word for the Indian as our will; on the other 
band be bad a word in f(PiU iJdhi). which could 
see in some men's knowing a power of bringing to 
pass surpassing the normal meaning of our vnlL And 
it may 1m that, in this tremendous assertion of Indwell¬ 
ing Deity, he was deemed to have implicit this power 
in knowing, or coming-to-know. 

> Bfkad: UfianisMad, t. 4, i; 5, i. 
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Now that this knowing, this making present called 
for an equally tremendous response in coodoct, that 
the true way of knowing lay in the life to be led in the 
light of it, that a special culture in the art of living 
was necessary to fit the man for an actual, as contrasted 
with a potential, a theoretic identity—this is what we 
do not find tirtsud in the literature of immanent 
Deity, the Upanishads. Emphasis on conduct is hard 
to find. It was, therefore, a dangerous gospel; a 
beady doctrine witboot sufficient ballast. 

Then Gotama arose, bringing the revelatioD that 
more, a great deal more, was needed, for reaching a 
positive identity, not a theoretic one only. He began 
with the Upanisbadic mantra that a man should 
“ seek the Self."* But be is not recorded as telling 
men the other Upanisbadic mantra " You are the 
Self.'* That was going to be a very long business. 
It was not so much a matter of knowing; it was a 
matter of becoming, especially of " making become." 
Man was a Wayfarer, and, with a body and mind of 
earth's handicap, the Goal was for him not yet in 
sight. The records refer to it as " further than that." 
as the “ beyond," the " further shore."* That the 
wayfaring led between thi* world and the next, and to 
better worlds, was made, in contrast with earlier 
teaching, vividly present. Wayfarers in worthier con- 

* This is not generally reeofoised as it shoold be. In traas* 
lationi we have tbe odd reeult, that the same iajaactioa. wbes 
foand in the Upanishads, is rendered: *' This, the Sell should 
besought, oos sboold desire to know," is. when ioend in the 
Baddhist Canon, rendered “ (better thaQ you shoald eeeh 
yewrwlcws «a idiom that dose not appear to be Indian. 
(CAMd. Up..S. 1. i; Ma*<. l/p.. 6. iL) Tbe tmutators. Olden, 
berg and Rhys Davids, were tiun (1879} probably unaware of 
the Upaaishad passage. 

* Ttti-ftUarim ; ; pdriaMM Hraw. 
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ditions became vividly present and often:—men of ttat 
Mart towards which the wayfarer of earth was faring. 
But about the most we find a profound silence. Save 
only that for the aspect of Deity, as the ideal intlwelUng 
Self we find a new aspect: or. if not new in word, new 
in ewpWs. referred to till then only in one or two 
injonctions about dufy.^ This was Dharma. that sense 
of what ought to be done, that urge to get past the 
usual, the ’’ what is done.” which we now caU con- 
sdence. To thus we find him at the outset paying 
homage, as ” being fain for the Great Self.” By this 
Dharma man was to fare. Dharma would ” ward him 

so faring.” , . 
I venture to think, that this relative silence con¬ 

cerning the Divine SeU. this insistence on the concept 
of It as an inward urge, this all-pervasive preoccupa¬ 
tion with ” making the Way become.” with a getti^ 
Further a Getting Beyond in conduct: in brief, this 
view of man as le« ” being " than ” becr^g ” was 
in felt reaction against the overweighting given to that 
theoretic knowing the immanent identity, which held 
the field when Gotama's mission began. In it I see no 
denial of God or soul. An honest unbiassed study of 
Upanishad with Pitaka suffices to show that. Let 
us hope that before long this miserable libel be 

from our writings. I see in the reticence 

concerning Deity, on the contrary, a profound rever¬ 
ence before an ineffable, an inconceivable consumiM- 
tion of life, and a present awareness of it, which 
found in the Hebrew prophets fit and sole utterance in 
the thrice ” Sanctus! ” Gotama recognised, as did 
Paul much later, that man. as being yet within the 
limits of the More, could only—it is a great ” only ”— 

» Eg: Tail. i. «. x- 
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set himself “ to grow up in all things into the stature 
of the perfect Mao." To call this reticence, this 
silence, a denial (aduch is a mere gospel of the Less) 
is to wfong India’s splendid Helper of man. 

It is sorely more really religious than efforts at 
" searching to find oot God." The way in which some 
writers handle this subject of divine attributes: love, 
pity, justice, surprise, powet^ and the rest, can affect 
ns wi^ something of the repulsion we should feel at a 
suprente work of nature or art pawed by hands not 
clean. Plentiful capitals for the terms do not make 
things more tolerable. Nor does the plea that, to be 
loved. Deity must be " known." Known ? Can a 
babe be truly said to know a saintly man or woman ? 
It is only by dwarfing and contracting our crMicepts of 
the Perfect that we can pretend to know That or 
Which transcends our present limits of knowing. A 
Perfect is implied in oor every effort after the less im¬ 
perfect. But to say that the Perfect groua, not for 
us only as we grow, but absolutely, i^ a value as yet 
beyond our rating. It is as if our babe saw in the saint 
a projected image of himself fulfilled. How much 
worthier is not tbe word of Hosea: " Then shall we 
know if we follow on to know " 1 

* C/.tb«roc«atvtide:I>o«GodI>rr«k>p?(M«6afrr/mnMi, 
April tssj.) CJ. also the writer Rabbi Haoioa rilaaeug locb 
aaciiptioai, '* at being oo Iom dovestory to Deity than 
pcamng a miOiaDain for pnae ferine a boDdnd tbouieiwl." 
(£J?.£. art-r GOD Qewieb).} 
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ORIGINAL BUDDHISM AND THE IMMORTAL* 

In the words he uses for that More which he wills life 
to briug him, man expresses this as what be may 
heeowu, may come to It is theu for him a visi<m of 
highest worth. It is a New that be is seelring. When 
it is a Less that be seeks, he will word the More as what 
he may come to Asm. Now this is the story of Amfta: 

the Immortal. It is that of a Becoming in the New. 
reduced to a coming-to*have. 

Religions, at various periods, with varying frequency 
and with varying fervour, have made vocal man's 
yearning for a world which he need never leave just 
beciusf he has to " die." In or of such a world, he 
feels be is not only, and no longer in, a Morej he will 
have attained, that is. he will have become, the Most, 
Highest, Best. And by this be means he will be ever 
Man*in-the-New. because he has no longer about him, 
or of anything that is. or can be, worn out, old, 

unfit, to be discarded. 
This feature is not a monopoly of later scripture. 

Nowhere for me does it find utterance with such zest 
and eloquence as in the Vedic h3nnns. Does any of 
you know those lines to the sacred juice Soma—divine 
milk-ponch, as Bloomfield with quaint scurrility calls 
it-^ the IXth book of the Rigveda, udiere Soma 

* Spokan at tba Coafnas of Orientalists, BroMels. tosS. and 
pabtebed la CkinoU «(BouddU^, Bruges, 1939* 

33® 
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is addressed as Pavamina, the ^VinDOwing One, or 
Pxurifying Motor ? (I quote Griffith's translation.) 

O Pavam&aa. place bm In that deatUeaa andecaying world 
wherein the li^t of heaven ia aet, and everlasting Initre shines I 
Mate me inunortal in that realm . . . where is heaven’s 

secret shrine, 
where are tboee waters yooog and ireah I 
Uake nM immortal edicrs men move even as they Hst, 
In inmost heaven's third sphere, where ludd worlds are full 

of light I 
Hake me Immortal in that realm of eager wish artd strong 

desixel 
Hake me immoetal ia that realm where happliMei and bUss, 
Joy and fetkity combine, and tooging wishes are fnlAUed I 

Here is no mere realm of added conditions of rest and 
peace—heaven of the old and weary-^ere is the 
ever'Sttrging Ufe of eternal adolescence, the winning, 
the ever creating the New! With language fitted 
almost exchxsively for the needs and concepts of life 
in the actual, life in the More, we think, and think 
rightly, of the Most as ioeHable. We can only ri^tly 
name that iriiicb we know. As the Buddhist poem 
words it, with a reticence that is characteristic. Imt in 
no way sceptical: 

Thsrs is no taeasuriog a bud gona hsoea; 
that whereby to word him, that tor him Is not; 
in matters that to sad ars brooght, tbs ways 
to tall to end an brought, yea. evwy«M l> 

The youthful courage of the Veda hymn is not so 
reticent, yet does this vision of fervent aspiration 
appeal to ok as does no tombstone-vista of rest and 

peace. 
There is perhaps only one thing in the lovely lines 

wherein they are for me defective, and that is the 

t Setta-yipBta, ver. 107O. 
23 
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imtioodity of the prayer: "make me iixunortall’’* 
The man who U praying i* immortal here and now. 
Bat he has aboat him the mortal. And he U praying 
for a becoming, wherein and whereby he may be rid 
for ever of his mortal appemage, his mortal instruments 
necessary to him for life in this or that world, i.e., a 
body and mind-ways of using body. But in Vedic 
India man was held to be cmly conditionally immortal. 
Survival of the dying of his last body was held to 
depend upon fit sacrifice, fit prayer by son. by priest. 
And the early Upanishads. though they reveal a great 
religious advance, still contain such a prayer as 

May I, O God. become bearer of the immottal 1* 

A deeper vision would have prayed for a man's be¬ 
coming perfectly well. .lire®'*, not tfMffe. should have 
been the word. For the roan who is perfectly well, 
immortality follows as result; he has no further need 
of instruments that wear out. needful though these 
be for his long apprenticeship, his long wayfaring in 
the worlds. 

In leaving our Pavamina prayer I would remind 
you that it is not typical of Vedic aspiration. I have 
found less than twenty contexts in Rig-Veda and 
Atharva-Veda on am/la and amfiatva. Nor are there 
a greater number in the Brfthmauas. But in the 
relatively short compass of the thirteen Upanishads 
reckoned earliest, the words immortal, immortality 
occur about one hundred times. Only in the short 
U&udfihya is no mention of them. For them, the 
other twelve, amrUi is a keyword. Han's right aspi¬ 
ration is declared to be towards a state, the state of 

* JtfiM amfUujt kfilhi. 
* Am^lasys d*va iMnmt Tail: t, 4. t. 
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the worthy io other worlds, state of the deva, which is 
void of old age, illness and death. And sioce death vras 
the most serioos of the three, the word representing all 
three whs “ the deathless," the imperishable. Amrta 
was thus a term much in the thoughts. <m the lips of 
teachers in the years procediog and accompanying 
the birth of Buddhism. 

Nor was it yet reduced to a merely poetic term 
of supramundsme sentimentality. It h^ gained new 
force, new intensity. For in a teaching of Immanence, 
then newly accepted in Indian ctilture, amfla was now 
no longer an attribute of the great Devas only, or of 
a supreme world or heaven. In a dim way it was 
being felt that the very self, the very man. as immanent 
deity, potentially deity, is here and now immortal. 
It was man who was the pura, the dty of the 
actual Immortal. And with the banishment of all 
that makes the man or dimd mortal, with the taking 
into the very man of Deity, fear was banished. Thus 
we find no-fear (aifhaya) a co-attribute with the im¬ 
mortal. The Chftndogya calls man " Brahman, im¬ 
mortal. fearless." The Ka^ha says: "the self, un¬ 
decaying, undying, immortal, fearless {amaro 

is Brahman." AUdcvaswerecalkdimmortal: 

" as immortal deva he becomes immortal eo Kau- 

0takL 
We can see that the term, though in form negative, 

is as to its content positive. Undying, or not-dying 
actually " more-living." In Kau^taki Indra 

is made to say: " I am prSva (breath of Kfe): I am 
iimd (living spirit): as such, reverence me as life- 
duration (dyw). as immortality, for so one reaches 
full term here, and in the next world one obtains 
immortality, imperishablencss (akfUi). 
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Oar own traditional religioos teaching ia not tree 
from the teaching in that last clause: in the next 
world . . . We are told we awake to immortality at 
death—« teaching for me as mistaken as to say: man 
is mortal—but by rite, prayer or faith can be made 
immortal. It is only when Buddhism lilts its earlier 
voice, that we see dearer notions about the long way 
of man, immortal but in mortal conditions. In the 
Iti'Vuttaka we have a Sutta, I believe unique, 00 the 
dying in the next world of a deva. as a phenomenon no 
Iw inevitable than it is here. The drva on dying is 
expected to be returning to earth. That be might 
be worthy to be reborn parentless in the worthier 
BrahmS-world is nowhere told;—it is a carious lacuna. 
The Sayer was only interested in the dying deva's 
having possibly the luck to catch a Badd^ teaching 
on earth. 

But it is dear that the deva would not attain amaia 
just by betog deva. The attha or End vdiich be 
sought—this was the pre-nirv&Da summum bonum— 
was not 3ret this. Attha. as we know, became depre¬ 
ciated, to mean, in later Buddhism "meaning" or a 
literary " spirit " as against" letter "; in later Sanskrit 
to mean " business, affairs." But not when Bud¬ 
dhism began I Had this depredation not taken place, 
we shoold have found the word amata linked, not as it 
came to be. with nirvSpa. but with atiha. Usually the 
linking with nirvSQa is the explaining of amata by 
nirvlDa, showing that the term tdrvftna as summum 
bonum was later. (I say " usually.” for I have found 
atnaia in a list of twenty-six synonyms for nirvi^a.) 

Let us now come to the birth of Buddhism. This 
took effect with the word amaia as a very trumpet- 
call to the New Word, or, to dte the Pali metaphor, as 
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the beating of the drum that brought oem. It ia odd 
bow we have overlooked this I Look at the accounts 
in the^Pali Cancn of the hesitating man Gotama, 
being inspired to teach and—if we translate rightly'— 
what to teach. The vision has come to him, to whom, 
as very psychic, visions were no novelty. The man of 
a worthier world is begging him to teach, and it is in 
these terms; “ Do thou now open the gate of the im¬ 
mortal I Teach men now perishing, and they will not 
perish; they will grow.” There flashed upon Gotama, 
as he watches the water-lilies, insist into man’s 
nature as a perpetual becoming, and he responds to 
the vision: “ Wide open is the gate of the immortal I 
They who have cars to hear, let them send forth faith 
to meet it I" And soon after, when accosted by 
Upaka about his radiant mien, he ends with; " To 
found the kingdom of tbe true ... I will beat the 
drum of the immortal in a world grown blind." 

I see no reason to doubt, that in this ecstatic lan¬ 
guage we have, not the enthusiasm of the metre¬ 
making editM- only, but that, in great exaltation after 
weary doubt Gotama did utter words like these. Had 
the editor (as was too often the case) had the fashion¬ 
ing of them, we should have found, not the immortal, 
but nirvi^a. But before nirvipa came into the re¬ 
ligious idiom of Buddhism, as the tummutn hontm, we 
can see, that what the earnest seeker had in as 
his quest was, not nirvCpa, but amaU, the Buddhist 
seeker as well as the brahman. The early Upanishads, 
I repeat, show this over and over again. Thus Chin- 
dogya: " This Brahman who is ’ in ' the pura of man's 
heart: this should be searched for; this sorely is what 

* Sm T« Bmonm or nel to Btwm. p. toS, and Btiidkitm, 
1934, p. 103. 
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one should desire to know . . . this does not grow old; 
it is ageless,deathless." (8. i, 4-) And Kena: "with 
knowledge one finds the immortal." And Bfhadi* 
rafiyaka: "Were the whole world mine, should I 
be thereby immortal ?"—♦ woman's question. And 

so on. 
Turn now to the Pali Monks' Anthology: we fi^ 

men described as seeking after auuia, not after nir- 
yi^a- Uttiya " left the life in the world on the quest 
of And Ajjuna of Stvattbi " joined the new 
Jain Order thinking among them to win to amaia.”* 
(I dte the Commentary, which took final shape much 
later, but the two citations are in the sf<rfy of the 
ex^eais, and have all the appearance at least of be* 
longing to the traditicmal account handed down about 

the two men.) 
But the most noted cases of search for amaia are in 

the Canon itself, the Vinaya. These, as is known, 
introduce us to two famous figures, leading men of 
Gotama's disdples. S&riputta and Moggallina, men 
who would have exerted a marked infioence on the 
youth of the Order's history, had they not predeceased 
the Founder. I linger a minute over this, because it 
is a striking instance of the blindness of us inquirers 
into Buddhism, and of Buddhists, as well as an object* 
lesson of the way in which a new teaching, quite other 
than amata, came to elbow the quest for this out of 
the centre of the young mission's teaching. 

Slripotta and Moggallfina were the leading pupils 
of the sceptical sophist Safijaya. And one day. as the 
two were looking on at a big f&te on the hillside, one 
said to the other: " In less than a hundred years not 
one of this crowd will be left on earth I" Gravely 

» Psalms </ iMt Bnliran, p. 34, P.T.S. ed. • JM., p. 83. 
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impressed they consulted their teacher about man's 
hereafter. He put them ofi with his " may be." " may 
not be." and t^y decided his teaching was a hollow 
thing, fince for the wise man this surely demanded a 
Yea or Nay. And they promised each other that 
whichever first found light on the matter would let the 
other know. Siriputta meets Assaji, one of the first 
of Gotama's new diseij^s. and seeing him radiantly 
happy asks who was his teacher and what bad he 
taught ? Assaji replies nervously, as a beginner. 
Siriputta. waxing a little impatient, then says: " The 
sama^ia Gotama of the Sakyans teaches the noiversality 
of causation." That is, I should judge, not with re¬ 
spect to the material world, but the new idea of proto* 
SAnkhya. namely, the new analyas of mind, of man's 
inner world, as no less subject to uniform procedure 
than were outward visible things. And th^ we are 
told, not that Siriputta asked whether the sameata 
taught anything about amaia, but that be at once 
got insight, not into man as immortal, but into man as 
able to 6rifig things to gn end. namely, by stopping the 
cause. And more, he informs Mog^Uina that he had 
" won to the immortal," and both join Gotama. 

If we look critically at this odd story, we most surely 
conclude it is so ntteriy inconsistent, so irrationally so. 
that we are. in the documents, up against what gecd- 
ogists call an " intrusion," that is, e.g., when stratified 
rock is found broken into by unstratified volcanic rock. 
The quest for the immortal belonged to the age of the 
two brahman students. It was Uke a freshly super¬ 
posed stratum of sand on sand strata. The ^ding a 
solution in causation was Uke a mass of lava pouring 
over the strata. If we had found Sftriputta, a man of 
high intelligence in the tradition, finding in causation 
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new light on his own quest, and discussing this with 
Assaji or Gotama. this would have been ot surpassing 
interest. But we do not; and my solution, published 
a decade ago,' is that we have here a m£x*up of 
the teaching of two teachers; Gotama and another 
who has remained nameless, but who became known 
as exponent of the new mental analysis. 

Hy point to-day is. that we see here the outcrop of a 
new vogue, winning later to the honour once given to 
amaia, thrust by subsequent editors like a stO{^)er into 
the earlier ideal: the query namely of the early Upani- 
shads: kvdyam taii pwrufo bkmxdi? "Where does 
tbei>—at death—the man come to be (Brh..3,2,13.) 

The editors of the P41i Canon have so leaped their 
materials as to show, that its teaching was from the 
first much interested in the idea of causation. But 
not because it may be shown to be a sheet-anchor of 
hope in life, namely, that you cannot initiate soRiething 
new. something better without a corresponding result 
inevitably following. Their idea is to show that by 
causation you can know, that if yon want to stop 
an)rthing. you have only to stop the cause of it. And, 
as we know, a formula which became famous was 
drawn up—wAm we do not know—giving only thi* 
one-sided application of causation.' 

Now we may see. in what is a very precious source 
of reference:—the personal poems of monks and nuns 
in the Anthologies—bow for a time the older interest 
in amaUt as a religious ideal was maintained side by 
side with interest in causation as, if not an ideal, yet 
a basis in religious attitude. Of the 264 men-poets, 
only two or three refer at all to causation. 
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Migajila: 

Showing 4 viskm by the light of truth 
Of thio^ 4s como to be by wny of cauie. (v. 431.) 

and Adhimutta: 

To him who teeth at it really it. 
The pure aod aimpie cautal rite of things. 
The pore and aimpie sequel of our acts, 
To such an ooe can coiiw do fear. O chief, (v. 716.) 

In tbe seventy^three nuns’ poems I find four rdcr- 
ences to causation. 

E^., SakuU: 

Act speech and thought 1 taw at not myteU. 
Childiim of causa impenaanent. (▼. lot.) 

PajSpad: 

Now have I understood tbe cause of ill. 
And thirst the cautt in me. it dried op. (v. tjS.) 

and SelA: 

Nether taU-mado the buman puppet it, 
nor by another it It fathioDtd; 
By reason of a cause it came to be. 
By reason of a cause it dies sway. 

(Saqty. 1. 134. P.T5. ed.) 

and SumedhA:—here the reference to cause is just 
an editorial comment at the end of this long, remark¬ 
able and I think wri^ poem: 

Enduiance in tbe truth tbe Master taught 
This was tbe cause, the toorcs, tbe root. 
Tbit tbe first i«"fc in the long causal line. (v. 531.) 

But we can imagine how SumedhA would have sent 
her stylus swiftly scratclung many lines about causa¬ 
tion. if it had appealed to her as integral to her faith, 
so much has she to say about that faith. Her very 
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moving peroration is 00 the contrary all about 4m(Ua. 

Listen I 

SiMC4 Amat» *xisU, wbat an for thee the bitter drapght* of 
tense ? 

StMM Muto, what an for thee the fevers of de^ ? 

AnuOamhi vijj(mAJu:—How does she not reach back 
across the centuries,—perhaps four of them.—to the 
day of the " wide open gate " of amala ? She goes on: 

This that doth ne'er grow old. that dieth not, 
This never ageing, never dying Way, 
No sorrow cometh then, no enemies, 
Nor is then any crowd, none faint or fall. 
No fear cometh. nor aught that doth torment. 
This the nnmortat by fall many hath been won, 
And e'en t(Mlay by ntany may be gained, 
So then be full surrender; be who strivetb not 
He camtot. (w. 506, jis*!}.) 

Sorely no one has ever got more rapture out of the 
negative than this Buddhist nan I If you compare her 
lines with those on the Soma Amfta, you will be struck 
with the positive, and therefore the stronger force 
in the Veda lines. Yet the cloud of the negative is 
more in the words than in the meaning. 

I cannot here and now stay over the other anthoi* 
ogies. But you may remember in Dhammapada, 
that interesting collection of the very old and the later, 
the line 

App*miio amaiapadatu (v. si), 

a saying echoed in a Sutta wherein, in reply to the 
brahman's question: bow to make the b^ of this 
world and the hereafter, the Founder is said to have 
prescribed appamddo'. earnestness.* l.ess likely per* 
haps are you to know the interesting eloquent lines: 

* AngutUra, hi. 364. 
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When DOW. when then be grupe the riM ead fall 
of many tbinga. npture and joy he eins 
with them wto caa discern the deathtoas That. (v. 374.) 

I fouaQ myseU alooe in connecting this amata^ tatu 
with the idiom of the early Upanishads, but 

compare Aitaieyya; 

So he knowing That became immortal. 

And Kau^taki: 

He who knows this having reached That became immortaL 

And Kena: 

Knowing That, the wiM become immorta]. 

And Brhad&rafiyaka: 

That is the Immoital veiled by being. 

For the Anthologies the real rival concept is not so 
much caasatioo as nirvaij*. emerging gradually as not 
merely a cathartic discipline, but as bwsMw. 
The monks use it, roughly, as often as amata ; the nuns 
use it far oftener. The case is the same in Dhamma- 

pada and Sutta-nipita. 
When we look at the prose Suttai, we find the word 

atnaUt. amaiapMUnn. tending to be used as a poetical 
notion. The Majjhims calls tbe Buddha giver of the 
immortal (ematewa Tbe Saipyutta speaks Of 

The people when they eeek to cross the stieeoi 
Ask lor tbe of unmortallty. . • .* 

and so on. The word was still a name to ccmjnrc by. 
But there had come in, possibly from the Vedic 

of amrta with Soma-juice, the fanciful 

metaphor of amata as a divine liquid, not as of nectar, 

> i, in; 195. aae CP.TS. ed.). * Vol. i. p. la^. 
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of ambrosia, to be drunk or eaten, by such as no longer 
lived by either the one or the other, but as sprinkled, 
as anointed by wise teaching on a bearer. Thus the 
aged ailing man Nakolaintar. after listening to the 
Master, tells a disciple. " the Blessed One by his 
religious talk has sprinkled me with amaia.’'^ 

^^lien finally we come to the Commentaries and 
scholastic boolu. wc see the word amata either stolidly 
identifiod with nirvSQa or else passed by. Further, 
and this is important, if we look through the latter 
books, «.g.. Buddbaghosa's and Buddhadatta's. we. 
to go by the ample indexes, find the word almost or 
quite ignored. It is clear that, for these monks, and 
their world, the word, the old ccmccpt of amota has 
faded out. Not for them were their pulses quickened 
by the throbbing of the Founder's drum of the im- 
mortal. 

The mere losing of a venerable term for the religious 
ideal and substitntion of another were less significant, 
had those monks clear vision about, not the deathless, 
but death; did they sec. in this every time, an opened 
gate, an apiruta dvira to a finer living beyemd, or, if 
already in a world beyond, to an advance in the dis¬ 
cipline of opportunity afforded by life again on earth. 
But for them there is little of this; there is manifest a 
fear of death—have you ever read Buddbaghosa's 
description of it ? They seem to have been lacking 
in what the men of beyond could have told them, had 
they maintained the right use of Jhina:—that death 
is for all a gentle friend, ridding the dying man—I 
mean of coarse spirit—of the ailtng body well before 
his last breath in a painless waiting, or if suddenly, 
also with no pain at all. Fear of death and dread of 

* Saipyiitta HI. i C/. PuJms 0/ tkt SisUrt, p. 41. 
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life beyond death because it meant more bodily life:— 
such was the return Buddhism got for letting go its 
vision of life as a whole. 

And *even in such vision ascribed to its teachers of 
the next world, where the good deed here found 
reward there, we only meet with a low picture of phys¬ 
ical pleasures and comfort. We find no evidence of 
good life here finding reward in a higher standard of 
spiritual values there. You have only to read the 
Vimfinavatthu anthology, shortly I hope to be pub* 
lished in English, to see this. 

How much nearer akin is the resounding drum of 
the Founder's outburst to the triumphant song of the 
Hebrews: " Lift up your heads, 5^ doors, and be ye 
lift up, ye everlasting gates, and the Man of glory shall 

come ini" 
Or even to our own dramatist echoing those words: 

Tben heaven I wt ope thin* everUsting gate* I 



XXX 

THE WILL AND THE WAY* 

Th£ title of oor discussion is a thin disguise for the 
subject of questing. We go out for many a quest in 
this Society, sporadically or systematically, and it may 
be the wiser plan, on an occasion like this, to concen¬ 
trate not on this quest or that, but on main object and 
general method, lest we lose the wood in the trees. 
I learn that my j^ecessor took this line, so that I run 
a little risk of boring you by lack of freshness of subject. 
Yet there is infinite variety in the ways of individual 
mind, and I may say nothing that cither he has said or 
you would put forward. So that what I say may serve 
to stimulate the different central attitude of each of us. 

Thus Mr. Holmes' title was “The Spirit of the 
Quest.” Mindful that'' spirit ’* is an ambiguous terrn. 
I may say that my message is just the converse: ” Will 

and Way ” in the quest of the spirit. 

Tbe Quest of the Spieit. 

The “ of ” here is also ambiguous. Spirit's quest, is 
it, or our questing of qtirit ? Let us take it both vr^yi 
—what do 1, spirit, seek ? what do I think about 

spirit ? 
Our prospectus speaks of our Society’s central 

object a little differently: “ to seek for spiritual values.” 

^ A PmidentUl addreas detivmd to tbe Qneet Society. 
May i8, 1923. 

35® 
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Whal may this mean ? To be of valoe is to matter 
much as compared with other things. To he of 
supreme value is to be the *' one thing needful ’* in life. 
And "spiritual" is"relating to ^irit." And spirit ? 
This let us call here that real " I." that real " you." 
who is not body as such, not mind as such, but that 
invisible being who functions and expresses Mmself as 
body through the instrumentality called miiMJ. that 
being of whom we are intensely conscious In the worts 
"I," " myself," but of whom we know neither the begin¬ 
ning nor the ending, and of whose attribute* we we 
absolutely sure of one only: that spirit is alive, alive 
in that" he " is ever changing, evolving, and as we hopt, 
growing. Thus " spiritual value*" now appear* as 
" things that matter, are good for, make for the growth of. 
spirit, or of you and me. as in ourselves we really are. 

Growth toward* what ? Towards a sUte of matur¬ 
ity we can only conceive yet as " perfection,” or the 
divine nature.” or which we can now figure a* growth 
in wisdom^ beauty, holiness, or as becoming utterly 
"weU.”* 

Yon n^ay take me up here with: In life is not growth, 
maturity, always followed by decay ? Have you, 
a student of Buddhism of all subjects in the world, not 
thought of this deadlock in stating that spirit grows ? 

Yes, I have. The Buddhists were sagacious. They 
did not outran their words. They never used the swrd 
"life" when they said "whatever comes to birth, 
comes also to decay and death." Just as they had no 
wort coinciding with our " love,'* so they had no word 
so charged with a vague, immense meaning as our word 

« W* need here tl*e noon cl our adverb and h^-obeolete 
adjective "wcIL" ■•Wealth" is also spedahsed, and so. 
degraded. 
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life,” largely through Christian teaching, has come to 
have. 

When we say ” life ” we habitually think of life as 
it expresses its^ in body through mind. That life, as 
category, may not be exhausted by this dual channel 
we do not always tell ourselves. Yet it is a tenable 
hypothesis that '' life ” is more truly an *ssmiial attru 
biitf 0/ spirit who informs, animates body and mind 
than it is of these two (and in lower organisms, is an 
attribute of something analogous to spirit in ourselves). 
Hence, by this h3rpothesi5. we do twt land ourselves in 
an imptssst when we figure our real self as ” being that 
grows,” and refuse to identify life with growing and 
deca)ring bodies and mind and with nothing else. 

Ovx Qubstikg and the World 

Let us now leave quest of spirit and speak of will 
and way in terms of our questing, and then of our 
questing as way and as will. At the end we will come 
back to spirit. 

Our quests—we assign them some importance. 
What is it that makes a quest impmtant ? Two 
notions suggest themselves: one is that the quest be 
one which in a way ailects everybody, comes into life 
generally. It must not be confined to a comer of life 
wholly, must not belong only to things abnormal, 
supernormal. It must be connected, connectible with 
the very stuff and movement of life. The other is. that 
a quest to be important must be for something that is 
wanted, a need, the being without which is hindering, 
hurting mankind like a retarding spring, a cold summer, 
absence of sunlight. If our quest have both these 
qualities we know it is important. 
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Many quests have not this dual importance. Our 
several quests are so many ways, selected by our wilt, 
which are to a very vaiying extent coincident with oar 
life itself. The more our quest covers our life, the more 
critical becomes this dual aspect of its importance. Let 
us consider that one about which I have a little experi* 
ence, the branch of comparative religious study. Ju^ 
now it is concentrating on Jesus-research. It is akin 
to much of my own " way.” Buddhist research. We 
are engaged in seekmg for originals beneath a heap of 
disguising superstructure. 

Many would question how our results, if we get 
any, affect everybody ? And in what way mankind is 
hindered by a lack of just that knowledge which we 
seek to make clear in the results of our search ? 

Anyone who can glance backward at known history 
and is not too short-sighted to see that the world will 
not always stand to ite creeds as it does now, will be 
able to follow us here. We who seek would say to him: 
From time to time there has come to a portion of the 
world a message, a teaching—not absolutely new, but 
not grasped by the multitude—through the person of 
one whom we will call Helper of men. And a great 
part of the world has come to be extraordinarily affected 
by this teaching, in the form in which it spread. And 
records of it, set down too long after to be trustworthy 
as they stand, are with us. In them, chiefly, we dig for 
our originals. 

But many hold that ofw collection of these records, 
be it Tiintaka, Bible or Kuran, contains in its ntessage, 
taught at a certain time and place, a revelation true and 
sufficient for the world’s spiritual health for all time. 
All who bold such an opinion are greatly affected by it 
in their present and forward view of life. Equally so 

*3 
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are those who do not hold it. Those who do bold it. 
will not look for any new revelation, or if they do, it is to 
look for light on the lines of the one all-adequate revc- 
laticm. They walk along the way beholding a height; 
they will not expect at a turn in the way to see a new 
peak swim into their ken. They will teach content¬ 
ment with the old. They will not strive to win new 
light. They will not look for a new star in the east. 
They will con their records with their impressive say¬ 
ings. their inconsistencies, their evident editorial patch- 
work. And they will to some extent live in a past, not 
to say a dead, wwld while they are in a new. 

Those who do not hold with one past revelation as 
final, will either do the of^wsile of these things, or they 
will lose all faith in such teachings, p^t and to come, 
and will say: All nven are liars; r^on is a weary 
farce. 

Now our Jesus-research, our Gotama-research. has, 
or should have, these ultimate results in viewEither 
that research confirms the view as to the truth of one 
gos^. delivered just there and then, for all and for ^ 
time, or it undennines it. And when mankind in 
general recognises that a creed undermined is about 
to crash, it will look for some guide to take its place; 
it will ask itself how to get that guidance which the 
old creed failed to give. It will seek new light. 

So that such a quest does in a way affect mankind 
generally, does in a way point, if indirectly, to what 

is even now wanting, nay. points directly to 
the felt want of certainty about the past gospel, 
whichever it be.* 

1 The nowing work of tb« PSU Text Sodsty, the greater 
part of Its incona* derived froca the tale ol its uniee, is aootbor 

iwbuaee of * growing want. 
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That even popular literature is usiog such research 
to feed this want we can see. Take Wells's Outiitu of 
History, a work for the million. We there find the 
personality of Jesus dealt with in a frankly undenomi¬ 
national, historical manner such as would, in such 
a publication, have scarcely been possible in the last 
century. 

And if our quest, whatever it is, be for us a living 
way along which we walk with will, we shall be 
habitually alive to the importance of the world’s 
becoming more and more aware of its importance. 
For until the world admits that our quest in a way 
affects it, and feels to some extent the want of what 
we seek, our quest is important rather in theory than 
in practice. We do need to be working to some extent 
in sympathy with the race, that is, with ourselves, and 
not to be walking in isolation, if we are to be really 
elective. 

It is recorded that one of earth's wisest sons was 
only persuaded to begin his mission of teaching his 
little world that the good life was, there and then, of 
more importance to man than the popular polytheistic 
creed, with its priests and sacrifices and ritual,*'by 
being shown that there were some who would under¬ 
stand, sonte whose eyes were dust-free, some who were 
as lotus-buds emerging from the water to blossom. 

And the way to hasten mankind's awakening 
interest is to leaven, to infect those, be they neighbour, 
friend or stranger, with whom we can come into con¬ 
tact now. If when we are abroad we keep the busk of 
our quest, like the man in the parable, carefully “ laid 

t I should DOwaOdtortbanthenever 
colt of Inmancnce m U was loight to sous of ooUes aod 
brabmaos. 

43* 
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up in a napkin "~if we go about with the torch of our 
quest carefully extinguished—we shall persuade no one 
of- its vital importance. We should ri^ boring a few 
to win over one. Let us try oftener—not Without 
opportunity and tact->-to draw attention to at least 
two matters: that (i) it is of vital importance to the 
intelligent to come to a dedsion, within the next fifty 
years, about the so-called psychic nature of us. whether 
it is limited or not to receive impressions from the five 
senses and from one undifierentiated general sense, 
whether, if not to limited, it can be very greatly 
developed and exploited, wherein it can contribute 
things that are objectively valid; next. (2) about the 
fitness of any teaching of the old-world creeds to be a 
sufficient guide, one or all of them, for the expanding 
ideals and broadened needs of the new world, and if 
there be not fitness, then as to the need of everyone 
to /MmA okI vAa/ if is vAareon mors light is wanUd, 
more than the old creeds give. If. as we speak of any 
one of such things, a coal from the altar has touched 
our Ups. we shall give all but the callous, and as yet 
quite unfit, a chance to Idndle their spirit by ours. 

Let os any way not make either of two mistakes 
about the world: (i) let us not suppose it remains in 
every way the same old world, and (2) let us not foi^et 
of what the collective will at times is capable. 

(i) It is in some ways a new world. The child is 
trai^ in the habit of learning the new as he never 
used to be. And adolescent and adult cany on the 
habit. For opportunities and means to learn the new 
are in more general access than ever they were. It is 
DO longer so toilsome to break out of grooves. So we 
cannot gUUy say, what the world w^ not attend to 
or take up. (2) Again, there are crises when the will of 
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a ^ap or of a people will do the impossible. War, 
shipwr^ persecution, oppression may reveal here 
a will as strong and undinching as that of a hero, 
a saint, a martyr. Let the world want a thing badly, 
and the world will get it. Let it only will peace 
strongly enough, let it only know " the things that 
belong unto its peace," and there will be no more 
war. 

Meanwhile it is up to us to be willing the world 
with ourselves into the better way. What of our own 
way ? 

The Way 

Is our will trotting along in a grooved way, 
comfortably, void of a wish to worry others to conte 
along ? Whether or no we have a quest that is just 
a bobby and a relaxation, or our very life-work, how 
does it rank in respect of our central quest, the 
purpose of our life, that purpose which, in the pro¬ 
spectus of our society, we are committed to try to 
understand; in other words, do we, in the way which is 
our life, see at all where we are going ? For if we do 
not see this, a dreadful thing may haj^)en. We may 
lose the way itself. By this. I do not mean that we 
necessarily stop our going, our work. I mean, we 
suddenly realise we are going on without any clear 
idea of the way as a whole. We have been seeing only 
a part. We have been walking along a way with ito 
outlook, no prospect. We have been in a cutting, and 
not on the hillside. 

There is a famous hymn which says: 

I do not ask to see 
The distant scom. Om stop enough for me. 
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Fof ultimate realities this is true enough. We are 
a lone way from being fit to understand the greater 
mysteries. But we need not be so in the dark as 
to the distant scene on the offing, unless we 
to be so. Where childlike humUity is nght, childish 
incuriosity U wrong. " One step enough ” may not be 

pure humUity. It may be mix^ with much alloy: 
intellectual sioth. imaginative dulness, a lack of imtm- 
tive, acquiescence in dogmas, theological or sacntific. 
of an ago that is passing away. Over this one st^ 
enough ” we have been saying: " I have no to 
attend to distant scenes, no opportunity, no aptitude, 
I have no special abUity to take up the general way 
of our human destiny. Others may have it. I am 
making bricks. Others may build with these. Let 

me just concentrate." 
Then, it may be, comes the crash of some crisis— 

such as that of the Great War or more private tragedy 
_and even the near way is blotted out. We lose our 
way for we have had no distant objective, and our 
step by step method had no further orientation, no 

beckoning significance to direct it. 
" 0 but,” perhaps we say, ” our little steps are omy 

significant when considered as a minute section m the 
work of humanity, our work becomes great in virtue of 
the cause. We lay a stepping-stone where others wiU 

pass over.” , . . 
This is a sirens' semg which is only the inore aaii- 

geroos because it has so much truth in it. It u 
fine to be doing even spade-work in a great cause. It 
is true that humanity to-day progresses through the 
work of its earlier children. It is not fine that 
worker sees no more of the way than a private soldier 
in a battle, or a hodman carrying up bricks. Itisnot 
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proven true that each is merely a sectional worker. Be 
the lot jost now never so humble, there is no one who 
is not a separate ^nrit walking along an individual 
way to an uttermost, as yet inconceivable goal. 

Well, if we have found our way again, and found 
a truer way—as we shall have done unless we are 
onteacbable—then a notable thing will have happened. 
If we have looked up from our one step at a time, and 
understood something of the significance of the outlook, 
stunething of the real purpose of our going, we have 
found that the old quest or quests have got fitted into 
our way as they never were before. Their value is 
transformed. Their true significance comes out, if not 
all at once, at least gradually. There seemed at times 
a wall barring our view. Now we see how our work can 
minister to something that is our way, yet is much 
bigger and longer than our present work. 

Such an experience as the foregoing is doubtless 
not that of everyone. But it is true, and it may haiqien 
to scune. It is a little thing to be mdking along a way: 
it is a great thing to be waling along a way that cannot 
be lost. I use “ way " for the life of the real us, of 
spirit, aschoice and self-surrender have shaped it. And 

that life has included, does and will include many 
quests. There is no student of Buddhism who has not 
a tenderness for the figure of way or path. Used for 
the individual life, the way is the very centre of 
Gotama's teaching, the noble path of the divine 
living.^ It is a fine simile. Way never repcate itself, 
as life does not. Walking along it suggests progress, 
and also growing fitness. Way suggests view; way 

suggests goat. 

• Conuaentator* prafor to deftae " divine ” ae 
*• beet.” 
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Will 

Let us now see what can be dene for way, when 
will is driving us along it. What is will proiferly so 
called ? Not wish only, or merely desire, but synergy 
of body and mtnd. Will is spirit, real self, directiiig 
body and mind to an end conceived as such and no 
other. Way is self, spirit, I as I Kve. Will is self, 
spirit, I in action. And we are all going along a way, 
Imt we are not all or always going along the way with 

will. 
We are so going when doubt is absent. It may be 

new to be free from doubt. It is never new to be in 
doubt. Only the very stufud have never known doubt. 
Doubt is halting for fresh dedsions. Will has faltered. 
It may fail to respond even when the fresh decision is 
made. Why is this ? 

W'iU gets tied up to so many old things. Which 
old things ? Here are some with will sticking to them: 
The will to stand still, to be content to stand still; 
the will to believe something because other people 
believe it; the will to believe as true what is contained 
in certain venerated books; the will to hold sacred what 
(we bear) has always been held sacred; the will to 
believe something because we like it; the will to look 
always backwards, not forwards; the will to be content 
with what we know; the will to stop at a certain point 
because we do not dearly see further; the will to see 
no further; the will to wait because it is dangerous to 
go further; the will to hope we may not have to go 
further; the will that wi^es there may be nothing 
round the next comer to see; the will to be saved the 
trouble of going round it, and so on. It is in such ways 
that our will has been stifling fresh judgments, not 
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saffcriog its to recast and dedde " This is the way. 
Walk ye in it." Will has been hashing os rather in the 
words,of Jeremiah's scathing irony: " Ask for the old 
paths, where is the good way; walk therein and ye shall 
fiiMl rest for your souls." Yet there were watchmen 
who said, Hearken to the sound of the trumpet. And 
(our wills) said, We will not hearken. Peace, peace. . .. 

It may be that, as witli the way. so with the will, 
some other instrument must tear away, brace up and 
transform will. A vision may do this. Love may. 
Or we may develop imagination. 

I could tell of \^at a vtsioD did for a general at 
a crisis. His name I must withhold. It was the eve 
of a decisive battle, and he bad a few hours in which to 
rest. His was a gc^ cause, but a black hour of misery 
came over him. Doubt gnawed him whether relief 
that had been promised for his inferior forces on the 
morrow would come, would come in time. The worry 
obsessed him and all his will seemed drained out of him. 
He foresaw certain death to thousands, certain misery 
to tens of thousands, and for the first time he felt more 
like a murderer than a successful soldier. Would he 
win ? Could he afford to survive where so many were 
to fall f Then as be lay, not in sleep, he seemed to 
be in a lane of fighting men, advancing, with an old- 
world halberd in his hand, along an avenue to certain 
death. He felt no fear; he had no choke; he had to go 

<m. Suddenly the avenue broadened out to a way of 
safety, and he was no longer in desperate straits. He 
was in a great light on his way to victory. He was 
winning; be bad won. . . . His summons came as 
grey dawn was creeping up. and from that hour all 
fear fell away and be felt sure be would win. His will 
was steeled to win and be won. 
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This might be matched, if Englishmen were less reti- 
cent, oftener perhaps than we think. And instances 
of love bring will *' to find out the way ” might be 
given did time permit. Blessed are they who have 
known such wonder-working love, which will not brook 
the impossible, but opens up avenues to light when 

all other motives falter. 
Sei't Doch so f«ra die Liebe wird’s erreicheD I 

as Beethoven's Fidelio sings. Hard is it and t<^me 
to find the true, but when love drives will, the quest 
of truth is the loveliest way. the true way to the true. 

Way-and-will-illuminating love comes not to every¬ 
one. But in everyone will may be quickened and 
drawn along by the cwistnictive power of mind we call 
imagination. We have heard much of this lately and 
M. Cou6 baa been turning it on to cure this sick body 
and that. More even do we need his methods for the 
body politic. That is still very sick, and no wonder, 
but it may be in the throes of new birth. The country, 
an Europe, needs to dwell less on its state and sick 
S3rmptmns, and more on the fact and certsinty of 
renascence after fearful years. It needs to believe in 
its convalesccDce, " day by day in every way." Let 
it so talk and so write and it wiU coroe to will the 
betterment it pictures. What it wills strongly it will 
get. In this way there is no one udio cannot brace up 
and quicken the wUl, whether he imagine his own 

betterment, or that of his world. 

Will akd Way in the Qitest or the Spirit 

And now, finaUy, to see that we leave ourselves in 
no confiision as to will and way and quest of spirit, so 
far as we have touched on these matters. We have 
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suggested that “ spirit" is the real “ we,” whom we 
know as yet through mind and body; that the " spirit's 
quest is growth towards perfection or utter wcU-ness; 
that '*way ” is spirit, " we," as we live; that " will" 
is spirit, " we," in action. How can we best use will 
in our way so as to forward this quest ? 

First, let us look upon the way, that is. upra life 
itself, as quest. This is the supremely right view of 
life, and it will be haji^ier for us if we face it as such. 
“ We are all seekers still"—^wrotc Matthew Arnold— 
though often we know it not. What is it we seek ? 
We seek to know, for we do not know enough. We 
seek to be strong, for we are weak. We seek to be 
better, for we are not nearly as good as wc might 
be. We seek the true, for we walk amid error and 
illusioo. 

By all these things we grow, ^nril grows. And 
^irit, as he or she grows, waxes not older but younger. 
When we admit this, we have freed ourselves from the 
usual way of spealdog of life in terms of body and mind. 
But we have only done so by a lew dt Jorce, by an 
inversion of that usual way. By speaking of spirit 
growing younger, we are speaking as we do now of a 
recuperated body and mind: " He looks twenty years 
younger." We mean just “ more well." It is a pro¬ 
test against the tired, old-age view we are so apt to 
take of life. We talk of grovring older and older here 
below, and many say, hereafter we shall never be tired 
and old any more for ever and ever. For my part I do 
not believe we have deserved to enter on perpetual 
youth and total absence of weariness so soon as aB 
that. But how limp, how awkward, how stultified is 
man's imagination, fr^ lack of exercise about matters 

outside bis five little senses I 
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Let as thinlt a little less that we are growing old. 
Let us consider what children we all really are I We 
teach children, and think it all no longer applies to ns. 
And yet it must be bon>e in daily on many of how 
little grown-up the elders are. Chiefly because we are 
in so many ways incorrigibly childish. So few are 
really wise. In so few can we find capable counsellors. 
And this is because, whereas this present body of them 
is ageing, and their mind, too much in subservience to 
the body, is shrivelling and wrinkling with it." they." 
that is. their spirit has not been growing as it might. 
It is stunted, its outlook has been shut off. It is not 
walking in the right way; it is not driven along that 

way by will. 
But once we admit, once we really believe, that, 

whether body be waxing or waning, and whether mind, 
in so far as it works by sense and images of sense, is 
conforming to body, the spirit, that is we, can be 
uniniemtpUdly growing, that is, improving as it fares 
along its way. then we quite lose the tired, old-age view 
of life. Our present quests become just a passage in 

' the long, long way of the spirit's life. And the will we 
put into our seeking is the acceptance of the gift, of the 
opportunity of such a splendid adventure as is this 
long, long way towards perfection, as well as the effort 
to grow towa^ it. 

‘Fbis will'to-grow will vary to some extent in form 
according to the nature of what we are seeking. If we 
seek to disentangle the true from the not-genuine. the 
original from the superadded, the will becomes effort 
for utter sincerity, the pure will to the true. So that 
we stand by our results, whether they are what we 
wanted or expected them to be. or whether they are 
not. This is not nearly so easy as it sounds. And we 
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do well to Uke to heart the noUe exordium at the end 
of Mr. Mead's discussion in the last number of The 
Quest (pp. 368/.).^ If our quest be some other form 
of rendering service, more obvious if not more genoino 
than beating out truth, will that makes growth is the 
will of brother and sister to help broths and sister. 
With no other will can we safely try to help. If our 
quest be to enlarge our knowledge of our psychical 
nature as yet so imperi^tly sounded, if we are testing 
channels that are yet more abnormal than they need 
be. the will that makes growth is a veritable synergy 
of our best effort, bodily suid mental Not only otter* 
most sincerity, the pure wiU to the true, but the will 
to empty ourselves of preconceptions and of mere 
curiosity, the will to receive, to become pure Instro* 
ment. so that not only we but the world eventually 
may be helped. 

Not all recipients of new light by these channels 
have proved themselves able to summon up such pure 
self-emptying will to be transmitters rnily. The new 
light has been tainted at its inception, and has done as 
much barm as good. We have no right to set down all 
recipients of revelations as liars. But it is a hideous 
wrong to embroider the messages. 

Psychic science is also a quest—like that of creed- 
research—which is creeping into the dual importance 
of being admitted as something entering into the 
general life and of catering for a felt want. I need 
only refer you to its novel appearance, as a science 

^ No labour in tbis field can lead to eodsrlng rmlts which 
is oot undertaken . . . with the otw object of gettlof at the 
historic truth fearteas of aO eoneeqaeocee . . . tubtsHtuiig to 
etrennOQS moral dlsdpUiM in vbkh the seeker's ^Irit is tested 
arid purged to tbe uttermost. . . 
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among sciences, in the popular publication Outline of 
Scienu} It is as yet a baby science, and one day the 
writer’s utterance <hi it in that series will be ranked as 
those of a child crying in the night. But the infusion 

of his article is very significant. 
Whether it be along these uncharted coasts that 

we seek for the true, or in the mines of old records, 
whether we are out not for Jesus-research, but for 
Jesus-service to our fellows, or whether our way be the 
mairing of Dcw things of besuty. the will that makes 
for growth of spirit needs that rich blend of imagination 
which. M blended, is faith: faith that new light and 
plenty of it will come when the hour is at hand; faith 

it may. for aught we know, be waiting to come in 
one fonn or another, to each of us if we turn our faces 
to the source of new light, if wc can persuade ourselves 
that, in a would-be redpient, it is ^tter to have the 
heart of a little child than to be over-careful that we 

are learned and critical. 
It was a great creator of new things of beauty who 

wrote his J. ].—Jtiva the comer of each 
new manuscript. We might do worse than utter the 
swrswm eotia of a Jmei aOema lux, aeiemus amor 
when will takes up the daily way. Indeed it may be 
will's only way of safety. . . . 

No, I do not echo Bach's Juvel Jesu. According 
to John's gospel. Jesus saidI am the way. the truth, 
the life," and then: " No man cometh onto the father 
but by me." According to Matthew and Luke be said: 
" Ask, and ye shall receive . . . your father knoweth 
your need before ye ask . . . say. Our father . . . 
give . . . forgive ..." In these welcomes to direct 
access (followed by the early Church) we find no trace 

^ Ptyckie Seitmee, by Sir Oliver Lodge. 
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of an intermediary making access and asking indirect. 
Is not the day gone by for the way that goes round 
about* for the will that says. 1 am the way for you ? 

we are, every one of us, in the Way of all the 
worlds, and a Will is weaving it as it were a great web. 
If you, if I place our will within that Will, we shall be 
shown the way marked out for us in that web. 
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